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The SPEAKER (Hon. Telmo Languiller) took the
chair at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The SPEAKER — Order! I acknowledge the
presence in the gallery of Donna Bauer, the former
member for Carrum.
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, last night
during the adjournment debate the Deputy Speaker
made a ruling with regard to whether an update was
information. He said he would have a discussion with
you about that matter. I am wondering whether or not
that is going to happen. I seek your guidance as to
whether or not calling for an update is information in
order to clarify the standing orders and Rulings from the
Chair. It is a long-established practice here that an
update is just a call for information. It was discussed
only last night, but I am seeking information as to when
a ruling on this might occur.
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Robinsons Road–Western Port Highway,
Pearcedale
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
We the undersigned citizens of Victoria draw the attention of
the house to the long and deadly history of the Robinsons
Road and Western Port Highway intersection in Pearcedale
and to the tragic continuation of that damning reputation by
the further unnecessary death there on 29 May 2015 of
19-year-old Olivia Steadman-Meconi.
We, the undersigned concerned citizens of Victoria, therefore
request the Legislative Assembly of Victoria to request the
state government immediately begin the process of installing
a roundabout at the intersection of Robinsons Road and
Western Port Highway in Pearcedale; and until installation is
complete, to institute traffic management strategies,
including, but not limited to, the reduction of the speed limit
on this section of the Western Port Highway to 80 kilometres
per hour, to prevent further injury and/or loss of life occurring
at this location.

By Mr BURGESS (Hastings) (205 signatures).

Tyabb mobile and internet services
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:

The SPEAKER — Order! I do not propose to rule
on that matter now, although the Chair may well have
an opinion in relation to it. I propose first of all to have
a discussion with the Deputy Speaker, who indicated to
my office that he would like to have a discussion this
morning. That will happen, and in due course, when the
Chair is ready, the Chair will come back to the house.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Police numbers
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Assembly that Premier
Daniel Andrews has failed to commit to providing additional
police numbers and subsequently, as Victoria’s population
grows, the number of police per capita goes backwards under
Labor every day.
The petitioners therefore respectfully request that the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria calls on the Andrews Labor
government to commit to providing additional frontline police
numbers as a matter of priority.

By Mr BURGESS (Hastings) (104 signatures).

This petition of residents of Victoria draws to the attention of
the house their concerns that the locality of Tyabb is an area
which is effectively a communication black spot in that there
is no mobile phone reception or ADSL internet service. This
situation has proven to be a serious problem for the residents
during fire seasons as there is no communication in or out of
the district once landlines are down. Residents are also
disadvantaged in business and personally by not receiving a
basic service, which is available to other Victorians.
In conjunction with the upgrade to their mobile phone service,
residents are seeking a similar upgrade to their mobile internet
services.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria request that the locality of Tyabb
receive an immediate communications upgrade to provide
mobile phone and mobile internet services and ADSL
services.

By Mr BURGESS (Hastings) (9 signatures).

Keysborough South primary school
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of residents of Keysborough South Victoria
draws to the attention of the house that there is no primary
school in Keysborough South.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria urges the government to provide a
funding commitment for the purchase of land and
construction of Keysborough South primary school.

By Mr PAKULA (Keysborough) (1084 signatures).
Tabled.

ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
2098
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(a) in respect of the exemptions (if any) granted
by the Treasurer under subsection (2) during
the period covered by the report —

Ordered that petitions presented by honourable
member for Hastings be considered next day on
motion of Mr R. SMITH (Warrandyte).

(i)

ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES
AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE

the number of exemptions; and

(ii) the name of each foreign corporation or
foreign trust in relation to which an
exemption was granted; and

Country Fire Authority Fiskville training
college

(iii) the value of each exemption, being the
amount of duty foregone, or likely to be
foregone, by the State because of the
exemption; and

Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) presented interim
report.

(b) in respect of the exemptions (if any) granted
by the Commissioner or a member of staff of
the State Revenue Office during the period
covered by the report under a delegation
under section 3F —

Tabled.
Ordered to be published.

(i)

DOCUMENTS

the number of exemptions; and

(ii) the total value of the exemptions, being
the total amount of duty foregone, or
likely to be foregone, by the State
because of the exemptions.

Tabled by Clerk:
Auditor-General — Annual Plan 2015–16
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978 —
Summary of Variations notified between 27 May 2015 and
22 June 2015 — Ordered to be published

(4) The Treasurer must issue guidelines for the
exercise of the power of exemption under
subsection (2).

Parliamentary Committees Act 2003 — Government
response to the Education and Training Committee’s Report
on the Inquiry into the approaches to homework in Victorian
schools

(5) The Treasurer must cause guidelines issued under
subsection (4) to be published in the Government
Gazette.
(6) Guidelines issued under subsection (4) are not a
legislative instrument within the meaning of the
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994.”.”.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The SPEAKER — Order! I wish to acknowledge in
the gallery Ms Christine Henderson, mayor of Mount
Alexander Shire Council. Welcome.

STATE TAXATION ACTS AMENDMENT
BILL 2015
Council’s suggested amendments
Returned from Council with message relating to
following suggested amendments:

4.

Clause 15, page 23, after line 9 insert —
“3F Delegation of exemption power
(1) The Treasurer may delegate, by instrument, to the
Commissioner —
(a) the power of the Treasurer to exempt a person
under section 3E(2);
(b) the power to delegate the power delegated
under paragraph (a).

1.

Heading to clause 15, omit “3E” and insert “3F”.

2.

Clause 15, page 23, line 9, omit “circumstances.”.” and
insert “circumstances.”.

3.

Clause 15, page 23, after line 9 insert —

(2) If power has been delegated under
subsection (1)(b), the Commissioner may, subject
to the terms of the instrument of delegation,
sub-delegate, by instrument, to a member of staff
of the State Revenue Office the power that is the
subject of the delegation, other than the power of
sub-delegation.

“(3) At least once every 6 months the Treasurer must
cause to be laid before each House of Parliament,
and publish on an appropriate government website,
a report setting out —

(3) Subject to subsection (4), sections 42 and 42A of
the Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 apply
in relation to a sub-delegation in the same manner
as they apply in relation to a delegation.
(4) Despite section 42A(1)(a) of the Interpretation of
Legislation Act 1984, the Treasurer cannot

STATE TAXATION ACTS AMENDMENT BILL 2015
Wednesday, 24 June 2015
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exercise the power to exempt a person under
section 3E(2) while a delegation under
subsection (1 )(a) is in effect.
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“3C

Delegation of exemption power

(1) The Treasurer may delegate, by instrument, to
the Commissioner —

(5) In this section —
member of staff of the State Revenue Office
means —
(a) an employee referred to in section 67 of the
Taxation Administration Act 1997; or
(b) a consultant or contractor engaged under
section 68 of that Act.”.”.
5.

Heading to clause 26, omit “and 3B” and insert “to 3C”.

6.

Clause 26, page 31, line 13, omit “circumstances.”.” and
insert “circumstances.”.

7.

Clause 26, page 31, after line 13 insert —
“(3) At least once every 6 months the Treasurer must
cause to be laid before each House of Parliament,
and publish on an appropriate government website,
a report setting out —
(a) in respect of the exemptions (if any) granted
by the Treasurer under subsection (2) during
the period covered by the report —
(i)

(a) the power of the Treasurer to exempt an
absentee person under section 3B(2);
(b) the power to delegate the power
delegated under paragraph (a).
(2) If power has been delegated under
subsection (1)(b), the Commissioner may,
subject to the terms of the instrument of
delegation, sub-delegate, by instrument, to a
member of staff of the State Revenue Office
the power that is the subject of the delegation,
other than the power of sub-delegation.
(3) Subject to subsection (4), sections 42 and 42A
of the Interpretation of Legislation Act
1984 apply in relation to a sub-delegation in
the same manner as they apply in relation to a
delegation.
(4) Despite section 42A(1)(a) of the
Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984, the
Treasurer cannot exercise the power to
exempt an absentee person under
section 3B(2) while a delegation under
subsection (1)(a) is in effect.

the number of exemptions; and
(5) In this section —

(ii) the name of each corporation in relation
to which an exemption was granted; and
(iii) the value of each exemption, being the
amount of land tax foregone, or likely to
be foregone, by the State because of the
exemption; and
(b) in respect of the exemptions (if any) granted
by the Commissioner or a member of staff of
the State Revenue Office during the period
covered by the report under a delegation
under section 3C —
(i)

the number of exemptions; and

(ii) the total value of the exemptions, being
the total amount of land tax foregone, or
likely to be foregone, by the State
because of the exemptions.
(4) The Treasurer must issue guidelines for the
exercise of the power of exemption under
subsection (2).
(5) The Treasurer must cause guidelines issued under
subsection (4) to be published in the Government
Gazette.
(6) Guidelines issued under subsection (4) are not a
legislative instrument within the meaning of the
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994.”.”.
8.

Clause 26, page 31, after line 13, insert —

member of staff of the State Revenue Office
means —
(a) an employee referred to in section 67 of
the Taxation Administration Act 1997;
or
(b) a consultant or contractor engaged under
section 68 of that Act.”.”.

Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I move:
That this house makes the amendments suggested by the
Legislative Council.

I will briefly discuss the amendments suggested, and I
indicate that some are government amendments
suggested in the Legislative Council and some are
opposition amendments suggested in the Legislative
Council. The government supports all suggested
amendments being incorporated into the bill before the
Assembly.
The government’s house amendments insert additional
provisions into the bill to enable the Treasurer to
delegate the power to exempt a person contained in
clauses 15 and 26 of the bill to the commissioner of
state revenue. Furthermore, it provides that, once such a
delegation has been made, the Treasurer cannot
exercise the power to exempt a person while that
delegation is in effect. The aim here is to ensure that
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when a delegated function has occurred there is not the
exercise of a residual power in the Treasurer in those
circumstances.
I imagine that the shadow Treasurer will comment on
the opposition’s house amendments, which seek to deal
with issues associated with transparency and
accountability. The amendments insert provisions to
require the tabling of a report every six months
detailing the number of exemptions granted in that
period and the aggregate sum of those exemptions. If
the exemption power is exercised by the Treasurer, then
heightened reporting requirements apply, the
beneficiaries of the exemption must be named and the
value of each exemption must be disclosed.
Finally, the house amendment gazettes the guidelines
that were developed to provide guidance around the
exercise of the discretion to exempt. These amendments
will provide greater transparency and accountability in
the exercise of the discretion and will bring the
discretionary decisions made by the commissioner of
state revenue within the review and appeal provisions
of the Taxation Administration Act 1997. This means
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal will
have the ability to exercise the discretion upon review
of a land tax or duty assessment. This is because on
review of a commissioner’s decision the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal stands in the shoes of the
commissioner. On that basis I commend the
amendments to the house.
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — It is very pleasing
to be able to support the amendments to the State
Taxation Acts Amendment Bill 2015 suggested by the
Legislative Council. Of course these amendments,
many of which were moved by the opposition parties in
the Legislative Council, deal with some major flaws in
the legislation that was introduced to the house.
We identified those flaws during the debate on the bill
in the Assembly. The government studiously ignored
all the concerns we raised, but fortunately a majority of
parties were able to see that having a system whereby
the Treasurer of the day can make decisions over who
does and does not pay a tax, make those decisions in
secret and never report them to the public was simply
an open invitation for corruption. This side of the house
was never going to stand for that.
We are pleased the opposition’s amendments have
prevailed. We recognise that the Treasurer has accepted
that this is better public policy. It is better public policy
to have the commissioner of state revenue make those
decisions independently rather than a politician. That is
why the power has been delegated to the commissioner
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of state revenue. Let us not forget that these are new
taxes that this Labor government has introduced, which
is another broken promise. While that delegation is
being made, it can be revoked at any time, and in that
case there are requirements for heightened reporting of
it. Anybody who gets a decision straight from the
Treasurer should have that disclosed to the public, and
that will be the case under these amendments.
Of course we also saw the farcical proposition where
guidelines were mentioned in the Parliament but never
had any status whatsoever. Those guidelines now have
a status. They will be formalised and published in the
Government Gazette and as a consequence will provide
greater transparency and a more appropriate process for
all. I am sure the Treasurer would not want to be known
as being associated with some of his former New South
Wales colleagues, the Eddie Obeids et cetera. That
would be very bad for public policy. He has made the
right call on this not just for the public but for himself.
The opposition certainly supports these amendments.
We believe this will lead to an improved bill.
Motion agreed to.
Ordered to be returned to Council with message
informing them of decision of house.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Bowel Cancer Awareness Month
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — I rise today
to make comments about Bowel Cancer Awareness
Month. This annual initiative of Bowel Cancer
Australia takes place in the month of June and aims to
raise public awareness of a disease that claims the lives
of 77 Australians every week. With the indulgence of
the house, I recognise the national community
engagement manager, Claire Annear, and of course our
own former member for Carrum and now Bowel
Cancer Australia ambassador, Donna Bauer.
Australia has one of the highest rates of bowel cancer in
the world. It is the second most common type of newly
diagnosed cancer. Bowel cancer is on the rise, and it is
predicted there will be 20 000 cases per year by 2020.
Bowel cancer patients currently have a five-year
survival rate of 66 per cent, which is well behind
patients with other common cancers. Yet the message
for Bowel Cancer Awareness Month is one of
positivity. It is around saving lives through early
detection. Bowel cancer is one of the most curable
types of cancer if detected early.
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The coalition has long been a strong supporter of
fighting bowel cancer. We acknowledge and
congratulate the work of Bowel Cancer Australia and
its ambassadors, as well as the organisations that assist
in tackling all forms of cancer, whether it is through
support services for diagnosed Victorians and their
families, through medical research or through
awareness campaigns — they all save lives. We should
all recognise the importance of Bowel Cancer
Awareness Month in the month of June.

Donna Bauer
Ms RICHARDSON (Minister for Women) — I
also acknowledge the former member for Carrum,
Donna Bauer, in the gallery today. She is a survivor,
she looks fantastic, and I look forward to catching up
with her this morning if possible. That would be great.

Kindergarten funding
Ms RICHARDSON — Once again it is the
Andrews Labor government that is taking action to
ensure that every Victorian child has the opportunity to
reach their full potential. On Monday the Premier, the
Minister for Families and Children and I visited Alfred
Nuttall Memorial Kindergarten in Fairfield to release
the details of our latest investment in kinders. Over
$83 million in additional funding has been provided to
bring down the ratio of staff to kids in kinders from
1 to 15 to 1 to 11. This means that kinder programs
with 23 or more kids will receive an additional
$370 per child.
The inner city, as the member for Brunswick knows, is
booming with kids and young families moving into the
area, but this is a significant boost for all families across
Victoria. Here in Victoria the Andrews Labor
government is ensuring that families and children have
the services they need, but sadly the same cannot be
said for the Prime Minister, Tony Abbott, who we
know is considering scrapping the $840 million
program that guarantees four-year-olds get 15 hours of
preschool a week. This move has been widely
criticised, except of course by members opposite.
Children in kindergarten need more opportunities to
learn not less, and only our Andrews Labor government
will continue to urge the federal government to get on
board and support kinder funding.

Numurkah District Health Service
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) — The official
opening of the Numurkah District Health Service
hospital took place last Friday, marking a new stage for
a community that has been through much adversity
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since the March 2012 floods forced the closure of the
hospital. I commend the Numurkah community for its
patience and resilience. The opening of this facility is
testament to the hard work, determination and
forethought of many people. The hospital CEO, Jacque
Phillips, hospital staff and the board have all worked
extremely hard over the past couple of years to see this
project through and to ensure that health services
continue to be provided to residents. It would have been
very easy to shut this hospital down after the floods, so
I am extremely thankful to all those who worked hard
to ensure that did not happen and that we now have this
fantastic facility. I particularly acknowledge the former
Minister for Health, a member for Southern
Metropolitan Region in the Council, David Davis.

Victorian Special Olympics soccer team
Mr McCURDY — Congratulations to Shane
Crispin and everyone involved in the soccer
smackdown in Wangaratta last Tuesday evening, which
raised $2000 for the Victorian Special Olympics soccer
team. It was great to see the friendly rivalry between
teams, with 15 community sides putting their skills to
the test while raising money and giving their support to
a great cause. The Victorian Special Olympics soccer
team is made up predominately of players from the
local area who will travel to Adelaide later this year.
I was a member of the Wangaratta 4WD team, which
had a mixed result with a win and a loss, and my legs
are only just recovering from the event. Ian and Dee
Newton had a terrific group of supporters. Well done!

Greta Football and Netball Club
Mr McCURDY — It was a pleasure to be the guest
speaker at the Greta Football and Netball Club
fundraising dinner for cancer last week. About
120 people turned out to support the event, which
raised funds for the oncology ward at North East Health
Wangaratta. While none of us would like to see the
inside of an oncology unit, it is comforting to know we
have a good one.

Queen’s Birthday honours
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Police) — I rise today
to congratulate the members of Victoria Police who
received the Australian Police Medal as part of the
Queen’s Birthday honours this year for their
distinguished and commendable service to Australian
policing. Among them are Detective Senior Sergeant
Wayne Newman, a world-class detective who has
helped ensure that Victoria Police remains at the
forefront of national and international policing;
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Superintendent Cindy Millen, one of Victoria’s first
female investigators and a mentor to women throughout
the force; Detective Inspector Thomas Manley,
recognised for his knowledge and vision in the field of
cybercrime; Inspector Neil Cheney, awarded for his
commitment to community safety and emergency
management; Leading Senior Constable Raymond
Stomann, renowned as the epitome of what a one-man
station commander should be; Senior Sergeant Wayne
Spence, for his demonstrated integrity and strong
commitment to community engagement; and finally,
Inspector Bernard Rankin, for his 40 years of service,
which includes his work as the lead investigator of the
Russell Street bombings.
Those police members have combined service of over
100 years and represent the diversity of policing across
Victoria. We are enormously grateful for the
contribution of each of these dedicated members of
Victoria Police, and we thank them for their service.

Helen Smith
Mr NOONAN — I also want to congratulate an
inspirational member of my electorate of
Williamstown, Helen Smith, who was appointed a
member of the Order of Australia for her significant
service to fencing as a coach, mentor and three-time
Olympic athlete.

Donna Bauer
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) — I too would like
to recognise the former member for Carrum, Donna
Bauer, for the great work that she does as ambassador
for Bowel Cancer Australia — a very important cause.

Vinnies CEO Sleepout
Mr SOUTHWICK — On Thursday, 18 June, I
joined the St Vincent de Paul Society for its 2015
Vinnies CEO Sleepout to raise awareness and funds for
those 100 000 Australian men, women and children
who are experiencing homelessness. My fellow
participants included 232 of Victoria’s top CEOs, who
by sleeping rough outside the Melbourne Convention
and Exhibition Centre raised over $900 000 for this
very important cause. Nobody in Victoria should have
to sleep rough.

Barbara Belfer
Mr SOUTHWICK — Yeshivah College has a
great record of teaching excellence in Victoria. I wish
to congratulate Barbara Belfer, the head of the
Yeshivah-Beth Rivkah Preschool, who has recently
been named a finalist in the 2015 Australian Family
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Early Education and Care Awards, Director of the Year
category. Barbara is an outstanding educator and leader
at Yeshivah-Beth Rivkah Preschool, and she is very
much deserving of recognition. She has always been
passionate in providing a great tour for many of the
guests I bring to the school.

Jayde Glass
Mr SOUTHWICK — I wish to congratulate Jayde
Glass of Glen Eira College, who was awarded a
Caulfield Young Volunteers Award on Wednesday,
17 June. Jayde has been a great leader at the school
with her work for the community and also outside
school in organising many fundraising events.

Ross McNamara
Mr SOUTHWICK — I wish to congratulate Ross
McNamara of Prahran Mission, who was awarded a
Caulfield Volunteers Award. Ross has been
volunteering at the Prahran drop-in centre for more than
six years, providing great breakfasts for many of the
people who are sleeping rough in our local area.

Kindergarten funding
Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) — Last week the
Andrews Labor government committed to investing up
to $83.7 million over the next four years in additional
funding to support kindergartens to transition to the
new, improved staff-to-child ratios that come into effect
on 1 January next year. The funding is aimed at local
government and community-based services offering
sessional kindergarten programs to groups of 23 or
more. These services will receive an additional
$370 per child in 2016 and approximately $380 per
child in 2017. From 1 January next year the
educator-to-child ratio that applies in all centre-based
services will be 1 educator to 11 children for
three-year-olds, compared to the current requirement of
1 to 15.
This is a great improvement. It will allow staff to give
more individual care and attention to children, and the
additional funding will support kinders with the cost of
hiring additional educators while maintaining or
increasing their enrolments next year. The Andrews
Labor government is encouraging all service providers
to consider the needs of local families and accept
enrolments up to their available capacity. The
additional funding announced by the Andrews Labor
government will support local kinders and preschools
across my electorate to transition to the new ratios in
2016 and 2017. Unfortunately a matter of great concern
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is that the Abbott federal government still has not
committed to the 15 hours.

Terry MacDonald
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) — I pay tribute to
Mr Terry MacDonald, who passed away on 6 June this
year. Terry was an active servant of the community and
was involved in a wide range of community and
not-for-profit organisations, particularly in the eastern
suburbs, over a long period of time. I first met Terry
many years ago through one of those groups and went
on to serve with him in various organisations. His
willingness to get involved in the community was
extraordinary. That was evidenced by the extensive list
of organisations that he had been involved in that was
outlined at his funeral. I extend my sympathy to
Lenore, Terry’s wife of more than 50 years, his
children, Allana and Michaela, and the extended family
at this sad time.

Ron Bromley
Mr ANGUS — I pay tribute to Mr Ron Bromley,
OAM, who passed away on 18 May this year. Ron was
an active member of the community and was involved
in many organisations over a long period of time. In
particular Ron was instrumental in establishing the
Whitehorse Community Chest. He was also a charter
member of the Vermont Lions Club and an active club
member for over 41 years. As one of the published
tributes to Ron stated, Ron was:
A hardworking, decent, clean living man who always made a
positive difference in all his many endeavours.
A true gentleman … always busy doing things for others.

I extend my sympathy to Ron’s wife, Pauline, his
children, Kaylene, Warren and Rohan, and the
extended family at this sad time.

A Narrative of Light and Shadow
Mr ANGUS — Earlier this month I had the pleasure
of attending the A Narrative of Light and Shadow
photography exhibition put on by the Taipei Economic
and Cultural Office here in Melbourne. It was a
splendid exhibition of photos of the Taiwanese
landscape, history and culture, and I congratulate
director-general Ms Judy Wong and her team on
organising this event.

Forest Hill primary school leaders
Mr ANGUS — Last week I had the pleasure of
hosting the Forest Hill primary schools captains lunch.
It was great to hear from the school leaders about their
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experiences of leadership, including the challenges they
have faced and overcome in their important role. I
congratulate the school leaders on the role they are
playing not only in their school communities but also in
the broader community and wish each of them well for
the future.

Parliament railway station Big Issue seller
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) — Many members who
catch the train to Parliament or even walk through the
small square known as Gordon Reserve at the corner of
Spring Street and Macarthur Street just near Treasury
Place may have noticed an older gentleman who sits at
the top of the stairs to Parliament railway station
wearing a vintage hat and selling the Big Issue. He has
been there for about five years. Since I have been
catching the train to Parliament station several times a
week to attend my temporary electorate office at
St Andrews Place, I have enjoyed seeing him and
saying a quick hello on my way to the office. Until
today I did not know his name but today I discovered it
is Bryce. I also discovered that Bryce lives in public
housing in Ashburton and that he has lived there with
his wife, Sophie, for many years. But today I also
discovered something sad: Bryce’s wife, Sophie, passed
away last Thursday.
It made me think that there are so many stories out
there and that sometimes it is worth the effort to stop
for a minute or two in our busy day and take the time to
strike up a conversation with someone we do not know.
If any morning any member happens to be passing by
the top of the stairs to Parliament station, they should
stop and say hello to Bryce, let him know that they
heard about his wife, Sophie, and tell him they are sorry
to hear his news. Perhaps they could even stop and buy
a copy of the Big Issue from Bryce, showing that they
care even if they do not know him personally.

Numurkah community
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) — I rise to acknowledge
the fantastic achievements of the Numurkah
community. Last week the Minister for Health visited
my electorate to officially open the new Numurkah
District Health Service and neighbouring Numurkah
ambulance branch in front of more than 100 local
residents. The new facility replaces the flood-damaged
old hospital, deemed unstable after the 2012 inundation.
The Numurkah community raised more than $200 000
to help with the rebuild, a huge achievement for a small
town, and I would like to congratulate them. I would
also like to congratulate the chief executive officer,
Jacque Phillips, for her strong leadership. Jacque led the
emergency and recovery process and advocated
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strongly for the rebuilding of the hospital. Her strong
leadership was recognised earlier this year when she
was awarded a Medal of the Order of Australia.
Another Numurkah woman, Sue Aldridge, was also
recently awarded a Medal of the Order of Australia for
her service to the community. Ms Aldridge’s
involvement with the region began with Numurkah and
District Pony Club, which she helped to found in 1964.
She has been an active community representative and
also served on the local council and with the Numurkah
Agricultural and Pastoral Society. These women
exemplify the powerful community spirit of Numurkah,
and I congratulate them both.

Ramadan
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) — Last Thursday
was the beginning of Ramadan, which will be observed
by many Muslims in our community. Ramadan is a
time of deep significance for Muslims. It is a month of
fasting and prayer and a time for self-reflection and
charity. I was privileged to attend a number of iftar
dinners on the weekend, including one hosted by the
Australian Light Foundation, which I attended with the
member for Footscray.

Australian Intercultural Society
Ms SULEYMAN — On Monday, 22 June, I was
also honoured to attend the 2015 Victorian
Parliamentary Iftar dinner, co-hosted by the Australian
Intercultural Society. I congratulate the Australian
Intercultural Society for its work in organising the
event, where all religions and faith denominations came
together and shared in the breaking of the fast. It was a
fantastic example of why we are extremely proud to
live in such a diverse and multicultural community here
in Victoria. I would like to wish all Victorian Muslims
Eid Mubarak and Hayirli Ramazanlar.

Vesak Day
Ms SULEYMAN — On another matter, I had the
honour of attending Vesak Day — Buddha’s
birthday — at the Quang Minh Temple in Braybrook.
This event was hosted by the United Vietnamese
Buddhist Congregation of Victoria and the Quang Minh
Temple and was attended by over 2000 people. It was
not only a day to celebrate Buddha’s birthday but also a
day to reflect and help the less fortunate in the
community. I congratulate and commend the United
Vietnamese Buddhist Congregation of Victoria.
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Gippsland agriculture
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) — I was
pleased to visit the coalface of a number of Gippsland’s
critical agricultural industries last week. On Thursday I
attended a Focus Farm field day at Toora North. Credit
goes to Gippsdairy and Dairy Australia for these
initiatives. which encourage information sharing among
farmers and help improve productivity and profitability
in the industry. Thanks in particular to Dan and Cindy
Knee for hosting the group on their very well-run farm
to talk about cow nutrition. I now know more about this
issue than I probably need to in this job! Those
members who think farming is a simple profession —
and sadly there are some here — should attend one of
these days to get an understanding of the science,
technology and depth of skills needed to run a
successful farm these days. It is truly staggering.
I was pleased to welcome the Leader of The Nationals
and shadow Minister for Agriculture to the electorate
earlier in the week where we met with the board of
Agribusiness Gippsland to discuss challenges and
opportunities in the sector. We also visited Select
Produce in Korumburra, one of Australia’s largest
suppliers of snow peas and sugar snap peas and an
important provider of jobs in the region. Finally we
ventured to Moyarra to Prom Country Cheese’s sheep
dairy and factory. Burke and Bronwyn Brandon have
developed a successful agritourism business
showcasing South Gippsland’s best produce, including
their own sheep cheeses. It is a harbinger of the future
of our region, combining our two long-term
industries — agriculture and tourism — that will
provide long-term, sustainable jobs and economic
development for our communities and which should
continue to be supported.

Elizabeth Kuiper
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I would like to
acknowledge the great work performed by my
parliamentary intern, Ms Elizabeth Kuiper. Lizz
recently completed an internship with me during which
she examined the gender wealth gap and specifically
what a state government can do to redress this.
As members would appreciate, there remains a
significant income gap between men and women;
however, the gender wealth gap is far greater again. In
so many cases women take time out of the workforce
and their careers to be the primary caregiver for their
children. This often results in women not having access
to superannuation or other forms of income, which is
compounded over the course of time.
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Some of the specific recommendations that Lizz made
through her research include incentivising Victorian
schools as well as organisations in the private sector to
adopt implicit bias training programs; increasing
funding for victims of domestic violence, coupled with
research into the financial impact of domestic violence
in Victoria; the state acting as an exemplar for the
private sector by striving for transparency and
accountability, making public the gender mix of all
state departments and setting targets to improve the
gender mix; a renewed focus on improving the
representation of women in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics, or STEM, fields;
recognising the value of unpaid caring work in
Australia, including exploring the option of carer
credits or encouraging voluntary superannuation
sharing; and funding further research on the gender
wealth gap in Victoria.
I thank Lizz for her work and look forward to
discussing her findings further with relevant ministers
to try to find practical ways that the state government
can act to respond to these issues.

Lachlan Arthur
Mr PEARSON — Finally, I would like to welcome
Lachlan Arthur to my office. Lachlan is working with
me this week on work experience and will be out and
around the house this week. If you see him, please
make him feel very welcome.

Matthew Dellavedova
Ms STALEY (Ripon) — I rise with great pleasure
to congratulate Maryborough’s favourite son of the
moment, Matthew Dellavedova. Matthew’s
achievement in gaining a place in the National
Basketball Association with the Cleveland Cavaliers
and playing so courageously for the Cavs in the
play-offs is magnificent. Maryborough was renamed
‘Dellyborough’ on signs welcoming visitors to the
town. He is an inspiration to not only generations of
aspiring basketball players but also country kids
everywhere dreaming large. He has done Maryborough,
Australia and his team proud. Go Delly!

WorkSafe Game of the Month
Ms STALEY — Recently I was pleased to attend
the WorkSafe Game of the Month at Tatyoon, where
the Tatyoon Hawks played Moyston/Willaura. As a
Willaura local, my only disappointment on the day was
the score. Congratulations are well deserved by the
whole Tatyoon Football Netball Club, especially
president Sue Knight, who organised a brilliant day of
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country footy and a wonderful luncheon with inspiring
guest speaker David Parkin. From the under-16
netballers who acted as waiters to the primary school
children who led the national anthem, this was country
footy at its best.

Moyston and Buangor community events
Ms STALEY — Recently Stephen and I attended
Moyston and Buangor community dinners, where
locals get together on cold winter nights. At both we
enjoyed the delicious catering of local business Sarah’s
Kitchen. The organisers deserve recognition for putting
in the hard work so that their communities have the
opportunity to spend time together socially. Thank you
for working to overcome social isolation in small rural
communities.

Melbourne Polytechnic
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — I am pleased to
acknowledge an innovative program at Melbourne
Polytechnic that has enabled that organisation to direct
$2.5 million in funding towards getting some
1200 people skilled up for jobs in our growing
healthcare sector. I was recently at the Heidelberg
campus of the former Northern Metropolitan Institute
of TAFE (NMIT), which is now Melbourne
Polytechnic, with the member for Eltham and Minister
for Training and Skills, the Honourable Steve Herbert.
We announced a grant from the $50 million TAFE
Back to Work Fund. Those funds for the Heidelberg
West campus of Melbourne Polytechnic will allow
some collaboration with healthcare providers to
pinpoint skills gaps and realign training to develop
skills in these areas. This is welcome news for people
living and working in Melbourne’s northern suburbs.
The previous Liberal government cut $25 million in
funding to NMIT, particularly across the Heidelberg
West campus, and morale is at rock bottom. It was
great to be out there with Minister Herbert, who
understands. He is a former TAFE teacher, and as
someone who has worked in the education system for
many years and then represented the northern suburbs
he understands these issues. He gave a welcome boost.
There will be more collaboration and work with NMIT
and the TAFE sector, and I am looking forward to
working with the new CEO, Robert Wood, to get
TAFE back on track in the north.

Mooroolbark railway station
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — A number of constituents
have raised with me concerns about the lack of parking
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at Mooroolbark station following a decision by Yarra
Ranges Shire Council to begin enforcing strict 3-hour
car parking limits in the shopping centre. This has
caused problems for residents who park and ride and
need to leave their cars for extended periods. The
station car park is not meeting the demand. One
suggestion put forward by traders is to build another
level on top of the existing car park, which would
almost double capacity. It would be a win for local
businesses at the Terrace shopping centre and would
increase the uptake of public transport, which is better
for the environment and the hip pocket.
I call on the Minister for Public Transport to look
seriously at the proposal. Traders have researched the
practicality of a second parking level and would be
more than willing to meet with the minister or a
representative to discuss how this can be done in an
innovative, timely and cost-effective manner. The
council has verbally expressed interest.

Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater
Mrs FYFFE — I congratulate members of Friends
of the Helmeted Honeyeater who have been recognised
for 25 years of achievement with an honorary life
achievement award at the 2015 Zoos Victoria’s Hall of
Fame awards. The group was represented at the awards
dinner by environmental coordinator, James Frazer, and
secretary, Marita Hanigan, who thanked both current
and past members, including the group’s founder, the
late Steve Craig, and president Bob Anderson and
vice-president Richard Case, who have been active
members for the life of the group. The work of field
ornithologist, Bruce Quin, was also recognised. The
award is testament to what can be achieved by
volunteers. Our wildlife is unique and must be
preserved. I commend the 200-strong Friends of the
Helmeted Honeyeater on giving the species a new lease
on life.

Footscray learning precinct advisory group
Ms THOMSON (Footscray) — Last week, in the
company of the Deputy Premier and Minister for
Education, I had the pleasure of announcing the
membership of an advisory group for the Footscray
learning precinct. It is a really innovative and creative
project. The independent chair will be Vince Haining,
who is the former CEO of Maribyrnong City Council.
Members of the group are Stephen Wall, CEO of
Maribyrnong City Council; Peter Dawkins,
vice-chancellor of Victoria University; representatives
from local schools, including principal Steve Warner
from Footscray City Primary School; principal Maria
Bawden from Footscray City College and the school
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council president from Gilmore College for Girls;
together with the regional director and a representative
from the infrastructure branch of the Department of
Education and Training; and a representative from the
SKY High group; as well as me. We are looking
forward to what the group’s deliberations may bring
forward as well as having the opportunity to bring
exciting new education opportunities to the people in
the inner western suburbs.

Citizenship ceremonies
Ms THOMSON — I also had the opportunity to go
to a citizenship ceremony at the Western Bulldogs
Football Club on Refugee Day. It was a great ceremony
and very well attended. I, like many MPs, enjoy going
to citizenship ceremonies and seeing the joy on
people’s faces as they take on Australian citizenship
and become proud Australians.

Cyclist safety
Mr T. SMITH (Kew) — Recently a group of
concerned cyclists took a 24-hour ride along Yarra
Boulevard to protest against the incessant and
outrageous nail attacks that have been occurring along
the Yarra Boulevard for some 18 months. This is very
concerning not just for the local Kew community but
for the cycling community further afield across
Melbourne. It is an outrageously dangerous practice by
whoever is perpetrating these senseless attacks. All I
can say is that the Boroondara police are working very
hard to catch the perpetrator. At some point in the near
future I hope very much that the perpetrator will be
caught. The Boroondara City Council has also been
doing a fine job in trying to alleviate some of the
consequences of these attacks by setting up puncture
stations, which have pumps, inserts, spare tyres and the
like along the Yarra Boulevard cycling path. But these
were vandalised recently by persons unknown. The
council, the police, the local community and indeed the
local state member of Parliament are very concerned
about these issues and are working together to ensure
that the perpetrator or perpetrators are caught.

Malcolm Speed
Mr T. SMITH — I would also like to congratulate
Malcolm Speed, a Kew resident, who received an
Officer of the Order of Australia award in the Queen’s
Birthday honours recently.

Wayne Spence
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I rise today to
commend one of Diamond Creek’s most revered
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leaders, Senior Sergeant Wayne Spence, on his
receiving the Australian Police Medal in the recent
Queen’s Birthday awards. There are many reasons why
the Diamond Creek community is one of the safest
communities in metropolitan Melbourne and in
Victoria and has one of the lowest crime rates, but more
than a decade of Wayne Spence’s leadership is a huge
factor. I met Wayne over a decade ago when I was a
volunteer firefighter at Diamond Creek, where police,
firefighters and paramedics work together to keep our
community safe. I have fond memories of Wayne and I
both playing a role in the opening of this great facility
by former Premier Steve Bracks.
On moving to Diamond Creek young constables
comment on the friendliness of the community. I
remember one constable, who moved from
Broadmeadows, being shocked that people waved at
the divisional car as it moved around. Previously in
Broadmeadows — and I apologise to the member for
Broadmeadows — she said they were more likely to
cop a finger!
Wayne has been very active in the Blue Light disco and
other types of community events, such as sporting
events and Anzac Day. He has also spoken out about
family violence and the need for greater education in
schools. He supported all the victims of Black Saturday
with great dignity and showed great leadership.
Congratulations Wayne Spence, a true — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Dixon) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.

Montmorency Primary School
Ms WARD (Eltham) — I rise today to thank
members of the community of Montmorency for their
kind hearts and deep pockets. After the rebuilding of
Montmorency Primary School, the school found itself
without the necessary funds to replace a number of
items, including basketball hoops. Thanks go to the
very active and passionate school community,
including Manny Kechayas, physical education and
music teacher; his equally hardworking wife, Sarah
Kechayas, foundation and prep teacher; and teacher
Kevin Wilcockson, who also helped on the morning. I
also want to recognise the fantastic work of Natalie
Duffy, the chair of parents and friends of Montmorency
Primary School. Together we held a sausage sizzle in
Were Street, Montmorency, to raise money for the
purchase of these hoops. Of course our stall was in
front of the fabulous mural created by Montmorency
Secondary College students.
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Not only did the community rally around the school,
with many sausages sold, but many locals also came up
just to donate money for the school. Montmorency is
filled with kind, open-hearted people who love their
community and love their local school. Local traders
were also supportive, with many coming to buy
sausages or make a donation on the day, and Paul’s
Butchery, which sells delicious and tender meats on
Were Street, was exceptionally generous with the prices
it charged us for the snags. The Montmorency-Eltham
RSL also came to assist the school, with a donation, as
did the fantastic Eltham Wildcats Basketball Club. The
school exceeded its funding target and has not only
erected its basketball rings but also bought new
uniforms for students. I look forward to visiting the
school again and seeing the new basketball rings in
action. I also acknowledge the work of principal
Michael Otway, who has his send-off at the school
today. He has been a fantastic support to the school
over the last 10 years, and I wish him all the best in his
retirement.

Broadmeadows electorate development summit
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — Following
discussions with La Trobe University, I am pleased to
announce that the university of Melbourne’s north will
provide free retraining for workers recently made
redundant in the region, which is suffering the demise
of manufacturing and the end of Australia’s once iconic
automotive industry. La Trobe University will provide
40 free places in its tertiary enabling course, which
offers a second chance for local workers to access
further education and training to increase their
opportunities to re-enter the workforce. Innovative
programs will be offered from August through
Australia’s first multiversity, located in the Hume
Global Learning Centre in Broadmeadows. La Trobe
and other universities will also participate in the
forthcoming Economic and Cultural Development
Summit in Broadmeadows to help turn adversity into
opportunity, develop industries for the future, create
new jobs for the next generation, address housing
affordability and help replace anxiety and fear with
hope. The Victorian Treasurer will detail how
Melbourne’s north can benefit from the Andrews
government’s funds for future industries and jobs.
Australians are crying out for leadership on such critical
issues, especially in Broadmeadows, a proud, resilient
community where unemployment is higher than it is in
Spain and equal to what it is in Greece, and where
youth unemployment — in our poorest area, which has
twice as many Muslim families as any other state
district who are living side by side with Christian
refugees from Iraq and Syria — is perilously high,
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estimated at above 40 per cent. My plea is for the
politics of responsibility, not simply that of ultimate
ends. It is a plea made beyond regret and beyond the
news and political cycle, so I will persist in inviting the
Australian government and will attempt to get the
federal Assistant Treasurer, Josh Frydenberg, to attend.

Ashwood College
Mr WATT (Burwood) — Last week I went to
Ashwood College to meet with the new principal Brett
Moore. I congratulate the new principal and look
forward to the college’s future.
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Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2015–16 (hearings alert)
Ms STALEY (Ripon) — Today I rise to speak on
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee inquiry
into the 2015–16 budget estimates. I am particularly
interested in the appearance before this committee of
the Minister for Agriculture, Jaala Pulford. I note that a
member of the committee, the member for Gippsland
South, is in the chamber. He spent quite a bit of time
trying to ask Ms Pulford why it is that we have an
11.9 per cent decrease in funding for agriculture in this
budget. Despite the minister’s attempts to deflect the
question, it is not clear that there has been anything
other than a massive cut in funding for agriculture in
the 2015–16 budget.
Perhaps it is not surprising, given we have now seen the
removal of the titles of ‘agriculture’ and ‘primary
industries’ from the departmental structure owing to the
new way the departments are structured. The voice for
agriculture is clearly not there. We are not seeing the
impact of the voice of the Minister for Agriculture
around the ministerial table, because we are seeing cuts
to agriculture.
I note also a $9 million cut to the research and
development budget. Research and development are
incredibly important in agriculture. Australia’s and
Victoria’s farmers are the most efficient in the world,
and to remain at the forefront and continue to be able to
export such large volumes — such as the $11.4 billion
in agricultural produce we exported last year —
requires continued investment in research and
development. To see that cut is very disappointing.
It is perhaps not surprising that the Minister for
Agriculture spent more time before the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee getting the names of Johnny
Depp’s dogs right than talking about the $2 billion of
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exports contributed by the grains industry — in which I
of course declare an interest as a grains farmer. I would
have thought the grains industry was of more
importance to the Minister for Agriculture than the
names of Johnny Depp’s dogs.
I have had a look at the Minister for Agriculture’s
Facebook page. Members of the house will perhaps not
be surprised to hear that the minister has made 80 posts
since becoming minister and only 16 have been about
agriculture; there have been 17 about puppies. Even
that count of 16 is quite generous because it includes a
trip to her childhood home and a visit to a lifelong
friend who happens to be an apiarist and a picture of
cute pigs. There is only one post about the grains
industry, and there are two about beef and sheep. Yet
the grains industry, as I have said, exports $2 billion in
produce through the port of Melbourne, and the beef
and sheep industries combined export $3.8 billion in
produce through the port of Melbourne.
The agriculture industry must be getting a bit tired of
the minister turning up and showing a lot of
enthusiasm. People often mention how enthusiastic she
is, but she does not appear to be learning anything. She
recently retweeted a tweet from the Victorian Farmers
Federation president, Peter Tuohey, showing a picture
of drowned country roads, very corrugated and unable
to be used. He commented:
The state of our rural roads after a nice rain …

Clearly the minister did not understand that he was
having a go at the state of rural roads under this
government — —
An honourable member — The 10 per cent cut!
Ms STALEY — There is the 10 per cent cut to road
maintenance funding and the removal of the country
roads and bridges program. Clearly agriculture has no
voice at the cabinet table. The minister needs to stop
merely being enthusiastic and start standing up for
agriculture.
Then we move to the port of Melbourne. Not a cent
from the sale of the port is projected to go to country
Victoria, and we hear nothing from the agriculture
minister. It is about time our most important
industry — with $11.4 billion of exports going through
the port of Melbourne — had a voice in the Victorian
government. It is about time the minister stood up and
provided that voice for this industry.
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Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee: Country Fire
Authority Fiskville training college
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) — I rise to speak
on the Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee’s interim report on its inquiry
into the Country Fire Authority (CFA) training college
at Fiskville. To begin with, I would like to thank the
members of the public who contributed to this inquiry.
Members of the public are the lifeblood of
parliamentary committees. Inquiries would go nowhere
and could not succeed without them telling us their
experiences, their hopes and their views. Many people
have spoken to us to expose the truth, even though it
has been unpopular. Others have had to recount in
public the most intimate stories. Some, in telling their
stories, have had to relive tragic events or think about
uncertain futures. I thank them all for their courage in
coming forward and speaking to us.
Today I have tabled the interim report; the inquiry is at
the halfway mark. The report is an account of the
information we have received so far. The committee
has also identified a number of key themes and made
three recommendations. The committee believes the
inclusion of these recommendations in the interim
report is necessary either to ensure that there is a
consistent approach to the management of the Fiskville
contamination or because some issues just cannot wait.
The case of Fiskville is often spoken about as a
problem of the past and past practices, but this is not
right. It is very much a contemporary problem. From
the beginning the Fiskville training college was burning
highly toxic chemicals. Firefighters and their
families — not to mention schoolchildren and the
general public — were directly exposed to those highly
toxic, cancer-causing poisons. This is not disputed, but
it is defended on the basis that no-one knew any better
at the time.
Whilst many of these poor practices stopped years ago,
people are presenting today with serious illness and rare
and, in many cases, terminal cancers. A recurring theme
from witnesses and in submissions has been the secrecy
and suspected cover-up of the extent to which people
were, it is claimed, knowingly exposed to toxic and
dangerous, in fact life-threatening, chemicals at
Fiskville.
I want to be careful here because we have not heard
from the Country Fire Authority or other organisations
yet. They have not yet had a chance to speak at public
hearings, but this is what the committee has heard —
that part of this veil of secrecy is the resistance of the
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CFA and other organisations to provide any documents
or information to those who are worried about their
health. As people go through their next round of
chemotherapy or attend yet another funeral, it is natural
that they search for answers — ‘Why me? Why my
husband? My child?’. Not all illnesses can be attributed
to chemical exposure at Fiskville, but surely those
individuals have the right to know what happened and
to have access to all of the documents and information
the CFA and other organisations have.
For this reason the committee has made the
recommendation that the government ensure that all
government departments and authorities provide all
documents and information to those who request them
without hindrance. The issues at Fiskville are
contemporary and not just something that happened in
the past. There are practices that, until the college
closed not that long ago, exposed firefighters and
perhaps others to contaminated fire training water
containing perfluoronated chemicals. These are
insidious, toxic chemicals, and their use allowed the
contaminated fire training water to make its way not
only into people’s bodies but also, through soil, air and
waterways, far beyond the fence lines of Fiskville.
As far as the committee is aware, there has never been
independent, comprehensive testing of surrounding
properties for chemicals such as
perfluorooctanesulfonic acid, known as PFOS, to
ascertain the extent of the problem, nor a risk
assessment of threats to human health. For this reason,
the committee has recommended that the government
oversee comprehensive testing for PFOS and assess the
risk to people, as occurred in considerations by the
CFA board regarding the closure of the Fiskville site in
March. Many people live in fear of what might happen
to them in the future because of PFOS exposure, and
there is still much work to be done on exploring the
effects of PFOS on human health. For this reason the
committee recommends that the government assess the
feasibility of providing testing free of charge to all
those connected to Fiskville for the level of PFOS in
their blood.
In commenting on the interim report, some special
acknowledgements need to be made. I thank the
Andrews Labor government for initiating the inquiry,
but it also proves what we have seen so far — that this
is not just a union beat-up but an actual problem that
goes far beyond that. Special acknowledgement should
be given to the United Firefighters Union secretary,
Peter Marshall, and senior station officer, Mick
Tisbury, who have been talking about this issue for
many years and have never given up. Special
acknowledgement should also be given to the late chief
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fire officer Brian Potter, who unfortunately is not with
us to see the results of his speaking up and the work he
did, and also to journalist Ruth Lamperd.

Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee: Country Fire
Authority Fiskville training college
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) — I also rise to
make a contribution on the interim report that was
handed down today in the inquiry into the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) training college at Fiskville.
Parliamentary inquiries continue to be rewarding work,
and having been a member of the Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee and now being on this
committee, I am finding that once again I enjoy the
bipartisan approach and the good working relationship
that we all share.
This interim report is not designed to send shockwaves
through the community, nor it is about setting tongues
wagging about future outcomes. It is designed to be a
progress report, and I want to be very clear that the
public hearings to date have primarily been around
hearing evidence from those family members who have
been affected, some of whom have experienced ill
health and some whose loved ones have passed away.
Many have made sweeping statements that are critical
of the CFA or the government of the time or the
Environment Protection Authority Victoria (EPA), but
in any interim report, as the chair of the committee, the
member for Thomastown, just stated, we have to be
very careful because all sides need to have their say and
we are only at the halfway mark.
I specifically mention this because neither the CFA nor
the EPA have been called yet. They will get the
opportunity, and they have sent submissions, along
with 450 others, for which we are very grateful. The
committee is learning about PFCs, PFOS and PFOA —
perfluorocarbons, perfluorooctanesulfonic acid and
perfluorooctanoic acid — and trying to piece together
the chapters and what took place at Fiskville.
The Lloyd family, who have a farm near Fiskville,
continue to be challenged by their circumstances. I
certainly have concerns for their future wellbeing, as
well as for Diane Potter, widow of Brian Potter, who
served at Fiskville.
Like many investigations, once you start scratching the
surface you discover there are more questions than
answers. One of those questions is around the
contamination of the site and its surrounds. Clearly the
big unknown is the current status of the site and
concerns held by its neighbours even as far away as
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Ballan. Therefore in recommendation 1 the committee
seeks more extensive testing of soil and water on site
and on adjoining land as well as of local livestock.
International evidence has demonstrated that
environmental damage may be broader than the
300-hectare site of Fiskville.
Recommendation 2 is that an assessment be made
regarding potential blood testing of those who passed
through the Fiskville facility. We are not suggesting
that should happen for all 87 000, or more, people who
spent time at Fiskville, but it is important that we do
some research, and that can be carried out through
blood tests. The results may contribute to our final
recommendations. Recommendation 3 simply seeks
that persons who have been in or around Fiskville have
access to any records that any agencies may have, and
that is important for their own wellbeing.
I stress again that the CFA and the EPA need to be
heard before the committee can draw its conclusions.
Clearly this is an interim report and only the beginning
of our work, but our foundation knowledge is certainly
firming up and beginning to take shape. The next five
months will deliver more evidence and no doubt create
more questions for the committee. Our goal is to ensure
that a fair assessment is made around Fiskville, its past
management practices and the health of those who
passed through the facility.
I thank all those people and organisations who have put
in submissions and attended public hearings. Some of
the evidence received has been very moving, and it has
been distressing and painful for those who delivered it.
For some the opportunity to be heard is a wonderful
beginning to a process that they thought might never
have been able to happen. The committee thanks every
person who has made a submission and those who have
dug deep and found the inner strength to open up their
feelings in such a public forum. To those who are still
unheard, we will work through the submitters to make
sure that we finish up with a fair and balanced approach
as we collect the evidence, before we draw any
conclusions and make the final recommendations.
I thank the team members, Greg, Kelly, John, Matt and
Chrissy, for supporting the committee the way they
have. They keep us in line, trying to get us to the point
at which we are now, with an interim report. No doubt
over the next five months there is a lot more work to
do, and I look forward to working with the team and
my colleagues on the committee.
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Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee: Country Fire
Authority Fiskville training college

of the site. I am supportive of the CFA board’s
unanimous decision to close the site due to serious
safety concerns.

Ms WARD (Eltham) — I rise to speak about the
Fiskville inquiry interim report, which was tabled
today. It offers a report on the progress of the work of
the committee thus far. We have learnt a great deal
since the committee began this journey of
understanding earlier this year about what happened at
Fiskville, going back to 1971, and how the activities at
Fiskville have affected a vast and diverse range of
people. For me personally it has been a journey not
only of knowledge but also of emotional empathy for
and understanding of the hurt and confusion
experienced by so many people associated with
Fiskville.

We need to be clear that the residue found at Fiskville,
and at a variety of sites, is toxic. There are serious
safety concerns at Fiskville, and the pollution there is
pervasive. This is extremely worrying. The chemicals
that have been found there are dangerous, and we have
heard evidence that strongly supports this position. We
will hear from the CFA in the months to come, and I
look forward to that organisation’s ongoing assistance
in learning about the full extent of the issues that
confront Fiskville and how Fiskville arrived at the place
it is currently at: a closed, polluted facility.

I am thankful to the over 450 people who have come
forward, put their stories to paper and submitted to this
inquiry. It is not always easy to put down in words a
deeply personal story, especially a story coloured by
hues of uncertainty and sometimes fear. It is especially
difficult to come into a room of strangers at a
committee hearing, an environment that can be quite
intimidating to some, and again tell a personal story,
especially when also reflecting on uncertainty or fear or
indeed both.
People like Diane Potter and the Lloyd family are
worthy of a great deal of respect for coming forward
and speaking to the committee. Their stories — in fact
all the stories we have heard — are extremely powerful.
They talked of the close relationships they had at
Fiskville, the village-like atmosphere and the fun they
had, especially in the first few decades of the training
college’s development. Given their love for Fiskville
and the Country Fire Authority (CFA), it is then
difficult to hear about how these people feel so
completely betrayed by an organisation to which they
were very devoted, and many of them still hold a strong
emotional attachment to the organisation. This issue has
deeply affected both professional and volunteer
firefighters. It has affected hospitality and
administration workers, gardeners and owners of
surrounding farmland and other property.
There is no question that there is serious pollution at
Fiskville. The committee has heard about amazing
practices, such as the carrying of open buckets filled
with unknown petrochemicals. We have heard of
people scraping out pits of burnt chemical residue and
ploughing them into the ground. The residue found at
Fiskville, such as the burnt petrochemical waste and the
toxic perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS), which was
found in firefighting foam, has compromised the safety

This committee, like most, I suspect, has its own
challenges in accessing material, as well as processing
and digesting such varied and dense information. We,
its members, are learning about a range of things, such
as the pervasive danger of PFOS, something we never
expected to know about. We have even had the
interesting experience of being kitted up in firefighting
gear and being part of a simulated firefighting training
procedure, which was incredibly interesting and quite
confronting.
Mr Pearson — It was a great uniform.
Ms WARD — It was a great uniform. The
committee members are having an amazing experience
and are learning a great deal. I am grateful for this
knowledge, but I am not grateful for the reasons why
we are having to learn about these toxic chemicals and
their possible effect on human health. The training
history of Fiskville is a very unfortunate and distressing
story.
Looking at what we have learnt so far, I thank the
Andrews government for acting so quickly in setting up
this committee and investigation so that we could set
about getting important answers for people who are
obviously quite distressed at what they may have been
exposed to at Fiskville and the possible effects of this
exposure. I thank the member for Thomastown, chair of
our committee, for her guidance and patience. I also
thank my comrades on the committee — my
parliamentary colleagues — for their assistance. I thank
the committee’s executive officer, Greg Gardiner, for
his great assistance, as well as Kelly, John, Chrissy and
Matt for their diligence, good humour and support. This
is the first committee I have sat on, and the experience
has been a big learning curve. I am grateful for the
opportunity the Andrews government has given me,
and I look forward to the second half of the year when
the committee can continue to drill down and get the
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answers that the people of Victoria need and deserve
regarding the Fiskville training college.

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2015–16 (hearings alert)
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) — I am pleased to rise
this morning to make some comments regarding the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee 2015–16
budget estimates hearings and the hearings alert report
that was tabled in the house to support consideration of
the appropriation bills probably four or five weeks ago.
As the house is aware, the format of this report is rather
unusual. Most Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee reports are notable for having the capacity
to hold open doors; this report is very slim. It basically
identifies the people we spoke to and the context of
those conversations. It certainly identifies that the
machinery of government changes have reduced the
number of departments, excluding the courts and the
Parliament, from nine to seven, so a further
consolidation of that aspect of government has
occurred. It also refers to questionnaires and to
questions on notice; they will make their way onto the
committee’s website as they become available.
Unfortunately, perhaps as a consequence of the late
commencement of the committee, many of them are
not available and may not be available prior to the start
of the next financial year.
The very final hearing — I will resist the temptation to
say the ultimate hearing — of the committee in this
session of budget estimates was with the Minister for
Ports, and it was an interesting session. Quite often the
last session can be interesting for a variety of reasons.
This one was interesting because of what was said and
what was unfortunately not said. The minister, as many
did, prepared a PowerPoint presentation which
identified the key portfolio objectives. It talked about
the port of Melbourne lease, and obviously I will not
pursue that given the bill that is before the house. It
talked about the development of governance
arrangements for port entities, the importance of
maintaining ocean access at Lakes Entrance and the
delivery of the local ports project. It also highlighted the
Portarlington safe harbour project and the Mornington
Pier project, which is very close to completion after
several years. The latter is a project close to my heart.
There was also considerable material in there that you
might otherwise consider to be padding: talk about
freight supply chains and so on, which are obviously
important but not necessarily the direct responsibility of
that minister. But there was also some discussion about
the role of the minister beyond those key portfolio
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objectives. I think at one stage I actually said, ‘What
exactly does the minister do?’, because we talked about
the sale of the port and were told, ‘No, that is with the
Treasurer’.
We talked about the issue of the 600, 700 or 800 per
cent rent increases that the stevedores are reported to be
facing and were told that is not an issue for this
minister, but an issue for someone else. We then asked
the minister about the issue of the access for the
Tasmanian government and the lifeline that the port of
Melbourne provides for the state of Tasmania, but we
were told that that was an issue for the Treasurer. The
minister helpfully suggested that perhaps we could talk
to the Treasurer about that when the Treasurer next
appears before the committee, which given that the
whole event had occurred in between the Treasurer
appearing and this minister appearing was less than
helpful, to say the least.
The most important objective as far as I am concerned
of this portfolio is to ensure that Victoria’s ports and
their transport links have sufficient capacity in the
future, so I was a little bit concerned when the minister
talked about that in the context of his presentation. He
indicated that the development of a second container
port will be demand driven — fair enough — and the
timing would be determined when the port of
Melbourne reaches capacity. It appears that this
minister does not understand that you actually need a
reasonable time frame to develop a new container port.
You do not just say, ‘Oh, we will have a new container
port’ and next week you have one. These things take
decades and decades to get right, environmentally,
economically, to build the support services, and this
minister clearly does not understand it, which is very
disappointing.

Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee: Country Fire
Authority Fiskville training college
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) — It gives me
great pleasure to rise to speak on the interim report of
the Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee inquiry into the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) training college at Fiskville. It has
been a pretty harrowing few months on this committee,
going through the submissions and public hearings and
hearing the stories and tales of people who trained at
Fiskville — the many tens of thousands of workers who
serve our community each and every day and the
volunteers who give up their time to support and protect
their communities. The magnitude of this task cannot
be underestimated.
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This was a spiritual site for the CFA for four decades. It
was the home for training and practices, and to discover
in 2011 that it could be linked to severe illnesses was of
great concern. The magnitude of the task and the work
that has been undertaken by the committee to put
forward this interim report has been substantial.
I wanted to firstly thank those who have presented and
told their stories. We have had over 450 submissions to
the committee and many public hearings, and to hear
those stories, tales and experiences has been really
important for the work that we do to better inform us
going forward. I want to acknowledge my
parliamentary colleagues. We have had a good-faith
engagement on this committee across the political
divide; it has been wonderful to work with everyone
involved in great spirit to try to get the best outcomes
for the people affected. I wanted to acknowledge the
parliamentary staff, Greg, Kelly, John, Chrissy and
Matt, some of whom are in the gallery today. They
have worked tirelessly to help put together this interim
report.
We did confront some speed humps along the way
though. There was an unfortunate situation in which a
confidential submission put in by the member for
Frankston detailing some pretty harrowing events with
his colleagues — some of whom are still suffering the
effects of that time many years ago — was leaked to the
Herald Sun. There was only one submission from an
individual that was leaked, and one has to question why
politics plays a role in this framework. We should
question why the member for Frankston was personally
singled out when he had lodged a confidential
submission. He is a member of the Labor Party, and he
was singled out amongst 450 other submitters —
Ms Green — And a career firefighter.
Mr RICHARDSON — and a career firefighter. It
was very disappointing. I want to assure people that we
have taken appropriate steps to ensure that that does not
happen again and that other people are not subjected to
severe political outcomes by political parties trying to
point-score on that. Some people were severely affected
in that incident.
I want to assure people that we have taken all the I also
want to touch briefly on why this committee’s work is
so important. For the layperson looking on — someone
who does not know the elements of the Fiskville
case — there has been the Professor Joy report and
there has been the Monash Health study. The Joy report
has severe shortcomings. It only looks at the period
from 1971 to 1999. The task of our committee is to go
all the way up to the present day in assessing the
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practices of the Fiskville facility. That is 50 per cent
more time than the period assessed by Professor Joy.
The committee’s inquiry was never meant to be a
health study. As a committee we are tasked with
looking into the effects on people. Cancer is one of the
key focuses, but there are other health effects people
may have experienced. The previous reports did not
consider residents beyond the realms of the Fiskville
training college. This is not just about firefighters. The
scope of the inquiry goes beyond the training college to
residents in the area. There was a school near the
training site as well — Fiskville Primary School.
The interim report provides recommendations, and the
committee is seeking information from the CFA
relating to people’s personal records on health issues.
Going forward the task has been laid before us. We
have a task to try to think about how we support and
compensate the families affected. That is a difficult
task. We need to look at how far that goes. Where were
the systemic failures? Where were the problems in
government agencies — that is, statutory authorities
that had an obligation to act? Those authorities had an
obligation to protect our community and those
individuals who serve our community. It is the task of
the committee to wade through that detail to try to find
out how we can better inform the community going
forward and better inform statutory authorities so that
they introduce reforms and make recommendations that
will ensure that a Fiskville does not happen again and
that people are safe into the future. That is the key thing
here. There are a lot of people who continue to suffer
and who are not well.
Our committee will continue its work up until
December, when it will hand down its final report.
Time is of the essence, and that is a key focus for us.
People are still suffering and are still ill. We need to
give them justice, and we need to support their families.
That is what this committee is focused on, and I look
forward to working with my parliamentary colleagues
to ensure that happens.

INFRASTRUCTURE VICTORIA BILL 2015
Statement of compatibility
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Infrastructure
Victoria Bill 2015.
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In my opinion, the Infrastructure Victoria Bill 2015, as
introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is compatible with
human rights as set out in the charter. I base my opinion on
the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview
The bill establishes Infrastructure Victoria to provide
independent and expert advice about Victoria’s current and
future infrastructure needs, to support improved social,
economic and environmental outcomes for the state. The bill
also establishes a new strategic infrastructure planning
process for Victoria.
To enable Infrastructure Victoria to undertake its functions, as
described in clause 23, the bill confers a power to
Infrastructure Victoria to require by written notice a public
entity or public service body to provide information. The bill
also envisages circumstances where any person or body may
provide Infrastructure Victoria with information or a
document which may be confidential.
Human rights issues
Right to privacy
Section 13(a) of the charter provides that all persons have the
right not to have their privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with.
The right to privacy is relevant to clause 23 of the
Infrastructure Victoria Bill 2015. This clause provides that
Infrastructure Victoria may request a public entity or public
service body (by written notice) to provide it with
information. This power will enable Infrastructure Victoria to
undertake its functions relating to expert advice and strategic
planning.
While clause 23 is broadly framed, when read in conjunction
with the object and functions of Infrastructure Victoria, it is
unlikely that Infrastructure Victoria’s requests would relate to
identifiable personal information and therefore interfere with
a person’s right to privacy.
In addition, clause 25 envisages circumstances where
Infrastructure Victoria is provided information or a document
willingly by any person or body, but where that person or
body indicates that the information or document is of a
confidential nature. Again, read in conjunction with the object
and functions of Infrastructure Victoria, it is unlikely that
such information or documents would relate to identifiable
personal information and therefore interfere with a person’s
right to privacy.
Further, in circumstances where the right to privacy may be
impacted upon by clauses 23 and 25, clauses 23(2) and 25
provide additional protection in the form of a safeguard with
respect to the provision of personal information.
Clause 23(2) provides that Infrastructure Victoria must not
disclose documents under a freedom of information request if
the same document would be exempt in the hands of the
agency or minister that provided the document to
Infrastructure Victoria. This will cover documents that are
exempt from freedom of information requests under
section 33 of the Freedom of Information Act 1982 because
they affect personal privacy.
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Clause 25(2) provides that Infrastructure Victoria must seek
consent before disclosing confidential information or a
document that it has been provided in a manner described in
clause 25(1). That is, where the person or body giving the
document or information states that it is of a confidential
nature.
These provisions will safeguard against the disclosure of
information or documents provided to Infrastructure Victoria
that contain any information that is exempt under freedom of
information laws, and any information that is identified to
Infrastructure Victoria as confidential, where disclosure may
interfere with a person’s right to privacy. The provisions
mean that any potential impact on the right to privacy is both
circumscribed in the legislation and reasonable in the
circumstances of the important public work in which
Infrastructure Victoria will engage.
As the information and documents that Infrastructure Victoria
deals with will be related to its object and functions, and as
safeguards are in place to protect against the disclosure of
confidential information, it is unlikely that the right to privacy
will be limited by this bill in an unlawful or arbitrary manner.
For these reasons, it is my view that the Infrastructure
Victoria Bill 2015 is compatible with the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006.
The Hon. Jacinta Allan, MP
Minister for Public Transport
Minister for Employment

Second reading
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
sessional orders:
Governing is about planning and preparing for the future,
helping to shape an economy and society that is prosperous,
livable and sustainable.
Well-planned and high-quality infrastructure is essential to
securing this future.
Efficient transport and utility networks, accessible health,
education and justice services, civic spaces, sports and
cultural facilities — all bring economic opportunity and
wellbeing.
Victoria’s success, with its strong and diverse economy and
renowned livability, has been built in part on the decisions
and investments in infrastructure made by previous
generations.
The legacy of good infrastructure decisions has served us
well, but with that success comes challenges.
Victoria has become Australia’s fastest growing state. In the
past 15 years, Melbourne’s population has grown by a third,
adding more than a million people. The city’s population is
now 4.5 million, and on current growth rates will reach
5 million by 2020 and 8 million by 2050.
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Victorians know the cost of not having the right infrastructure
to support this rapid population growth.
The need for infrastructure is clear but there are many worthy
projects, far more than the budget capacity or the private
sector could fund. Government must prioritise and select the
projects and reforms that deliver the highest public net
benefit. These decisions are not easy, but they should always
be based on evidence and robust, transparent analysis.
Transparency must underpin infrastructure decision-making
because the community cannot, and should not, accept such
decisions without being properly informed and involved. The
Infrastructure Victoria Bill will put evidence and transparency
front and centre to reshape the way strategic infrastructure
planning occurs in the state. This bill delivers the Andrews
Labor government’s election commitment to establish
Infrastructure Victoria, a new statutory authority that will
provide independent and expert advice about Victoria’s
infrastructure needs and priorities.
Independence, expertise, transparency and consensus have
been sorely lacking in Victoria’s recent infrastructure debate.
Victorians know too well that some infrastructure decisions
have been rushed, haphazard, and without any ability for the
community to scrutinise the often grandiose claims of the
governments that make them. These are decisions that spend
taxpayers money, and which hold the potential to shape our
state for decades to come. Planning the future of our state
without an enduring, strategic and evidence-based plan is to
the detriment of us all.
Infrastructure Victoria will end this. It will elevate the role of
independent and expert infrastructure advice to guide better
decision-making, hold government decision-makers to
account and enhance public debate about Victoria’s future.
Functions of Infrastructure Victoria
Infrastructure Victoria will have two primary functions:
strategic planning and advice.
Strategic planning
Infrastructure Victoria’s immediate task will be to develop a
30-year infrastructure strategy. The strategy will advise
government on the state’s immediate and long-term
infrastructure needs and strategic priorities.
To identify these needs and priorities, Infrastructure Victoria
will be driven by its key objective, outlined in the bill, to
improve social, economic and environmental outcomes for
the state. This triple-bottom-line approach will motivate all of
Infrastructure Victoria’s activities.
The bill outlines a number of important features of the
strategy.
First, a 30-year time frame will ensure a long-term holistic
approach to strategic infrastructure planning. Commitment to
a long-term strategy is the foundation of good infrastructure
policy. It enables coordination across the state and between
different infrastructure systems, such as transport connections
to ports or demand induced by new roads. An evidence-based
long-term strategy with strong community support is vital to
getting things done, especially when many years are required
to plan and deliver major infrastructure projects.
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Second, Infrastructure Victoria will have a broad remit to
consider infrastructure needs across all sectors. The strategy
may make recommendations on economic, social, civic and
cultural infrastructure. The strategy must respond to emerging
needs and pressures across our economy and society if it is to
help maintain and enhance the quality of life of all Victorians.
Third, the strategy must include an assessment of the current
state of infrastructure in Victoria and identify short, medium
and long term infrastructure needs on the basis of detailed,
objective and quantitative evidence, including land-use plans,
population projections and economic data. Sectoral
infrastructure strategies and transport policies will also be key
inputs into the strategy. Over time, it is expected that all
government strategic infrastructure planning will complement
and reflect Infrastructure Victoria’s strategy.
Fourth, the strategy will identify the infrastructure projects
that should be prioritised to meet the infrastructure needs of
the state and will also provide advice on funding and
financing options. The existence of a pipeline of priority
projects, aligned to the identified needs, will provide valuable
guidance to government but will also generate much needed
certainty among the private sector to invest and mobilise its
resources to help deliver an infrastructure program.
To inform its work, Infrastructure Victoria will undertake
extensive research and modelling. Infrastructure Victoria
cannot do its job without drawing from information held
across government, universities and the private sector.
Infrastructure Victoria will be able to request information
from departments and agencies but, where necessary, the
confidentiality of this information must be preserved.
Similarly, Infrastructure Victoria will not be able to publish
confidential information without first receiving the consent of
those who provided it.
Infrastructure Victoria is also expected to consult with a range
of experts, receive written and oral submissions, hold public
seminars and workshops, and issue draft reports and
discussion papers. The bill in fact mandates that Infrastructure
Victoria will release a draft of the 30-year infrastructure
strategy for public consultation before finalising and
publishing the strategy.
Finally, Infrastructure Victoria will publicly release the
strategy without government approval and will self-initiate
any updates. These updates may occur no earlier than three
and no later than five years after the latest release. Under this
bill, no government will be able to influence the content or
timing of Infrastructure Victoria’s strategy.
Government response and five-year infrastructure plan
Once Infrastructure Victoria has publicly released the
strategy, the bill will require the government to provide a
public response within 12 months. In responding to the
recommendations contained in the strategy, the government
will be required to provide a detailed rationale for the
projects, policies or reforms that the government intends to
pursue.
As part of this response, government will be required to
prepare a five-year infrastructure plan which responds to the
strategy and the projects identified as a priority, including any
funding commitments. To provide further rigour to the
process, Infrastructure Victoria will publish an annual
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assessment of the government’s progress against this
five-year infrastructure plan.
Infrastructure Victoria will not take over government’s role in
decision-making. Elected governments — which are
ultimately accountable to the Parliament and the public —
should always retain responsibility for making the final
decisions.
Under this bill, governments will be able to make better
informed decisions, decisions that are evidence-based,
transparent and subject to rigorous public debate.
Expert advice requested by government
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Its board of directors will comprise of seven members. The
chair, deputy chair and two other board members will be
appointed from the private or non-government sectors. The
Secretary of the Department of Premier and Cabinet, the
Secretary of the Department of Treasury and Finance and the
secretary responsible to the Minister for Planning will also
serve as unpaid ex-officio directors. This balance ensures
Infrastructure Victoria’s independence while also supporting
coordination with government.
To ensure the proceedings of the board meet the highest
standards, the bill requires conflict-of-interest policies as per
the Public Administration Act and any members’ declared
conflicts must be made public.

The bill provides that the minister may request advice from
Infrastructure Victoria at any time on a range of infrastructure
matters. This could include specific major projects, the
government’s five-year infrastructure plan, sectoral
infrastructure strategies and Victoria’s intergovernmental
submissions about infrastructure.

All appointments and removals will be made by the Governor
in Council upon the recommendation of the minister.
Importantly, in the event the chair is removed from the board,
the minister’s reasons for this must be outlined and tabled for
public scrutiny in Parliament.

This will be a key role for Infrastructure Victoria.

The CEO will be responsible for the day-to-day operation of
the organisation, in accordance with the general policies and
strategic direction determined by the board.

Infrastructure Victoria will provide independent scrutiny,
especially for strategically important, complex and high-value
projects. Infrastructure Victoria will assess the economic,
social and environmental objectives of these projects against
its infrastructure strategy. It will also advise on the business
case’s assumptions, modelling and other relevant matters in a
manner complementary to the important advice provided by
the Department of Treasury and Finance.
The bill makes clear that the publication of Infrastructure
Victoria’s advice requested by the minister will be determined
by government consistent with broader policies around
transparency, preserving Cabinet confidentiality during
decision-making processes.
Infrastructure Victoria will however be required to publish the
details of each request for advice in its annual report.
This bill is about restoring trust in government
decision-making. Victorians need to be assured that
independent and expert advice underpins the decisions that
shape our state.
Infrastructure Victoria may also be requested to provide
advice on intergovernmental submissions, most commonly to
the commonwealth government for funding. This will further
strengthen Victoria’s case for a fairer share of commonwealth
support for our infrastructure needs.
Other functions
The bill also outlines that Infrastructure Victoria will on its
own initiative develop and publish research on a range of
matters relating to infrastructure, such as impediments to
project delivery and improving the measurement of costs and
benefits. Infrastructure Victoria will have the ability to release
this research without prior approval from the government.
Governance
The bill establishes Infrastructure Victoria as an independent
statutory authority, subject to limited direction or control by
the minister.

Conclusion
The Infrastructure Victoria Bill is a bill for all Victorians.
For the families getting to work and school in congested
traffic or crowded public transport. For the young couple
starting a family in Melbourne’s west. For the commuter from
Ballarat travelling to the CBD each day. For the farmer
irrigating their crops and getting produce to market. For
sports and culture lovers. For the investor looking to invest
with confidence. For industry looking for certainty from an
infrastructure pipeline.
All Victorians will benefit from a fresh approach to planning,
evaluating, selecting, funding and delivering infrastructure.
This bill deserves to enjoy the support of all members of the
Parliament.
Victoria is at a turning point and our choices today will either
preserve our standard of living or undermine it. Infrastructure
must be at the centre of any government’s plan for Victoria’s
future.
The Andrews government is determined to take short-term
politics out of infrastructure. We are determined to restore
Victorians’ trust in government decisions. We are determined
to get on with building and managing infrastructure so that it
continues to support this great state into the future.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PESUTTO
(Hawthorn).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 8 July.
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CLASSIFICATION (PUBLICATIONS,
FILMS AND COMPUTER GAMES)
(ENFORCEMENT) AMENDMENT BILL
2015
Statement of compatibility
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the ‘charter’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Classification
(Publications, Films and Computer Games) (Enforcement)
Amendment Bill 2015.
In my opinion, the Classification (Publications, Films and
Computer Games) (Enforcement) Amendment Bill 2015, as
introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is compatible with
human rights as set out in the charter. I base my opinion on
the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview
The bill makes a number of consequential amendments to the
Classification (Publications, Film and Computer Games)
(Enforcement) Act 1995 (Victorian classification act) to
complement amendments made to the Classification
(Publications, Films and Computer Games) Act 1995 (cth)
(commonwealth classification act) to improve the operation
of the national classification scheme.
The national classification scheme is a cooperative
arrangement between the commonwealth, states and
territories, under which the classification board classifies
films, computer games and certain publications. The scheme
is designed to provide consumers with information about
publications, films and computer games to allow them to
make informed decisions about appropriate entertainment
material.
The national classification scheme is based on the principle
that adults should be able to read, hear, see and play what they
want while recognising that minors should be protected from
material likely to harm them and that everyone should be
protected from unsolicited offensive material. The
commonwealth classification act sets out procedures for the
classification of publications, films and computer games,
while the Victorian classification act regulates the sale,
demonstration and advertising of publications, films and
computer games.
The reforms to the commonwealth classification act enable
certain content to be classified using classification tools. They
also broaden the scope of existing exemptions to the
classification scheme, streamline exemption arrangements for
festivals and cultural institutions and expand exceptions to the
modifications rule so that films and computer games, which
are subject to certain types of modifications, do not require
reclassification.
The main purpose of the bill is to amend the Victorian
classification act consequent to amendments made to the
commonwealth classification act.
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Human rights issues
Human rights protected by the charter that are relevant to
the bill
The amendments in the bill are consequential in nature and do
not in themselves limit any charter rights.
To the extent that the bill amends provisions that restrict
freedom of expression protected under section 15 of the
charter, those restrictions are permissible in accordance with
section 15(3) of the charter. Under section 15(3), freedom of
expression may be subject to lawful restrictions reasonably
necessary for the protection of public health or public
morality. Under the statement of compatibility for the
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games)
(Enforcement) Amendment Bill 2012, restrictions on the
classification and public access to certain types of
publications, films and computer games were considered
permissible under section 15(3) of the charter, as without
appropriate restrictions, children may be exposed to obscene
or unsuitable adult content.
The right to freedom of expression is also subject to such
limits under section 7(2) of the charter that are reasonable and
justifiable in a free and democratic society. The statement of
compatibility for the Classification (Publications, Films and
Computer Games) (Enforcement) Amendment Bill 2009
provided that restrictions on access to, and use of, certain
types of publications, films and computer games are
considered reasonable limitations on freedom of expression
pursuant to section 7(2) of the charter. These limitations on
freedom of expression are in the best interests of the child,
protected under section 17(2) of the charter, as the
classification scheme shields children from material that is
likely to harm or disturb them.
The Hon. Martin Pakula, MP
Attorney-General

Second reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
sessional orders:
This bill makes a number of consequential amendments to the
Classification (Publications, Film and Computer Games)
(Enforcement) Act 1995 (Vic.) (Victorian classification act)
to complement amendments made to the commonwealth
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Act
1995 (cth) (commonwealth classification act), to improve the
operation of the national classification scheme (NCS).
The NCS is a cooperative arrangement between the
commonwealth, states and territories, under which the
Classification board classifies films, computer games and
certain publications. The scheme is designed to provide
consumers with information about publications, films and
computer games to allow them to make informed decisions
about appropriate entertainment material. The commonwealth
classification act sets out procedures for the classification of
publications, films and computer games, while the Victorian
classification act regulates the enforcement of the NCS,
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including the sale, demonstration and advertising of
publications, films and computer games.
The Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) reviewed
the national classification scheme in 2011, taking account of
the developments in technology, media convergence and the
global availability of media content. The ALRC handed down
its report, Classification: Content Regulation and Convergent
Media, in March 2012 and made 57 recommendations for
significant changes to the regulatory framework and structure
of the NCS.
In 2014, the commonwealth government made amendments
to the commonwealth classification act to implement a first
tranche of reforms recommended by the ALRC and agreed to
by commonwealth, state and territory classification ministers.
A number of commonwealth amendments require
consequential amendments to the Victorian classification act,
which are the subject matter of this bill.
Classification tools
The commonwealth classification act was amended to enable
the commonwealth Minister for Justice to approve
classification tools to classify certain content. It is anticipated
that classification tools, such as online questionnaires, might
be developed by government, industry, or other national
classification bodies overseas. These tools will be capable of
classifying content cheaply and quickly. These tools will
enable producers of content that is currently sold and
distributed unclassified to more easily comply with
classification legislation, and ensure the NCS can effectively
capture the large volume of unclassified online and mobile
games that are currently available on the market. The
commonwealth government has recently commenced a trial
using the international age rating coalition’s online
classification tool to classify mobile and online games.
The use of classification tools will facilitate innovative and
technology-based solutions in line with initiatives being
considered by other national classification bodies that are
dealing with the same classification difficulties as Australia.
A classification decision made by a classification tool is
deemed to be a decision of the classification board (the board)
and can also be revoked by the board. The board must
reclassify the material if it has revoked the decision made
using the classification tool. A number of provisions in the
Victorian classification act, which regulate the sale of
publications, films or computer games, currently allow for a
‘period of grace’ where a publication, film or computer game
has either been reclassified or had its classification revoked
by the board.
The period of grace gives distributors 14 days to adjust the
determined markings on the relevant product following a
reclassification or revocation by the board, without being
subject to a penalty. The bill will amend the Victorian
classification act, to provide for a similar “period of grace”
where the board revokes a classification produced by a
classification tool and classifies material (with a different
determined marking) as provided under the commonwealth
classification act.
Exempt films and computer games
Currently, under the Victorian classification act, film or
computer games festival promoters or cultural institutions
must apply to the director of the Classification Board (the
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director) for an exemption from the Victorian classification
act to publicly exhibit unclassified films, computer games or
certain publications at a film or computer games festival or
community event. The exhibition of an unclassified film in a
public place or the demonstration of an unclassified computer
game in a public place is an offence under the Victorian
classification act.
The current exemption provisions are outdated, and
burdensome for film and computer games festival promoters
and cultural institutions, given the mandatory requirement to
apply to the director for a formal exemption regardless of the
size of the event or circumstances, or the type of film or
computer game. There is no flexibility in the current scheme
to distinguish between various types of exemption
applications. In addition, the exemption requirements vary
across classification legislation in the states and territories.
To address these issues, the commonwealth classification act
was amended to simplify exemption arrangements for
festivals and cultural institutions by establishing a
consolidated set of rules for exemptions in the commonwealth
classification act. The commonwealth reforms seek to reduce
the regulatory burden on festival organisers and cultural
institutions by providing for a system of self-assessment, with
appropriate safeguards.
The amendments made to the commonwealth classification
act, provide for ‘conditional cultural exemptions’ which can
apply to specific ‘registered events’ and to an ‘approved
cultural institution’. Where an event is registered under the
commonwealth classification act, and specified conditions
and safeguards are met in relation to the relevant material to
be exhibited (being a publication, film or computer game), the
material will be subject to a conditional cultural exemption, in
relation to the specific event.
Safeguards that are similar to those currently in place for film
or computer games festivals will continue to apply, to ensure
that members of the public, particularly children, are
protected. For instance, exemption conditions will: include
restrictions on the screening, exhibition or demonstration of
unclassified content to particular age groups if the content is
moderate, strong or high impact; require that patrons be
provided with warnings about the content that they are about
to see; and prohibit content likely to be X18+ or refused
classification. This is similar to the operation of the current
exemption process.
As the process for seeking exemption from classification for
film and computer games festivals will in future be regulated
solely under the commonwealth classification act, the bill
repeals part 8 of the Victorian classification act, which sets
out the current exemption process. The bill also makes further
consequential amendments to the Victorian classification act
to recognise conditional cultural exemptions, so that penalties
in the act for exhibiting unclassified films or demonstrating
unclassified computer games do not apply for material subject
to a conditional cultural exemption for a particular showing.
Modifications
The commonwealth classification act provides that where
classified films or classified computer games are modified,
they are considered to be declassified and require
reclassification. This is known as the modification rule.
Exceptions to the modification rule are set out in the
commonwealth classification act so that certain changes (such
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as the addition of different types of navigation functions, or
the addition of subtitles or captions) are not considered
modifications and do not require reclassification.
The bill makes consequential amendments to the Victorian
classification act to recognise a change introduced in the
commonwealth classification act which allows the
commonwealth minister to prescribe exceptions to the
modification rule by legislative instrument.
The amendments contained in the bill are important to ensure
that the NCS continues to work effectively, and to provide
Victorian content producers and publication, film and
computer game event organisers with a more nationally
consistent, user-friendly regulatory framework.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PESUTTO
(Hawthorn).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 8 July.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT (ENVIRONMENTAL
UPGRADE AGREEMENTS) BILL 2015
Statement of compatibility
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy and
Resources) tabled following statement in accordance
with Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities
Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the charter act), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Local
Government Legislation Amendment (Environmental
Upgrade Agreements) Bill 2015.
In my opinion, the Local Government Legislation
Amendment (Environmental Upgrade Agreements) Bill
2015, as introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is
compatible with human rights as set out in the charter act. I
base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Human rights issues
There are no human rights protected under the charter act that
are relevant to this bill. I therefore consider that this bill is
compatible with the charter act.
The Hon. Lily D’Ambrosio, MP
Minister for Energy and Resources
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Second reading
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
sessional orders:
The Local Government Legislation Amendment
(Environmental Upgrade Agreements) Bill 2015 will amend
the Local Government Act 1989 to allow all Victorian
councils to offer ‘environmental upgrade agreements’.
Environmental upgrade agreements have been available
through the City of Melbourne since April 2011. This was
enabled by amendments to the City of Melbourne Act 2001,
made in 2010 under the previous Labor government. This bill
will build on that scheme by enabling all Victorian local
councils to offer environmental upgrade agreements.
An environmental upgrade agreement is a three-way
agreement between a local council, the owner of a
non-residential building, and a lender. Environmental upgrade
agreements can be used for works to improve the energy,
water or environmental efficiency or sustainability of existing
non-residential buildings on rateable land.
Under an environmental upgrade agreement, the financer
provides a loan to the building owner to fund environmental
upgrades. Repayments are collected by the local council, in a
property charge levied through the rates system. This property
charge is then passed on to the lender. The use of the rates
system means that environmental upgrade charges are a first
charge on the land, taking priority over all other mortgages,
charges on, or interests in the land. This increased security
enables the lender to offer more competitive loan terms.
The bill provides that where tenants provide consent, they can
contribute to the repayment of the environmental upgrade
charges. This might occur where tenants receive benefits from
the funded works, such as reduced utility bills and more
comfortable working conditions. Where not all building
tenants consent to contribute to the repayments, an
environmental upgrade agreement may provide for only some
of the building tenants to contribute.
The bill largely replicates provisions in part 4B of the City of
Melbourne Act 2001. The bill differs from the City of
Melbourne Act only in that it strengthens protections against
council liability and provides for the Minister for Energy and
Resources to make guidelines relating to environmental
upgrade agreements.
The Andrews Labor government is committed to making
Victoria a leader in energy efficiency. We believe by
transitioning Victoria to an energy efficient, low emissions
economy, we can reduce costs and boost productivity.
Improving the efficiency of our state’s building stock is
critical in facilitating this transition. And through this bill, we
are providing a mechanism to improve the energy efficiency
of non-residential buildings.
This is good news for the state and, in particular, for the
commercial sector. By use of this tool to enable businesses to
retrofit their buildings, the commercial sector can reduce
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energy costs, improve asset values, and increase profitability.
It can also reduce greenhouse gas emissions, given
commercial buildings account for about 10 per cent of
Australia’s total greenhouse gas emissions.
This bill makes sense, not only for the environment, but for
Victoria’s economy.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 8 July.

ROAD SAFETY AMENDMENT BILL 2015
Statement of compatibility
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Police) tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the ‘charter’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Road Safety
Amendment Bill 2015.
In my opinion, the Road Safety Amendment Bill 2015 (the
bill), as introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is compatible
with human rights as set out in the charter. I base my opinion
on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview
The bill will amend the Road Safety Act 1986 (the act) to
require drivers involved in a motor vehicle accident where
serious injury or fatality has occurred to submit to the taking
of a blood sample upon request by Victoria Police.
The bill will also make amendments to part 6A of the act to
improve the effectiveness of the impoundment,
immobilisation and forfeiture of motor vehicle regulatory
scheme.
Human rights issues
Blood testing of drivers
Clause 5 of the bill will insert a new section 55BA into the act
which provides for blood testing of drivers in an accident that
has resulted in a serious injury or fatality, if requested by
police. If a police officer attends an accident and believes on
reasonable grounds that the accident has resulted in death or
serious injury, he/she may require the driver of a vehicle
involved in the accident to submit to a blood sample analysis
conducted by a registered medical practitioner or approved
health practitioner (new section 55BA(2)). A police officer
may also require the person to accompany a police officer to a
place where the sample is to be taken, and to remain there
until it has been taken or until 3 hours after the accident,
whichever is sooner (new section 55BA(3)). A police officer
must not require a person to submit to a compulsory blood
sample analysis if the person needs to be taken to a place for
examination or treatment.
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Clause 3 of the bill amends section 49(1)(ea), which will
provide that a range of consequences will flow if a person is
charged with and/or convicted or found guilty of the new
offence under the amended section 49(1)(ea), including:
suspension of driver licence/permit if a person is charged with
the offence; mandatory cancellation and disqualification of
driver licence/permit if a person is convicted or found guilty
of the offence; and various reporting requirements before a
person may reapply for their licence/permit if the person has
been convicted of, or found guilty of, the offence. The penalty
for the offence ranges from a fine of 12 penalty units to a term
of imprisonment of up to 18 months depending on whether it
is a first, second or subsequent offence.
A sample provided under new section 55BA may provide the
basis for existing offences under the act if the sample
indicates that the prescribed concentration of alcohol (or
more) was present in the sample, or a prescribed illicit drug
was present in the sample (sections 49(1)(g) and 49(1)(i)).
Clauses 3 and 5 of the bill are relevant to the right to privacy,
the right not to be subject to medical treatment without
consent and the right to liberty.
Right to privacy and right not to be subjected to medical
treatment without consent
Section 13(a) of the charter act provides that a person has the
right not to have his or her privacy unlawfully or arbitrarily
interfered with.
Requesting a person to submit to blood testing is relevant to a
person’s right to privacy. Privacy covers the physical and
moral integrity of a person, and includes the freedom from
compulsory blood, breath or urine tests. In my view, the tests
will not be unlawful or arbitrary. The request to submit to
testing is clear and appropriately circumscribed, and
consequently not unlawful. The requirement will also not be
arbitrary. A police officer may only request testing in limited
circumstances, namely if he or she believes on reasonable
grounds that an accident has resulted in death or serious
injury. Furthermore, there is a pressing public need to ensure
that evidence of potential breaches of the act is collected in
the case of serious accidents resulting in death or serious
injury. The current regime of mandatory testing under the act
applies if a person who is involved in a motor vehicle
accident is brought to a place for examination or treatment
due to the accident, which may mean that a person is not
tested if he or she is not injured as a result of the accident.
While other forms of testing, such as breath testing, may be
less invasive than a blood sample analysis, blood samples are
the most accurate samples for collection and analysis, and
accuracy of evidence collected is particularly important in the
investigation of serious motor vehicle accidents.
Section 10(c) of the charter act provides, relevantly, that a
person has the right not to be subjected to medical treatment
without his or her full, free and informed consent. The term
‘medical treatment’ is not defined in the charter act. In my
view, it is unlikely that a blood test under new
section 55BA(2) would constitute ‘medical treatment’. In any
event, even if the testing did constitute medical treatment, in
my view, any limitation on the right not to be subjected to
medical treatment without consent is reasonable and
demonstrably justified under s 7(2) of the charter act. This is
because the testing is conducted in limited circumstances, and
for the important public purpose of ensuring that accurate
evidence is collected in the case of serious accidents, as
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outlined above. Therefore I do not consider the right to
privacy or the right to not be subjected to medical treatment
without consent to be limited by the bill.

cancelled or disqualified. These provisions may entail that a
person is punished more than once for an offence, such as
dangerous driving.

Right to liberty

The additional punishments would all be valid once the
offence has led to a charge being laid, and in my view, it is
properly regarded as part of the final punishment, directly
related to the offence, and not a separate penalty arising from
the offence. In my view, the right not to be punished more
than once is therefore not limited by the bill.

Section 21(3) of the charter act provides that a person must
not be deprived of his or her liberty except on grounds, and in
accordance with procedures, established by law.
Section 21(2) provides that a person must not be subjected to
arbitrary arrest or detention.

Right to equality
Under new section 55BA(3), a person may be required by a
police officer to accompany the officer to a place for the
taking of the sample and to remain there until it has been
taken or until 3 hours after the accident, whichever is sooner.
The Court of Appeal has found that requiring a motorist to
accompany a police officer or to remain at a place for the
purposes of testing involves some degree of restraint on
liberty (although not a detention). This is because the refusal
to comply with the requirement constitutes an offence which
carries penalties (see DPP v. Piscopo [2011] VSCA 275). In
this situation, any deprivation of liberty, will occur on
grounds, and in accordance with procedures, provided for in
new section 55BA as described above, and in light of the
important purposes of part 5 of the act, which are set out in
s 47. Furthermore, the power to require a person to remain at
a place is temporally limited to 3 hours. Accordingly, I do not
consider that section 21(3) of the charter act is limited.
Clause 7 of the bill amends section 63, which provides that a
police officer, or protective services officer where relevant,
may, for the purpose of establishing the identity of a driver of
a motor vehicle, arresting, or carrying out the provisions of
section 53, 54, 55 or 55A, enter the motor vehicle using, if
necessary, reasonable force, if the driver refuses or fails to
obey any lawful direction given to him or her by the police
officer or the protective services officer. Clause 7 of the bill
will include new section 55BA so that a police officer may
enter the motor vehicle for the purpose of carrying out the
request for a blood sample.
The prohibition on ‘arbitrary’ interferences has been said to
require that a lawful interference must be reasonable or
proportionate in all the circumstances. The power provided in
section 63 is not considered to be arbitrary, they are powers to
achieve legitimate public purposes, and are therefore
compatible with the charter act. In addition, the test of
requiring belief on reasonable grounds that a death or serious
injury has occurred provides an objective test that guards
against any arbitrariness. There is no limitation on the right to
liberty by this provision.

Section 8(3) of the charter act provides protection against
discrimination.
Clause 3 of the bill amends section 49(1)(ea) to include the
offence to refuse to comply with a requirement made under
new section 55BA(2), which will in effect amend 50A(1A) of
the act to include the new offence in the list of offences to
which section 50A(1A) applies. Section 50A(1A) currently
provides that VicRoads must not issue a driver licence or
permit to a person if their driver licence or permit was
cancelled or they were disqualified from obtaining a licence
or permit, following conviction or being found guilty of
certain prescribed offences under section 49(1) of the act, and
they were under 25 years at the time of the offence and the
offence was a first offence, unless it is satisfied that the person
has completed an accredited driver education program.
Section 50A(1A) may limit the right to equality in s 8 of the
charter act, to the extent that it discriminates against persons
under 25 years of age on the basis of age. Clause 3 may
consequently limit section 8 of the charter act by extending
the application of section 50A(1A). It is arguable that the
requirement to undertake a driver education program is not
unfavourable treatment, and therefore that the requirement is
not discriminatory. In my view, the course fees for these
education programs are generally reasonable, and drivers who
attend these programs will receive education to help them
become better drivers, which is to their benefit, as well as to
the benefit of the larger community. However, even if the
requirement was a detriment and consequently discriminatory
in nature, I consider that any limitation to the right to equality
is reasonable and justifiable within the meaning of
section 7(2) of the charter act. There is ample research
available that demonstrates that drivers under 25 years old are
at particular risk of being involved in motor vehicle accidents.
Section 50A(1A) recognises this, and seeks to address it by
ensuring that drivers under 25 years old receive education
following being found guilty of particular offences. This is a
proportionate response to the risk posed by those drivers and
is necessary to protect other road users.

Right not to be tried or punished more than once
Freedom of movement
Section 26 of the charter act provides that a person must not
be punished more than once for an offence in respect of
which they have already been convicted or acquitted in
accordance with law.
Clause 3 of the bill introduces an offence if a person refuses
to submit to a blood sample being taken when requested to
provide one by a police officer. The bill will also cause
section 50A to include that if a person has been found guilty
of the offence to refuse to submit to a blood sample being
taken when requested to provide one by a police officer, they
must complete an accredited driver education program before
they can apply for a driver licence or permit, if it has been

Section 12 of the charter act provides that every person has
the right to move freely within Victoria.
Clause 7 of the bill amends section 63, which provides that a
police officer, or protective services officer where relevant,
may, for the purpose of establishing the identity of a driver of
a motor vehicle, arresting, or carrying out the provisions of
section 53, 54, 55 or 55A, enter the motor vehicle using, if
necessary, reasonable force, if the driver refuses or fails to
obey any lawful direction given to him or her by the police
officer or the protective services officer. Clause 7 of the bill
will include new section 55BA so that a police officer may
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enter the motor vehicle for the purpose of carrying out the
request for a blood sample.
I consider the limit on the person’s movement to be
reasonable and justified, as it is necessary to achieve the
important purpose of the provision (to prevent a potentially
incapable person from driving away from an accident, and
gain evidence to show that they were driving while incapable,
and protect the public). Accordingly, I consider the provision
compatible with the right to free movement.
Hoon driving offences
Right to a fair hearing
Section 24 of the charter act provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence or party to a civil proceeding has the
right to have the charge or proceeding decided by a
competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a
fair and public hearing.
Clause 12 of the bill sets out circumstances when the court
cannot take grounds of exceptional hardship into account
when making an impoundment, immobilisation or forfeiture
order. It provides that the court must not decline to make an
impoundment or immobilisation order on the grounds of
exceptional hardship caused to the offender if either the
offender is disqualified from obtaining a driver licence or
permit or the offender’s driver licence or permit is suspended
for more than three months. In cases of forfeiture orders, the
court must not decline to make an impoundment or
immobilisation order on the grounds of exceptional hardship
caused to the offender if either the offender is disqualified
from obtaining a driver licence or permit or the offender’s
driver licence or permit is suspended for any period of time.
This is because the circumstances leading to the application of
a forfeiture order involve being convicted of a greater level of
road safety offence prior to Victoria Police making the
application.
The intention of the provision is to ensure that applications for
exceptional hardship — to avoid an order for the
immobilisation, impoundment or forfeiture of a motor
vehicle — are granted only in appropriate cases. While the
provision may limit the right to a fair hearing by imposing
restrictions on the court, which may lead to the court not
being able to be impartial or independent, the purpose is
public safety and discouraging recidivist dangerous driving.
The restriction only applies to those drivers who have already
committed hoon driving offences that are subject to a licence
suspension or disqualification at the time of the determination
by the court of an application by the chief commissioner for
an impoundment or immobilisation order or a forfeiture order.
Any limitation on a fair hearing is reasonable and justified, as
it is necessary to find a punishment for those people who
choose to commit hoon driving offences, and any limitation is
directly linked with the primary purpose of protecting the
public from unsafe drivers.
Right to property
Clause 20 of the charter act provides that a person must not be
deprived of his or her property other than in accordance with
law.
Clauses 8 and 11 of the bill provide that Victoria Police may
issue a notice requiring the surrender of a person’s motor
vehicle. The intent of this provision does remove property
from a person; however, I am satisfied that this does not limit
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clause 20 of the charter act as the deprivation of property will
occur in confined and controlled circumstances for the
purpose of enforcing compliance with the Road Safety Act,
with the intention of protecting the community from unsafe
drivers. In addition, persons deprived of their property have
the ability to appeal against the decision under section 84O of
the Road Safety Act, ensuring that the law has been applied
appropriately and justly. In my view the right to property has
not been limited by the bill.
Wade Noonan, MP
Minister for Police
Minister for Corrections

Second reading
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Police) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
sessional orders:
Victorians driving under the influence of drugs is a key cause
of road trauma. It is becoming increasingly important to find
new ways to try to deter and detect drivers who persist in
driving while under the influence of illegal substances. This
government is working hard to reduce the effect of illegal
drugs on our community. The Ice Action Plan was released in
March 2015, and includes a commitment of $45.5 million in
new investment, focusing on priority initiatives to reduce the
supply, demand and harm of the drug ice.
The funding will include greater resources for Victoria Police
to take drug-affected drivers off our roads. This bill will also
provide Victoria Police with the means to gather evidence
necessary to hold those drivers involved in serious vehicle
accidents while under the influence of drugs properly
accountable for their actions.
For people like the families of the couple involved in the
tragic crash in Docklands in early 2014, it is clear that there is
a loophole that needs to be closed in order to give the courts
and police greater powers in dealing with drivers with drugs
in their system when involved in serious motor vehicle
accidents. In February 2014, a passenger was killed and her
partner seriously injured when their car was hit by the driver
of a ute that ran a red light in Docklands. A swab sample was
taken from the driver, which was positive for ice and
amphetamines; however, he refused to provide a blood
sample. The current legislation did not allow the driver to be
compelled to take a drug test and, as he was not injured
himself, he was not admitted to hospital, where a mandatory
blood sample would have been taken. A blood test would
have provided evidence of the quantity of drugs in his system.
Police discovered 50 grams of ice in the driver’s vehicle;
however, there was no evidence available to show that drug
use contributed to his driving at the time. The driver was
therefore convicted of dangerous driving causing death,
whereas if a blood test had been available to support the
contention that he was under the influence of drugs, he would
have been charged with culpable driving causing death,
which has a maximum penalty of 20 years imprisonment. If
released on parole, that driver may be back on the streets in
20 months.
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The bill will allow police to request a blood sample from
persons in charge of motor vehicles that have been involved
in an accident causing serious injury or fatality. Police need to
be able to make this request to obtain evidence of drug
impairment or influence, so they can hold people properly
accountable for their actions on our roads. The proposed
amendment will also provide evidence to establish a driver
was not drug affected when involved in a collision, proving
that they had only prescription medicine in their system, or
recommended amounts of over-the-counter pharmaceuticals.
This can be an important issue in some investigations and will
assist the police and the courts to make the best decision
about which charges are appropriate to be laid against the
offender. Victoria Police will be closely monitoring the
amendment to ensure its effectiveness.
As further advances in technology are created, allowing for
new and better ways of drug testing, with greater accuracy of
drug levels and impairment caused to people, further
amendments may be made to this legislation to ensure the
intent of stopping people from driving while impaired by
drugs is preserved.
In addition to the $15 million provided in the 2015–16 state
budget for new booze and drug buses, the Transport Accident
Commission has committed a further $2.7 million for further
drug testing.
The bill will also make amendments to the hoon driving
regime. A primary focus of road policing is to reduce fatal
collisions and trauma. The economic, social, and
environmental cost of road trauma to the community is
enormous. Hoon activities are a major contributor to road
trauma, as they are intentional high-risk driving activities. The
risk of death and serious injury is significantly increased by
this dangerous driving, and innocent spectators or bystanders
are placed at risk. The sanctions must be effective and severe
to deter these dangerous drivers and to protect the
community.
The bill will assist Victoria Police by ensuring that the
impoundment regime is able to function as intended where an
offence is detected by a road safety camera. This will assist in
deterring high-risk, antisocial and irresponsible ‘hoon’ driving
behaviour, when captured on a road safety camera.
The bill will also allow Victoria Police to recoup costs from
immobilisation and impoundment by amending the definition
of ‘designated costs’ in accordance with Treasury guidelines.
An important aspect of the hoon driving regime is
discouraging recidivist offenders. If a person is convicted of a
second offence under the scheme, it may result in up to three
months vehicle impoundment or immobilisation and a third
offence may result in forfeiture of the vehicle. The bill
provides clear direction as to when the courts should not
consider exceptional hardship as grounds for declining to
make an impoundment, immobilisation or forfeiture order —
for example, when a driver is suspended or disqualified from
driving, and persists in driving so dangerously as to be
convicted of an offence under the hoon driving scheme. It is
appropriate that those people who have shown that they are a
serious risk to our community if allowed on the roads be
sanctioned in such a way.
I commend the bill to the house.
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Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 8 July.

CORRECTIONS LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT BILL 2015
Statement of compatibility
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Corrections) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act (the ‘charter’), I make this statement
of compatibility with respect to the Corrections Legislation
Amendment Bill 2015.
In my opinion, the Corrections Legislation Amendment Bill
2015, as introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is
compatible with human rights as set out in the charter. I base
my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
1.

Overview of the bill

The purpose of this bill is to make various amendments to the
Corrections Act 1986 (the Corrections Act) and to amend the
Parole Orders (Transfer) Act 1983 to validate certain past
parole order transfers made under the national parole order
transfer scheme.
2.

Human rights issues

Cancellation of parole
Clause 3 of this bill repeals subsection 77(6A) of the
Corrections Act. That subsection currently provides that if a
prisoner is sentenced to another prison sentence while on
parole, the prisoner’s parole is taken to have been cancelled
on the sentence being imposed, which reflects the fact that a
person cannot practically be on parole while imprisoned. The
bill introduces new subsection 77(7A) that is drafted in
similar terms to subsection 77(6A) but clarifies that a
prisoner’s parole will be taken to be cancelled upon being
sentenced to any term of imprisonment (except where the
sentence is wholly suspended), whether in Victoria or
elsewhere, including for offences committed before the parole
period.
The adult parole board is declared by the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities (Public Authority) Regulations
2013 not to be a public authority for the purposes of the
charter. Accordingly, the obligations imposed by section 38
of the charter do not apply to the board. Nevertheless, the
other obligations imposed by the charter, including to
interpret statutory provisions, so far as possible consistently
with their purpose, in a way that is compatible with human
rights, continue to apply.
In my view, new subsection 77(7A) does not limit any rights
in the charter. The provision for the cancellation of parole
where a person is sentenced to a term of imprisonment for a
further offence is compatible with the right to liberty
(section 21). Decisions concerning the cancellation of parole
may be regarded as decisions resulting in detention or
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deprivation of liberty. However, the sentence of
imprisonment that the person is ultimately required to serve as
a result of the cancellation is one that is imposed by a court
for purposes including the punishment of the offender and
protection of the community. Parole provides some offenders
with an opportunity to be reintegrated into the community
under strict supervision whilst still serving their sentence of
imprisonment. Parole is granted based on the evidence
available to the board at the relevant time. In circumstances
where a person commits a further offence while on parole, or
evidence of further prior offending arises, it is entirely
appropriate that parole be cancelled and the prisoner be
required to serve the full term of the original sentence.

I am of the opinion that this is appropriate and justified given
the nature of the particular interests at stake. The board is
required to give paramount consideration to the safety and
protection of the community, and its decisions should be
informed by having access to any material that may affect that
consideration. It is important that the board’s decision-making
processes are not undermined by the application of technical
rules that may prevent certain relevant information being
considered. For these reasons, I consider that any limitation to
the right to a fair hearing would be justified in accordance
with section 7(2) of the charter.

In my view, these provisions are compatible with the right to
liberty. The grounds for cancelling parole are clearly set out
in the legislation. They are for the purpose of protecting the
integrity of the parole regime and ensuring community safety,
and cannot be regarded as arbitrary.

New section 71A provides the board with the power to issue a
notice to a person, requiring that person to attend and give
evidence at a meeting of the board, or produce required
documents or things, or both. New section 71G gives the
board the express power to require a person attending a
meeting of the board to give evidence or answer questions on
oath or affirmation.

I also consider that the provision is compatible with the right
to be presumed innocent (section 25(1)) and the right not to
be punished more than once for an offence of which a person
has been finally convicted (section 26). The cancellation of
parole is not a punishment for the further offence, but a
requirement to serve the full sentence imposed by the
sentencing court for the original offence.

Power to require a person to give evidence

Pursuant to new section 71H, it is an offence to fail to comply
with a notice to produce or attend, without reasonable excuse.
New section 71I creates a further offence for a person who,
without reasonable excuse, refuses or fails to take an oath or
affirmation when requested to do so, or refuses or fails to
answer a question.

Powers of adult parole board to take evidence
Clause 6 of the bill introduces a suite of new provisions (new
sections 71 to 71K) which facilitate the procedures of the
board in relation to taking evidence. These new provisions
replace existing section 71 of the Corrections Act, which
incorporates a number of now-repealed provisions in the
Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1958.
Exclusion of the rules of evidence
New section 71 provides that, in performing its functions, the
board is not bound by the rules of evidence or any practices or
procedures applicable to courts of record and may inform
itself on any matter as it sees fit. This new provision reflects
the current practices of the board in line with section 66(6) of
the Corrections Act, which already provides for the board to
regulate its own procedure, and sits alongside the existing
section 69(2), which stipulates that the board is not bound by
the rules of natural justice.
Section 24(1) of the charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence or a party to a civil proceeding has the
right to have the charge or proceeding decided by a
competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a
fair and public hearing.
In my view, the right to a fair hearing in section 24(1) of the
charter does not apply to board meetings. Although the board
has some characteristics of being a ‘tribunal’ for the purposes
of the charter, a parole decision by the board is not a ‘civil
proceeding’ in the sense of determining or protecting rights or
obligations. Rather, when deciding whether to make or vary a
parole order, cancel a prisoner’s parole or revoke the
cancellation of parole, the board is merely exercising
discretionary functions on behalf of the executive government
to confer or remove a privilege.
Notwithstanding this conclusion, if the right to a fair hearing
did apply to the functions exercised by the board, to the extent
that the exclusion of the rules of evidence may limit that right,

New section 71D makes clear that the power of the board to
issue a notice to attend or to produce does not affect the
board’s existing power to require prisoners on parole to be
available for interview.
Section 13(a): privacy
Section 13(a) of the charter provides that a person has the
right not to have his or her privacy unlawfully or arbitrarily
interfered with. The right to privacy is relevant where persons
may be compelled to provide personal information,
documents or things. However, an interference with privacy
will not be unlawful if it is permitted by a law that is
accessible and precise, and will not be arbitrary if the
restrictions it imposes are reasonable, just and proportionate
to the end sought. In my view, any interference with privacy
occasioned by new section 71A is neither unlawful nor
arbitrary.
The ability to compel the giving of evidence by witnesses and
the production of documents or other things is a proportionate
and appropriate power for the board to have in order to
perform its functions. Without being able to call for and
receive evidence from a variety of sources, the board would
not be properly equipped to fulfil its statutory functions to
determine whether to make or vary a parole order, cancel a
prisoner’s parole or revoke the cancellation of parole. Further,
the powers in the bill are subject to exceptions. Under new
section 71B, a person served with a notice to produce or
attend may claim to the board that they have a ‘reasonable
excuse’ for failing to comply with the notice, or that a
document or thing is not relevant to the subject matter of the
meeting. Enabling objection on the basis of reasonable excuse
and relevance ensures that the powers are proportionate and
reasonable in any given case, and is also protective of certain
rights and privileges, including the right not to be compelled
to testify against oneself.
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I consider that the power conferred by new section 71A to
issue a notice to produce or attend is therefore compatible
with the right to privacy under the charter.
Section 12: freedom of movement
Section 12 of the charter provides that every person lawfully
within Victoria has the right to move freely within Victoria.
As outlined above, the bill permits the board to compel the
attendance of persons at a meeting of the board. The right to
freedom of movement is relevant to the extent that a person
may be required to attend at a particular place and time. This
extends to immediate attendance in circumstances where the
board considers on reasonable grounds a delay in the person’s
attendance is likely to result in evidence being lost or
destroyed, the commission of an offence, absconding or
otherwise evading attendance by the person on whom the
notice is served, or serious prejudice to the conduct of the
meeting to which the notice relates.
However, I consider that any interference with the right to
freedom of movement is necessary to enable the board to
obtain evidence that informs parole decisions directly from
relevant sources, and is appropriately circumscribed. Any
resulting limitation is therefore justified under section 7(2) of
the charter.
Section 25(1): presumption of innocence
Section 25(1) of the charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proved guilty according to law. As outlined above, new
sections 71H and 71I introduced by the bill create criminal
offences in relation to a person’s refusal or failure to comply
with a notice to produce or attend, to take an oath or
affirmation, or answer questions.
These offences include a ‘reasonable excuse’ exception. In
my view, these offences therefore place an evidential burden
on the accused, in that they require the accused to raise
evidence as to a reasonable excuse. However, in so doing,
these offences do not transfer the legal burden of proof. This
is because, once the defendant has pointed to evidence of a
reasonable excuse, the burden shifts back to the prosecution.
Courts in other jurisdictions have generally taken the
approach that an evidential onus does not limit the
presumption of innocence.
For these reasons, I consider that the placing of an evidential
burden on a defendant does not constitute a limit on the right
in section 25(1) of the charter. Further, even if this were
found to limit the right, the limitation would be reasonable
and justifiable under section 7(2) of the charter, as evidence
as to the existence of a reasonable excuse is most likely to be
purely in the knowledge of the defendant.
Disclosure of use of personal or confidential information
The bill makes a minor clarification in relation to the
circumstances under which a ‘relevant person’ within the
meaning of the Corrections Act may use or disclose personal
or confidential information. Specifically, clause 8 introduces a
redrafted section 104ZY(1) to ensure that a relevant person
may use or disclose personal or confidential information if the
use or disclosure is reasonably necessary for the performance
by a relevant person, or another person, of law enforcement
functions or duties, the administration of certain orders made
by the secretary under the Mental Health Act 2014, or the
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administration or enforcement of an order of a court or
tribunal.
The right to privacy in section 13(1) of the charter is relevant
to the redrafted section 104ZY(1) as it relates to the use and
disclosure of personal information. However, I am of the
opinion that any interference with the right to privacy
occasioned by this provision will be neither unlawful nor
arbitrary. The circumstances in which use or disclosure may
occur are clearly specified, and the authorised disclosures will
not be arbitrary as they are directed at specified purposes,
relate only to relevant persons, and are reasonable and
proportionate.
Electronic monitoring
Clauses 9 and 10 of the bill amend the Corrections Act and
the Surveillance Devices Act 1999 to provide an express
power for a governor of a prison to order a prisoner to be
electronically monitored by way of a device fitted to the
prisoner. New section 30 provides that a prisoner may be
ordered to be electronically monitored for any period of each
day, including 24 hours of each day, where the governor
considers it necessary to do so for the security or good order
of the prison or the safety and welfare of the prisoner or other
persons. New subsections 30(2) and 30(3) set out the
conditions that attach to an order and provide for the governor
or a prison officer to give any directions necessary for the
electronic monitoring of the prisoner. New subsection 30(4)
provides that it is an offence for a prisoner who is subject to
an order for electronic monitoring to fail to comply with the
conditions under subsection (2), unless they have a reasonable
excuse.
Section 13: right to privacy
The right to privacy in s 13(a) of the charter is relevant to the
proposed provisions with respect to electronic monitoring, as
the electronic devices to be worn by prisoners will enable
prison officers to monitor the location of individual prisoners
within the prison. However, a necessary incident of being
imprisoned is that prisoners have a reduced expectation of
privacy. Further, any interference with the privacy of relevant
prisoners will not be arbitrary, as the governor must have
formed a view that the electronic monitoring of an individual
prisoner is necessary for the security or good order of the
prison, or the safety and welfare of the prisoner or other
persons. The conditions that will apply to electronic
monitoring, including that a prisoner must not tamper with an
electronic device, and must comply with necessary directions,
are appropriately targeted at ensuring the effectiveness and
integrity of the electronic monitoring regime. Importantly,
new section 30(4) makes provision for a prisoner to fail to
comply with these conditions on the basis of ‘reasonable
excuse’. Moreover, the electronic monitoring regime is
directed at ensuring security and good order within prisons —
for example, by reducing risk of escape in minimum security
contexts, and enabling individual movement to be monitored
to ensure appropriate separation of certain prisoners. Finally,
any interference with privacy will not be unlawful because
the provisions are clear and the circumstances in which the
power may be exercised are confined and sufficiently precise.
Section 25(1): presumption of innocence
New section 30(4) makes it an offence for a prisoner to fail to
comply with conditions attached to an order for electronic
monitoring, unless the prisoner has a reasonable excuse. The
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right to be presumed innocent in section 25(1) of the charter is
therefore relevant to the offence, to the extent that it requires
an accused to point to evidence of having a reasonable
excuse. However, for the reasons outlined above in relation to
the offence provisions relating to notices issued by the adult
parole board, in my view this provision does not limit the
presumption of innocence and if it did, any such limitation
would be clearly justified.

arbitrary, since it is limited in scope, based on identified
criteria and aimed at ensuring the safety and security of the
prison. Similarly, the power in section 47B is not unlawful
because it is expressed in clear terms and the circumstances in
which it may be exercised are confined and sufficiently
precise.

The right to freedom of movement, the right to liberty and the
right to humane treatment when deprived of liberty

The right to freedom of expression in section 15(2) of the
charter encompasses the right to receive and impart
information. This right is relevant to stopping and inspecting
prisoners’ letters. However, the right to freedom of expression
may be subject to lawful restrictions reasonably necessary for
the protection of public order or to respect the rights of other
persons (section 15(3) of the charter). In my view,
section 47B constitutes such a lawful restriction, and so does
not limit section 15 of the charter.

The charter provides for the rights to freedom of movement
(section 12) and liberty (section 21(1)). In my opinion, these
rights are not relevant to the provisions inserted by the bill in
relation to electronic monitoring of prisoners, because they do
not impose any further restriction on liberty or movement
distinct from the offender’s existing imprisonment.
Similarly, the requirement for a prisoner to wear an electronic
monitoring device does not meet the threshold of ‘inhumane
treatment’ so as to limit the charter right to humane treatment
when deprived of liberty (section 22(1)). The requirement to
wear an electronic monitoring device does not constitute a
deliberate infliction of mental or physical suffering, nor does
it involve any debasement or humiliation of the prisoner. The
‘reasonable excuse’ exception to the offence of failing to
comply with relevant conditions and directions supports this
conclusion (for example, it may enable a prisoner to adjust a
device in circumstances where the device causes pain or
severe discomfort).

Section 15(2): right to freedom of expression

The Hon. Wade Noonan, MP
Minister for Corrections

Second reading
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Corrections) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
sessional orders:

Prisoners’ letters
In summary, the bill will amend the Corrections Act 1986 to:
Clauses 14 and 15 of the bill amend section 47(1)(m) and
47B of the Corrections Act in relation to the bodies or persons
(‘correspondents’) whose letters to and from a prisoner must
not be opened by prison staff. The amended provisions add
other persons or bodies such as the Independent Broad-based
Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC), Victorian Inspectorate,
the Freedom of Information Commissioner, the legal services
commissioner, mental health complaints commissioner,
commissioner for privacy and data protection, and Victorian
Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission
(VEOHRC). The amended provisions also provide for the
prescribing of further correspondents, in addition to existing
specified correspondents (such as a lawyer, ombudsman, the
health services commissioner and the human rights
commissioner or their agents). This correspondence to or
from a prisoner may not be opened, except where the
governor reasonably suspects that a letter to or from a
prisoner contains any unauthorised article or substance.
Section 13(a): right to privacy
The right to privacy is relevant to these provisions, in that
they contemplate the inspection of personal mail in some
circumstances. However, the circumstances in which the
governor may inspect a letter in section 47B are limited.
Before such a power may be exercised, the governor must
have formed a reasonable suspicion that a letter contains an
unauthorised article or substance.
Further, the governor may only open and inspect the letter in
the presence of the prisoner and a representative of the
correspondent (whether the sender or recipient), or in
accordance with any alternative arrangement agreed with the
correspondent. Any interference with privacy is therefore not

clarify the conditions for the automatic cancellation of
parole due to reimprisonment in or outside Victoria for
offences committed either before or during a parole
period;
update the powers and procedures of the adult parole
board (the board) in relation to taking evidence
including at parole hearings;
clarify prosecution procedures including increasing the
time limit for Victoria Police to lay a charge for breach
of parole from within one year to two years, from the
date of an alleged offence;
permit the Secretary to the Department of Justice and
Regulation to authorise departmental officers to exercise
the statutory powers and functions of a community
corrections officer or regional manager and confirm the
new position of parole officer;
permit the Secretary to the Department of Justice and
Regulation to authorise departmental officers to fulfil the
position of a secretary and acting secretary of the board;
provide an explicit power for a prison governor to
require a prisoner to be electronically monitored (with a
consequential amendment to the Surveillance Devices
Act 1999);
clarify provisions authorising information use or
disclosure including for law enforcement purposes;
update the list of bodies and persons whose
correspondence may not be read or censored by prison
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staff (subject to inspection or disposal on safety grounds
by a prison governor) by amendments and by a
regulation-making power. The amendments add
independent oversight bodies: the Independent
Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC) and
Victorian Inspectorate, the Freedom of Information
Commissioner, the legal services commissioner, mental
health complaints commissioner, commissioner for
privacy and data protection, and Victorian Equal
Opportunity and Human Rights Commission
(VEOHRC) and persons acting on their behalf.
Proposed regulations will add other persons or bodies
such as some royal commissions from time to time and
some equivalent interstate bodies to IBAC;
make a technical amendment to clarify the minimum
quorum for meetings of the board when deciding
questions;
make a range of housekeeping amendments including
removing obsolete references to the repealed Serious
Sex Offenders Monitoring Act 2005.
Part 3 of the bill also amends the Parole Orders (Transfer) Act
1983 to validate certain past parole order transfers made
under the national scheme.
Key parole-related amendments
The bill contains parole amendments that were developed in
consultation with Victoria Police and the adult parole board
(the board).
Automatic cancellation of parole due to re-imprisonment in
or outside Victoria
Section 77(6A) of the Corrections Act currently provides that
if a prisoner is sentenced to another prison sentence while on
parole, the prisoner’s parole is taken to have been cancelled
on the sentence being imposed. In February this year, a
Supreme Court judgement held that this provision did not
encompass prison sentences imposed outside of Victoria, and
queried whether it applied to offences committed before the
parole period.
Division 1 of part 2 of the bill amends section 77 of the
Corrections Act to make clear that any prison term imposed
by an Australian court requiring a Victorian prisoner on
parole to be returned to prison automatically cancels their
Victorian parole. Parole is automatically cancelled if a court
in or outside Victoria imposes a term of imprisonment for
offences committed either before or during the parole period.
Reimprisonment includes a partially suspended sentence as it
entails time in prison, unlike a wholly suspended sentence
which is fully served in the community.
For example, a sentencing court in New South Wales (NSW)
which imprisons a Victorian prisoner on parole for a threat to
kill committed before or during their Victorian parole period
will automatically cancel that parole.
The amendments confirm that a person cannot be in prison
under another sentence and be on parole at the same time.
This is because a prisoner cannot comply with parole
conditions such as a residence curfew or community
treatment conditions while in prison. If the offender
completes the period in prison under the sentence, is bailed or
is otherwise released from prison, the Corrections Act
empowers the board to revoke the cancellation and re-grant
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parole, but after giving paramount consideration to
community safety and protection.
Procedures for prosecuting breach of parole — extension of
time limit to prosecute
Since 1 July 2014 it has been an offence punishable by up to
three months imprisonment to breach parole conditions.
Currently, the charge must be filed within 12 months of the
date of the alleged offence. Division 9 of part 2 of the bill
increases the time limit to two years.
The new time limit is not expected to delay prosecutions and
the amendment was developed in consultation with Victoria
Police. A police officer can still immediately lay a charge and
at the same time as any alleged further offending.
The amendment aims to ensure prosecutions are not barred
simply by being out of time, particularly in serious or
complex cases of breach of parole. Some breaches may be
more difficult to detect than others and a criminal
investigation may evolve over time. In some cases police
informants may first await the court outcome of a charge for
further offending.
There is no change to current parole laws empowering police
officers and the board to respond to risks to community
safety. Police officers may arrest and detain prisoners on
parole reasonably suspected of a breach offence. If reasonably
satisfied that a breach offence has occurred, the board may
cancel parole. Under the Corrections Act, a charge for this
offence and any further offending require the board, at a
minimum, to review parole in each case (if it is not already
cancelled).
Powers and procedures of the adult parole board in relation
to taking evidence
Section 71 of the Corrections Act deals with the powers and
procedures of the board in relation to taking evidence by
incorporating a number of sections of the Evidence
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1958. These sections of the
Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act were repealed on
15 October 2014 as a consequence of the Inquiries Act 2014
but the Corrections Act preserves those evidence laws and
hence they continue to apply to the board.
Those laws are difficult to locate and have become outdated.
Division 2 of part 2 of the bill therefore updates the current
evidentiary tools that may be used by the board at parole
hearings. These powers also complement existing powers the
board has for supervision order hearings under the Serious
Sex Offender (Detention and Supervision) Order Act 2009
(the SSODSA) without changing any powers under the
SSODSA.
The new provisions, for example, confirm that the board in
performing its functions is not bound by the rules of evidence
and is not a court. The bill also provides that the board may
require production of documents and other things, attendance
of witnesses and obtaining evidence. The board may require
evidence to be provided on oath or affirmation and may use
video link. Protections and immunities for the board and other
persons who give evidence are re-enacted. Expenses and
allowances are permitted for certain persons, excluding
prisoners and prisoners on parole, who attend or give
information to the board. It continues to be an offence for
certain persons to fail to comply, without a reasonable excuse,
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with an evidentiary requirement of the board (punishable by
up to three months imprisonment).

security rating, to assist in a medical response if the electronic
monitoring indicates that they are not moving.

The bill does not change existing powers of the board to
direct prisoners and prisoners on parole to attend before the
board including for interview (including by video link).

To make clear the use of this technology in prisons, division 4
of part 2 of the bill inserts an explicit power for a prison
governor to require any prisoner to be electronically
monitored for the security or good order of the prison or the
safety or welfare of the prisoner or other persons. In line with
similar provisions for electronic monitoring of parole and
community correction orders, it is an offence punishable by
up to three months imprisonment to fail to comply with
conditions such as tampering with the device or equipment. A
consequential amendment is made to the Surveillance
Devices Act to exempt persons, such as Corrections Victoria
staff, from liability for installing a tracking device for
electronic monitoring.

The amendments largely re-enact, codify, consolidate or
update existing practices of the board. These reforms improve
the accessibility and transparency of the board’s evidentiary
powers and procedures.
Secretary and acting secretary of the adult parole board
Section 12 of the Corrections Act currently provides that there
may be employed under part 3 of the Public Administration
Act 2004 a secretary of the board. Due to recent changes in
the structure of the board including the role of the chief
administrative officer fulfilling the position of secretary,
division 7 of part 2 of the bill provides that the Secretary to
the Department of Justice and Regulation may authorise a
Department of Justice and Regulation employee to perform
the functions of secretary of the board. If the secretary of the
board is absent or vacant, an acting secretary fulfils that
position for that period. There is no change to the power,
functions and duties of the secretary.
Departmental employees exercising functions of a
community corrections officer or a regional manager
Recent significant parole reforms and other community
correctional reforms have resulted in position titles in the
Department of Justice and Regulation employees that do not
uniformly correspond to the statutory titles of ‘community
corrections officer’ and ‘regional manager’. Division 5 of
part 2 of the bill amends the Corrections Act to explicitly
enable the Secretary to the Department of Justice and
Regulation to authorise any departmental employee to
exercise any or all statutory powers, functions and duties of a
community corrections officer or a regional manager.
Parole officers
Division 5 of part 2 of the bill amends the Corrections Act to
inserts the new position of parole officer. A specialist parole
stream within Community Correctional Services was
established in April this year. A parole officer may transition
an offender from imprisonment on to parole which could then
be followed by a community correction order. This reflects
the important role and responsibility parole officers have in
the parole system.
The bill also makes other minor and technical changes
including to clarify the minimum quorum for meetings of the
board when deciding questions.
Electronic monitoring of prisoners in prisons
Currently, a prison governor can require any prisoner to be
electronically monitored in reliance on the general powers of
officers under section 23 of the Corrections Act to give an
order to a prisoner for the security or good order of the prison
or the safety or welfare of the prisoner or other persons.
However, other potential uses for electronic monitoring
include to monitor the movements of selected prisoners from
certain areas of the prison or to remain separated. It may also
be used to monitor the health of prisoners, irrespective of their

Disclosure of information
The bill also clarifies provisions in part 9E of the Corrections
Act which authorise information use or disclosure of personal
and confidential information about a prisoner or an offender,
including use and disclosure for law enforcement purposes.
One effect of the amendments is that authorised persons, such
as Corrections Victoria staff, can share such information
about a prisoner or offender to a police officer in Australia to
investigate a possible crime.
The bill also allows for authorised use or disclosure to
administer an order under the Mental Health Act 2014 which
replaced the Mental Health Act 1986; and to administer or
enforce of an order of a court or tribunal, such as a
community correction order. To align with language in the
Sentencing Act 1991 concerning the use and disclosure of
electronic monitoring information under a community
correction order, the bill also makes reference to information
regarding a journey made by a person.
Protected correspondence to and from prisoners
The current category of independent persons with oversight
of prisons whose correspondence is protected needs updating.
The bill amends the Corrections Act and inserts a
regulation-making power to update the list of bodies and
persons whose correspondence may not be read or censored
by a prison staff (but can be subject to inspection or disposal
on safety grounds by a prison governor). The amendments
reflect the creation of oversight bodies (such as the IBAC,
Victorian Inspectorate, the Freedom of Information
Commissioner, the legal services commissioner, mental
health complaints commissioner, commissioner for privacy
and data protection, and Victorian Equal Opportunity and
Human Rights Commission (VEOHRC). The proposed
regulations made under this power would add other persons
and bodies including relevant royal commissions such as the
Victorian Royal Commission into Family Violence and some
equivalent bodies to IBAC; and persons acting on behalf of
these bodies.
These letters can still be inspected and disposed of due to
safety grounds by a prison governor per current law (such as
suspected contraband).
The bill also notes corresponding laws already in force for the
IBAC and Victorian Inspectorate to align with the Victorian
Ombudsman.
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Parole order transfer amendments
The bill also amends the Parole Orders (Transfer) Act to
validate certain past parole order transfers made under the
national scheme. Part 3 of the bill retrospectively validates,
from 1 May 1984 to 21 October 2014, parole transfer orders
made by Victoria to another state or territory that was
inadvertently not declared by Victoria, such as the Australian
Capital Territory and Western Australia.
A national audit (instigated by Victoria) identified a failure by
some participating jurisdictions to do so. Last year, NSW
Parliament also passed validating legislation. It is not possible
to determine the number of parole transfers that may
(potentially) be validated by part 3 of the bill. Records dating
back to the 1980s are either no longer available or the records
were not or are not kept in a manner that enables such
numbers to be determined. The period of the validation is
therefore from the commencement of the Parole Orders
(Transfer) Act in Victoria to until the date last year that the
then Minister for Corrections declared all corresponding laws
under the scheme.
Part 3 of the bill validation gives continued effect to the
transfer of parole that was made including any consequences
arising from that transfer (such as reimprisonment due to a
cancellation of parole in the receiving jurisdiction). It also
validates anything done or omitted to be done despite the
failure to declare the other jurisdiction as a corresponding
law. The bill also inserts a definition of ‘corresponding law’
to mean not only a law declared by the minister but also a law
of another state or territory that corresponds or substantially
corresponds with the Victorian parole transfer legislation,
even if the corresponding law is not declared.
Housekeeping amendments
The bill also contains a range of consequential, other minor
and technical amendments.
One consequential amendment is to remove references in the
Corrections Act to the Serious Sex Offenders Monitoring Act
2005 (SOMA) which was replaced on 1 January 2010 by the
SSODSA. On 16 April 2014, the last offender subject to a
SOMA order was placed on a SSODSA detention order.
Consequently, the SOMA scheme has ceased operation.
Division 10 of part 2 of the bill therefore removes from the
Corrections Act obsolete references to the SOMA.
The bill also updates the references in the Corrections Act as
a consequence of the Premier’s order on 1 January 2015
which changed names and structures of Victorian government
departments.
The bill delivers a range of improvements to ensure the
smooth operation of the corrections system including to the
operation of prisons, parole and the national parole order
transfer scheme.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 8 July.
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ADOPTION AMENDMENT BILL 2015
Second reading
Debate resumed from 10 June; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I am pleased to be
able to speak on the Adoption Amendment Bill 2015.
This bill deals with a very sensitive subject, one which
all members of this place, and indeed all members of
our community, approach with the utmost sensitivity
and respect for those with different opinions. That is not
always an easy task because people feel very strongly
about this issue, particularly those who are directly
involved in the subject of this bill, which addresses the
perhaps brutal way in which forced adoptions were
conducted for many decades. As we know, for most of
the 20th century in Victoria and other jurisdictions
forced adoptions did not entitle any of the parties to an
adoption to learn about the identity of the other parties.
That caused great anguish, lasting anxiety, trauma and
great pain for many.
Whilst steps were taken in 1984 to change the adoption
laws in this state to provide that adopted children could
obtain access to identifying information about their
parents, the ability of natural parents to likewise obtain
identifying information about the children they had
relinquished was not reciprocated. The 1984
amendments were a step forward but not one that went
far enough. As we all know, the Australian Senate
undertook an inquiry into this matter which culminated
in a report in 2012, and this Parliament on 25 October
of that year formally apologised to the mothers, fathers,
sons and daughters who were subject to the forced
adoption practices of the past in this state. Whilst I was
not a member of this place at that time, I recognise that
many members of this house were present and did
participate in the apology.
It was certainly a very moving experience to watch. It
brought lasting relief and closure to many people who
were subject to forced adoption practices. As a result of
that formal apology in October 2012, in 2013 the
previous government introduced amendments to the
Adoption Act 1984 which did a number of things but
three key things in particular. They provided that
natural parents could obtain identifying information
about children who were relinquished from their care
forcibly or otherwise; they gave adult adopted children
the ability to lodge contact statements in which they
could express their wishes about the manner in which
contact was to be facilitated; and — this is very much at
the heart of this bill — they allowed adult adopted
children the ability to express a desire not to be
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contacted if that was their wish, which was a very
significant matter then. It is obviously still a significant
matter because this bill before the house deals with that
very point.
What we should understand is that for the better part of
30 years natural parents were not able to get identifying
information about children relinquished from their care,
whereas children, as a result of the 1984 amendments,
were able to obtain that information. By the time of the
2013 amendments some adopted children were
adults — —
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

RAMADAN
The SPEAKER — Order! The President of the
Legislative Council and I wish to make a statement
about Ramadan, which is a compelling and enriching
time. For Muslims it is a sacred time, and for the
broader community it provides an opportunity to
understand and embrace the vibrancy of our interfaith
communities. Ramadan is a time for reflection. It is a
time for community, for family, for charity, for
understanding and for making peace with those who
have wronged us. It is these key ideas of understanding
and community that the President and I wish to
celebrate. Intercommunity dialogue is the backbone of
Australian multiculturalism, and by working in tandem
with faith and non-faith organisations, community
groups such as the Islamic Council of Victoria are
uniquely placed to promote the genuine needs of
Australia’s diverse communities.
We recognise that our society, with its diverse fabric, is
one of the best in the world and that our
multiculturalism continually enriches us and propels us
forward. To see such commitment across a whole range
of groups within our community to ensuring that our
society’s multiculturalism is not only preserved but
celebrated is truly heartening. The dialogue and
collaboration between Victoria’s interfaith communities
is something that we should be immensely proud of,
and we are confident that these relationships will
continue to enrich our communities through fostering
friendship and understanding.
To conclude I would like to read a passage from Rumi:
Listen with ears of tolerance. See through the eyes of
compassion. Speak with the language of love.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I again inform the
house that the Minister for Environment, Climate
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Change and Water will be absent today and tomorrow
and that the Minister for Local Government will answer
in her place.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Port capacity
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — My question is to the
Minister for Ports. I refer to the minister’s answers
yesterday around whether Victoria needs a second
container port, and I ask: can the minister guarantee that
the government will not sign contracts to lease the port
of Melbourne before Infrastructure Victoria advises on
whether or not another container port is actually
needed?
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for Ports
will stay away from the legislation before the house in
relation to the leasing of the port and will refer to other
matters to which the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
referred.
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Ports) — I thank
the Deputy Leader of the Parliamentary Liberal Party
for his question. We appear to be going around in
circles and coming back to the same question each
day — an interesting exercise. As we indicated
yesterday, and we continue to indicate today, we will
refer the question of the second port off to
Infrastructure Victoria. We make that very clear.
Further, we went to the election with a clear mandate
that we would put the port up for a leasehold sale, and
we also sought a mandate to deliver the removal of
50 level crossings with the money from that sale. I
know the public of Victoria was very supportive of the
exercise, and that is why we are on this side of the
house and the coalition is on that side of the house. We
had a very clear mandate.
Mr Hodgett — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is debating the question. It was not about rail
level crossings; it was about whether the government
signed the lease documents prior to advice from
Infrastructure Victoria.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will come
back to answering the question.
Mr DONNELLAN — We have made it very clear
that we will be putting the port up for a leasehold sale,
but we will not be establishing a second port in 2017 at
the port of Hastings, as the former minister suggested
and which was utter fraud and rubbish that he
perpetrated on the community. We have indicated that
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we will get a rational, sensible assessment of the need
for a second port but that we will put the port of
Melbourne up for a leasehold sale for 50 years, which
we have been very clear about.
Supplementary question
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — Yesterday the
Minister for Ports stated repeatedly that Infrastructure
Victoria would give him advice on future container port
needs, so I ask: will the minister guarantee that he will
accept the advice of Infrastructure Victoria on this
matter?
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Ports) — I thank
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition for his question.
As I indicated, we will be seeking that advice from
Infrastructure Victoria, but I would actually encourage
the former Minister for Ports to look at his own KPMG
report, which very much morphs into the legislation we
are intending to put into the house; very much so — a
40-to-50-year lease, the need — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Government members!
The Deputy Premier!
Mr DONNELLAN — So it is a pity the former
Minister for Ports — and that is why he is the former
minister — does not take wise advice from people like
KPMG.

Ministers statements: level crossings
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I am very pleased to
be able to provide an update and inform the house that
despite announcements by some in the last 24 hours the
important, indeed critical, geotechnical work associated
with the removal of every single level crossing between
the city and Dandenong on the Dandenong, Cranbourne
and Pakenham lines is proceeding this day. As we
speak, this work is going on — because this
government is good for the promises it makes and acts
true to its word. These level crossings are deadly, they
are congested and they must go. They must go, and
they will under this government.
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Sadly, there are some in this place who seem to have
contracted the Tony Abbott disease of saying one thing
before the election and doing exactly the opposite after
the election.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier is entitled to
be heard in silence.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier is now debating the issue. I ask you to bring
him to compliance with sessional order 7.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will come
back.
Mr ANDREWS — Along with these thousands of
extra jobs, who knows what the benefit will be in terms
of safety? We know these crossings are dangerous;
indeed tragically they have on too many occasions been
the site of people losing their lives. Let me be
abundantly clear: we will deliver, true to our word, the
removal of these 50 level crossings. It does not matter
what political boom gates over here do — this policy
boom gate who sits here — we will deliver on our
promises.

Infrastructure contracts
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Treasurer. Prior to the election, Labor
told Victorians there would be no compensation
payable for cancelling the east–west link. Yesterday the
Treasurer stated that there would be no compensation
payable if a second container port is built. I ask: with
more than $640 million wasted on the east–west link
compensation, how can Victorians have any faith in the
promises from this man that there will be no
compensation paid?
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. I can assure the house
that Victorians have been liberated from a government
that signed dodgy side letters, that made it part and
parcel of government to simply go around — —
Honourable members interjecting.

Not only is this better for safety and better for local
traffic — which is very important for productivity and
the livability of communities right across our state, and
indeed for our economy — it is also great for the
creation of jobs, thousands of jobs, and a long-term
program of work, which is exactly what we said we
would do before the election. I think Victorians are
right to expect that the government will do exactly what
it said it would do before Victorians voted.

The SPEAKER — Order! A question was put to
the Treasurer. The Treasurer is entitled to be heard in
silence. That silence should facilitate the Chair, the
media and the public being able to hear the Treasurer’s
response. We are certainly interested and I rely on
every member of the house being interested in the
Treasurer’s response.
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Mr PALLAS — Given the obscene haste with
which the previous government moved not only to sign
contracts but also to make sure that financial close was
entered into, it might as well have been picking up
buckets of money and putting it into the consortium’s
pockets. This government did not pay more than $1 of
compensation but had simply to acquire the liabilities
that those opposite had created.
We well recall that before the last election the member
for Malvern told the world at large that the state of
Victoria would carry a $1.1 billion to $1.2 billion
liability. How did that work out for those opposite?
They have been shown for the dishonest operators that
they are — they and the shonky side letters that they
signed, promising to alleviate the state of Victoria, to
compensate anybody who entered into contracts with
the state of Victoria, even if those contracts had been
entered into illegally. That was the word they used in
their side letter — ‘illegally’. How dare those opposite
ever open their mouths?
The question has to be asked: why is the member for
Malvern still here? This man, who — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Attorney-General
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Malvern’s tawdry mob had been purged from the
government benches. Why was that? Because they
made promises they would not keep to the Victorian
people because they were afraid of the judgement of the
Victorian people.
What the people of Victoria get with this government is
a government that honours its commitment, that gets on
and delivers the infrastructure that Victorians voted for.
We will not be party to the continuing dishonesty that
exudes, as part of their very nature, from those
opposite.
We as a government remain committed to delivering
the infrastructure that Victorians voted for. That
infrastructure was part and parcel of an up-front policy.
We told Victorians that we would deliver a lease of the
port of Melbourne, that we would develop a second
container port when the demand demonstrated it, and
that we would listen to the advice of an independent
body. If only those opposite listened to sensible advice,
maybe they would be sitting here.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — I refer to a
departmental briefing dated 20 October 2010 regarding
the privatisation of the port of Melbourne where the
Treasurer, as Minister for Roads and Ports, handwrote
on the brief:
I do not support the privatisation of the Port of Melbourne
Corporation.

The SPEAKER — Order! Under standing
order 124, I ask the Attorney-General to withdraw from
this house for half an hour.

If the Treasurer has changed his mind on that, what
guarantee can he give Victorians he will not change his
mind on port compensation?

Attorney-General withdrew from chamber.

Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — One thing we did at the
last election was — —

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Infrastructure contracts
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr M. O’Brien — On a point of order, Speaker, I
ask you to bring the Treasurer back to answering the
question. But to answer his question, I am still here to
keep him — —
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order.
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — The best compensation
the people of Victoria got was waking up the day after
the election and knowing that the member for

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PALLAS — We took to the people of Victoria a
policy that said we would lease the port of Melbourne.
The Premier and I stood shoulder to shoulder. We held
a press conference. We produced a policy.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, I seek
leave to table the memo the Treasurer had written on, or
does he now not believe it is worth the paper that it is
written on?
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition knows too well — —
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Mr Guy interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition! The Chair will be heard in silence. The
Leader of the Opposition is, I understand, making a
document available to the house, not seeking leave to
table a document in the house. As the member well
understands, he cannot do that now. The Leader of the
Opposition will make that document, if he wishes,
available to the house through the Clerk.
Mr PALLAS — Before the last election we told the
people of Victoria, not only by way of a press
conference but by way of a policy, a substantive
policy — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PALLAS — Let us contrast that with what
those opposite said before the 2010 election. They lied
to the people of Victoria. They said they were not going
to build the east–west road. They lied to them, and then
they tried to subvert their right even to vote on it. If you
want to compare the credibility of politicians, those
opposite are threadbare. They have totally demonstrated
that they have no understanding either of policy or of
their commitment to the right of the people of Victoria
to decide the issue.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister’s time has
expired. The minister will resume his seat.

Ministers statements: level crossings
Ms GARRETT (Minister for Emergency
Services) — I rise today to speak to the house about the
lifesaving benefits of our plan to remove 50 level
crossings. We ask the community, and most
importantly we ask the opposition, to think about our
emergency services workers, who every day are forced
to navigate roads clogged with boom gate delays. These
are the people we rely on to protect life and property,
and level crossings cost vital minutes — precious
minutes — that can save lives. We know that lights and
sirens mean nothing at a boom gate as a train goes past.
Emergency services vehicles are stopped in their tracks.
They cannot cross when the boom gates are down at a
time when every second counts.
We all know the stress that peak-hour delays can cause,
but just imagine how our emergency workers feel when
they cannot get to a job which is urgent. Take
Koornang Road in Carnegie, where between 7.00 a.m.
and 9.00 a.m. boom gates are down for a staggering
87 minutes; or Clayton Road, Clayton, where
82 minutes are lost at the gates over 2 hours in the
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weekday peak. Heaven help the emergency services
crews who get stuck at those boom gates.
Removing these level crossings will mean not only that
our community is safer but also that our emergency
services workers are protected from the trauma — —
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, I think it
was on 18 March that you made a ruling that ministers
statements should relate to the minister’s portfolio. The
removal of level crossings does not relate to this
minister’s portfolio.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Has the member
concluded his point of order?
Mr Watt — No. I have accepted your rulings
previously on — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member will make
his point of order and the Chair will rule.
Mr Watt — I put it to you, Speaker, that it sounds
as though the minister is talking about an initiative,
which is level crossing removals, which does not relate
to her portfolio. You have ruled that — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I thank the member for
reminding me of my own rulings; however, there is no
point of order.
Ms GARRETT — Removing these level crossings
is also about saving our emergency services workers
from dealing with the trauma of being first responders
to accidents that occur. Monash University says that
between 2002 and 2012, 139 Victorian lives were lost
at our level crossings. Removing level crossings will
reduce that death rate and the traumatic impact on our
first responders. It is a lifesaver, and it beggars belief
that the opposition and the Greens should be opposed to
such a critical project that would protect our brave men
and women who work in emergency services.

Port capacity
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — My question is to the
Minister for Ports. Can the minister confirm that the
only way a supersized container ship over 12 000 TEUs
(20-foot equivalent units) could reach Victoria without
the port of Hastings would be to blast the Port Phillip
Heads?
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Ports) — I thank
the Deputy Leader of the Parliamentary Liberal Party
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for his question. It is a strange question coming from a
party that opposed channel deepening. That was a
proposition those opposite flip-flopped on for far too
long. It would not make a commitment to making those
investments we know will grow the port.

add minutes and sometimes longer than that to the
journey that they take to hospitals. These minutes
potentially cost lives. When a patient is in a critical
condition, we cannot afford to waste the minutes that
cost lives.

In terms of what we will do in the future, as we have
indicated, we will put the proposition of a second port
and all future investment there in the hands of
Infrastructure Victoria. But I can assure the member
that this government will accommodate the growth of
that port because of its importance front and centre in
the Victorian economy.

Safety protocols provide that when an ambulance
comes to a level crossing, whether or not there are
lights on or boom gates down, the crew members are
required to turn off the lights and sirens. They are
required to wait. They are not allowed to cross that
level crossing. Our ambulances are stuck at these level
crossings for way too long. This is best illustrated at, for
example, the Clayton Road level crossing, Clayton.
This level crossing is just 1 kilometre away from
Monash Medical Centre, which is one of the largest
hospitals in the south-eastern corridor. During peak
hour the boom gates are down for 82 minutes. Whilst
an ambulance will always try to find an alternative
route, this is the most direct route to get to Monash
Medical Centre.

Supplementary question
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — Can the minister
inform the house whether any port lease will contain a
specific clause to protect the Port Phillip Bay heads
from being blasted?
The SPEAKER — Order! I will give the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition an opportunity to rephrase the
question and to stay away from the subject matter of the
legislation that relates to leasing of the port.
Mr HODGETT — On a point of order, Speaker, at
the bill briefing we were informed that the lease
transaction documents are not part of the bill. This
question is in relation to the lease documents and not
the bill before the house.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition to put the question again.
Mr HODGETT — Can the minister inform the
house whether or not the government will protect the
Port Phillip Bay heads from being blasted by putting
that in transaction documents?
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Ports) — I again
thank the Deputy Leader of the Parliamentary Liberal
Party for his question, but he is very much stuck back in
the Dark Ages. He is very much the Gelignite Jack of
state politics, and we have not used gelignite for a long
time to do blasting. If the member has a new profession
in mind, I would encourage him to take it up and start
blasting things around the place.

Ministers statements: level crossings
Ms HENNESSY (Minister for Ambulance
Services) — I am pleased to provide information to the
house regarding the government’s project to remove
level crossings and the impact that will have on the
provision of ambulance services. Ambulances are
delayed at level crossings on a daily basis. These delays

These level crossings need to be removed. We need to
reduce the trauma suffered by our first responders, who
have to respond to the trauma of those who are subject
to accidents at our level crossings. It is absolutely
reprehensible that the Greens and the opposition would
think of opposing this important project, which not only
has the capacity to increase the speed at which
ambulances will get to hospitals but also the trauma that
our fantastic paramedics, emergency services workers
and first responders are subjected to when they have to
deal with the trauma of these level crossings.

Coal exploration licences
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) — My question is to
the Minister for Energy and Resources. Last week four
new coal exploration licences and a coal retention
licence were granted in Victoria. Media reports suggest
that the minister did not know about the granting of
these licences until after they had been approved.
Yesterday in the other place, despite her clear stake in
the matter, the Minister for Agriculture and Minister for
Regional Development confirmed that she was not
consulted. Can the minister advise the Parliament
exactly when she became aware that new coal
exploration licences had been approved by her
department?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Witty interjections are
not welcome.
An honourable member — Go nuclear.
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Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — Really? Go nuclear? Is that right?

The SPEAKER — Order! Government members
will allow the minister to continue.

The SPEAKER — Order! The minister to respond
in conformity with sessional orders.

Ms D’AMBROSIO — When the Victorian Labor
government called for the Prime Minister, Tony
Abbott, to get out of the way and remove section 7C of
the Renewable Energy (Electricity) Act 2000 — the
constitutional barrier to Victoria’s setting up a
complementary renewable energy scheme — the
member for Melbourne said that it was of no
consequence; that it was not important at all. We are
getting on with the job of creating a renewable energy
sector, building it up with real investment, real support
and an action plan that will start to get investment
dollars flowing to Victoria.

Ms D’AMBROSIO — I would like to take both
questions at the one time, but let us get on with this. I
thank the member for Melbourne for her question.
Under the Labor government Victoria is serious about
transitioning to a renewable energy future. This is a
commitment that we made in the lead-up to the
election; it is a hallmark of the previous Labor
government and it will remain a hallmark of the current
government.
Let us be clear: we do not make any apology for this.
Our record on this is quite clear. We are already
moving on environmental upgrade agreements. We
have removed the planning laws with respect to wind
energy projects, and we have assigned $20 million to a
New Energy Jobs Fund. We are not wasting a single
day in getting the jobs and the investment into our
renewable energy sector. We support renewable
energy, and we have made a concerted effort to deliver
that.
Mr Hibbins — On a point of order, Speaker, the
question was specifically about the minister’s
knowledge about the granting of coal licences, and I
ask that the minister answer the question.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — As I was saying, our
government is serious about delivering the plan that we
identified in our election commitments, and we will be
getting on with the job of ensuring that the billions of
dollars of investment that will come to our state will
flow through with our renewable energy action plan.
Supplementary question
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) — Given that the
minister has stated that this government is committed to
renewable energy and to climate action, can she
confirm that under this government her department will
not grant any new coal exploration or coal mining
licences in Victoria?
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy and
Resources) — This supplementary question is from the
party that rejected the emissions trading scheme. This
question — —
Honourable members interjecting.

Ministers statements: transport infrastructure
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Employment) — I am
very pleased to inform the house of the latest
information available about the significant number of
jobs that have been created through the delivery of the
Andrews Labor government’s Project 10 000 program
of transport infrastructure projects. Project 10 000 was
our commitment to deliver the infrastructure our state
needs. I remind the house of the two key projects: the
Melbourne Metro rail project and our 50 level crossings
removal program. Both programs are opposed
trenchantly by those opposite, but I am so pleased to
inform the house of the progress we have made.
The Level Crossing Removal Authority has been
established, 17 sites have been identified for crossings
to be removed, two packages of works have already
had contracts awarded across eight sites and they have
created in excess of 545 jobs across those eight sites.
There are still 42 sites to go, and we are moving well
towards creating the 4500 jobs during peak
construction. The Melbourne Metro rail project is
pushing on strongly as well. That will create 3500 jobs
during peak construction.
In addition to this, 400 jobs have been created within
the authorities, made up of technical experts, engineers
and designers, all focused on making sure that these
projects are delivered, because they are the transport
infrastructure projects this state needs and they are the
jobs this state needs as well. That is why we are
pushing on, because these 10 000 jobs represent
10 000 people — 10 000 people who will be working
on fantastic infrastructure projects and 10 000 families
who will have a member of their family working on
these great projects. We hope that the khaki coalition
opposite — the Liberal-Nationals-Greens coalition —
can get on board with this fantastic agenda and support
jobs and support transport in this state.
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Port capacity
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — My question is to the
Minister for Ports. Given the minister yesterday told the
house in question time that the idea that you would
have two competing container ports is ‘simply and
utterly ridiculous’, yet 10 minutes later said that he was
not ruling out a second container port, I ask: is a second
container port still an option for Infrastructure Victoria
to consider or is that, in his own words, ‘simply and
utterly ridiculous’?
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Ports) — I thank
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition for his question. It
is a pretty simple answer. As we indicated, we will be
putting up the port of Melbourne for a leasehold sale for
50 years, and the provision of a second port we will put
to Infrastructure Victoria, but the bird-brained idea that
somehow or other you would maximise the value you
would get for the port of Melbourne by putting in a
competing port at the same time, starting in 2017, is
simply stupid and juvenile.
Supplementary question
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — Given that the
minister has made two utterly contradictory statements,
is this the first example of a minister at odds with
himself?
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The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will come
back to answering the question.
Mr DONNELLAN — It is a simple proposition.
We are putting up the port of Melbourne for a 50-year
lease and in relation to the provision of a second port,
advice will be provided by Infrastructure Victoria. It is
not very complicated, and hopefully we will be getting
another five of those questions tomorrow.

Ministers statements: level crossings
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I rise to update the
house about the growing community consensus in
support of the Andrews Labor government’s plan to
remove 50 of our most dangerous and congested level
crossings. It will not be easy, and it would take a very
foolhardy politician to want to stand — —
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, in his
opening remarks the Treasurer indicated he was going
to inform the house about what he referred to as a
growing community consensus. I submit to you that
this is completely out of order. The minister’s
obligation is to inform the house about new government
initiatives, projects and achievements, and I ask you to
bring him back to complying with sessional order 7.
The SPEAKER — Order! I call on the Treasurer to
come back to making his ministers statement.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr R. Smith — What is the ruling on the point of
order?

The SPEAKER — Order! I have not yet called the
minister. The house will pause for a moment. I am
seeking advice in relation to the question. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition well understands that this is a
frivolous question. I will give him an opportunity to ask
a proper question of a supplementary nature of the
minister, or I will sit him down.

Mr PALLAS — The delivery of the removal of
50 of our most dangerous and congested level
crossings — —

Mr HODGETT — Given that the minister has
made two utterly contradictory statements, is it the
minister’s policy to be at odds with himself?

Mr PALLAS — together with announcements we
have made — —

Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Ports) — It is
taking some time to get the message through to the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition. He has obviously
been playing with gelignite and has blown his own
brain away, I would suggest. It is a very simple
proposition. We are putting the port of Melbourne
up — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr DONNELLAN — He has obviously blasted his
head, I would suggest.

Mr R. Smith — What is the ruling on the point of
order?

Mr R. Smith interjected.
Mr PALLAS — have recently met with support
from not only the construction industry — and might I
say Glenn Palin — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair ruled that the
Treasurer should come back to making a minister’s
statement. I do not welcome the member for
Warrandyte’s continual interjections, which are not
through the Chair and are interrupting the minister.
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Mr PALLAS — The construction industry has been
very clear in its support for these vital projects. Glenn
Palin said the level crossing removals:
… will deliver significant safety improvements to the
community, relieve prolonged traffic congestion and provide
a more efficient public transport network …

The Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry has said it has:
… long supported this project for the benefit it will bring to
Victoria’s transport network through the alleviation of
congestion and its significant job creation potential …

There is one community advocate, however, we need to
pay much regard to. This community advocate recently
told the Stonnington Leader:
As a local resident I know how bad this intersection is …

That is the Burke Road intersection. He said:
Sometimes you can see cars backed up all the way to High
Street. It can take you longer to get onto the freeway than it
takes to drive along the freeway and get into town.
It’s the bane of our existence as a commuter.

We are helping him with his existential dilemma. We
are helping him. Who was that? It was the member for
Malvern. He said, ‘I’m really excited’. We are helping
him with this excitement. That is what this
government — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Malvern will allow the manager of opposition business
to raise a point of order in silence.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Treasurer is now talking about a policy that was funded
under the previous government. It is not a new
government initiative, and it is out of order for him to
be debating it in the course of his ministers statement.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer can make
remarks in passing. I do not uphold the point of order.
Mr PALLAS — This program is vital to Victoria’s
job creation and opportunity. This community advocate
also said:
When I was first elected in 2006 this was what I wanted to
deliver before I left the job.

Bad news!
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CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Croydon electorate
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — (Question 340) My
constituency question is directed to the Minister for
Public Transport on behalf of Terry Avery and the
Mooroolbark traders. It concerns the shortage of car
parking spaces at the Mooroolbark railway station.
Changes to fees for zone 1 and 2 travel introduced in
January have encouraged more residents to travel to
work, school and university by public transport, and as
a result we have seen an even greater demand for car
parks at Mooroolbark station, which sees droves of
commuters struggling to park their vehicles each day.
Members of the Mooroolbark traders group have made
several suggestions about how to alleviate the pressure
on this car park, with their latest proposal suggesting
the installation of a portable modular dual-level car
park on top of Mooroolbark’s existing car park. I ask on
behalf of the Mooroolbark traders: can the minister
confirm whether the state government has any solutions
or proposals it can offer to fix this car parking debacle
at the Mooroolbark railway station?

Bentleigh electorate
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) — (Question 341) My
question is to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety. I
ask the minister to visit St Peter’s Catholic Church and
St Peter’s Primary School in East Bentleigh and meet
with members of our local community to discuss
concerns with regard to safety at the Bignell Road and
Centre Road intersection. On Friday, 12 June, a serious
accident took place involving a car attempting to make
a right turn from Bignell Road onto Centre Road. I am
advised that a vehicle became airborne and landed in
the church garden. This incident followed an accident
that occurred some days earlier involving two mothers.
Both vehicles were carrying children at the time.
Alarmingly, both incidents occurred during the
morning school drop-off. Local residents are rightly
concerned for the safety of children at the intersection
given its close proximity to schools and a kindergarten.
The parish priest, Father Michael Sierakowski, and
other local residents are keen to discuss their concerns
with the minister.

Mildura electorate
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — (Question 342) My
question is to the Minister for Environment, Climate
Change and Water, and is being asked on behalf of
Alex Dowsley. The Hattah-Kulkyne National Park
charges for camping at its two camping grounds. The
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camping grounds have basic facilities — long-drop
toilets and fireplaces without wood. Further hindering
campers is the need to book and pay online in a remote
area. As a result, campers are avoiding the park and
camping at roadside stops. I ask: will the minister now
abolish camping fees for the Hattah-Kulkyne National
Park?

Kororoit electorate
Ms KAIROUZ (Kororoit) — (Question 343) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety. It relates to the construction of turning
lanes to allow access from both sides of the Melton
Highway to the Sikh temple in Plumpton in my
electorate. The newly constructed Sikh temple in
Plumpton has already become a major cultural and
spiritual hub for the Sikh community. I was privileged
to attend the temple’s first Gurmat and sports event in
May, where I was able to see how important the Sikh
temple is not only for the Sikh community but for
people of all faiths who are welcome there. Can the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety commit to funding
the construction of turning lanes from both sides of the
Melton Highway to the Sikh temple in Plumpton now
that the plans have been approved by VicRoads?

Burwood electorate
Mr WATT (Burwood) — (Question 344) My
question is to the Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing. It has been revealed that the former Labor
government, at a time when the current Minister for
Planning was the housing minister, had a plan to build
194 units at 4–18 Markham Avenue in Ashburton,
where there are currently only 56 public housing units. I
have been contacted by numerous residents concerned
about this overdevelopment plan and the fact that the
current minister has failed to reject it. Despite repeated
attempts, I am yet to receive a response about the future
of this site. I ask: does the minister intend to redevelop
the Markham Estate in line with the Minister for
Planning’s 194-unit development, or will he reject such
a gross overdevelopment in line with community
expectations?
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therefore ask if the Minister for the Prevention of
Family Violence could come and meet with me and the
Moonee Valley Legal Service to discuss this in more
detail.

Bass electorate
Mr PAYNTER (Bass) — (Question 346) My
constituency question is for the Minister for the
Prevention of Family Violence. The electorate of Bass
includes parts of the Shire of Bass Coast, the Shire of
Cardinia and the city of Casey. Disturbingly, these
areas have recorded some of the highest levels of
domestic violence and men’s violence against women
in the state of Victoria. As a White Ribbon ambassador
and member of Parliament, I fully intend to take a
leadership role in tackling this issue. I am also asking
the Parliament of Victoria to take a leadership role. One
way to send a clear message to the public that any form
of men’s violence against women has no place in our
community is to commit the Parliament of Victoria to
undertaking the White Ribbon workplace accreditation
program. Several community organisations and
employers in the electorate of Bass have already
undertaken the program. On behalf of the constituents
of Bass, I ask: will the minister pursue avenues for the
Parliament of Victoria to undertake the White Ribbon
workplace accreditation program?

Niddrie electorate
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie) — (Question 347) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Public
Transport. With the city loop currently at full capacity
and needing breathing space, new rail services are
going to be dependent on Melbourne Metro doubling
its capacity and unlocking entry into the CBD. There
have been reports that this improved capacity will
provide for 17 trains per hour on the Craigieburn line,
with trains running every few minutes so commuters
can just turn up and go. I ask the minister to confirm
these reports and any other impact the government’s
Melbourne Metro rail project will have on commuters
travelling on the Craigieburn line, in particular how
shifting the Sunbury line from the northern loop will
help commuters on the Craigieburn line.

Essendon electorate
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — (Question 345) I
direct my constituency question to the Minister for the
Prevention of Family Violence. While no community is
immune to family violence, we know that some are
more vulnerable to this harm than others. The Moonee
Valley Legal Service has seen firsthand many instances
of family violence in the community on the public
housing estates in Ascot Vale and Flemington. I

Ripon electorate
Ms STALEY (Ripon) — (Question 348) The
constituency question I raise is for the attention of the
Minister for Police. I do so on behalf of concerned
constituents of Ripon. I note that prior to the election
Labor in opposition did not commit funding for any
additional police and that in the recent state budget it
has committed to just a handful of additional police for
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Geelong and the Bellarine Peninsula and none for the
rest of Victoria. Many communities in Ripon have
increasing concerns with regard to the scourges of ice
use and family violence across Victoria. I also note a
recent Victoria Police guideline that, in light of the
increased terrorist threat level, discourages
single-member patrols. This is having a particularly
large impact in Ripon, which has many single-officer
police stations. The question I ask of the minister is: can
he provide an assurance to constituents that police
resources will be maintained at existing levels over the
term of the government and that there will be no
reduction in or detriment to police patrol hours?

Thomastown electorate
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) —
(Question 349) I have a constituency question for the
Minister for Education. I ask that the minister visit
Thomastown West Primary School and Lalor Gardens
Primary School. Both schools were rebuilt under the
Bracks and Brumby governments rebuilding program,
but unfortunately they were not completed before the
coalition took power in 2010. As a result the schools,
students, parents, teachers and other staff were
abandoned. They were left with concrete slabs and
1-metre deep puddles in the playground, and in both
cases their play areas could only be described as unsafe
construction sites. I therefore ask that the minister come
to the schools to see what has been done by the school
communities to make improvements, despite the lack of
resources, to ensure that students are safe and have a
comfortable and safe learning environment.

MATTERS OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
Regional and rural infrastructure funding
The SPEAKER — Order! I have accepted a
statement from the member for Murray Plains
proposing the following matter of public importance for
discussion:
That this house condemns the Andrews Labor government for
its neglect of rural and regional Victoria in the 2015–16
budget, and further notes that Labor’s infrastructure agenda
has almost no focus on areas outside of Melbourne.

Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) — I rise to make a
contribution on the matter of public importance
proposed in my name. It is disappointing that The
Nationals have to raise this matter of public importance.
Leading up to the last election the Premier, then the
Leader of the Opposition, constantly talked about the
fact that if he were given the privilege to govern
Victoria, he would govern for all Victorians. As we
have seen over the last six months, that is not the case,
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particularly as evidenced in the budget. With 25 per
cent of the population living outside metropolitan
Melbourne, it is remarkable that only 2.9 per cent of the
government’s infrastructure spend will occur outside
Melbourne. This indicates that there is no focus on the
regions in the budget or, from what we hear, by any of
the ministers. They are good at going out and visiting
country Victoria — I will give them credit for that —
but I am yet to hear them make announcements about
funding in country Victoria.
I note that the Minister for Education is at the table. The
shadow Minister for Education was recently in the
electorate of Murray Plains, commenting that there has
been no education funding provided for schools north
of Wallan. Schools desperately need funding in country
Victoria, just as they do in city Victoria, and being in
government is about the responsibility of governing for
everyone, not just for metropolitan Melbourne.
Mr Merlino — It is the biggest infrastructure spend
in history.
Mr WALSH — Yes, but it is not being spent
outside Melbourne. There is no school capital funding
north of Wallan, west of Beaufort or, as far as I am
aware, east of Sale. There is a lot of eastern Victoria
east of Sale. As I said in my budget contribution earlier
this year, if one looks at the map of Victoria printed in
the budget’s regional statement, one sees that East
Gippsland is covered by the index. There are no
announcements for that part of the state and the index
actually covers the area on the map. The government
wants to hide the electorate of the member for
Gippsland East with the index. Government members
should hang their heads in shame because there is no
funding for that particular part of the state.
We could do a National Geographic tour right around
Victoria on the infrastructure spend that is needed in
regional and rural Victoria. We would find that it is just
not happening. To its credit, the line item for the
Echuca bridge — something that is very dear to my
heart as the local member — is still in the budget, but it
has ‘TBC’ beside it as to when that money will be
spent. In government, we committed that money to the
pre-election budget update for future spend. The money
is still in the government’s budget — I will give it
credit for that — but when it is going to be spent will be
a separate debate to be had another time.
In the 2014–15 budget we allocated the money for the
Murray Basin rail project — a great project for
north-west Victoria and one that is essential for
Victoria. It had been talked about for decades, but
no-one had done anything about it. The then
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Independent member for Mildura, Russell Savage,
constantly wanted something done about it, but under
Premier Steve Bracks and Premier John Brumby the
community was led along for years without anything
happening. They also led along the Independent
member for Mildura who hoped that something might
happen. Eventually the people of Mildura saw that the
Independent member would never get anything done up
there. To the credit of the current member for Mildura,
$220 million was committed to that project in the
2014–15 budget. The business case was to be finished
late last year or early this year, but at this stage there is
no message from the government as to when that
project will proceed and no message from the
government as to which lines will be standardised or
upgraded.
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that time. The reason we put forward this matter of
public importance is that we want this Melbourne
Labor government to focus on sharing some of the
largesse of government with country Victoria. We want
to see investment in country schools and hospitals, and
we particularly want to see investment in transport
infrastructure. Labor promised that an extra billion
dollars would be invested in regional roads. What did
we see in the budget? We saw a 10 per cent reduction
in the budget for VicRoads. Despite the promise Labor
made in opposition, in government it has reduced the
budget for VicRoads.

This is a vital project. The constant theme on the Food
to Asia strategy coming from all the industry working
groups was the need for the freight infrastructure to get
product to port. That project for north-west Victoria is
top of the pile. It was funded by the coalition, but there
does not seem to be anything being done at the moment
by the Labor government. A lot of people tell me that it
is the Melbourne Labor government; it is not the
Victorian Labor government. Everyone I talk to in
country Victoria says it is the Melbourne Labor
government because there is no focus to spend outside
Melbourne.

Our country members talk to local governments. They
are currently finalising their budgets and they have red
ink everywhere because they are having to cut projects
out of their budgets. There is no country roads and
bridges program, no Local Government Infrastructure
Fund and no Putting Locals First program. Those three
programs put real money into local government budgets
and delivered real outcomes for country communities.
From a roads point of view, rural councils received
$1 million each year for four years to help them with
their infrastructure gaps. That was probably the most
popular program with local government. The number of
roads updated, and particularly the bridges upgraded
through that program, made a real impact. Those
infrastructure gaps were starting to close and now they
are going to widen again.

One of the things that The Nationals committed to in
the lead-up to the election was a major investment in
regional public transport. Some great initiatives were
advanced for a number of our regional cities, one of
which involved the Greater Shepparton City Council,
whose residents would have benefited by having
additional train services travelling to and from
Shepparton.

The Putting Locals First program and the Local
Government Infrastructure Fund meant that a lot of
country halls and community facilities for football and
netball clubs got upgrades. But that is all gone now.
There is no focus on country Victoria. The country
football netball program was a great program that came
out of a parliamentary inquiry in the 2002–06
Parliament.

Unfortunately, as we admit, we are on this side of the
house now and we could not implement that project.
But what has this government done? It is not going to
put on extra services; it is going to have a review. If we
look at the six months since this Melbourne Labor
government was elected, every three days on average it
has announced a review. This is a government of
mirrors: ‘We’re going to have a look into it’. From
memory, about 79 reviews have been announced.
Labor was supposedly elected to do something — to
govern for all of Victoria — but what it has
implemented is review after review after review.
Mr T. Bull interjected.
Mr WALSH — I am reliably informed that not
79 reviews but 80 reviews have been implemented over

Mr Eren — Started by Labor.
Mr WALSH — Yes, to its credit it was funded by
Labor out of the recommendations of that committee,
and I will declare an interest because I was a member of
that committee. The program was funded by Labor and
we continued it, delivering some great outcomes for
sporting facilities right across Victoria. There was
bipartisan support for that program over a number of
years. As I understand it, that program has changed
substantially and it is going to be a lot more difficult for
country clubs to get money.
Mr Eren interjected.
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Mr WALSH — If the Minister for Sport would shut
up for a minute and listen, I could make my point. He
should talk to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of The
Nationals knows full well the standards of the house.
Mr WALSH — If the Minister for Sport would like
to listen, he would understand that the sporting
programs, complemented by the Local Government
Infrastructure Fund and the Putting Locals First
program, meant smaller shires and smaller sporting
bodies could use some of those programs to ratchet up
their contributions so they could have dollar-for-dollar
matching. The Minister for Sport does not understand
how the grants work in his programs. From his
interjections it is clear that he does not understand the
reality of smaller country councils and smaller sporting
bodies and how they find the matching money to get
these grants. They were able to do that out of the Local
Government Infrastructure Fund, but now Labor is
pulling it and the Putting Locals First program. I come
back to my point that this MPI has been raised to focus
on this Melbourne Labor government and its neglect of
country Victoria.
I will finish up on the agriculture issue. The food and
fibre produced in this state are among the key drivers of
our economy, yet there does not seem to be any focus
on agriculture anymore. There is no longer a
department of agriculture. The agriculture issue is
losing attention because the former department has
been rolled into and swallowed up by a bigger
department. There is no longer a drive around
agriculture and its economic benefits to our state. We
all know the great story about the export dollars
produced by the agriculture industry here in Victoria.
The fact is that about a third of the nation’s food
exports come out of this state and are a key driver for
the economy. Agriculture creates regional jobs and
there is demand for our product coming from the wider
world, particularly from the Asian and Middle East
markets.
I saw in the press that the Premier has now given a
commitment to go to China each year during this term
of government. I welcome that; it is an important part
of continuing that program. What I find interesting —
and the government obviously needs to think it owns
the idea — is that when we were in government we
went to China every year and we took a lot of
businesses with us. Labor is continuing a great program
that was started and personally driven by former
Premier Ted Baillieu. He made sure there was
$50 million in our first budget to drive this program.
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There is not as much money to drive this program into
the future and it is not as focused as it was in the past.
We put forward this MPI to hold the government to
account, to push this Melbourne-centric Labor
government to govern and make decisions for all of
Victoria. It should not just focus on Melbourne and the
needs of suburban communities but focus on the needs
of all communities.
Twenty-five per cent of Victoria’s population lives
outside Melbourne. Those people need to have some of
the largesse of government spread around their
communities, rather than the government just focusing
on suburban electorates. It is very sad that six months
into a government led by a Premier who said that he
would govern for all Victorians, we have to have this
matter of public importance before the house just to get
the issues back on the agenda.
One thing I would like to finish on is the fact that from
a country Victorian point of view, one of our icon
organisations is the Country Fire Authority. Members
on the other side of the chamber do not give sufficient
recognition to the 60 000 volunteers who every year
give up time, give up work and put their lives at risk to
go out and fight fires. I have not had one minister or
one other member on the other side of the house give
any credit to Country Fire Authority volunteers; they
only ever talk about the paid firefighters.
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Education) — The
Nationals are all care in opposition and absolute
pussycats in government! When the Liberal Party
slashes and burns, Nationals members are happy to be
around the cabinet table, but they are absolute pussycats
when it comes to protecting their own constituents. This
is not a typical matter of public importance debate.
Instead we are going back to school for the benefit of
those opposite. We are going back to school for a
lesson in history. We will learn today about the
abandonment of regional Victoria under the former
government.
There has been no greater attack on rural and regional
Victoria than there was when the Liberals and The
Nationals were in power. We are going back to school
for a lesson in accounting, because it is clear those
opposite do not know how to read the budget papers.
We are going back to school for a lesson in
comprehension, because one of the reasons those
opposite lost the election was the impact of their cuts to
health, education and infrastructure across regional
Victoria. Clearly, and sadly, they still do not get it.
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We will begin the lesson today by focusing on
education. There will be others today from the
government benches talking about health, the regional
economy, job creation and transport. The gall of those
opposite to be prepared to stand up here today and talk
about infrastructure in regional Victoria is incredible.
This is where the history lesson starts. This is the mob
who, when in government, cut the school capital
program in half. Talk about neglect!
When it came to investing in the growth of our
education system, they went missing in action. Where
were they when they were in government? Where were
they when they were sitting around the cabinet table?
Where was the Leader of The Nationals? Where were
they when the Baillieu and Napthine governments
savagely cut funding for education, attacking our
schools and TAFEs? Where were they when our
schools were left to rot? Where were they when TAFE
campuses closed their doors, when courses were cut,
when teachers were sacked and when fees skyrocketed?
Where was their support for regional Victorians when it
mattered — when they were in a position to do
something about it?
Mr Carroll — Peter Hall!
Mr MERLINO — I will get to Peter Hall.
Those are the questions the people of Victoria were
asking. Where was their government? And when they
did not get an answer, the people of regional Victoria
answered the question for those opposite. In November
2014 the people of Victoria gave them as clear an
answer as they could get. The former coalition
government was a poor, lazy government and one that
failed to deliver. The people of regional Victoria would
not stand for it.
The public record leaves no doubt about the previous
coalition government’s abandonment of education in
regional Victoria. Right across our state TAFEs closed
their doors, schools were not built, and kids were
leaving home, looking for work and study, with no
prospects in regional Victoria. Let us not forget that
when a government turns its back on education, like the
previous government did, it is not just turning its back
on schools, kindergartens and TAFEs, it is turning its
back on our state’s future. It is saying to those kids and
their families, ‘You’re on your own’.
The Labor government does not think that is good
enough. We do not think regional Victorians should be
left on their own. We believe our regions deserve the
support of a government that works hard to back all
Victorians — a government that works hard to back our
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teachers, students and families. We believe regional
Victoria deserves a government that works hard to
ensure that it has a bright future, with regional jobs,
regional growth and regional infrastructure.
We know this is the right thing to do for Victoria, and
the people of Victoria know it is the right thing. They
knew the former government had turned its back on
Victoria’s future, and when it came to last year’s
election the people of Victoria asked those opposite to
keep on walking. The people of Victoria voted for
something different. They voted for a government that
believes in the future of regional Victoria and the future
of every single student in our schools, kindergartens
and TAFEs.
The public record shows the impact of the
abandonment of our education system by the former
Liberal-Nationals government. Outcomes in our
education system stalled. Over the four years that the
coalition government had the chance to make a
difference, outcomes for students in regional Victoria
went backwards — in literacy, in numeracy and in
science. The Auditor-General put on the public record
in 2014 that after four years gaps in performance:
have changed little over time and show no signs of
improving.

There were no signs of improvement under the former
government. Let me be clear about this: the outcomes
for Victoria’s students did not stall through lack of
effort from our teachers and schools or from a lack of
ability in our students. We know that over the last four
years under those opposite, our schools, teachers and
parents kept putting their all in for Victoria’s children
and young people. They stalled because the former
government took the knife to education. It dismantled
the regional support, it withdrew the funding, it trashed
the TAFE system and then it sat back and watched,
thinking that somehow the system would just
miraculously become one of the best in the world all by
itself. Those opposite called it autonomy. We call it a
legacy of abandonment.
The previous government gutted the regional offices
supporting our education system. It savagely cut staff
from these offices and walked away. I wonder if those
opposite ever put themselves in the position of a parent
or a school principal in regional Victoria and actually
tried to phone a regional office at any time during their
four-year term. I wonder if any of those opposite would
actually try to find out about the impact of their
decisions. I will tell you what happened under the
previous government. If you were a principal looking
for regional support, the phone did not get answered
because there was no-one there. Just imagine you were
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a parent trying to enrol your child in a new school.
Imagine if your child was being bullied or you were a
principal at the end of a long day trying to get an
answer to a simple question. You would phone your
local regional office and literally there would be no-one
there who could help you. You would be on your own
because those opposite left you on your own.
We will not walk away from our schools. We will not
abandon regional Victorian families. Over the last
couple of months we have been talking with
communities across the state to learn how we can better
support our schools to do the important work they have
been charged with doing. What we have been hearing
tells a sorry story about the impact of the abandonment
of schools by those opposite. All over regional Victoria
we have been hearing about this legacy of
abandonment.
We heard this from a professional association:
Reducing regions has been disastrous for schools, stretching
resources too thinly and drastically reducing support.

We heard this from a principal in the south-west region:
The only strength of the current model is the hardworking,
committed workforce that works in isolation.

Isolation — that is what those opposite left regional
schools in. They left those schools isolated, and they
left them to fend for themselves. That is the last thing
the Andrews Labor government will do. We will not
turn our backs on Victorian students, families or
schools.
The record shows that under the former government
Victorian schools were abandoned in more ways than
one. The budget papers show that under the previous
government funding for new school buildings was cut
in half. Across Victoria kids were learning and teachers
were working in unsafe, uncomfortable,
asbestos-riddled and crowded classrooms.
As is always the case when the supposed country party
gives the Liberal Party the numbers to form
government, country schools were literally left to rot.
After only seven months in government our public
record shows a different story. Our record shows we are
investing in schools. Our record shows we have
invested in regional Victoria. We have invested in the
future of regional Victorians. The Victorian
government has provided a $567.5 million investment
package for government school infrastructure,
delivering the majority of its election commitments.
This is the largest investment in government school
infrastructure since 2008–09.
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When combined with $120 million of investment in
non-government schools, $15 million in output funding
for asbestos removal and $27 million in additional
planned maintenance funding, this $730 million is the
largest school infrastructure investment program in the
history of the state. In our first budget we put our
commitment on the record by providing more than
$120 million to upgrade and modernise 21 regional and
rural schools.
This includes $10.5 million for the Morwell schools
regeneration project. This is phase 1 of a much-needed
regeneration project that will bring three primary
schools — the Tobruk Street, Commercial Road and
Crinigan Road, Morwell, primary schools — into one
location on the site of the former Kurnai College. In
anticipation of funding for the new primary school, the
three schools have pooled their Building the Education
Revolution money and built a $3.7 million hall on the
site. This is set to be a fantastic facility for students and
teachers.
We have delivered a $12 million investment to
modernise Geelong High School. That school will
receive funding for new classrooms and upgrades of its
hospitality and arts facilities, administration buildings
and toilet blocks.
We have put $7.8 million into Kurnai College for its
regeneration. That college will receive funding to
rebuild its science wing and administration facilities,
build a new library and complete landscaping work.
The college was built in the 1960s and, despite the best
efforts of staff, it is in total disrepair and has a huge
number of structural, plumbing and electrical issues.
The campus has closed four times over the last few
years due to some of these problems. In the words of
Heather Farley from the school council late last year:
The college is trying to do as much as we can to try and
maintain it to a fit facility so that students do like to come
here, but it is way beyond our budget.

Ms Farley said, ‘It wasn’t a safe environment for staff
and students’.
That is the neglect of those opposite, and we are taking
the first steps to address this. We are providing
$10 million to Daylesford Secondary College and
$10 million for Phoenix P–12 Community College in
Ballarat. The list goes on.
The average investment in school capital over the life
of the previous government was $277 million per year.
In our first budget we have more than doubled that
funding, and $120 million of it has been provided to
regional Victoria.
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There is a primary school in Bannockburn that is
already full and cannot possibly cater for the huge
growth in the local area. Under the previous
government that community was left crying out for
secondary provision to meet the needs of this
fast-growing community. The previous government
committed to a new primary school, but it forgot to
think about what would happen when those students
completed their primary schooling and needed to go to
a high school.
Golden Plains shire is the fastest growing municipal
area in regional Victoria, but it does not have a
government secondary school. That is a travesty!
Students from across Golden Plains shire currently have
to travel long distances to either Ballarat or Geelong to
attend high school. We wasted no time in announcing
that in our first term Bannockburn will receive a new
P–12 school. Under the Andrews Labor government
students in Bannockburn will have a brand-new,
state-of-the-art facility close to home.
Over and above our election commitments, we are also
funding the delivery of the new Sale Specialist School.
We have provided $7.6 million for that school. The
member for Bundoora, as a former shadow
parliamentary secretary for education, visited that
school. We knew firsthand about the needs of the
school, and we are delivering on those needs in our
very first budget. In the words of the school principal,
Shelagh Donegan:
It’s a great relief. It’s been a long time waiting.

Ms Donegan said:
We now will be able to build a world-class facility to cater for
the needs of students with intellectual disabilities within the
Wellington shire for many years to come.

Construction will begin in 2016, and the new school
will open in 2017. The list goes on.
We are investing a desperately needed $5 million for
Warrnambool Special Developmental School, a school
that is literally bursting at the seams. Where was the
former Premier, the member for South-West Coast? He
had four years in government, including a period as
Premier of this state. Where was he when he had the
power to do something? A Labor government was
required to invest in Warrnambool Special
Developmental School.
We are providing $5 million for Beaufort Secondary
College and $13 million across Kyneton Primary
School and Kyneton Secondary College. We have also
kickstarted our tech schools commitment, with
$10 million provided in the budget.
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We have the $320 million rescue fund for our TAFE
system. We have commissioned a review of vocational
education and training funding, led by Bruce
Mackenzie, which will inform budget decisions into the
future so we can look after our TAFE system, which
those opposite gutted when they were in government.
When it comes to regional Victoria and the education of
kids from the early years right through to the
post-secondary level and into the tertiary years, only
Labor will deliver for regional and rural Victoria.
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — It is great to follow on
from the Minister for Education. I have in front of me a
list of the projects that were funded by the coalition
government during its four years, and my total is at
$36.5 million in the seat of Polwarth. We provided
$11 million for stage 3 of the Colac Secondary College
project. We provided $5.2 million for Timboon P–12
School. We provided $6.3 million for Apollo Bay P–12
College, and we provided $12 million for Bannockburn
Primary School. In relation to Bannockburn Primary
School, the former Labor government would not even
buy the land. We turned up, and we had to buy the land
and give a commitment to the primary school. My
understanding is that a deal has been done with the
Catholic Education Office to retain the old school. I
understand that $5 million has been offered to my
electorate by the Minister for Education. I would say
that he is $31 million short at this particular point in
time.
As a former contractor I say that buildings do not rot in
four years. We picked up the rotten buildings after
11 years under the former Labor government. We put
the money in where it was required. I look across that
particular list and note there are 34 individual education
grants. I am more than happy to track the number of
grants that come into the electorate of Polwarth over the
next four years, as the Minister for Education indicated
there would be more money right across the state. I will
follow that because I stand by the former coalition
government’s record in terms of what we did in relation
to education.
Mr Merlino interjected.
Mr MULDER — Would you like to see the list?
There it is.
While I have the Minister for Sport at the table, I will
talk about sport and recreation. I heard the minister
speak privately before, and he said the grants program
has not changed. I would like to point out to the
Minister for Sport the 46 individual grants under the
community facility funding program that came into the
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Polwarth electorate during the four-year period of our
government, including $1 million for the Bluewater
Fitness Centre, $100 000 in community facility funding
for Bannockburn, $70 000 for Bannockburn Soccer
Club, $400 000 for Nirranda recreation reserve — and
the list goes on. I would welcome the Minister for Sport
to visit my community at any time to look at the needs
of many of my small community groups. A massive
amount of money has gone into that community
through those 46 individual grants during the term of
our government, but the community members feel let
down because they have seen no representation from
this government in terms of ministers wanting to
engage with the community to discuss projects and
programs going forward.
It is amazing to drive around my community and have a
look at the projects that we funded. I was in Terang the
other day, where the coalition government provided
$750 000 to develop the streetscape and the new early
childhood development centre, and Terang is getting
natural gas, as are Bannockburn and Winchelsea.
I look at the road projects that are going forward,
including the Warncoort passing loop, which was put in
to provide an opportunity for additional rail services to
run through that corridor. A commitment by the
coalition government was made prior to the last
election that it would fund additional services to run out
into regional Victoria, and of course my electorate was
going to be a beneficiary of that. We put money into the
level crossing upgrades, into the ballasts, into the
sleepers and into renewing rails along the corridor. We
have put the passing loop in place to provide access for
both freight and passenger trains. All that was required
was the commitment to make sure that there would be a
full service running through the week with additional
trains running on the weekend, but we have got
absolutely nothing.
When you look at what has been provided to that
electorate over the last four years and then at the
commitments of the current Labor government you see
there is one single commitment to a school. There is
nothing else coming into the Polwarth electorate. You
can understand why councils in particular are so
concerned and worried about that.
I have five councils in my electorate that gained
funding from the country roads and bridges program of
$4 million each over the four-year term of the coalition
government. That total of $20 million went into
renewing bridges, putting new decks on bridges and
making sure that the impost did not fall back onto
ratepayers. Of course ratepayers are devastated. They
are very concerned about rate capping that is going to
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be imposed by the Labor government and also the
withdrawal of funds from the country roads and bridges
program. They are starting to wonder whether or not
the great work that has been done over the last four
years is going to fall apart around them because of a
lack of support and a lack of funding from the
government of the day.
I say in relation to budgets, finance and funding that, if
you run projects well, you can quite often allocate
savings to other projects. If you run projects well, they
are quite often acknowledged nationally and also in
Victoria for what they have achieved for the
community. I often look at Labor’s regional rail link
project, which I inherited from the previous Labor
government. The budget for that project was put
together over a weekend as a result of haggling between
the federal government and the state Labor government
which came up with a process. There was to be
$3.2 billion contributed by the federal government, with
the balance of $1.8 billion from the state government.
When we inherited that project it was an absolute
disaster in terms of the lack of both scoping and
financing for the project and a very poor community
consultation process. All members saw the sham
process of bureaucrats being sent out to talk to people
about compulsory acquisition for the regional rail link
corridor. The Labor government of the day staged an
upmarket luncheon at a high-class restaurant in
Melbourne to try to draw the media away from it. It
turned into a great media circus. The community was
upset, and the people whose properties were involved
were terribly upset. I actually brought those people into
Parliament House to talk them through the project.
The regional rail link project ended up costing the state
$3.65 billion, there was a saving of somewhere of the
order of $1 billion and the project finished a year ahead
of time. It has so far won three awards, not for the
negotiations that the previous Labor government
carried out with the federal government around the
funding of it but for the construction of the project and
the community consultation process that took place. I
state right here and now today that project was built by
a coalition government. Those awards were won as a
result of the way the project was run and the work that
was put in by the group we put together to deliver the
project, and it was delivered in such a manner because
we withdrew it, rescoped it and started afresh. The
Auditor-General was very clear that when we took that
project over there was no money for grade separations,
signalling, trains or platforms. We had to go forward
and find that money.
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It is no wonder that this project won an achievement
award for excellence in community relations. We were
able to shut the network down for long periods of time.
There was an alliance arrangement in place with the
contractors where a lot of the money that was saved
ended up coming back into the state’s pocket. We took
the community with us, right down to having Rotary
clubs having sausage sizzles on railway stations and
handing out coffee. Day in and day out we explained to
the community why we were shutting down the
network for longer periods and what the benefits were
going to be.
Of course the end benefits were a massive saving and
the community got access to that project a year ahead
of time. All that was left to the Labor government to put
in place was a timetable. It was supposed to start in
February and then it was pushed out to April. I
understand the metropolitan timetable now has been
pushed out until later this year. The money saved from
that project — and this is what is so important, and it is
in the DNA of coalition governments — was put into
other projects, both road and rail. We know we were
able to buy more trains with the money we saved. Main
Road, St Albans, level crossing is to be grade separated
as a result of the money that we saved. The two rural
highways, the Western Highway between Ballarat and
Stawell, and the Princes Highway between Traralgon
and Sale, were funded out of the savings and
management of that project. As much as the Labor
government’s ministers want to crow about awards,
they should have a look at the time period in which
those awards were allocated. They were allocated to the
construction and community consultation of that
project.
It is in the DNA of coalition governments to handle
taxpayers money well. That is why we were able to roll
out projects right across the state, particularly in
regional Victoria. It did not matter whether it was youth
projects, sport and recreation facilities, childcare
centres, health projects, the agriculture industry, road
projects or major public transport initiatives. If you
handle the money well, you have got it to spend, and
then you can allocate it more broadly. That is what we
were about as a government. I can say that in the
history of Labor governments delivering projects I did
not see an award anywhere for myki, I did not see an
award anywhere for the desalination plant and I did not
see an award anywhere for any of the IT projects
embarked on by the former Labor government.
Mr EREN (Minister for Tourism and Major
Events) — I thank the opposition for bringing a matter
of public importance (MPI) such as this for debate in
the house. It is an opportunity for the government to
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reinforce the policies leading up to the election — some
of the successful policies, obviously, where we have
provided communities with a real alternative. At the
2014 election the people spoke loud and clear. For the
first time in many years there was a one-term, failed
government, and that was purely because the coalition
just did not get it and it still does not get it. It did not
understand that the policies that it put forward leading
up to the last election did not work, and it still cannot
comprehend that. That is why I am really pleased that
the opposition has put forward this MPI so that we can
reinforce once again why some of the policies that we
took to the last election were so successful in getting us
into government.
As the member for Lara and now Minister for Tourism
and Major Events and Minister for Sport, I am well
aware of the loss of jobs in the Geelong region. Labor
begged the previous government to come up with a
comprehensive jobs plan, not only for Victoria but also
for Geelong. What did we hear? We begged the
previous government in this place and outside this place
to take action. We said, ‘Please, you just can’t just let
all these jobs go’, but that is what it did. It sat back and
watched the jobs go. The unemployment rate, which
was the highest unemployment rate for many years —
in Geelong it came close to 20 per cent of our youth
being unemployed — was a devastating situation for all
those young people, not only in Geelong but indeed in
regional Victoria.
The then Leader of the Opposition, now Premier
Andrews, asked me to come up with a jobs plan that
was specific to Geelong, and we did come up with a
plan. There was consultation with the stakeholders of
Geelong and we came up with some wonderful
recommendations. We do not do this on our own. We
take the community with us, unlike what occurs under
the coalition, which is now in opposition. That is one of
the reasons why the coalition is in opposition: it did not
listen to the communities. As I said some of the
recommendations that we came up with were
wonderful. I could go on and on about the
recommendations we made and our jobs plan, but I will
not.
Victorian Labor will reinvest $12 million into the
Geelong Region Innovation and Investment Fund
(GRIIF), which represents a $7.5 million increase on
the commitment made by the Napthine government.
Victorian Labor will review the guidelines for GRIIF
and pursue recommended changes with the federal
government. Victorian Labor will mandate that the
Small Business Ministerial Council will include at least
one member from Geelong. Victorian Labor will
commit $3 million in capital funding to support the
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development of a new manufacturing hub in Geelong.
Victorian Labor will strengthen the Geelong office of
Regional Development Victoria by establishing a
Geelong-specific economic development unit to work
with the region’s businesses and key stakeholders.
Victorian Labor will forge strong educational links
between TAFE and it will also increase funding for
TAFE, unlike the previous government.
That was not the way the previous government thought.
It said, ‘How do we increase employment
opportunities? How do we grow the economy?’. One of
the first things it did was to cut back on education and
TAFE. That is not how you do it. You need to grow the
economy by making sure that we have skill sets ready
to fill those job vacancies when they come up. Our jobs
plan was obviously very successful.
I will talk about some of the issues relating to my
portfolios. Tourism represents some $21 billion to our
Victorian economy, and obviously it is a huge boost not
only to our jobs prospects, but also to growing the
economy in Victoria. When we think about that
potential, the potential for regional Victoria, it
represents some $10.9 billion to the economy of
regional Victoria. That is why, in conjunction with my
portfolio of sport, we had a look at what opportunities
exist in regional Victoria. We looked at Simonds
Stadium in Geelong. Did the opposition think about
getting that stadium to the next level so that it can
actually host more events, not just football? Did it ask
whether soccer events, cricket events, concerts and
other events could be held there to boost the local
economy? Labor did. The opposition vehemently
opposed it. It publicly opposed the investment that we
made in Geelong. It was critical of the Labor
government for wanting to take the stadium to the next
stage.
Simonds Stadium will go full steam ahead with
$70 million being invested in it. The stadium will
become the best ground in regional Victoria and the
nation. The next stage of Simonds Stadium will be
administered by a trust. Former Premier Steve Bracks
will head the steering committee to come up with the
best formula for the trust to take that stadium forward,
along with Jane den Hollander, the vice-chancellor of
Deakin University, and Stephen Gough, the CEO of the
Melbourne Cricket Club. They are coming up with a
plan to formulate the trust going forward so that that
ground can reach its full potential, hosting events that
will bring jobs and boost the economy locally.
Let us move on to Ballarat, which will have
$31.5 million invested in the sporting hub in that area.
Some $15 million of that will go to Eureka Stadium,
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which will accommodate the Western Bulldogs
Football Club playing some premiership games there to
boost the local economy. In the future, when Western
Bulldogs play Port Adelaide or Adelaide, visitors will
stop in Ballarat seeking accommodation and investing
their valuable dollars into that local economy.
That is what it is about. It is about making strategic
investments to maximise the government’s investments
and making sure that the economy of regional Victoria
grows. That is not to mention the other investments we
are making in Ballarat.
I want to concentrate on the sporting infrastructure that
is so critical going forward. When you look at some of
the major sporting events in Melbourne and the
hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of people who
attend those events through the year, we must find a
way to get those people to visit regional Victoria. We
are investing $5 million in the wonderful Bendigo
Stadium.
Ms Edwards — Hear, hear!
Mr EREN — I take up the interjection of ‘Hear,
hear!’ by a local member, the member for Bendigo
West, who advocated so strongly for getting that project
up and running. I thank the local members who have
been involved with that project, which will see some
major events being held at that stadium. It is fantastic to
see so much happening in regional Victoria.
The $100 million for community sport will go towards
building infrastructure. There is $10 million to build
female changing rooms. Members of the previous
government did not listen to the 51 per cent of the
population who were saying to them, ‘We need
changing rooms’. Some clubs did not accommodate
their female members. When you think about that
investment, it is so important going forward, and it was
well accepted.
I could go on and on about making sure that we
accommodate all the people of Victoria in relation to
sporting activities. It is so important that we have
allocated $100 million for community sport. Under the
previous government there was no secure funding for
sport. This government has enshrined it in the budget
process, with $25 million every year, to a total of
$100 million. When you think about the infrastructure
that is being built, there is $70 million for Simonds
Stadium, $32 million for Ballarat, $5 million for
Bendigo and $25 million for Junction Oval, along with
funding for a number of other infrastructure projects
that are going on.
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We are not only linking jobs through construction; we
are also making sure that we can accommodate the
hordes of people who are coming back to playing sport,
which is very important. We are the sporting capital of
the world so we have to ensure that we accommodate
sport. I am so proud to be part of a government whose
members listen to the community and represent its
views. This is what opposition members still do not get.
They lost government after one term because they were
not listening to the community. They were a rabble in
government, and that is why they are in opposition
now. The matter of public importance the opposition
has put forward today provides the opportunity for
members on this side, the government side, to outline
and once again reinforce the popular policies that we
brought forward.
In relation to some of the other investments we are
making in sport, again I stress — and it has been
reported in the media on many occasions — that we are
sought after in terms of our sporting abilities and the
events we have in Victoria. What we want to do is
share that with regional Victoria. I can point to a
number of news articles on this, with headings such as
‘Tourism minister rolls into Port Campbell’. Recently I
was with the member for Macedon. We were greeted
well by the local community and there was a local news
article headed ‘Minister out to boost tourism in regional
Victoria’. We understand the importance of tourism and
the importance of regional Victoria. We will continue
to service those people who voted for us to be in
government.
Ms RYAN (Euroa) — I also rise to contribute today
to the debate on the matter of public importance
proposed by the Leader of The Nationals that this house
takes note of the Andrews Labor government’s neglect
of rural and regional Victoria. Deputy Speaker, I must
say that I am quite disappointed to see you in the chair;
you are a lot more fun when you are on the floor of
Parliament.
I was motivated to come to this place to represent the
communities where I was born and raised because I
saw the contemptuous way the Brumby government
treated country Victoria. When Labor was last in
government country people felt pushed aside and
ignored. Four years on, it gives me absolutely no
pleasure at all to stand here and say that very little has
changed.
In this coming financial year just 2.9 per cent of the
state’s total infrastructure spend will be spent on
projects in rural and regional Victoria, and that is being
felt across the regions. If you remove major regional
cities such as Geelong, Bendigo and Ballarat from the
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equation, the figure is even more stark. For the Labor
Party, regional Victoria means only Bendigo, Ballarat
and Geelong. If you go outside those cities, you will
find very little. How can this government lay claim to
governing for all Victorians when it is so obviously and
unashamedly focused on Melbourne? Regional
Victorians are being neglected by the Premier.
In recent weeks we have seen that many of the projects
Labor has laid claim to in a rather transparent and vain
attempt to pad out its credentials in regional Victoria
are projects started and funded by the coalition when
we were in government. The Murray Basin rail
project — I see the member for Mildura is in the
chamber — is a vitally important project to the future of
this state and a project that under the coalition was
ready to go. Under the coalition, and thanks to the
dedicated efforts of the member for Mildura, we
committed $220 million to that project and we
delivered the first $30 million in funding in July 2014.
Here we are, almost a year on, and neither the Premier
nor the Treasurer, who is at the table, have put their
hands in their pockets for a single extra dollar for that
project.
Projects that would deliver additional investment and
jobs across my electorate of Euroa are languishing. I
have spoken many times in this house about a number
of them. A substantial capital investment is needed to
rebuild Rushworth hospital, Benalla College and
Seymour College. We need better, faster and more
reliable passenger services on the north-east rail line,
and Broadford needs a new Country Fire Authority
station.
But there is one project that I would particularly like to
highlight today, and that is the planned upgrade of
Benalla Airport. Last year Benalla Rural City Council
made an application for funding under the coalition’s
$20 million Regional Aviation Fund. It was applying
for funds for necessary improvements to secure the
World Gliding Championships, which will be taking
place in Benalla in January 2017. It is my
understanding that in January next year there will be a
pre-event competition there. Unfortunately the council
made that application too late for it to be assessed by
the previous government. Upon coming to office Labor
scrapped that program — it scrapped a $20 million
investment in regional aviation. Labor’s failure to
invest in regional Victoria is jeopardising an event that
will support local jobs and provide an important
injection of funds into north-east Victoria. Urgent
action to address this is needed now. It is not needed
next year, it is not needed the year after that; it is
needed now.
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I would like to also mention Shepparton. The
coalition’s $75 million commitment to rebuild the
Goulburn Valley hospital in Shepparton has been
thrown on the scrap heap by this government. For this
coming financial year Labor has allocated a miserly
$1 million to Goulburn Valley Health. A point that
perhaps many people in the Shepparton electorate are
not aware of is that that $1 million is not just for the
redevelopment of the Goulburn Valley hospital in
Shepparton but is also for the redevelopment of
Rushworth’s hospital.

When it comes to health, less than 4 per cent of new
hospital capital funding in this budget is being invested
in facilities in regional and rural Victoria, with just one
health service receiving funding in this year’s budget.
The Bush Nursing Support Fund, which provided
targeted funding for capital and infrastructure upgrades
at the 22 bush nursing hospitals in regional Victoria —
including Violet Town, Nagambie and Euroa — has
been axed. Bush nursing services play an absolutely
pivotal role in Victoria’s rural health system, but it is a
role that Labor clearly does not value.

The Shepparton community’s request for additional
passenger rail services has fallen on absolutely deaf
ears. What is the government’s plan? It is not to provide
additional funding. It is just going to review it; it will
just do another plan.

There is a lot more that I could touch on. For example,
there is country roads funding. The government has
announced its Towards Zero safety strategy to reduce
the road toll. That is an ambition I applaud. However, if
you are going to reduce the road toll, you need to invest
in country roads. You cannot cut country roads funding
and expect to lower the road toll.

We have seen an absolute parade of ministers visit
Shepparton since the election. They are happy to come
and talk, they are happy to play nice, they are happy to
talk to the Independent member for Shepparton, but
they are not bringing their chequebooks with them, are
they? In fact I have noted with quite a lot of interest that
the priorities of the member for Shepparton seem to be
almost a mirror image of the commitments the coalition
made to Shepparton prior to the election. The only
difference is that, unlike those opposite, the coalition
was actually going to fund those commitments.
Progress in Shepparton has been set back years because
of this government, and it is an absolute disgrace.
In the area of education, this government says it is
making Victoria the education state, that it is governing
for all. But it is ignoring the educational needs of
almost 25 per cent of the state’s population. Not a
cracker has been spent on schools north of Wallan and
west of Beaufort. Not only has nothing been spent;
there has been nothing committed. Country
communities know we cannot fix everything in one go,
but we want to see some balance. We want to see a
government that will at least pay some attention to the
needs of regional Victoria.
During the coalition’s four years in government it made
investments in education across regional communities.
We got the ball rolling in Benalla, Seymour, Kyabram,
Horsham and Wodonga. The coalition before the last
election made commitments to more than 100 schools
in regional Victoria. Labor has funded almost nothing
outside the metropolitan border. I find it truly
concerning that this government can find $30 million to
renovate a ballroom in Melbourne’s CBD but cannot
find the money to provide decent classrooms for
students in Seymour and Benalla.

While there has been a severe lack of money across
country Victoria there has certainly been no shortage of
reviews. We heard the Leader of The Nationals
mention earlier that, on average, this government has
commissioned one new review every three days. When
this government wants to avoid an issue, when it wants
to duck and weave, when it wants to delay funding,
what does it do? It announces another review. We are
up to almost 80 so far. In fact you would probably be
hard pressed to find something this government is not
reviewing. We have a review of performance targets for
bushfire fuel management, a review of vocational
education and training funding, education funding,
WorkSafe and the Transport Accident Commission,
medicinal cannabis and a review of a minister. But my
favourite is a review of Regional Development
Victoria. It must have been doing its job too well, so it
is being reviewed.
Under Labor what has happened to Regional
Development Victoria? Labor has dismantled the
$1 billion Regional Growth Fund. For the record, and
in honour of the former member for Gippsland South, I
will inform the house of the impact the $1 billion
Regional Growth Fund had over the past four years.
The $500 million invested in our term of government
delivered almost 1800 projects and leveraged more than
$2 billion worth of investment in country Victoria. I am
proud of that, and I am proud of the impact in my
electorate.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
member’s time has expired.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — It is always a pleasure
to rise to follow the member for Euroa, as it gives me
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an opportunity to inform the house of the sorry state of
The Nationals today. I have said in this house before,
and I will say it again, that I congratulate The Nationals
on preselecting smart young women. I will give it credit
for that. I congratulate the member for Euroa on being
one of those smart young women, but if she has an
interest in representing the people of country Victoria,
then she is in the wrong party, because we know that
only the Labor Party will look after the needs of
country people.
Let us talk about The Nationals again, the party that
purports to represent people in regional Victoria. Do we
still call it a party? Does it still have party status? It is
the party that has sold its soul in an ongoing and unholy
alliance with the Liberal Party. The Nationals should
have done the right thing when they lost the election —
let us remind ourselves they lost after one term. What
they should have done, and what the former Leader of
The Nationals, Peter Ryan, did when The Nationals lost
in 1999 is to separate from the coalition and take a
good, long, hard look at themselves. There are not that
many of them here. They could all get together in a
little car and have a conversation about what has gone
wrong with The Nationals.
But they have not done that. They did not take time out
to have a good hard long look at themselves, and do
members know why? It is because they are greedy.
They want to be shadow ministers. They think they
have some influence in the coalition. Let me tell the
house that it is evident from the way in which members
of the Liberal Party behave that The Nationals have no
influence whatsoever in this coalition. They let country
people down time and again.
I ask: what would former National Party leaders Doug
Anthony and Peter Ross-Edwards say? They would be
ashamed of the way in which these Nationals conduct
themselves. They are in bed with the Liberal Party,
which has never been a friend of country people. If The
Nationals want to know what has gone horribly wrong,
I suggest they ask the good people of Shepparton. It
worked well for them in 1999.
I want to say what a delight it is that the people of
Shepparton, who deserve fine representation, now have
that in an Independent member. Who would have
thought, with the buffer that The Nationals had, they
would lose the jewel in the crown of Shepparton?
As I said, The Nationals are in bed with the Liberal
Party. The Liberal Party does not care about country
people. It never has and it never will. We will not forget
Jeff Kennett describing us as the ‘toenails of Victoria’.
We all remember that and will never forget it. The
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people of the Gisborne electorate, now Macedon,
remember very well when they kicked out the Liberals
in 1999 and what we saw there. They would not accept
the arrogant career move of a then member for Ballarat
Province in the Council, Rob Knowles. They voted in
Joanne Duncan as the member for Gisborne and then as
the member for Macedon, and they did that four times.
I am delighted and very humbled that they elected me
last year.
Only last week I had the great opportunity of travelling
to Bendigo, Shepparton, Wodonga, Benalla,
Wangaratta and Broadford. I was out listening and
learning about these communities and visiting their
community health services. The stories that I heard had
a familiar ring: a lack of care, a lack of investment and
a failure to understand the health and wellbeing needs
of people in regional Victoria under the previous
government. Let us not forget that the previous
government completely butchered the recommissioning
of alcohol and drug services. That was raised with me
everywhere that I went.
The other issue was the rising unemployment in
regional Victoria under the previous government. That
rising unemployment drove a wedge between the life
opportunities of people in country Victoria and those of
their city counterparts. Where were The Nationals?
They did not care. What were they doing? They were
cosying up to their Liberal mates and not caring one
iota about the people they purport to represent.
Under the previous government we saw the
achievement gap between city and country kids widen.
We know this: the Auditor-General reported on it. It
showed us that the Liberal-Nationals coalition was
prepared to sell country kids down the drain. They did
it, and they are a disgrace. Children in country Victoria
deserve better, and they have got better. Now they have
a very fine Minister for Education and fine
representatives who are out and about visiting our
schools and talking to our school communities about
what changes we can make to ensure that country kids
have the same opportunities to achieve and perform
well at school as their counterparts in the city.
These are things that this government is doing because
we care. We will take the time. We will get out, visit
and listen, and we will act. We will put our money
where our mouth is when it comes to education, so I
suggest that under this current government we are
going to see the education state fully realised in
Victoria. That is going to benefit young people across
the regions.
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I again take the opportunity to ask members of The
Nationals to reflect on what went so horribly wrong for
them. They should go and ask the people of Shepparton
or indeed the voters of Northern Victoria Region, who
kicked Amanda Millar out of the other place and put a
member of the Shooters and Fishers Party in her place.
The Labor Party has always stood up for jobs, and it
will continue to stand up for jobs, for health care and
for first-class education for kids in regional Victoria.
Let us take a moment to look at jobs. Unemployment in
regional Victoria increased from 5.3 per cent to 6.8 per
cent under the Liberal-Nationals coalition government.
This is an absolute disgrace. It is not good enough. Our
regions deserve the support of a government that will
work hard to encourage growth and create jobs. Labor
understands the importance of regional jobs. That is
why we have established the $500 million Regional
Jobs and Infrastructure Fund. From next month it will
support major projects and create jobs in industries of
the future. It will also build stronger regional
communities.
It will be my great pleasure next week to visit the
Bolobek Angus cattle farm in my electorate. I can tell
members that the owners of that farm are very pleased
to have such an innovative government in power, a
government that is looking at what the unique
opportunities are in regional Victoria. They are
delighted with our commitments under Food Source
Victoria: $18 million in grants to support agrifood
businesses across regional Victoria and grants to
support the alliances of agrifood businesses and value
chain partnerships in regional Victoria. This is a
fantastic initiative that is about building partnerships
from paddock to plate, something that is hugely popular
in my electorate and which will receive great support.
I commend the Minister for Agriculture for her
foresight in establishing this fantastic initiative. I also
commend the Treasurer, who made sure that these
investments got through in our state budget. This is a
Treasurer who cares about people in country Victoria,
unlike those on the other side. This is a Treasurer who
understands that you need to make investments in
regional Victoria to ensure that young people have jobs
and employment opportunities in the places in which
they grow up. I am also really delighted that under this
initiative $1 million will be allocated to support women
across regional Victoria to develop their skills and
continue to contribute to Victoria’s food and fibre
sector.
This gives me an opportunity, as I close, to say if we
think about who has been in this place that has done the
most to promote and support women on the land, you
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would not look at that side of the house, to the Liberals
or The Nationals, but to the fine Joan Kirner. Joan
Kirner established the Rural Women’s Network. Joan
Kirner, in partnership with the Victorian Farmers
Federation, established Landcare. That is where you
look for leadership and support for women in regional
Victoria: you look to the Labor Party.
I take the opportunity again to congratulate The
Nationals on leading their Liberal bedmates in terms of
supporting women into Parliament, but I invite the
member for Euroa, if she is interested in regional
Victoria, to run for the Labor Party.
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) — It is great to
have the opportunity to make a contribution on the
matter of public importance (MPI) today. I am
following the member for Macedon in the debate, and I
took note of the actual time she spent talking about
country Victoria in her contribution. It was about
1 minute out of the 10 minutes she had available to her.
For the other 9 minutes she spoke about the politics of
what is important to Labor, not about what is important
to country Victoria.
Labor does not care about country Victoria, and that
was obvious in the member’s contribution. It is more
interested in doing deals to keep itself in government.
Earlier the Deputy Premier referred to The Nationals
and the deals done between that party, which he
referred to as the ‘country party’ — that has not been
around for a long, long time, but he has not caught up
yet — and the Liberal Party to stay in government. For
goodness sake! Look at the deals those opposite did
with the gumnut fairies to my left, the Greens, to get
themselves in power — they hold 21 seats only because
of Greens’ preferences. Who does deals in this house?
They should have a look at themselves.
I will repeat what the MPI states.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! You will not
repeat the swear words though.
Mr BLACKWOOD — It says:
That this house condemns the Andrews Labor government for
their neglect of rural and regional Victoria in the 2015–16
budget and further notes that Labor’s infrastructure agenda
has almost no focus on areas outside of Melbourne.

Nowhere is Labor’s failure to focus on areas outside of
Melbourne more evident than the east–west link and its
failure to commit to that project — a project that Sir
Rod Eddington, in his work for the Bracks and Brumby
governments, put up as a no. 1 project. The Bracks and
Brumby governments adopted it as a no. 1 project. We
took it on board when we came to government. We put
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aside the partisan politics, did what was right for
Victoria and established a project that would deliver
enormous benefits to all of Victoria, not just
Melbourne. My area in Gippsland would benefit
enormously from the east–west link.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr BLACKWOOD — Obviously you have
never been there. The one project that could have set
this government apart from the rest may have been
the east–west link, but it chose to ignore that purely
because of the politics, purely because of ideology
and purely because it did not understand what is so
important to all of Victoria — not just Melbourne, but
all of Victoria. It does not understand the amount of
freight that has to move to port from Gippsland, the
amount of traffic that comes from Gippsland that
goes to Tullamarine, to the Epping fruit and vegetable
market and across to the other side of Melbourne.
They are all enormous.
This government could have made a huge difference to
the lives of Gippslanders if it had proceeded with that
project. Forget about the 3700 jobs that the government
forfeited through not going ahead with the project,
forget about the money it has wasted in paying
compensation that it said was not going to happen, and
forget about the fact that it almost squandered the
$1.5 billion that would have come from the federal
government and focus instead on the benefits that that
project could have had for Gippsland and eastern
Victoria. It could have made a huge difference to a lot
of people’s lives.
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The hospital board of management has purchased a
60-acre greenfield site between Warragul and Drouin. It
is a fantastic site for a new hospital compared to the
current 27-acre site. If your population is going to
double, surely you would commit to a new hospital on
a greenfield site that is more than double the size of the
current site. But, no, this government has chosen to
ignore that opportunity. Instead it is going to develop a
services plan for the West Gippsland Hospital in the
context of the Casey and Latrobe hospitals. One could
say that is code for, ‘In the future we’ll expect those in
West Gippsland to drive 1 hour to Casey or 45 minutes
to Latrobe to access health services’. That is just not
good enough. It is a clear indication of how little the
Labor government understands the needs of country
Victoria.
In terms of health, we committed to providing funds to
build a third operating theatre at the West Gippsland
Hospital. We also agreed to commit funds for the
upgrade of accommodation for visiting health
professionals before the last election. There is no
mention of either project in the government’s current
budget.

I will focus now on a number of projects in my
electorate that have been left out of the current budget,
projects which were committed to by the coalition
government. A number of projects delivered by the
previous government clearly indicated its support, its
concern and its understanding of the needs of country
Victoria.

In education the Andrews government has made a big
song and dance about Victoria becoming the education
state. The government needs to have a good look at
itself in terms of what it has committed to education in
Narracan, because it is zero — absolutely zero — in
stark contrast to the plans of the coalition. Moe and the
surrounding area is recognised as being fairly strong in
its support for the Labor Party. I do not know why, but
that is the case. Even that area has been ignored. Labor
will not even look after its own in country Victoria. We
committed to providing $2 million for an upgrade of the
facilities and a security fence at Moe Albert Street
Primary School. The security fence is a critically
important issue for the school. But what has this
government done about it? Nothing. It does not care
about the security or the safety of the students and staff
who attend Moe Albert Street Primary School.

In health there was the West Gippsland Hospital in the
town of Warragul in my electorate, which is at capacity.
We have projected population growth of 2.5 per cent to
3 per cent per year, doubling the population over the
next 20 to 30 years. Baw Baw shire will go from a
population of around 45 000 currently to around 90 000
within 20 to 30 years. This government has refused to
accept the fact that this hospital is under enormous
pressure and is struggling to cope with current demand
let alone the demand that is going to occur as the
population grows.

We also committed $3 million for stage 3 of Trafalgar
High School, but there is nothing from this government.
And we committed $7 million to Warragul Regional
College, but there is nothing from this government. We
also committed $3 million to Neerim District
Secondary College, but there is nothing from this
government. That college received $300 000 to upgrade
its science wing over the four years of the coalition
government. In stark contrast to Labor, we committed
and we delivered. Labor cannot and will not deliver in
that area.
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There is nothing in the budget for public transport in
our area. In the last couple of days we have seen an
announcement of a planned review of public transport
across Gippsland. What is that going to deliver?
Another Rod Eddington report? A $38 billion transport
plan with not 1 cent allocated to any works? The same
thing will happen in Gippsland with the review of the
public transport plan.
The Labor government has form on non-delivery as
well as an inability to deliver projects on time or on
budget. So many times Labor has taken the people of
Victoria for granted, not just regional Victoria but
every taxpayer in Victoria. Labor shows that it cannot
manage money, it cannot manage projects, and it
cannot deliver the things that mean something for
Victorians. Look at the desalination plant. Look at
myki. Look at the north–south pipeline. All up in
smoke. Look at the money wasted on the east–west
link project, all up in smoke. There is plenty of proof
that Labor cannot deliver and will never be able to
deliver in this term of government.
I come back to public transport. There is a desperate
need for the extension of a bus service in the Warragul
area, with its growing population. There is a desperate
need to provide a town bus service for Drouin, which
has a population of 10 000 people and is the largest
rural town in Victoria that does not have a town bus
service. This government has ignored it. It has been on
the books for the last two years and this government
has ignored it. In terms of the V/Line service, the
patronage on the line has doubled over the last 10 years.
We are having enormous problems with catering for
demand for the service. The coalition government
committed to the upgrade of the Warragul railway
station precinct with a brand-new car park and a new
underpass. It was a $26 million project. We promised it,
and we delivered it. What is there in this budget for
public transport on the Gippsland line? The regional rail
project did not even recognise Gippsland as a regional
area. It was dropped off the project, with preference
being given to Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong. That is
exactly how Labor members operate; they have form.
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) — All I can take
from the contribution of the member for Narracan is
that he is truly the gunna-do member for Narracan, and
he probably represents the gunna-do coalition that was
a gunna-do government when it was in power.
What we know about the blatant hypocrisy of coalition
members is evident every single day in this house, and
it is no more evident than it is in this matter of public
importance. What we did not realise, though, was their
penchant for masochism, which is also evident today,
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as they seem to want to hear again and again why they
lost the election and why regional Victorians rejected
them as a result of their neglect over four years. Facts
speak much louder than the rhetoric of opposition
members — facts that prove not only their hypocrisy
but also that they could not and cannot ever be trusted
to govern for all of Victoria. They have a long and dark
record of neglecting regional communities, going right
back to the days of good old Jeff Kennett in the 1990s.
I would like to start with something those opposite are
probably not aware of, probably have not noticed and
probably are not likely to. Today is National TAFE
Day. Why is it that those opposite would not notice that
today is National TAFE Day? They would not notice
because in government the coalition cut $1.2 billion
from our TAFE sector. At Bendigo TAFE 147 jobs
were lost, 39 courses were cut, the Kyneton campus
was closed and fees skyrocketed. Bendigo TAFE was
forced to merge with Kangan TAFE. This had a
devastating impact on regional students, on regional
staff and on their families.
Here is another fact — and the facts speak louder than
the rhetoric: the number of new apprentices and
trainees plummeted under the coalition. A National
Centre for Vocational Education Research report just
last year showed a 30 per cent drop in apprentice and
trainee enrolments. That was not enough, however; the
coalition made it even harder for apprentices and
trainees. What did it do next? As if the TAFE cuts were
not bad enough, coalition members then proceeded to
scrap the $5500 tool allowance and accommodation
allowance for apprentices. Who do you think was most
disadvantaged by that decision? Regional students.
Who depended on that accommodation allowance to
support them when they needed to study away from
home? Regional students.
Under former Premier Napthine’s government,
apprentice and traineeship commencements were at
their lowest in a decade. This was at a time when the
youth unemployment rate across regional Victoria was
the highest on the Australian mainland. Where were the
voices of the Liberals’ partners in crime? Where were
the voices of The Nationals while this attack on our
TAFEs and on our regional students was happening?
Silent, compliant and supportive of the Liberals’ TAFE
cuts — that is where they were. Here is another fact.
Let us not forget that it was a Nationals minister who
was charged with implementing the TAFE cuts. It was
poor old Peter Hall, the former Minister for Higher
Education and Skills. He was a very nice man, a man
whose conscience almost — almost! — caused him to
resign over the TAFE cuts. He was a very nice man, but
he was captured by the brutal ideology of the Liberals.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
The member for Euroa! I call the house to order.
Ms EDWARDS — Here we are again today,
looking at a Nationals party sitting in opposition with a
3 per cent approval rating, a Nationals party suffering
from relevance deprivation syndrome, a Nationals party
that lay down with the Liberals and lost. They did not
just lose, though; The Nationals were belted across
regional Victoria, especially in places where they took
for granted their hold on power. I refer to Shepparton;
let us not forget this great regional city that clearly and
definitively rejected The Nationals.
Here are some more facts. The Andrews Labor
government has wasted no time in stepping in to save
Bendigo Kangan Institute, the first TAFE to receive
$20 million of emergency funding to save it from
collapse — $20 million that was fast-tracked from our
$320 million TAFE Rescue Fund — which is helping
this campus to stay afloat and improve training courses
and job opportunities for regional students. Another fact
is that the $20 million came in addition to Labor’s
$7.8 million investment in a new state-of-the-art
agricultural centre at Bendigo TAFE. This new
department of environment and animal studies will
focus on food and fibre technologies, including
expanding offerings across animal studies, agriculture,
horticulture, land management and conservation
courses. It will also include animal yarding,
greenhouses and a new teaching space featuring the
latest in sustainable design. Food and fibre is one of the
six high-growth industries identified in Victoria, and
this investment means that young people in Victoria’s
regional areas can now look forward to being a part of
that growth industry.
Here are a few more facts for those opposite. Last week
I joined the Minister for Training and Skills to
announce further funding for Bendigo Kangan Institute
to support skills and jobs.
Mr Nardella — More money? More?
Ms EDWARDS — More money. There is a grant of
$2.96 million to support training to meet the expected
increase in demand for skilled health support workers
when the new Bendigo Hospital opens in late 2016 and
another grant of $2.42 million to support an expanded
pre-apprenticeship program to help young people find
work in the service divisions of automotive dealerships,
where there is a well-known unmet demand,
particularly in regional Victoria.
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Labor’s $50 million TAFE Back to Work scheme is
already providing financial assistance to businesses that
plan to hire eligible young people who are trade
apprentices, retrenched workers or long-term
unemployed people. Another fact is that the former
government had no jobs plan for four years. It did not
care about rising unemployment in regional Victoria,
and it certainly did not care about the unacceptably high
rate of youth unemployment. There are many more
facts that point to the absolute neglect on the part of
former Premiers Baillieu and Napthine and The
Nationals, who neglected regional Victoria for four
years.
Let me refer to another fact. There were cuts to
education, cuts to the Victorian certificate of applied
learning coordination program, cuts to vocational
education and training programs and cuts to school
maintenance, which saw schools across regional
Victoria crumbling. Another fact is that there were cuts
to health, where we saw emergency departments
crowded, elective surgery waiting lists blow out and
ambulance response times become longer than they had
ever been.
Let us not forget this one last fact that goes to the heart
of why The Nationals are so irrelevant in regional
Victoria: cuts to the public service, particularly the
environment and primary industry sectors. We have
seen the closure of these offices right across regional
Victoria and hundreds of staff lost from the former
Department of Environment and Primary Industries.
Ms Thomson — That was important to the locals.
Ms EDWARDS — It was absolutely important to
the locals. When we hear claims from the Liberals and
The Nationals opposite such as those in today’s matter
of public importance, we have absolutely no doubt that
they continue, as they did in government, to bury their
heads in the sand about their neglect of rural and
regional Victoria, the reasons they lost the last election
and why they are now sitting on that side of the house.
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) — It is a pleasure to
rise to make a contribution to the debate on the matter
of public importance, which highlights this
government’s neglect of rural and regional Victoria. I
have heard the rhetoric from the other side of the house
in relation to how rural and regional Victoria have
supposedly not been ignored, but the facts are the facts.
In response to those who want to take up that argument,
I want to make a couple of points.
I want to talk about a program that is very important to
our farmers in rural and regional Victoria. Wild dogs
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cost our primary producers between $13 million and
$18 million a year in relation to lost stock, fencing and
the like. The cost is massive. We had a wild dog bounty
in place to help address this problem. In anyone’s
language — even that of the Labor candidate for
Benambra — this was a very successful program that
was making a significant difference. It was a very
cheap and cost-effective program that saw over
1500 dogs handed in. If we cared about rural and
regional Victoria and our primary producers, why
would we cut this program, when it was clearly
successful? It was funded for the last four years, and a
commitment was made last October to fund it again,
but it has gone at a time when we have also seen cuts to
the aerial baiting program.

Mr T. BULL — We would like to see a little bit of
interest shown in some of the issues for rural and
regional Victoria. In relation to Bairnsdale Secondary
College, prior to the 2010 election we had the then
Labor education minister in Bairnsdale saying how
critical this project was, that the facilities were outdated
and that this project needed to happen. The education
minister said it was a priority for the state. It received,
quite rightly, bipartisan support. It was delivered when
we were elected to government: the school received
$10 million and stage 1 was built. The time has now
come for stage 2. All of a sudden what was so critical to
Labor prior to 2010 and had to be done as a high
priority gets nothing. We have a half-built school and
no interest.

The terrible and factually incorrect excuse we heard
from the minister as to why the program has not been
funded was that we left it out of the forward estimates.
It was funded for four years by us and recommitted to
by us. I do not think members on the opposite side have
come to grips with the fact that the last budget was
theirs — that was their opportunity to put it in the
budget.

Those are three examples of the general lack of interest
that is being shown in rural Victoria. I will go over
some of the printed documentation. After the 2010
election I had a brochure printed that related to the
infrastructure spend that was going to occur in the
Gippsland East electorate. Subsequent to the 2014
election I printed another brochure outlining what had
been delivered in relation to infrastructure spending.
There were so many projects delivered that we could
not fit them all in — from Mallacoota to Orbost,
Bairnsdale, Lakes Entrance, Maffra and Heyfield.
There was a significant infrastructure spend. Then the
budget papers from this government came out. In the
document here, the Rural and Regional Budget
Information Paper, there is a map of the state detailing
infrastructure spending where the index is sitting over
the entire electorate of Gippsland East. The reason the
index was put there is that there is not one infrastructure
project underneath it, which is in stark contrast to what
was invested in the region over the last four years.

Another funding program that was critical to our rural
sector was the upgrade of the Macalister irrigation
district. This area is so important to food production in
Victoria. The coalition spent $16 million upgrading this
ageing infrastructure and committed another
$10 million. We had no commitment at all from the
then opposition. We still cannot get the Minister for
Environment, Climate Change and Water to come
down and have a look at the Macalister irrigation
district. That is very disappointing, given that it is
critical to the economy of rural and regional Victoria
and the state as a whole. Work needs to continue on this
upgrade.
The fact that we cannot get the water minister down to
have a look at the Macalister irrigation district is not an
isolated example. We cannot get the Minister for Health
down to visit Maffra District Hospital, which needs
upgrading and had previously a commitment for funds.
We cannot get the Minister for Education down to
Bairnsdale Secondary College. These issues are very
important to local communities, and we cannot even get
a visit to assess the issues. The ministers do not have to
get visas or passports; they are not going
internationally. You have just got to get in your car,
drive for 31⁄2 hours and you can have a look at these
issues.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
The member will address his remarks through the
Chair.

Looking at that map of rural and regional Victoria, I
want to make a couple of things clear. When we talk
about rural Victoria we are not talking about Ballarat,
Bendigo and Geelong. The government cannot hang its
hat on those urban centres and say it is looking after
rural Victoria.
Let us cast our minds back to the 2014 state election,
and before members interject, yes, we lost. I am aware
of that. The electorates of Gippsland East and
Gippsland South cover 15 per cent of the state. They
are home to the biggest fishing fleet in Victoria. They
are home to iconic companies like Patties Foods. They
are the base for the offshore oil and gas industries in
Victoria. When it comes to supporting the Victorian
economy, our electorates really do kick the tin.
In the lead-up to the election, what did we get? We had
a candidate from this mob over here who did not bother
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turning up once from her metropolitan base to visit the
electorate of Gippsland South, and the candidate for
Gippsland East turned up for two-thirds of one day on
the Thursday before the election. Here we have two
electorates covering 15 per cent of the state, with
massive industries that support the Victorian economy,
and what do we get from those opposite? Their two
candidates spent a combined total of two-thirds of a day
in those two electorates. When we thought that things
could not get any worse with those opposite, we then
had a by-election in Gippsland South and they did not
run anyone. They did not even turn up for the fight. It is
complete and utter ignorance of those two great
electorates.
Here we have a government that claims it is looking
after rural and regional Victoria. On top of the things I
have just mentioned, 2.9 per cent of the government’s
infrastructure fund is going into the regions. That
2.9 per cent is probably generous because it includes
Geelong and I do not consider Geelong to be part of
rural Victoria, so it is more like 2 per cent or less that is
being spent in rural Victoria. We heard the member for
Bendigo West talk about agriculture. We have had the
state’s agricultural output budget reduced by 12 per
cent. We have had the regional development output
budget reduced by 24 per cent. So agriculture is down
12 per cent, and regional development is down 24 per
cent. The road asset budget is down 10 per cent. Why
would you do that? Does anyone think that our roads in
rural and regional Victoria, despite the enormous
amount of work that has gone on over the last four
years, are in good enough condition to have a 10 per
cent cut to their budget? I would think not. These are
examples of continued ignorance of rural and regional
Victoria by this government.
People in the country are a resilient lot. The put up with
a lot of hardships — they put up with fires, they put up
with floods and they put up with droughts. I would
encourage members of the government to get the lights
of Melbourne well and truly in their rear-vision mirrors
and then to go a little bit further until the lights of
Melbourne get out of their rear-view mirrors. They
should get some dirt on their tyres and dodge a few roos
and wombats. They should get out into the real rural
and regional Victoria, have a look at the issues and
show a bit of interest in issues. This will be a classic
case of this government being judged not by what it
says about rural Victoria but what it does and how it
supports rural Victoria. At the moment it has a big F for
fail.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — From 1992 to 1999 I
spent a bit of time with the Honourable Mark Birrell.
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He is a very interesting man. He is a Liberal, and he
was the leader of the Liberal Party in the upper house.
Ms Thomson — He’s a good man.
Mr NARDELLA — The honourable member for
Footscray says that he is a good man. He is a good
man; he is a very good Liberal. But he has a specific
view about The Nationals. It is interesting. His view is
that they were and still are a blight on our society and
Victorian politics. This is Mark Birrell! His view is that
they are sponges, that they are lazy and that they no
longer represent country and rural Victoria. He
continues to have this view. Lastly, he feels that they
should be replaced. This is the person who was leader
of the Liberal Party in the upper house when I was
there! He still has these views.
These views are still predominant in the Liberal Party
because The Nationals are an irrelevancy. They do not
represent country Victoria. They do not represent rural
Victoria. We have just heard from the honourable
member for Gippsland East, who gave away country
Victorians in Geelong. The Nationals do not want to
know about country Victorians in Geelong; they are not
interested. Nor do they want to know about country
Victorians in Ballarat, Bendigo, Morwell or anywhere
else. The Nationals are interested in one thing, and that
is themselves. That is the only thing that runs The
Nationals in this Parliament. They only look after
themselves within this place.
The Nationals’ irrelevancy is absolutely proven not
only by this matter of public importance before the
house but by The Nationals losing its party status
within this Parliament after the last state election. At the
last state election they were at 7 per cent of the vote in
Victoria. Do you know where they are now, Speaker?
The last poll on Monday showed that they were not at
6 per cent, not 5 per cent and not 4 per cent but that
they had gone down to 3 per cent of the vote. That is
how relevant they are to country and rural Victorians.
The Australian Sex Party has more support than The
Nationals within this Parliament. That is how irrelevant
The Nationals are.
Within this Parliament we have the left wing of the
Liberal Party. We have the Greens, who are green on
the outside but inside they are all blue. We have The
Nationals, who are all blue on the outside — the right
wing of the Liberal Party — but all dark on the inside
because they do not have a heart. It is not the darkness
of the souls of those they should be representing, it is a
dark heart, because every time they get an opportunity
to represent, to stand up for and to advocate for country
and rural Victorians, they let them down.
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Members of The Nationals let them down at every
opportunity. Not once in the last four years did
Nationals members stand up for their country
communities. When did they blue with the Liberal
Party? They never blued with the Liberal Party. They
agreed with it 100 per cent when it cut $1.2 billion out
of TAFE. We had the crocodile tears from a former
Minister for Higher Education and Skills, Peter Hall.
He said, ‘I am going to resign’ and then, ‘No, I’m not
going to resign. Not really’. We had the crocodile tears,
the comment, ‘It’s really bad’ and then, ‘No, I’m not
going to resign because then I’ll lose the car’ and, ‘No,
they said I’ll lose the driver’. This is what The
Nationals are about; they are about themselves, they are
about their own perks, they are about their own
allowances and they are about representing themselves
in this place. They have the gall to come in here and
criticise us for the work that we are doing in rural and
country Victoria — the work to repair the damage from
four long, dark years of The Nationals being around the
cabinet table. There they were in the Geoff Shaw
government, in the last term of government, and not
once did they stand up for rural and country Victorians.
Members should recall how they kept on punishing
rural and country Victorians. Remember Mini-Me?
This is the bloke, the former member for Gippsland
South, Peter Ryan, who had Mini-Me in Austin Powers
on a constant loop on the TV, with the finger on the lip
like this. If you were here in the last term, you would
see him constantly saying, ‘One billion dollars’. The
fund had $500 million, but no, he kept on repeating,
‘One billion dollars’. He would go back to his room
and he would watch the loop of Mike Myers doing his
stuff as Mini-Me. That is the abhorrent situation that
The Nationals find themselves in now. They are led by
the member for Murray Plains. What could the Office
of Living Victoria have done with the $22 million that
was thrown down the drain — buckets and buckets of
money that was thrown down the chute, instead of
helping rural and country Victorians. They are a
disgrace. Program after program — —
An honourable member — Slashed.
Mr NARDELLA — Slashed. If you were a true
country party, if you truly wanted to represent country
Victorians, then you would believe in your heart that
the health of farmers, the health of farming families, the
health of farming communities was the no. 1 priority.
What was the decision that The Nationals took, along
with the Liberal Party? It was to defund and to close
down the National Centre for Farmer Health. That was
their decision — to take away the funding and close the
centre.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr NARDELLA — Honourable members want to
talk about the facts. That was the fact. The centre only
survives today because we have funded it again, not
The Nationals. They are too busy getting in and out of
their white cars, getting their driver to drive them
around, and getting the extra allowance as leader and
deputy leader of a party. That is all they care about. But
when it comes to the hard work, they are not there.
They are MIA — missing in action.
This is a party that did not believe in the Bendigo
super-pipe and did not believe in the Ballarat
super-pipe. They wanted to get rid of everybody who
lived in both Bendigo and Ballarat. Why? Because of
this craziness, because of this stupid policy position that
if the water does not fall on your particular piece of
land, then you cannot have it. It is like saying, ‘Because
the coal is not in Melton, you cannot have any
electricity’. That was their position. They said,
‘Because the water did not land in Ballarat or Bendigo,
they could not have it’. This is what is termed a serious
political party? It is by no means a serious political
party. That is why The Nationals have lost party status.
They should come back to us in three and a half years
time. They should run out this rubbish type of matter of
public importance in three and a half years time. If they
do, I will give them the same response. I will keep on
highlighting how The Nationals continue to let down
country and rural Victorians at every opportunity. They
talked about the rail line for Mildura — they closed it;
and the rail line to Bairnsdale — they closed it. Yet
they come in here and want to be the advocates of rural
Victorians. The Nationals are a disgrace.
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) — I am delighted
to rise and make a contribution to the matter of public
importance, because this is about rural and regional
Victoria. We have just heard the rubbish dished up to us
by the member for Melton, who probably does not even
know where regional Victoria is. Where do I begin?
The 2015–16 budget is an absolute disaster for regional
Victoria. Only Labor would turn its back on Victoria.
Who else would turn their back on 25 per cent of the
population of Victoria? Only Labor. Who would spend
2.9 per cent on infrastructure spending in regional
Victoria? Only Labor.
I will cover some of the concerns in my electorate of
Ovens Valley, but also some concerns about issues that
will affect all of regional Victoria. During the
appropriation debate the coalition highlighted the lack
of spending on education, health and transport.
Metropolitan Melbourne was the winner. In the Ovens
Valley electorate — no new schools; in the Ovens
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Valley — no health upgrades; and in the Ovens
Valley — no new rolling stock. If people in Melbourne
had to put up with this neglect, they would be
absolutely horrified.
In terms of the outcomes that affect regional and rural
Victoria, look no further than the new Melbourne
market at Epping. That is a disaster waiting to happen.
If ever there was a project that is not going to deliver
today’s needs let alone future needs, it is the new
Melbourne market at Epping, another Labor disaster.
Let us put things in perspective. Currently the
Footscray market is used by 4000 growers and is on
33 hectares. It has been going since 1969. It is time for
a change and time to make it more modern. There are
three reasons the new Epping market has been put in
place: lack of space — they have solved that by
doubling the market to 70 hectares; changing industry
trends — they have not fixed that; and workplace
security — they have not fixed that either. They are the
three reasons Labor put the Melbourne market in place.
As I say, I agree with the reasons for the change, but
this purpose-built site does not even address two out of
the three things they were trying to achieve.
In terms of changing trends, B-doubles and refrigerated
delivery are the way to go. Labor has not effectively
sorted that out because there are hardly any parking
bays available for drivers to sleep or logistics for them
to get themselves in and out of the marketplace.
Workplace safety is going to be a disaster. Forklifts will
be mixing with pedestrians, making potential crush
zones. If you have been to the Footscray market, as I
have been recently, you will have seen forklift drivers
driving around, flat out, delivering pallets from here,
there and everywhere, and they are mixing those with
pedestrians now. That is going to be another disaster.
The key to a productive market is logistics, including
B-doubles, refrigerated transport and primarily rear
loading and unloading. It really is a disgrace to see what
is going to happen on D-Day — 3 August — when the
new Epping market starts. There is a lot of concern
around this.
On a recent visit I was amazed. Whoever designed the
Epping market facility has obviously never driven a
truck in their lives, nor do they understand B-doubles.
There are hazards all over the place for drivers getting
in and out of trucks. Trucks will be backing over gutter
hazards as there are insufficient reversing areas.
Backing in on your blindside means nothing to many
people but if you are a truck driver or a logistics
operator, you will understand what that is all about.
Inspection lids cannot handle the B-double load limits.
There is minimal forklift access and extreme slopes
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when reversing trucks. They have to open their back
doors to back down to a loading dock. Half of the
produce is going to fall out before they even get to the
loading dock. This was a greenfield site. There was no
need to do the things they have done. They have not
had to compromise anywhere; it is a disgrace to see
what they have done there.
In the dispatch area there is insufficient width for
forklifts and pedestrians. There are no safety rails
separating potential crush zones for pedestrians and
forklifts. There is an extreme slope in the roadway, as I
have mentioned, and insufficient waiting areas. Again I
say this is another botched Labor project, another
disaster waiting to happen. We have all heard about
teething problems, and they will come, but this will be a
logistical nightmare.
Interstate and intrastate trucks will all be held up. It will
take them longer to get unloaded. There will be
frustrations, and when you are held up in getting
unloaded, that equals higher costs. Poor logistics onsite
equals higher costs. Later dispatching equals higher
costs and the loss of market share. We know Labor
cannot manage money. That is a given. We all know
that; even it knows that. But time and again Labor just
cannot manage major projects, and it is time it
understood that.
The $64 000 question is: will the Epping market be the
next desalination plant? Will this be the next addition in
Labor’s sanctuary of white elephants? I note Labor still
has not officially opened the desalination plant, because
it is ashamed of it. I wonder whether the Melbourne
market will be another example of that. Only time will
tell whether they do an official opening. They will just
see how it turns out and see how much drama there is.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr McCURDY — Yes, we may have to do that.
There are concerns from growers, from buyers, forklift
drivers and truck drivers, and they are real concerns. It
is time somebody had a serious look at the Epping
market, because it is going to flow on to some major
concerns for all of us.
It will mean longer time frames, lower workplace safety
practices and higher costs to growers. Some might say
that the costs could be passed on. But they cannot pass
the costs on because the supermarket chains already
control the retail price. So guess who wears the costs? It
will be the grower. Dollars per pallet delivered,
unloaded and dispatched will all go up as much as
50 per cent. Again it is the grower who will have to foot
the bill for that.
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These are people we represent in regional Victoria. I
spoke with a buyer recently who wanted to remain
unnamed. He currently brings his truck into the
Footscray market anywhere between 11.00 a.m. and
3.30 p.m. and he has to vacate by 3.30 a.m. When he
does vacate, he has a truckload of cash, because that is
how the cash economy works. He has dollars in his
truck. With dollars in his truck where does he go to
have a sleep? Normally he could do it at the Footscray
market. He has to go somewhere on the side of the road
before he can either come back to the Footscray market
to load up from 5.30 p.m. onwards or to another
loading point where he can get a backload to go home
with.
Again it is these little inconsistencies. There are some
major frustrations with this Melbourne market. Time
will tell, but there has been very little consideration for
the transport operators and the forklift drivers. Of
course the Melbourne market at Epping is
environmentally friendly. It has better lighting and
excellent access off the freeway. It gets a tick in all
those boxes. But it gets an F — a fail — for logistics,
which is primarily what its function is. I just do not
understand why Labor dislikes regional Victoria so
much.
It is like selling off the port of Melbourne. Labor is
going to spend millions of dollars in the suburbs. It built
a north–south pipeline to strip Victoria of its greatest
asset. It built the largest desalination plant in the
Southern Hemisphere, and it is now building a
Melbourne market complex which is unfriendly to
B-doubles, unfriendly to forklift drivers and unfriendly
to buyers. You would not let them run a chook raffle.
In 2012 a scathing report by the Auditor-General
exposed the Labor government’s monumental
mismanagement of the Melbourne market relocation
project. There are a couple of points here. The project
will cost more than double the $300 million in the 2004
business case. That sounds like Labor. The project will
be six years late. That sounds like Labor again. The
price bid by the unsuccessful tenderer was $40 million
less than the successful tender. That sounds like Labor.
I rest my case.
In terms of Labor, we have all heard those very wise
words of wisdom, ‘God grant me the serenity to accept
the things I cannot change, the courage to change the
things I can and the wisdom to know the difference’.
When it comes to Labor, God grant it the decency to
know its limitations and to accept that not all Victorians
live in Melbourne, the courage to be fair and equal, and
the wisdom to ask for help when it is needed. That is
Labor to a tee.
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Apart from the Melbourne market and the other issues
that I have raised I continue to talk about the Ovens
Valley. When we talk about regional Victoria, it is not
just Bendigo, Ballarat and Geelong; it is towns like
Horsham, Echuca, Cobram, Wangaratta, Bairnsdale
and Traralgon, all these great country towns. It is not
about Labor governments just thinking about
Melbourne and the suburbs all the time. Where are the
new schools in regional Victoria? Where are they in
Wangaratta and in Yarrawonga? They did not get them.
Where are the health upgrades in Bright, Wangaratta
and Yarrawonga? No deal either. Where is the support
for councillors in the Moira Shire Council and the
Alpine Shire Council? There is no support. Where is
the money for country roads and bridges? Again, Labor
has let us down. It continues to do so because of the
expense of removing 50 level crossings in Melbourne.
Labor just thinks that if it ignores regional Victoria for
long enough, we will go away. Let me tell you, Acting
Speaker, we will not go away. We demand more of our
fair share. We demand more than 2.9 per cent of
infrastructure spend. We have 25 per cent of the
population, and we will not go away.
Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) — As the member for
Buninyong, I am pleased to say that the Andrews Labor
government is very much concerned about regional
Victorians. We have a lot in our budget, and I am very
pleased to have had the opportunity to say those words.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — The time
for contributions on the matter of public importance has
finished.

ADOPTION AMENDMENT BILL 2015
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — Before question
time, when speaking on the Adoption Amendment Bill
2015, I was talking about the parliamentary apology
made in October 2012 that flowed from the Senate
committee report into forced adoptions and the years
and decades of pain and anguish that it sought to
address for those who were involved in adoptions and
their extended families.
Following on from the parliamentary apology in
October 2012, the government of the day introduced
amendments to the Adoption Act 1984 to ensure that
birth parents could access identifying information about
their children who were relinquished as part of these
forced adoption practices. In effect that achieved parity
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between the children who were forced into adoption,
who had had access to identifying information from
when the Adoption Act 1984 was enacted, and
extended that right to natural parents. For the first time
in nearly 30 years adopted children were facing the
prospect that their natural parents were going to be able
to access identifying information about them and
possibly establish contact.
These questions are exceedingly delicate and need to be
approached in the most respectful manner. There are
people in families on all sides of these issues. There are
not just one or two sides; there are multiple sides to
these sorts of questions. It is perfectly legitimate and
reasonable that people will have different views about
how to balance the rights and entitlements of parties to
these practices that took place up until 1984. It is
perfectly understandable that natural parents affected by
these matters would want access to identifying
information, and I can understand and have some
sympathy with the view of such people that they would
want to be able to make contact with their children.
That is a perfectly understandable position. Equally it is
easy to understand and sympathise with children who
were forced into these adoption arrangements before
1984 that some would be fearful of what it would mean
for them in their own individual circumstances. As I
said a moment ago, it is an exceedingly complex and
difficult question for which in some respects there is no
right or wrong answer because people feel so deeply
about it.
The then government made a decision, which we think
was right then and is right now, that given this was
changing what the adopted children had been
accustomed to their whole lives that those who were
fearful of what it might mean for them — not in any
physical sense, but what it might do to them in their
own circumstances and to their family — should be
given some protection. As we know, the amendments
that were passed by the Parliament in early 2013
provided adopted children with the right to lodge a
contact statement and also to include a veto in that. At
the risk of repeating myself, there is not necessarily a
right or wrong answer to these very difficult questions
about the relationships between natural parents and
their children, but the amendments gave those who
wanted to lodge a contact statement the right to do so.
As it turns out, very few contact statements have been
lodged — I am advised the number is 16. It might be
worthwhile to look at what the current act says about
contact statements. Subsection (1) of Section 90A of
the Adoption Act 1984 provides that:
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An adopted person who has attained the age of 18 years may
give the Secretary a written statement stating the person’s
wishes about being contacted by a specified person who is a
natural parent of the adopted person.

Subsection (2) of that section provides that:
A contact statement must be in the form approved by the
Secretary and signed by the adopted person.

Subsection (3) goes on to provide that:
A contact statement may state that —
(a) the adopted person does not wish to be contacted
by a specified person;
(b) the adopted person wishes any contact with a
specified person occur only in a specified way.

Section 90B of the current act provides for the
operation of those contact statements for a period of
five years. At the moment they can be extended if an
application is made by the person who first lodged the
statement.
That is what the current act allows. As it turns out, only
16 contact statements have been lodged, and
importantly of those 16, I am advised that only 9 people
have expressed a wish to receive no contact from their
birth parent or natural parent. So we are not talking
about many people, and I think it is important to
understand that context. It does not resolve the issue in
itself, but it puts it into an important context. Further to
this perspective, I am also advised that there is no
evidence that any birth parent or any other person has
breached what is effectively a contact veto. So I am not
advised, nor do I have any information that, any
particular parent in a given situation has felt constrained
by a contact veto. I am not saying that has not
happened, but I have no evidence of that, and the
advice I have sought tells me that at this stage there is
no evidence of it happening. There may be evidence,
and I would happily stand corrected if that is the case.
As I am advised, there is certainly no overwhelming
evidence, even if there is one or more cases where that
has happened.
We do not have a situation where there are
overwhelming numbers of contact vetos being sought,
and is what we would all want. We would want and
hope that a birth parent can establish contact with his or
her adopted child who was subject to these adoptive
practices prior to 1984, and vice versa for children who
wish to be able to establish contact with their birth
parents. It appears to be the case for only a very small
number of adopted children, but some do not want
contact to occur. I can very much understand birth
parents asserting, ‘Why don’t I have that right to make
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contact with the child I was never able to hold, never
able to love and never able to bring up and spend time
with?’. I can understand that. Our hearts go out to all
parents in that situation. But equally we have to balance
that against the rights of the children who were
affected, and as it turns out, the nine adopted children
we are talking about.
That approach was reflected in the amendments which
passed in early 2013. It is fair to say that the then
opposition and now government made it very clear that
it did not accept that. I respect that view and I recognise
that that is the reason for the bill we are debating today.
There were some criticisms of the changes that we
brought in — namely, that they treated parents and their
adopted children differently. I do not think anyone
should pretend that did not happen, but as I went to
some lengths to say a few moments ago, for 30 years
after the passage of the Adoption Act 1984 it was
accepted without any controversy or objections, as far
as I am aware, that children could access identifying
information about their parents. In 2013, following on
from the Senate committee report and the parliamentary
apology, we were providing birth parents with
identifying information about their children for the first
time. There must be some allowance for the children
who would be the subject of those practices and new
procedures allowing identifying information to say, ‘At
this time in my life, with my family or my particular
circumstances, I really don’t think I could cope with
contact from a parent who is insistent on making
contact with me’.
It is very hard for any of us to sit in judgement on that.
Whilst I have great sympathy and enormous empathy
for the parents who would want contact with those very
few people who it turns out have lodged contact vetos, I
think there is a strong, compelling case as to why we
should protect their decision not to be contacted. There
does not appear to be any evidence that in a particular
situation an adoptive parent has been constrained by the
current contact veto. Again, I am happy to be corrected
if that is wrong, but on the advice I have that appears to
be the case.
It is worth noting that Victoria is not alone in having an
offence attached to a deliberate breach of contact veto.
It is also important to acknowledge that it has to be a
deliberate breach. You have to know that you are
subject to that veto; you have to know and intend that
you are making contact in breach of a contact veto.
New South Wales and Queensland have offences
attached to that breach. It is important to ensure that the
house is fully advised. My understanding of the
provisions in New South Wales and Queensland is that
they are mutual. I am advised that it is slightly different
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in Victoria, where there is a one-sided contact veto, if
you like. I acknowledge that. It does not take away
from the compelling nature of an adopted child’s
wishes in my view. It points to the possibility that one
way to address this might be to establish a certain
mutuality or reciprocity between the wishes of the
children and the parent so that if either side does not
feel emotionally resilient enough to cope with the
change that might involve — namely, contact with a
child or parent — it could be addressed. That is one
possibility. I am not recommending it, but that is one
way you could achieve a similar outcome to the
provisions in New South Wales and Queensland.
I also note there were criticisms of the way we
approached the resolution of this difficult question. One
of the suggestions I have seen from some quarters is
that there are current remedies for children who do not
wish to be contacted by their birth parent. I saw a
reference quoted in a media outlet that one of the ways
you could deal with unwanted contact would be by
invoking the stalking provisions in the Crimes Act
1958. I hope no-one would ever do that. A breach of a
contact veto under the current Adoption Act is
punishable by a maximum fine of 60 penalty units,
which translates roughly to $8800. I would not imagine
any circumstances in which that would be imposed if
there were ever a breach. As I have probably said a
number of times now, we do not have any information
before us that there have been any breaches or even
attempted breaches of a contact veto. It is important to
understand that stalking would never be a remedy for
this sort of situation because, as members might know,
breaching the stalking provisions of the Crimes Act is
punishable by imprisonment for up to 10 years. I would
not want that, and I would not want anybody
recommending that as an option for resolving these
kinds of matters.
I acknowledge the criticisms of the bill. I understand
that those who have been critical of the bill, and indeed
the government when in opposition and now in
bringing this bill forward, are genuine in wanting to
deal with this in a certain way. I fully respect that we
have different views on this. I note that the bill repeals
the provisions I read out before, which were
sections 90A and 90B, which provide for contact
statements. In particular it will repeal section 127A of
the act, which provides for the consequences of a
breach by a natural parent of a contact veto, in effect.
It is important to note that the transitional provisions of
the bill allow for the continuation of contact statements.
A contact statement that is in force at the moment
cannot be renewed or extended, but it will continue.
Contact statements operate for up to five years. We
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know that contact statements cannot have started later
than 2013, when the bill commenced. There will be a
number of years to run on the 16 contact statements that
I understand are in existence and possibly on the nine
that contain a contact veto. I mention this because the
bill not only continues those contact statements but also
repeals the prosecutorial nature that might attach to a
breach of such a contact statement. Those children who
lodged contact statements — and in particular those
nine who included in their contact statement a contact
veto — actually have a situation where they are being
told on the one hand that their contact statement
continues but on the other there is no enforcement of
that.
This is an interesting way to approach the matter. In
effect it will stop any prosecutions, and in fairness to
the government, I understand that is its objective. I have
said that I respect and understand its position on this
very difficult question, but it is interesting that the
contact statements will continue. While it is not
possible for new contact statements to be lodged,
anyone who has one at the moment will find it is
strange that they have a contact veto but that it cannot
be enforced.
I wonder about the impact of these changes on the nine
individuals who have lodged, in effect, contact vetos.
As I indicated before, I say that because we are not sure
that we have any evidence that in their situations
anybody desires contact with them. We are depriving
their contact veto of any force or meaningful effect
without knowing necessarily that in their cases anybody
has actually wanted to contact them. In fairness to the
government and in respect of its position, it does not
weaken the government’s case; I am not saying it does.
What it does, though, is highlight an interesting
perspective in the way the bill has been drafted. If you
were looking at an alternative way of approaching the
question, it might have been about just coming out and
saying that all contact statements no longer have any
force or effect in respect of contact vetos.
The government was very clear when in opposition it
said it would do this, but on behalf of the coalition I
want to say that while it respects the government’s
position and understands perfectly well why it is
bringing in the bill, the coalition maintains the position
it adopted in government that this is a reasonable way
to give some comfort to those children who were
troubled by the prospect that they might be contacted
when in their individual circumstances they might fear
the consequences for themselves or for their families,
not in a physical way but in the emotional sense of what
it would mean for them personally and for their
families.
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I will conclude my remarks and say that while the
coalition cannot support the bill, it recognises that this
is a very sensitive matter for everyone involved, and
certainly for adoptive parents and children. It is very
important for their sake that we accommodate each
other’s differences in the most civil way. We all feel
very deeply about these issues. Although I understand
the government’s view, respectfully we cannot support
the amendment bill before the house. I am grateful for
the opportunity to speak on behalf of the coalition.
Ms RICHARDSON (Minister for Women) — It is
my pleasure to rise to speak on the Adoption
Amendment Bill 2015, but I am very disappointed to
learn that the opposition will not be supporting the
legislation. It is critically important as it will relieve
some of the suffering, particularly of mothers who have
endured some of the most inhumane adoption practices
that have ever been put in place in Australia. The bill
addresses some of the harm done as a consequence of
those adoptive practices.
The bill implements an election commitment made by
Labor to remove provisions in the Adoption Act 1984
relating to contact statements. There is no doubt that
when this Parliament deals with matters such as this, or
any matter relating to families in particular, it needs to
tread very carefully and think very seriously about the
kinds of provisions being put in place. All too often
laws that are passed and implemented, as these were on
1 July 2013, cause more harm. All too often, as I have
seen in the family violence area in particular, it is the
victims who are retraumatised, and more often than not
these victims are women, in this case mothers.
Under the Adoption Act 1984 a criminal offence was
applied to a parent who sought to contact their child
when that child was not wanting any contact. This was
expressed by a contact statement. A criminal offence
was put in place for a mother who wanted to contact her
child who, in many cases, had been forcibly taken from
her. That legislation provided a 60 penalty unit
consequence. The provision is one-sided, short-sighted
and cruel, and it must go. That is why the government
has put forward the legislation before the house.
If we think about the sorts of legislation in place around
the privacy laws, including the Family Violence
Protection Act 2008 and the Personal Safety
Intervention Orders Act 2010, all of these provisions
are in place for a child who has been removed or who
does not want contact with a parent. There is all sorts of
recourse open to them to prevent that kind of unwanted
contact. In Victoria the adoption information register
works effectively to deal with circumstances such as
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this, and people will still be able to put their wishes in
place via this register.
The criminalising provisions passed by the last
Parliament in our view simply go down the wrong
track. Moreover they diminish the formal apology that
was passed by the Parliament on 25 October 2012 to
those affected children.
I appreciate the statements that have been made by
opposition members today with respect to the
legislation, but I urge them to reconsider and to think
very carefully about the impact criminal provisions
have on those people who are seeking to contact their
own children and who have had those children removed
under some of the most terrible practices in operation in
Victoria. Opposition members should think very
carefully about what they are doing with respect to the
legislation. They should reconsider their position prior
to the legislation being introduced into the upper house,
because it will send exactly the wrong message to the
people to whom we formally apologised in 2012. I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) — I rise to speak on the
Adoption Amendment Bill 2015 on behalf of the
Greens. The Greens will be supporting the bill, which
moves to get rid of contact statements in relation to
adoption and the associated criminal penalties for
breaching the contact statement. I will go into a bit of
background in regard to this bill and the bill passed by
the previous Parliament.
In the last century we had a history of forced adoption.
Children of unmarried mothers were removed, often
against the will of the mother, and put up for adoption.
This practice, thankfully, was phased out during the
1970s, and the Adoption Act 1984 gave legal authority
to children who had been adopted to contact their
natural parents. Much later, in 2012,
recommendation 15 of a Senate report into former
forced adoption policies and practices suggested in part
that all parties have an ability to regulate contact but
that there be an upper limit on how long restrictions can
be in place without renewal. Following the report and
later that year Victoria became the fifth state to
apologise for forced adoption.
Following this the Adoption Amendment Act 2013
came into place. This gave effect to
recommendation 15, but it went much further than the
recommendation in the Senate report. It provided for an
instrument that could be used by adopted children who
had reached the age of 15 to create a contact statement
that said they did not wish to be contacted by their
natural parent or that the contact between them could
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occur only in a specified way. It also provided for
penalties for any natural parent who breached a contact
statement.
For various reasons these changes concerned many
people. Many stakeholders, including individuals who
might have been affected by the changes, were not
consulted at the time. When those amendments were
put through, the Greens, along with the Labor Party,
voted against those amendments. Sue Pennicuik, a
member for Southern Metropolitan Region in the other
place and our spokesperson at the time on these issues,
moved that the bill be sent to a committee, but
unfortunately that vote was also lost. We will be
supporting this bill. It is in line with the way we voted
in 2013, and we believe it is in line with the vast
majority of stakeholders’ wishes, including adoptees
and natural parents.
The apology in 2012 acknowledged that this is often an
incredibly difficult area for parents and children. In
regard to the contact statements, we are concerned that,
as they are legislated currently, if one side vetos contact
and criminal penalties result, that is not in keeping with
the spirit of that apology. It sets up yet another barrier
to contact between natural parents and adopted children
being re-established. It is not appropriate when we are
dealing with two adults who want to regulate contact
with each other. If there are issues surrounding
unwanted contact or other areas, there are existing laws
that can be used to address that and prevent it from
continuing.
There are some circumstances where a child was given
misinformation about the circumstances of their
adoption. This often happened when children were
forcibly removed. There is a danger that a contact
statement made by an adult adoptee will prevent those
children from discovering the truth of the situation. In
our view, the risks of keeping the contact statements
outweigh the potential risks associated with removing
them. We should revert to the framework we had in
place for 29 years after the passing of the Adoption Act
1984 where Victorian adults regulated contact between
each other.
Having said that, I understand that the government is
looking at making further changes to the Adoption Act
relating to same-sex adoption, and I look forward to
those laws being brought before this Parliament. We
will be supporting this bill and the repeal of the contact
statements, which is consistent with our approach in
2013.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — I know there will be
several speakers from the government side of the house,
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so I will keep my comments brief. To start with, I quote
from an article published in the Age of 7 June 2015:
Mothers whose children were forcibly removed under past
adoption practices — and parents who knowingly gave up
their children but now wish to get in touch — will soon able
to seek contact without the risk of criminal sanctions.
…
The controversial changes were introduced by the former
coalition government only months after state Parliament
made a historic apology to people affected by past adoption
practices which forcibly removed at least 19 000 Victorian
children from their mothers.

I was a member of Parliament at the time of that
apology, as you were, Acting Speaker, and that was a
very significant moment. As a relatively new MP, it
was certainly one of the most significant moments in
my time here, and I think a lot of other members feel
the same way. While I certainly do not claim to be able
to empathise with the hurt felt by individuals personally
affected by these matters, I think all in this Parliament
seek to best represent the views and aspirations of the
community that we serve.
I will now touch on the detailed contribution from the
member for Hawthorn. He mentioned that in other
jurisdictions where contact statements exist there may
be penalties. That is true. However, he neglected to
mention — it is important to put this on the record —
that the provisions are complex and may only apply to
historical contact statements. For example, in New
South Wales this provision only applies to adoptions
undertaken prior to 1990.
The member for Hawthorn, on behalf of the Liberals
and The Nationals, also failed to mention contact
registers; for example, the adoption information register
that exists in Victoria. There are counselling services
available around that register as a means to assist in
managing contact and to support those from different
parts of that complex relationship to find a way
through. As members of Parliament more is expected of
us, and we must have a greater level of trust in and a
greater level of commitment to the Victorians we
represent in this place. By and large people can find a
way through these matters if the right mechanisms are
in place.
The adoption information register is one such
mechanism. It is not about fining and jailing people or
this Parliament making a determination that jailing is no
good but fines are okay. That is not the conversation
any of us wants to have; we want to have a
conversation about how we can best, if not manage,
then support these complex relationships, whether it is
about re-establishing connections or providing greater
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understanding. That is what we are all trying to
empathise with and understand.
I commend the changes that have been put forward in
this bill by the government. I remember vividly the
parliamentary apology for past adoption practices. It
was great leadership that set a great standard, but we
went backwards and lost momentum when the previous
government pursued the course of putting contact vetos
into law.
In the brief time I have left to speak I refer to the work
some of us did as members of the former Law Reform
Committee in producing the report Access by
Donor-conceived People to Information about Donors.
In that report we discussed and made recommendations
about contact vetos. On page 81 of that March 2012
report, in relation to access to information, we
recommended that with the introduction of legislation:
… the Victorian government introduce provisions for contact
vetoes that may be lodged by a donor or a donor-conceived
person following counselling, with the following features …

Those features include:
that donors may only lodge a contact veto after they have
been informed that a donor-conceived person has lodged an
application for identifying information about them …

and —
that a veto prohibits contact between the donor and the
donor-conceived person …

However, the suggested veto would not have affected
access to information about someone’s history.
My point is that there are many complex issues about
how we will need to address and deal with these
matters. The government made an election commitment
around adoption that it seeks to pursue. There is no
greater affirmation a political party can have than to
form government on the basis of clear election
commitments it has made. The amendments made by
the bill were affirmed by the Victorian community in
this way.
The 2012 report recommended the introduction of
contact vetos in the context of prising open and
providing information to people about their lives, their
backgrounds and where they came from. When we get
to the debate on those matters, the points of difference
we will need to discuss will in large part be about the
unanimous findings of the parliamentary committee.
The stakeholders and the people engaged and involved
with this issue support and understand those
recommendations. The recommendations gave rise to
private members bills in past parliaments and were then
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adopted not only in the Labor Party platform but as
election commitments that were affirmed at an election.

Act 2008, the Personal Safety Intervention Orders Act
2010 and the Crimes Act 1958.

When we talk about contact vetos in this context, we
have sought a clear mandate from the Victorian people
about how to pursue this, and that is through the bill
before the Parliament now. We will deal with contact
vetos in relation to some other matters whereby
recommendations of cross-party committees have also
formed the basis of election commitments affirmed by
the Victorian people. There will be further debate in
relation to those matters and how contact vetos can
apply, but it is not about keeping people apart; it is
about providing people with information and with
opportunities to connect and understand. That is what
we seek to do. I commend to the house the amendments
made by the bill and ask the opposition to reconsider its
position as the bill moves to the Council.

Language is incredibly important, and the inferences
behind language are also important. The assumption we
want to change is that natural parents — and let us face
it, we are talking about mothers in particular — will
break the law. To me that is hurtful, cruel, offensive and
just wrong. These amendments are needed to remove
that assumption and inference.

Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) — I am pleased to have
this opportunity to make a contribution to the debate on
the Adoption Amendment Bill 2015. The bill does a
few very important things. It repeals the provisions of
the Adoption Act 1984 in relation to contact statements,
and it makes relevant transitional arrangements. There
are also some minor amendments around correcting the
names of departments, but like most members in this
chamber I will focus on contact statements.
I begin by acknowledging the Victorian parliamentary
apology for past adoption practices and by
remembering, as we should, what it was like in the
chamber that day, why we were there and why we were
all so moved by what was happening. In preparing to
speak on this bill I read through that apology again. I
felt proud while doing that because it was a bipartisan
apology, which is why no-one who was in the chamber
that day could help but be affected. We were sad but
proud that as a Parliament we had stepped up to make a
long-overdue but heartfelt apology.
It is in that context that I will talk about contact
statements, because there was a real spirit around that
bipartisan apology, which was about a commitment to
have a more transparent process and also not to repeat
the mistakes of the past. That was a clear message and
spirit we all embraced, although in this chamber we
have different ways of viewing this issue.
I fully support the bill. Importantly the amendment
repeals the associated criminal offence whereby a
natural parent knowingly contacts or attempts to contact
an adopted person who has made a contact veto against
them. There are already legislative protections against
unwanted contact of any sort embedded in various
acts — for example, the Family Violence Protection

To sum up, there are real and significant aspects to this
bill. Firstly, it fulfils an election commitment made by
the Andrews Labor government — that is, to review
adoption laws to bring them up to date and to remove
discriminatory provisions against parents who are
affected by former and now discredited adoption
practices. Contact statement provisions are
unnecessary, discriminatory and rarely used, and there
is a much better mechanism, being the adoption
information register, which the member for Ivanhoe has
talked about.
Most concerning is that contact statements create an
offence and an assumption that an offence will occur,
which is solely imposed upon natural parents. As I said,
this is offensive and discriminatory and is why Labor
committed to removing that offence in the lead-up to
the last election. We are now removing that offence. I
commend the bill to the house.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — It is my pleasure also
to rise to speak in support of the Adoption Amendment
Bill 2015, which is a very important bill. Like the
member for Wendouree, I too urge the opposition to
reconsider its position. The story of forced adoptions,
and indeed adoption policy generally in Australia, is a
sad and sorry one. It is my view that we should always
seek to learn from the mistakes we have made in the
past and, where we can, rectify them and certainly not
repeat them.
I agree with what the member for Wendouree said —
that is, in most cases a natural parent who seeks contact
with her adult adopted child is that child’s mother. The
notion that a mother should feel that her behaviour in
seeking to make contact with her natural-born child
should be criminalised or subject to a penalty is frankly
abhorrent. At its heart, when we look at adoption policy
in the past we see that that notion is born of an intense
disrespect for women and vilification and judgement of
those who found themselves with unplanned
pregnancies by communities that have for many years
been obsessed — and, I must say, still continue to be
obsessed — with so-called immorality at the expense of
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the care, love and wellbeing that these mothers and
their children deserve.
We should always be mindful of that in this place when
we seek to control other people’s behaviour through the
power of the Parliament and through making
legislation. We need to take our time and think about
standing in the shoes of the people whose behaviour we
are seeking to control or legislate about.
I suppose that also gives me cause to reflect on the
importance of ensuring that our parliaments are truly
representative of our populations. Again, I make a point
that I have made on other occasions about why it is
increasingly necessary that women are adequately
represented in this house on all sides of politics.
Representation of women is important. As a woman
MP I know that I have heard many stories of a deeply
personal nature that have been shared with me by my
constituents, and I can use those stories to inform my
contributions to debate, and so it goes with the stories I
have heard from relinquishing mothers in the very short
time I have been a member of this Parliament.
The other point I note is that, although I was not a
member of the house then, I too have read many of the
contributions that were made at the time of the apology
for forced adoptions. It was a very moving experience,
and as I said earlier, we should learn from the mistakes
of the past and definitely not repeat them.
I also took the opportunity to look at the former
member for Macedon’s contribution to the debate when
the amendment to the Adoption Act 1984 came before
the house, when penalties were introduced, which she
vehemently opposed at that time. I support the former
member for Macedon in her opposition to the
introduction of penalties for mothers who seek to make
contact with their natural-born children. The fact that
there have not been instances of this and that there are
very few contact statements does not change the fact
that, as it stands, it is a bad law. The amendments we
are seeking to introduce are right, proper and justm and
they respect the human rights of those relinquishing
mothers. On that note, I commend the bill to the house.
Mr LIM (Clarinda) — I am very pleased to be
joining the debate on the Adoption Amendment
Bill 2015. However, I need to say at the outset that I am
still yet to form a firm position on how this bill looks at
the cultural aspect of people who have been adopted
from overseas and their rights. I also need to form a
firm position in practical terms about how the bill will
affect both adoptees and natural parents from overseas.
I am still a bit undecided as to what opinion I should be
making or what pronouncement I should be making at
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this point in time, but looking at the bill as a whole,
there is no doubt that adoption can be an emotional
circumstance for all parties involved. As law-makers in
this state, we have to do the right thing by all
concerned. That is very important and is not the easiest
thing to do, but we need to respect the rights of
adoptees to privacy, the rights of natural parents who
seek to make contact and adoptive parents’ rights in
what can be complex and emotional family situations.
These issues are not always clear-cut.
I have listened to the contributions made by members
from both sides, and I respect their views. I suppose the
overall objective of the bill is to repeal the one-sided
provision for contact statements in the Adoption Act
1984 which currently entitle an adult person who was
adopted as a child to specify the contact they wish to
have with their natural parents by lodging a statement.
The bill also repeals the criminal offence in regard to a
natural parent’s attempt to make contact with their
adopted child who is now an adult if the adopted person
has nominated no contact in their contact statement.
The bill repeals division 1A of part VI of the Adoption
Act 1984, which currently enables an adult adopted
person to make a contact statement stating the person’s
wishes about being contacted by a natural parent,
including a wish for no contact, specifying the duration
of the contact statement.
The bill also repeals section 127A of the Adoption Act,
which provides that it is an offence for a natural parent
intentionally to contact, to attempt to contact or to
procure another person to contact or attempt to contact
an adult adopted person who has specified in a contact
statement that the adult adopted person does not wish to
be contacted by the natural parent. This offence is
applicable only to a natural parent, and that is where the
emotion aspect comes into play in a big way. For a
natural parent, that would be almost an insult, and they
would be very disappointed. The process could put
them through the trauma of wanting to be reunited
because the circumstances of their family have changed
and they might want to make contact. I am looking at
this issue in the context of Asian culture. It is a very
significant and heartbreaking process, because family
means a great deal to people from that background.
The bill also makes transitional arrangements for the
making of current contact statements as well as minor
amendments to the Adoption Act to reflect recent
machinery-of-government changes by updating
references from the Department of Justice to the
Department of Justice and Regulation, and from the
Department of Human Services to the Department of
Health and Human Services. Once the amendment
comes into operation, new contact statements will no
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longer be able to be made, and the contact statements
lodged prior to the commencement will continue in
effect until they expire, but will not be capable of
extension. I have been made aware of the constrained
time, so I will conclude my remarks. I commend the
bill to the house.
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) — I rise to contribute to
the debate on the Adoption Amendment Bill 2015, and
I am humbled to do so. Five years ago, shortly after the
birth of my son, my mother told me a very dark secret:
in 1961 she had been forced to give up her son. It was a
deep dark secret that took her 40 years to tell me. She
carries that grief, disempowerment and sense of
worthlessness. To this day she cannot speak about it
and she has not spoken about it again. She has not tried
to contact her son, but she has suffered with it.
I am so saddened to hear that those opposite are not
supporting this bill to repeal these provisions for
contact statements that are so discriminatory and which
vilify these mothers who have suffered so much. This is
a double insult for them. Our Parliament has delivered
an apology. Although that apology cannot undo what
was done, it was an attempt to help the healing process
for these mothers. As I said, it saddens me that those
opposite cannot see this for what it is and that they are
not standing up to repeal these provisions. I urge those
on the other side to reconsider their position. I
wholeheartedly commend this bill to the house.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I compliment the
member for Carrum on her heartfelt contribution. As
has been previously outlined, this bill repeals the
one-sided provisions in the Adoption Act 1984 in
relation to contact statements. This will entitle an adult
adopted person to lodge a contact statement to specify
the contact they wish to have with their natural parents
in relation to their adoption. This bill is incredibly
important.
I have been incredibly fortunate in the sense that I have
five children. I say to my kids that my relationship to
them is like that of my fingers and thumb to my hand:
they are all different but they are all attached to me.
There is a level of beauty in each of them that is so
wonderful, but they are connected back to me. I cannot
imagine what it must be like for someone to have to
give up their child and not have that connection.
However, adoption, when it is done well and properly,
can be a magnificent thing. It can be a thing of great
beauty. I think that the one society that did it best were
the ancient Romans, who would use adoption,
invariably of adult men, almost like marriage. The great
emperor Marcus Aurelius once said:
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Time is a sort of river of passing events, and strong is its
current; no sooner is a thing brought to sight than it is swept
by and another takes its place, and this too will be swept
away.

Marcus was the emperor because he was adopted.
Rome was at its absolute greatest when it had a series
of emperors, all of whom would succeed through
adoption, including Tiberius, Caligula, Nero, Trajan,
Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius and Lucius
Verus. All were emperors through adoption.
The reality is that it was neither secretive nor
considered shameful; it was a practical partnership of
two families, one of which was childless and the other
that may have had too many sons. The eldest son, who
was the fittest and most vibrant and vigorous, would be
adopted. It was the way that society operated and
functioned. Adoption was seen as a respectful
engagement between families. That happened while
Rome was at its greatest. The way we have
characterised and conducted adoptions as a state and as
a nation, particularly in the postwar years, has not been
like that. That is why adoption has been so incredibly
difficult and hurtful for so many. For those reasons, I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) — It is my pleasure
to rise and speak on the Adoption Amendment Bill
2015. Much like the member for Carrum, I too have a
personal story. My father was adopted, so I have seen
the emotional turmoil that goes with adoption both on
my side of the family and also on the side of his natural
parent. With that said, I do not really give a good god
damn what anyone on the other side of the house
thinks; this is a good bill and it must go through.
Contact statements were justified on the basis that they
were in line with recommendation 15 in a report by the
Senate Community Affairs References Committee, but
it is obvious that they do not strike a balance at all. In
fact the Senate committee did not recommend the
introduction of contact statements but rather simply a
scheme available to all parties for regulating contact. I
will not go on with that; we have already heard very
accurate accounts of how this should work.
There are many reasons people might like to get into
contact with their natural kin. There are medical and
genetic reasons, for example, and certainly that was the
case with my father. You may not believe it, but I am
led to believe that my father is of Afro-American
descent. Looking at me you probably would not guess
that, but it is there.
Mr Wynne interjected.
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Mr EDBROOKE — That is correct, yes. With that,
I would like to say that I fully support this bill. It is a
complex issue, especially when you throw the overseas
mix into it, and it is great to know this is being set up
here in Victoria. A good apology was made, but it was
stuffed up by a bill that was passed at 4 in the morning.
Jo Fraser, the state secretary of the Association of
Relinquishing Mothers has said:
If you stalk or harass someone in Victoria, there’s already
legislation to say you’re not allowed to do that, so why create
another law specifically for us?

She said that when the bill was passed she felt hollow
and that the apology was worth nothing:
We just felt so angry, so disappointed, and so powerless …

I think the apology was a great thing to have done, but
in contrast, why were the contact veto orders put in the
legislation? We are doing a good thing with this bill. It
is worthwhile, it is just and it takes people’s emotions
into account. I do not think people searching for their
families should be fined and treated like criminals.
With that, I commend the bill to the house.
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) — I appreciate
the opportunity to make a contribution to the debate on
this very important bill, which is an important step in
the evolution of adoption policy and practice in
Victoria. Obviously the bill has two primary objectives.
The current provisions of the Adoption Act 1984 enable
an adult adoptee to make a contact statement that
specifies the contact they wish to have and the contact
they wish not to have with their biological parents. This
bill repeals those provisions. The current provisions of
the Adoption Act also make it a criminal offence for
biological parents to knowingly contravene a contact
statement. This bill also repeals those provisions.
Whilst nothing can right the wrongs or make up for the
lost opportunities to give and receive the love and
affection between a mother and a child or a family and
a child, on 25 October 2012 the Parliament of Victoria
took a very important step. On behalf of all of those
members who had come before them and of those yet
to come, the Parliament apologised to those mothers
and their children, to the families, who were forcibly
separated after birth.
I would like to pay tribute to the work done by my
predecessor in the seat of Pascoe Vale, Christine
Campbell, in this important policy area. She worked
tirelessly with the communities and their organisations.
In this place she said:
In a state that has had a continuous 156 years of parliamentary
democracy this institution must accept responsibility, and we
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do on behalf of all Victorian governments, for those wrongs
that were committed under the jurisdiction of the state.

I take this opportunity to add to that apology of 2012.
We know that over an extended period of time and in
many and varied circumstances mothers gave birth to
babies they loved — babies they have continued to
love, always; babies they have loved their whole lives.
We also know many babies were taken from their
mothers before they had an opportunity to know just
how much their mothers loved them and wanted them.
We know this separation of mother and baby was the
result of state-sponsored policy and practice based on
prejudicial assumptions about what was in the best
interests of the mother and the best interests of the
child. Young mothers, poor mothers and single mothers
were told their children would be better off without
them. Mothers of disabled and sick children were told
their children would be better off without them. In the
process state laws were broken, and universally
accepted human rights were denied. Laws were broken
and international covenants were denied, with severe
consequences that have lasted lifetimes.
At the time of the debate in 2013, a piece by Bettina
Arndt, headed ‘Today’s policies are tomorrow’s
apologies’, was published in the Age. Whilst I would
not normally quote Bettina Arndt, the headline is
pertinent. We must learn the lessons of these past
policies and practices, and we must learn from those
most dire consequences.
In decades gone, and for decades at a time, women had
their children taken from them when their
circumstances — economic and social — were judged
by institutions to be inappropriate for them to care for
their children. Indeed many of these decisions were
made for altruistic reasons. Often they were made by
people who believed they were doing the right thing.
But they were wrong.
In considering the article’s headline ‘Today’s policies
are tomorrow’s apologies’, I am reminded of the debate
in this chamber in the previous sitting week on the
Children, Youth and Families Amendment
(Restrictions on the Making of Protection Orders) Bill
2015. Whilst that bill principally sought to restore the
oversight of the Children’s Court in the provision of
family support services before children could ultimately
be removed in favour of a permanency order, it is also
important that it committed to review the 2014 bill
introduced by the previous government. In the 2014
legislation we rearranged the order of hierarchy of
permanency orders and put adoption at no. 3.
Permanent adoption is now, in 2015, the third preferred
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outcome in child protection cases. Again, today’s
policies are tomorrow’s apologies.
In considering that adoption is at no. 3 in this hierarchy
of permanency orders, we have been assured by the
Department of Health and Human Services that the best
interests of the child will be provided for. What the
campaign and research culminating in the apology to
relinquishing mothers in 2012 in Victoria and in 2013
in Canberra taught us is that a decision about what is in
a person’s best interests, including what is in a child’s
best interests, is subjective. Such a decision will,
despite the best of intentions and despite its being
altruistic, be subject to a range of prejudicial
assumptions about what is good and bad, right and
wrong at the time. What the current bill, which amends
the Adoption Act, reminds us is that the state does not
always get these decisions right.
Again, we can consider the Bettina Arndt article, which
states:
In our democratic society government policies inevitably
reflect prevailing beliefs, knowledge and attitudes, and remain
in place because they are seen as the right thing to do. Yet
these complex social policies are inevitably flawed and shift
in the wind as new knowledge and thinking comes into play.

I put on the record that I also unreservedly and without
qualification apologise for the state-sponsored policies
and practices which judged young and disadvantaged
women, single women and women living in poverty,
charged those women, tried those women and
sentenced those women. Families, particularly mothers,
who were judged, charged, tried and sentenced in their
time of greatest need and support deserve our apology.
The apology in 2012 was not without qualification.
Because of the subsequent introduction of contact veto
statements, it was a qualified apology. Indeed it was an
unbalanced, unfair qualification because it applied only
to relinquishing parents and not to adopted children.
Labor opposed this qualification at the time and
indicated that an Andrews Labor government would
repeal the legislation. That is what we are now doing,
and I urge the opposition to reconsider its position.
Parents affected by former, now discredited adoption
practices will welcome this amendment because it is
aimed at ensuring equal rights for all parties — the
adoptee and the relinquishing mother. These people had
their children taken away from them, often under duress
and many times behind their backs. Children were
stolen. Acknowledging this on the one hand but on the
other hand not allowing these people to seek to
reconnect with their children makes a mockery of the
apology. What is worse is that this was done while the
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very people were not around — while they were
interstate and unable to lobby. It should be noted that
under the proposed changes the parties — the adoptee
and the natural parents — will still be able to record
their wishes regarding their contact on the adoption
information register. This is fair and equal in its
application.
In conclusion, the apology was an important step, but it
was not without qualification, and we must now
remove that qualification. I acknowledge the tireless
efforts of the stakeholders, many of whom are here in
the gallery today and whose work led to this apology
taking place. As I said previously, I will conclude by
acknowledging the work of my predecessor, Christine
Campbell, in this regard.
Mr WYNNE (Minister for Planning) — I rise to
make a very brief contribution to the debate on the
Adoption Amendment Bill 2015. I contributed to the
debate on the adoption legislation that was debated in
the house in the previous Parliament, and there was
vigorous opposition from our side of the house,
particularly to the provisions that related to
criminalising the behaviour of relinquishing mothers
who were seeking to make contact with their children.
My experience of adoption is directly related to my
own family. One of my sisters adopted two children,
whom she raised in a beautiful and caring environment,
although she was always acutely aware of ensuring that
opportunities were made available to those children to
make contact with their birth mothers. In one
circumstance that did occur; for her other child, it did
not. It was not wished for, and it was not fulfilled.
I want to acknowledge the contribution of the member
for Carrum, because her contribution today spoke so
powerfully of the pain of women who had their
children taken off them in all sorts of circumstances.
We as a Parliament will continue the victimisation of
these women going forward if we continue to have a
criminal sanction in place for women who simply want
to have acknowledged that deep primal urge to make
contact with their children. Is there anything more
powerful than that? We as a Parliament ought to say in
an unambiguous way, ‘Set aside those roadblocks. This
is fundamentally unfair’. It is wrong and it is further
victimising women.
As the member for Carrum spoke so powerfully about,
for 40 years her mother has suffered, and we should not
let that suffering continue. This is an important
amendment. It is an election commitment of the
Andrews government, and I say with all sincerity to the
opposition, ‘Please reconsider your position between
now and the debate in the upper house. Think about the
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contribution made by the member for Carrum. Think
about these women, some who may well be in this
Parliament today, who have carried this burden for their
entire lives. Let us free them from it’. I commend the
bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms SPENCE
(Yuroke).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

DELIVERING VICTORIAN
INFRASTRUCTURE (PORT OF
MELBOURNE LEASE TRANSACTION)
BILL 2015
Second reading
Debate resumed from 27 May; motion of
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer).
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — I rise to speak on
the Orwellian-named Delivering Victorian
Infrastructure (Port of Melbourne Lease Transaction)
Bill 2015, a bill that seeks to allow this Labor
government to break its election commitments to
Victorians, a bill that seeks to allow this Labor
government to put its short-term political interests
ahead of Victorian jobs, ahead of Victorian families,
ahead of Victoria’s farmers, ahead of our economy and
ahead of our environment, and a bill that seeks to allow
this Labor government to shackle the interests of this
state not for a single term of Parliament but for the next
three generations.
I am pretty confident that each and every member of
this house today will have gone to meet their maker by
2086. By 2086 there will have been 88 separate minutes
of silence or condolence motions for each of us here
today, but Victorians will still be living with the
consequences of this bill, should it pass. That is why
this bill as it stands, and the appalling deal for which it
stands, should not pass and why the coalition parties
will be voting against it in this place. We will not stand
by while Labor breaks its promises to the people of
Geelong and people right across Victoria. We will not
stand by while Labor creates a 70-year private port
monopoly which will drive up costs for our farmers and
exporters, drive up prices for Victorian families and
cost jobs across the length and breadth of this state. We
will not stand by while Labor kills any prospect of a
second container port in Victoria for the next 70 years,
all for the sake of a dirty dollar today.
This comes from a government that has in just six
months wasted hundreds of millions of dollars to avoid
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building essential infrastructure. In previous
incarnations Labor governments gave us the
desalination plant disaster, the myki mess, the smart
meter stuff-up and the pokies licensing lemon. We will
not stand by while it adds this port rort to its list of
financial disasters for Victoria.
Let us start with some facts about the port of
Melbourne. It is the jewel in the crown of Australian
ports. It is the largest container port in Australia. It
handled 2.5 million 20-foot equivalent units (TEUs) in
2013–14. That compares with 2.2 million TEUs in
Botany and 1.1 million in Brisbane. It is visited by
more than 3000 ships a year, and the catchment
includes not just Victoria but Tasmania, southern New
South Wales and south-east South Australia. There was
$92 billion worth of trade handled through it in the last
financial year.
The coalition parties support this port. We worked very
hard under the former Premier and former Minister for
Ports, the member for South-West Coast, and another
former Minister for Ports, the member for Croydon, to
expand it. The $1.6 billion port capacity expansion
project was conceived and implemented by a coalition
government because we support our ports. We support
them as being vital economic engine rooms for the
state.
Our position on the port has been entirely consistent all
the way through. We announced in 2014 that we would
offer a medium-term lease of around 40 years over the
port of Melbourne. This followed an extensive scoping
study and considerable work. Importantly, this had to
be done in conjunction with the development of
Victoria’s second international container port. This was
absolutely essential, and the coalition government,
based on advice and science, had determined that the
port of Hastings was the most appropriate place for our
second international container port.
The land had been set aside under the Bolte
government. This has been a long-term project for this
state. Western Port Bay, in which Hastings is situated,
is a natural deepwater port, unlike the port of
Melbourne and unlike the proposed Bay West site. That
means it can handle much larger ships without the need
for further major dredging or indeed blasting the heads.
I note that the Minister for Ports is at the table and that
in his contribution in question time today he refused to
rule out blasting the heads of Port Phillip Bay.
Our position has been absolutely clear and consistent.
We did and we do support a medium-term lease for the
port of Melbourne, together with the development of a
second container port for Victoria. Our position has
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been consistent, and that is in stark contrast to those
opposite, because what Labor is proposing now is
completely different from what it proposed before the
election. Labor is proposing a private port monopoly
instead of developing a second container port. It is
proposing a lease of up to 70 years, compared with the
40 to 50 years it was talking about before the election.
As a consequence, this government has no mandate for
this proposal whatsoever. This is not what Labor put to
the people of Victoria, and the bill should not be passed
because not only does it represent a broken promise but
it is a dud policy too. This would be the largest
privatisation this state has seen in over 20 years. It is
vital for Victoria that we get this right. We cannot
afford another desal-style disaster, and members
opposite have got form. But this proposal is bad for
jobs, it is bad for trade, it is bad for competition, it is
bad for consumers and it is bad for the environment,
and the coalition will not support it.
Let us go to the position of the Labor Party on ports.
You need to be fairly flexible here, because it has done
a Nadia Comaneci in terms of its backflips. When
Labor was last in government the now Treasurer was
the Minister for Roads and Ports. Here is the then
Minister for Roads and Ports in August 2009:
In planning for future economic growth, and consistent with
the Victorian ports strategic framework, the government has
confirmed that Hastings is the preferred site for a second
container port to supplement the port of Melbourne when it
reaches capacity in around 2030.
…
No other port location offers the same overall advantages as
Hastings and it holds major economic potential for the state of
Victoria. Consequently there is a fundamental need to plan
and prepare now for the future development to ensure that the
opportunity is not built out or lost to alternative uses.

He sounded like the ambassador for Hastings, he really
did. The same ports minister said that the best location
for the second container port was Hastings, based on
advice he had as minister. Having access to all the
departmental research that being a minister provides, he
knew that Hastings was the best place. But what did we
see when Labor got into opposition? As usual, flip-flop.
As usual, a cheap grab for votes and an attempt to
forget what it said before. Here is the then Leader of the
Opposition, now the Premier, on 5 March 2014 on
3AW:
Neil Mitchell: And you’re not going to develop Hastings,
you’re going the other way?
Daniel Andrews: We think Bay West is a much better option.
You and I were down in the great city of Geelong last week
and if ever there was a region that needed an industry, that
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needed a real kick along, a Bay West port option; the freight
and logistic potential, the jobs, jobs and more jobs that can
come from that is significant; in fact it’s huge and that’s why
we favour the Bay West option, Neil.

Even before that, on 20 November 2012, an article
published in the Age and written by Josh Gordon
headed ‘Labor jettisons backing for Hastings port’
states that:
Opposition leader Daniel Andrews said Labor supported a
second container port in the Bay West area ‘as the best
option’ to ensure economic growth and jobs into the future.

Labor used to be in favour of Hastings, then it was in
favour of Bay West. I will briefly refer to an editorial
from the Geelong Advertiser on 29 May this year. It
tells you how much the now government, the former
opposition, was out there spruiking Bay West and the
jobs, jobs, jobs. The editorial says:
It —

being the then opposition, the Labor Party —
even briefed the Committee for Geelong on the port,
complete with diagrams of where its jetty might be.
Now these plans look like a smokescreen, aimed at putting
out a perception that it was never going to live up to once it
won office and leased out the port of Melbourne.

I wonder: did the design of the jetty have flying saucers
and spaceships, given that it apparently was going to be
70 years away? The people of Geelong and the people
of Victoria were clearly not just led but misled by the
Labor Party into believing that it was serious about
building Bay West. It did not say to anybody ‘in
70 years time’. There was not this little asterisk that
said, ‘Yes, we support Bay West and jobs, jobs, jobs for
your great-grandchildren, but not for you and not for
your kids or their kids’. Labor members were talking
about Bay West now, and they lied. They lied to the
people of Geelong and they lied to the people of
Victoria. They are liars and they have no credibility.
The Treasurer got into it. He said:
Bay West is about jobs for Geelong, it is about jobs for
Melbourne and jobs for Victoria.

One of the favourite quotes of my colleague the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition from the now Treasurer is:
You don’t build a port for ships …

Given he is now handing out a 70-year monopoly, what
he meant was: you do not build a port at all. That is
what he actually meant. He went on to say on 10 April
2014 on ABC radio 774:
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We believe the Bay West option is a better one because it’s
close to existing transport links and it’ll create thousands of
jobs for Geelong.

When, when, when? So having backflipped first of all
on being a supporter of Hastings, then being a supporter
of Bay West, now Labor does not support any new port
for 70 years.
On the length of the lease, I will refer to what the then
shadow Minister for Ports, now the Minister for Local
Government, said in the newspapers during the election
campaign. This was at a time when people were paying
a lot of attention to what the government and opposition
were saying. The parties were putting out statements
about their policy intentions and presumably what
people could rely on if that party was elected. For all
the talk now from the Premier who is saying, ‘We
always supported a long-term lease’, here are the
comments of the then shadow Minister for Ports in the
Australian Financial Review of 13 November 2014.
You can get a little hint of the comments in the article
from the heading ‘Labor backs 40-year port lease’. It
was not a 70-year port lease. It was not 99 years or
50 years; it was a 40-year port lease. The then shadow
minister was quoted as saying:
We’ve said we will consider a lease that’s around the 40 to
50-year mark …

So where has this idea of a 70-year port lease come
from? It certainly was not put to the people before the
election. This is just another Labor falsehood. It has no
mandate; it has no credibility whatsoever.
The question is: when is Victoria going to need another
container port? Because the port of Melbourne, even
with the very significant increase in capacity that we
undertook as a government, will still have capacity
constraints. When last in government the then Minister
for Roads and Ports, now the Treasurer, said that we
would need a second container port around 2030. In his
Port of Hastings Land Use and Transport Strategy
2009 he said:
… the government has confirmed that Hastings is the
preferred site for a second container port to supplement the
port of Melbourne when it reaches capacity in around 2030.

Even after the election the now Minister for Ports, who
is sitting at the table, told the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee that it was about 30 years away.
He said:
Our assessments in relation to the need for a second port is
that we probably would not need a second port until 2045,
maybe beyond.
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So we had the former Minister for Roads and Ports
saying 30 years, or around 2030, and we have the
current minister saying around 2045.
What does Infrastructure Australia say? Remember that
members opposite used to put a lot of store in
Infrastructure Australia. Do you remember those days,
Acting Speaker? The words of Infrastructure Australia
were like the stone tablets handed down on Mount
Sinai. Here is what Infrastructure Australia said in its
Australian Infrastructure Audit released in April this
year, so it is pretty recent. Talking about the port of
Melbourne, it said:
Taking into account these expansions, there will be adequate
capacity in the medium term. However, demand for container
facilities at the port of Melbourne is projected to exceed
capacity before 2031.

So Infrastructure Australia says we are going to exceed
capacity at the port of Melbourne in 16 years time.
What do these geniuses opposite want to do? They
want to lock up the port of Melbourne as a monopoly
for 70 years. It is an absolute dud proposal.
The response of industry groups and the public has
been far from unanimous in terms of saying that this is
a positive proposal. I refer to an article in the Weekly
Times of 3 June. The headline — and I must be careful
how I pronounce this, Acting Speaker — is ‘Shipload
of strife’. It says:
VFF president Peter Tuohey said proposed 800 per cent rent
increases for stevedores at the port would put more pressure
on exporters.
‘It’s clearly a case of fattening the pig before sale’,
Mr Tuohey said. ‘And it is farmers and other rural Victorians
that rely on it who’ll end up wearing the cost of these higher
rents’.
…
The Australian Dairy Industry Council said the proposed rent
hike would cost dairy farms in excess of $1000 a year.

The Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission has weighed in and said it is very
concerned about this bill as well. An article in the
Australian Financial Review of 16 March says:
Competition watchdog chair Rod Sims has called on
governments to give the regulator authority to intervene in
pricing disputes at Australia’s ports as tensions escalate
between stevedores and the port of Melbourne over a
proposed 800 per cent rent increase.
…
‘A regulator wouldn’t allow prices to be set on somebody
bidding for the assets’, Mr Sims told the Australian Financial
Review, adding it could lead to an ‘upwards spiral’ in prices.
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We are seeing that everyone who is involved with the
port believes what the government is doing is a bad
idea. It is bad to set up a monopoly, it is bad to have a
70-year lease, and it is bad to ensure there is no
competition over that period of time.
When you look at what has happened and what has
changed in Victoria over the last 70 years, you have to
go back to 1945. World War II had just ended. In the
last 70 years we have had 19 premiers in this state and
5.3 million Victorians have been born. That is 90 per
cent of the population. Besides those on that side of the
chamber, does anybody in this state have confidence
that this government is up to understanding what the
needs of Victoria will be in 70 years time? Does
anybody seriously believe it is the right course of action
to handcuff this state for the next three generations to a
monopoly port at the port of Melbourne and kill off any
competition or any second port? Apart from those who
have drunk the Kool-Aid opposite, the answer is clearly
no. Of course there is the compensation or the poison
pill that this government wishes to put into this
legislation — —
Mr Pakula interjected.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — I am pleased to welcome the
Attorney-General back to the chamber after his earlier
ejection. He is in a good mood because Carlton won on
the weekend. In terms of compensation, I refer to
clause 69 of the bill. The government is actually
seeking authorisation for something that would
otherwise be illegal. It is seeking to legislate as part of
this bill an anticompetitive action that would otherwise
be illegal. The law of the land says it is wrong, it is
illegal, it is against competition law and it is against the
welfare of the country to have monopolies of this
nature, so through legislation the government is seeking
to authorise a monopoly which otherwise would be
illegal.
We do not know how much that compensation will be
because the government has never actually explained it.
It is not in the bill. It is hidden somewhere in the
transaction documents which nobody else is allowed to
see. So we have the government wanting Parliament to
sign up to a blank cheque on open-ended compensation
that it will not tell us about. ‘Trust us’, say the same
people who said, ‘Don’t worry about the east–west link;
we won’t pay any compensation’. These are the people
who said, ‘The contract’s not worth the paper it’s
written on’. Remember that?
We know the history of Labor when it comes to
compensation. It is not just the east–west link. How
about the pokies licences? Remember those?
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According to the Auditor-General, Labor lost
$3 billion flogging off the pokies licences. In addition
it lost a court case to Tattersall’s. Victoria had to pay
$542 million and a matter is still before the High
Court in terms of the Tabcorp case, which could cost
in excess of a further $700 million. Who was the
gaming minister who set us off on that path? None
other than the now Premier. He made a mess of the
pokies, he made a mess of the east–west link and now
he wants to make a mess of the port of Melbourne.
We will not support that.
This is a bad deal for Victoria. It is not good for
Victoria to have a situation where we have only one
container port for the next three generations. It is not in
Victoria’s interests to have a situation where the only
way you can expand that port to take care of the larger
ships of the future will be to massively dredge Port
Phillip Bay and to blast the heads at the opening to Port
Phillip Bay. That is the only way the port of Melbourne
will be able to handle the larger ships that will come to
us not in the next year or 2, but in 50, 60 and 70 years
time.
That is why if this bill goes through it will be an
environmental disaster for Victoria. We will see
massive dredging and blasting of the heads of Port
Phillip Bay. Once you have blasted, you are not going
to get it back. That is bad for the environment and bad
for Victoria. The alternative could be that you do not
dredge, you do not blast the heads and all those larger
ships would just bypass Victoria entirely. You can
imagine the owners of the port of Brisbane, the port of
Sydney and the port in Kembla all rubbing their hands
together thinking, ‘If there’s a monopoly in place in
Melbourne, we will get all those larger ships in future,
we will get the trade, we will get the jobs and we will
get the economic benefits’. You will not see them going
to Melbourne, and Victorians will miss out. We will
lose out if this bill goes through.
There are a number of other issues in the bill that the
opposition is very concerned about. Apart from the
length of the lease and the monopoly aspect, one in
particular is the proposed pricing regulation. The
government is trying to give people some confidence
that there will not be huge gouging by creating a
monopoly port operator, but port charges will be the
only type of charges subject to regulation, and even that
regulation is fairly weak in many ways. It is supposedly
capped at CPI for the first 15 years, but the sorts of
companies that invest in ports are long-term investors.
They are patient capital. They do not mind taking a
little bit of a haircut in the short term because they
know they will be able to gouge it out once those price
restrictions are lifted.
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At the bill briefing, the government confirmed that it is
seeking to rely on the same regulatory model as the
Australian Energy Regulator used for power prices. I
am sure all Victorian MPs keep having members of the
public coming to their offices, emailing them and
knocking on their doors saying, ‘How great it is that
power prices are so cheap!’. Everyone thinks that it is
just fantastic. The Australian Energy Regulator is doing
such a great job. It keeps the price of electricity so
affordable.
Let us do to our ports what we have done to our power
prices? That is the proposition the Labor government is
putting to Victorians. It is saying, ‘Let us do to your
port what we have done to your power prices’. That is
not a good outcome for this state in any way
whatsoever. This is not a good regulatory provision at
all.
There are also a number of other aspects which are not
regulated. Terminal rent is not being regulated at all,
which is something that the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission (ACCC) is expressing concern
about. Members opposite can attack us, but why would
they be attacking the ACCC? Do they have no
confidence in the ACCC standing up for the public
interest in expressing concerns about what this
government is doing. Why is the government not
listening to the ACCC? It is a fraud perpetrated on the
people of Victoria and particularly the people of
Geelong, for whom this government has lost all
credibility. I return to the editorial in the Geelong
Advertiser of 29 May. Under the heading ‘Our port was
but a dream’ it states:
Geelong’s hopes for new port at Bay West appear to have
been sunk.
…
With the state government announcing its plan to lease the
port of Melbourne for 50 years, with a non-compete clause,
it’s hard to see how another container port would be built for
a very long time.
And that is a shame.
The Labor Party campaigned hard against the port of
Hastings proposal by the Napthine government.
It gave every indication that Bay West was its preferred
location for a second port.
The Geelong Advertiser supported that view.

I can just imagine the then opposition leader and the
then shadow Treasurer going down to the Geelong
Advertiser offices — and I think a lot of us have been
there — and sitting down with the editor, Mr Papps,
saying, ‘This is going to be fabulous for jobs. This is
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going to be great for Geelong. Get on board! Come on,
you need to back us because we are going to deliver all
these great jobs for Geelong’. And now we know what
the truth is. The truth is that it was not only a cruel hoax
but that it was a lie. It was a lie.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Halfpenny) —
Order! I refer previous rulings of Speakers to the
attention of all members of the house and advise that
words like ‘lie’ and ‘lying’ are deemed
unparliamentary.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — I am happy to adopt the
gentler wording of the Geelong Advertiser in its
editorial:
Now it seems we have all been short-changed.
…
This is a blow to Geelong. We had hoped that port would
form a valuable part of our future as a transport hub.
Clearly it won’t now.

Here is the warning further on in the editorial:
… if you lie to the electorate you will be punished.

I assume I am allowed to quote the Geelong Advertiser
editorial when it says:
… if you lie to the electorate you will be punished.

Punishment is what is going to happen to this
government for its absolute mistruths about the port of
Melbourne and the port of Hastings, and of course Bay
West.
The government says this is only a 50-year lease. When
you look at the bill, it has a little clause in there that
says the government is able to extend the lease for
another 20 years. All it takes is a decision by the
Premier of the day and a little regulation. Again, at the
bill briefing we were told, ‘Oh, don’t worry about that.
We wouldn’t be looking to do that ourselves. That
would be something for a government years and years
down the track’. It is not like this government wastes
lots of money. It is not like this government cannot
afford to pay for its promises. It is not like this
government is the sort of government that would ever
go back in six months time and say, ‘Actually we could
do with an extra billion or two. How about we exercise
that option right now and have that 20-year extension?’.
The government should not talk about this arrangement
as being a 50-year lease. This is a 70-year lease. The
government says, ‘It is not really a monopoly because
of course if the port of Melbourne reaches capacity then
there is an opportunity for another port to be built’.
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Who decides if it reaches capacity? What if you say
that the port of Hastings needs to be built because the
port of Melbourne cannot take those larger ships? The
compensation still kicks in. What compensation? We
do not know because the government has not told us.
This is an absolutely dodgy bill and a dodgy deal. This
is not what the government took to the people of
Victoria. This bill will kill jobs. This bill will kill trade.
This bill will kill competition. This bill will be a noose
around the necks of Victorians for the next three
generations. It is bad for our economy. It is bad for our
environment. The government has no mandate for this
whatsoever. This is the sort of proposal which only a
bad Labor government, desperate for money and
prepared to sacrifice tomorrow for a dirty dollar today,
would be putting up in this house. This is desal mark 2,
this is myki on the water, this is the sort of deal which
no sensible government should put to the Parliament
and certainly no decent opposition should be
supporting. I am very pleased to say we are not such an
opposition. We will not support this bill. We will not
support the dodgy deal that the government puts
forward. This is a bad deal for Victoria and the
government should reconsider it. It should withdraw it.
Although the government thinks it can get around this
Parliament and avoid it altogether, it should remember
it is trying to authorise things in this bill which would
otherwise be illegal. If it thinks it can sell the port by
getting around the Parliament, without the support of
the Parliament, it should think again. To quote famous
words: any such deal would not be worth the paper it
was written on.
Debate interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Halfpenny) —
Order! I acknowledge Mr Bill Sykes, the former
member for Benalla, in the gallery.

DELIVERING VICTORIAN
INFRASTRUCTURE (PORT OF
MELBOURNE LEASE TRANSACTION)
BILL 2015
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Ports) — What a
very ordinary contribution that was to the debate on the
bill from a person who signed a side letter to make
everything that was illegal legal, who kept it secret and
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who delivered us one of the worst contracts we have
ever seen. Some of the biggest players in the
marketplace would not even go into the east–west link
project because they knew how dodgy the figures were.
The 80 000 to 100 000 vehicles that supposedly
underwrote the whole project simply did not exist. But I
would not expect the former Treasurer to understand
that, because he has not even looked at his own reports
from KPMG which actually highlighted how it would
sell the port.
There is actually no difference between what KPMG
put forward and what we are putting forward in this
legislation. If the opposition wants to suggest that some
people go flip-flopping about, it may want to look at
what KPMG suggested in the work the opposition
asked it to do. KPMG suggested a 40 to 50-year lease.
We are putting in a 50-year lease. The former Treasurer
might have been a barrister, but he has obviously never
worked on leases before, because he simply does not
understand how they work. He is a bird brain who has
obviously never worked in the commercial world
because at the end of the day an option is exercisable by
the government — —
Mr M. O’Brien — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, while I enjoy the frothing at the mouth we get
from the Minister for Ports, I require him to withdraw
his insult.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Halfpenny) —
Order! I did not hear the comment. Will the minister
withdraw whatever the comment was?
Mr DONNELLAN — I am being cruel to bird
brains, am I? Okay, I will withdraw. The former
Treasurer obviously has limited commercial experience
in leases because what we have heard from him and his
opposition jokers, who have been the pin-up boys for
the rent seekers down at the ports, is that somehow or
other they expect the minister to get involved in every
lease negotiation at the ports because some of their
mates, the stevedores, do not want to be paying fair and
proper market-based rents. You can see the dark hand
of the Liberal Party quietly interfering in your life,
deciding what the market-based rental will be.
This is what opposition members have suggested to us:
that somehow or other I as the Minister for Ports should
get involved in setting the market rent there. What an
anti-Liberal, antibusiness proposition these jokers have
been putting forward for the last couple of weeks. Look
at them. It is absolutely ridiculous to have a group of
people who obviously have limited commercial
experience now wanting to interfere with the leases at
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the port. The proposition they go by is ‘Which one do
you start?’ and ‘Which one do you finish?’.
This KPMG report highlighted that if you put the major
asset — the port — into the marketplace, it would not
want the government coming in with a competing
proposition straightaway. Under the previous
government we had a fraud being perpetrated by the
former Minister for Ports, who suggested that in 2017
he was going to start a second container port and yet
somehow was looking for a good price for the sale of
the port of Melbourne. I do not know how he expected
someone to pay a good price for the port of Melbourne
while he was undermining the proposition of what they
wanted to buy. What a stupid proposition.
We are using the same financial advisers as those
opposite did. They suggested that you cannot suddenly
put the port into the marketplace while behind the
buyer’s back you are trying to deliver a second
container port that undermines the asset you have put
up. It would be absolutely criminal and stupid, and it
just does not work. But I do not expect those opposite
to understand that because obviously none of them has
enough commercial experience to understand that if we
are going to put a big asset like that up for sale, we have
to give some protection to the people buying it so they
will provide us with a reasonable amount of money and
we can get on with the job of delivering what we
promised, which was the 50 level crossing removals.
All this was highlighted in the KPMG report to the
former ports minister. Obviously those opposite have
put that KPMG report aside. They have hidden it; now
they pretend they know nothing about it.
I was very heartened that there were a couple of
people — who I might say are at a higher level
intellectually than most in the opposition — who were
prepared to support the port. The member for Mildura
gave public support for the government’s lease. The
Sunraysia Daily reports him as saying that leasing ‘the
port of Melbourne would help food producing areas
such as Mildura during the “dinner plate boom”’. That
is great. We want that, he wants that — we all want
that. He is further reported as saying:
Selling this piece of infrastructure, we can use (the funds) to
develop newer infrastructure … which is critical to our
economy.

Wise, wise words. Let us look at what the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(VECCI) said:
The lease of the port has been a long-term priority for VECCI
and we welcome this positive step which will reinforce
Victoria’s position as Australia’s premier freight and logistics
capital.
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These people are all obviously communists! They are
suddenly supporting a proposition of monopoly, are
they not? Is that what the former Treasurer said? Is he
suggesting that Mark Stone is a Communist? Maybe
the member for Mildura is also a communist, because
he is supporting a sensible, rational proposition for us to
put money back into the economy.
You know the dark hand of the Liberal Party is wanting
to direct the market forces and direct how much market
rent we should pay down at the port. You can see the
dark hand of the Liberal Party fiddling in your life,
doing the wrong thing. You can tell.
What did the Municipal Association of Victoria’s
president, Bill McArthur, say? He said:
Revenue raised through leasing the port of Melbourne will
help create a better transport system that is safer for users and
communities.

There are three big ticks. Obviously these people are all
communists because they believe in a 50-year lease!
That is a great thing. It is not a 70-year lease.
A former barrister should know better, and it is a pity
that in the past he did not have a couple of cases
involving leases because then he might have
understood how they work. He could have proffered a
little bit of advice to the former ports minister and said
that when a lease is up at a port the minister does not
get involved and start setting the market rent, because
that is a communist-type activity. You do not get
involved; you leave it to the marketplace. Independent
valuers will set the market rate for the lease, and at the
end of the day as minister I will not be getting involved
in setting market rents. An independent valuer will do
that, and they will look for comparables, which is
something the Liberal Party obviously does not believe
in. It believes it is the arbiter for the market, and that is
ridiculous.
We also have the ridiculous proposition that I saw in an
article today headed ‘MP claims Labor plans “toxic
dump” at Hastings’, which states that the port of
Hastings is to be used as a toxic dump by the Labor
Party. The article puts forward the proposition that
somehow Hastings will be used as a toxic dump. I
encourage the Liberal Party to put that forward as a
policy. We have no plans for it, but there is obviously
something on the mind of the member for Hastings. He
is getting quite excited about putting a toxic dump
down there. That would be ridiculous after telling us
when he first came into Parliament that:
… the port of Hastings expansion could do more harm to the
local people and the environment than it can do good for the
state.
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If I were him, I would have shared that with the former
ports minister before I said it, because recently he has
thought that it is an absolute winner.
The good thing about the legislation is that it provides
protection for our exporters and our importers. It
imposes a price cap for 15 years, and that is the
toughest form of regulation in the country. No other
port has that type of regulation. We have also put a
freeze on costs to exporters and a 2.5 per cent reduction
over the four years after that. It hardly sounds as if we
are trying to make our port less competitive; we are
trying to make it more competitive because we believe
it is important for the future of Victoria. It is a pity that
members on the other side, who have limited
commercial experience and who fail to understand that
you cannot sell your major asset for good value while
you are trying to undermine — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr DONNELLAN — Usually we call them the
non-compete ports. Unfortunately it shows the
complete lack of experience in commercial realty of
those on the other side that they would have such a
silly, bird brain idea as to try to develop a second
container point while trying to sell a major one. What a
bird brain idea. I commend the bill to the house, and I
condemn the opposition.
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) — I join the debate on
the sale of the port lease bill. It is intriguing to follow a
comrade in the Minister for Ports. He is such an
intellectual giant when it comes to commercial
experience. To think that he could lecture people about
commercial experience and his experience of doing
leases defies logic. If you are talking about bird
brains — and I will leave the rest to people’s
imaginations.
The coalition cannot support the bill in its current form.
It is a dud, a dog of a deal or whatever adjective you
want to use. It is not what was taken to the election by
the now Premier and the Labor Party. As the member
for Malvern said, this is most definitely not what the
Labor Party took to the election. It is a very different
beast to what was taken to the election, and it is a
broken promise. You can call it a lie or whatever you
like, but it is a broken promise in relation to what was
taken to the election. As I have said, it is a dud deal.
I support the coalition’s position that the bill needs to
go to an upper house committee for examination to
ensure that the detail comes out into the public arena.
As in most cases, it is not what is written in the
legislation that is necessarily always the challenge; it is
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what is going to be in the lease and what sits behind the
legislation. It is about how we are going to lose our
competitiveness in the long term for our export
industries. As someone who represents a country
electorate and people engaged in food and fibre
industries, I know that this is our gateway to the world.
The Melbourne port is an absolutely critical piece of
infrastructure for the state but particularly for our export
sector and our food and fibre sector.
Nearly one-third of all food exports that go out of the
nation go through the port of Melbourne. The third
biggest user of the port, and the single biggest food user
of the port, is the dairy industry. The port is our
competitive advantage. In meetings I have had with the
dairy industry about the legislation it has said on the
record that anything that puts up port charges puts our
competitiveness at risk. We are part of a finely tuned
world market and every little bit that gives us an
advantage helps us to get to those world markets. If we
lose that, and if our exporters have to bear the cost of
increased charges in Melbourne or if they have to bear
the cost of shipping product to Sydney or Brisbane to
get capacity to get it out of the state because the
Melbourne port is strangled in the future because of this
lease, they will potentially lose overseas markets or
they will have to discount their prices. Surprise,
surprise, what happens when the price comes down?
Where does that price reduction end up? It ends up with
the farmers, who will have to pay for this if there are
port fee increases that make them uncompetitive into
the future.
Every report written over time has said that the
Melbourne port is going to reach capacity sometime
between 2025 and 2031, depending on which report
you read and what you believe. It never says that it is
going to be 2086. No report anywhere has said that it
will be 2086 before the Melbourne port reaches
capacity. How long does it take to build a new port? It
takes a long time, so before 2025 or 2031, depending
on which report you believe, we will have to start
planning for the next port. That is why in government
we set aside money to develop the port of Hastings. The
debate before the election was not about the sale of the
lease of the port; it was about which was going to be the
next port in Victoria. Was it going to be Hastings or
was it going to be Bay West?
As the member for Malvern said, the Labor
government, which was in power up to November
2010, was a convert to the port of Hastings. Something
happened on the road to opposition and it switched
from the port of Hastings to Bay West. Maybe it was
because it wanted to endear itself to the people of
Geelong. It would appear that any endearment to the
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community of Geelong has most certainly been undone
by the breaking of the promise to the people of
Geelong. You only have to read the front page of the
Geelong Advertiser to realise that the Geelong
community knows it has been dudded by the Labor
government. It has been lied to by the Labor
government. It was promised a port and thousands of
jobs, but what has happened? It has all gone over time.
We need increased port capacity in Victoria in the short
to medium term, not in 70 years time or something like
that. We are seeing increased demand for our food
around the world. We are seeing increased production
of food here, and we need that capacity into the future.
We need the opportunity to have a second port
developed.
The people I talk to in the industry and the people I talk
to in my electorate who are involved in exports do not
trust the government to get this right. They do not trust
the Labor Party when it comes to major projects and
they do not trust the Labor Party when it comes to
managing money. There is a saying which this deal
reinforces, and that is that the Labor Party cannot
manage money and it cannot manage major projects.
The opposition is not going to support legislation that
adds to the herd of great white elephants that are
running around Victoria now as a result of previous
Labor government decisions. They include the
desalination plant, myki, the north–south pipeline and
smart meters, which was another giant intellectual
decision by a previous Labor government.
Mr M. O’Brien — Pokie licensing.
Mr WALSH — There is the pokie licensing, as well
as the fact that the Labor government promised the
east–west link would not cost any money in
compensation. How can you believe anyone who
would spend $640 million not to build something?
This is not what the Labor Party took to the last
election. It is not what it promised. It is a very different
beast into the future. It puts in place a 70-year
monopoly. The intellectual giant, the Minister for Ports,
was trying to say it does not. He obviously has not read
his government’s legislation: a 50-year lease
automatically turns into a 70-year lease with the stroke
of a pen by any Premier over that time. This is most
definitely a 70-year lease into the future.
Another debate that must be had regarding this sale is
about where the money will be spent if ever a deal is
done. Looking at it now it seems the money from the
sale of the port will all go into Melbourne. None of it
will go to regional Victoria. That is wrong. The first
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part of the debate most definitely has to be about
making sure that this is a good deal for all Victorians,
particularly country Victorians who do a lot of the work
and the heavy lifting to create the exports that go
through the port of Melbourne.
It is important that some of the money from the sale, if
it ever happens, goes not to the regional centres of
Bendigo, Ballarat and Geelong but to country Victoria
for infrastructure projects that improve the efficiency of
the system for country people, not just for Melbourne
people. That is something that has been lost by this
government again. As I said this afternoon in the debate
on the matter of public importance, this is not a
Victorian Labor government, it is a Melbourne Labor
government, because Melbourne is all those opposite
are focusing on.
Mr Noonan — That is nonsense.
Mr WALSH — The minister at the table says that is
nonsense. Those opposite have to actually walk the talk
and do something in country Victoria before country
Victorians will respect and take notice of them.
The last thing I want to say is that this bill and the sale
of the lease in its current format will be bad for the
environment. As the Minister for Ports said in question
time today, there is no commitment from the Labor
Party not to blow up the heads so they can get bigger
ships into the port. It is not going to have the port of
Hastings to handle the bigger ships in the future. This
government poses a real risk to the bay environment. It
purports to do good things for the environment, but its
actions speak louder than its words. Those opposite
have given absolutely no commitment that they are not
going to blow up the heads to get bigger ships into Port
Phillip Bay in the future.
Mr BROOKS (Bundoora) — I start my
contribution by acknowledging that you do a great job
in the chair, Acting Speaker. That was a fantastic
contribution from the Leader of The Nationals if you
are the member for Euroa, who is circling the Leader of
The Nationals and looking for his job. It is only a
matter of time. There are two leaders on that side of the
house who should be very nervous. Not the member for
Malvern; I do not think he needs to worry. I reckon,
however, that the odds are shortening for the member
for Euroa and the member for Hawthorn. We will see
what happens and how long it takes. We have a book
running on this side of house. It is not going to take too
long based on that performance.
It would be obvious to all those watching this debate
and the wider public debate on this very important
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issue for Victoria’s future that Tony Abbottitis has
come to Victoria and has infected that side of the
house. Their promises on one side of an election are
thrown away after an election. They go into an election
promising not to build an east–west link and then rush
to sign an east–west link contract without the
endorsement of the Victorian people. At the same
election they promised to privatise the lease of the port
of Melbourne, and then after the election they changed
their position on that. This is outrageous contempt for
the Victorian people. Those on that side of the house
will say one thing on one side of an election and do the
opposite thing on the other side.
The Victorian people are not mugs. They know what
those opposite are doing. They know they are being
treated with contempt, and the opposition will be held
to account for that.
Ms Ryall interjected.
Mr BROOKS — It is interesting to hear the
interjections from the member for Ringwood. If there is
one person here who I thought would be quiet and
reflect on what has happened to her as part of this
whole thing, it would be the member for Ringwood.
There is a level crossing at Heatherdale Road in her
electorate which she is voting against removing. She is
opposing it by opposing this bill. We know that her
community — —
Ms Ryall — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the member is misleading the house completely, she is
fabricating — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Halfpenny) —
Order! That is no point of order.
Ms Ryall — On a further point of order, Acting
Speaker, the member is completely off the bill in
talking about level crossings. This is a ports bill, and I
ask you to draw the member back to the bill.
Mr BROOKS — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, the bill deals with the Victorian Transport
Fund. It is one of the significant clauses of the bill
which relates to the provision of level crossings, so it is
entirely relevant to the bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Halfpenny) —
Order! There has been wideranging debate on this topic
from members on both sides of the house, so I ask the
member for Bundoora to continue.
Mr BROOKS — I can understand why it is a sore
point for the member for Ringwood. It would be very
embarrassing for this to have happened to her. The
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member for Bayswater has two level crossings in her
electorate that are at risk because of the behaviour of
the opposition in opposing this bill. The crossing at
Heatherdale Road is down for up to 66 minutes in the
morning peak. The member for Ringwood is saying to
her community, ‘I’m happy to have that level crossing
stay as it is. I’m opposing this bill’.
I want to come to a couple of points in relation to — —
Ms Ryall — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, in
reference to the commentary on my position that has
just been given by the member, I once again suggest
that he is misleading the house and that he has no
reference to indicate that the point he makes is valid. I
ask you to rule on that point of order.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Halfpenny) —
Order! There is no point of order. If members have any
issues that they wish to raise, they are free to do so
when they get up to speak.
Mr BROOKS — It is a very touchy subject,
obviously, and it should be, because when members
opposite cast their vote on this bill their constituents
will see exactly how they vote. They will see whether
their members support the removal of level crossings in
their electorates or not.
I come to the contribution of the member for Malvern.
He implied that the lease period — 50 years, with a
possible extension of another 20 years — was too long.
It is important to point out that the leases of Port Botany
in Sydney, Port Kembla in Illawarra and the port of
Brisbane are for 99 years. It is important to point out in
terms of the relativity of these long-term leases that this
is not as long as those other major ports, and the port of
Melbourne is the biggest port in Australia.
The other point I want to come to is the concern raised
by the Leader of The Nationals that there may be
increases in prices that would affect the agricultural
sector. All members of the house want to ensure that
there are not excessive price increases that affect our
ability to export and compete on the world stage. As
speakers on both sides of the houses have said over a
period of time, prices applying to the port of Melbourne
are regulated by the Essential Services Commission.
I lost count of how many times the shadow Treasurer
mentioned in his contribution his belief that if this
transaction went ahead, there would be a monopoly. In
a transcript from a recent doorstop interview that is
posted on his own website, the member for Malvern
said in relation to this issue:
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Having a monopoly is bad for Victoria. It’s bad for business,
it’s bad for jobs, it’s bad for consumers.

His current position is quite clear. However, the Herald
Sun of 5 March 2014, when reporting on this very same
issue, said this about the former government’s policy on
the privatisation of the port:
Mr O’Brien said the government could reap an even greater
windfall for the port by tying its sale plans to developing the
port of Hastings.
‘I think there’s a way you can add value because by giving
rights or options to develop Hastings, you are effectively
conferring almost a monopoly’, he said.
‘But there’s nothing wrong with that because port charges are
actually regulated by the Essential Services Commission’,
Mr O’Brien said.

It seems that before the election, when the member for
Malvern was in government, a monopoly was fine, but
now all of a sudden this will be a monopoly and it is
somehow wrong.
The one constant in this debate is that those opposite
cannot be trusted to maintain a particular position on
anything. They chop and change depending on what
suits them. They are an absolute rabble. They do not
deserve the respect of the Victorian people, for the way
they have handled this issue in relation to the port and
in particular for their failure to stand up to their
communities in relation to the level crossing project
they will be voting against.
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) — I rise to confirm
that the Greens oppose the privatisation, through sale or
through long-term lease, of the port of Melbourne. We
do so for four primary reasons, which I will outline.
Firstly, public assets that are likely to be monopolies
are best kept in public hands. We should not be selling
off one of the state’s last remaining public assets.
Secondly, privatisation will make it almost impossible
to steer a good transport policy in this state. Thirdly, the
local impacts have not been adequately addressed.
Fourthly, this will hurt our economy, especially our
export competitiveness, and especially in regional
Victoria.
On the privatisation of assets in general, most of
Victoria’s significant transport assets have already been
privatised. We already have several privately operated
toll roads, with more slated by this government and the
likely extension of contracts for several existing toll
roads. Our trams, trains and buses have already been
franchised. Country rail and freight businesses were
privatised with disastrous results. We remember what
happened to our freight rail; it had to be bought back by
the Bracks government. It seems that both sides of the
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house have forgotten the disaster that was the
privatisation of our freight rail. V/Line train and coach
services also had to be returned to public ownership.
Privatisation of Victorian transport assets has been a
colossal disaster. The assets have not been maintained
and in many cases they have had to be bought back by
the state. It was Einstein who said that the definition of
insanity is doing the same thing over and over again
and expecting a different result. It is unclear why this
government thinks privatisation of this transport asset
will achieve a different and better result for our state
when history shows privatisation of our transport
system simply does not work.
The Productivity Commission says our publicly owned
port has a comparable cost structure to other ports
around Australia and indeed the world. It says our port
does pretty well for us compared to other ports around
the world. It achieves a pretty good rate of return, a
pretty good dividend for our state, but not an excessive
dividend in that we are not using this public monopoly
to fleece port users. We are achieving a decent but also
responsible dividend for our state. We do that because
we recognise that it is important to keep our export
industry competitive and strong, which is necessary to
keep our economy, regional and rural Victoria,
manufacturers and growers strong.
If we privatise our port, we will give responsibility for
the port to a private operator, which will no doubt want
to squeeze more juice out of the orange. By the very
nature of being a private company, it will value profit
over these social and broader economic aims that the
government is currently delivering through the port.
There are two ways a private operator could squeeze
more juice from the orange: through higher fees and
charges or through lower levels of investment. Both of
these would lead to broader social and economic
problems. We already know this will happen. The
government has already proposed rent increases of up
to 800 per cent to fatten this asset for sale, so we have
seen a little bit of what might happen if the port is
privatised.
Where do these profits come from? They do not just
come out of the ether, out of the air; they come directly
from growers, from manufacturers, from exporters,
from farmers and from the broader economy. These
profits come from the Victorian people and go straight
into the coffers of a private company. The problem is
that the damage will be spread across the entire
economy, so we may not be able to point to one
particular instance but the damage will be done. This is
exactly why public assets, and in particular assets
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which are likely to be monopolies, must remain in
public hands.
It makes me very confused to try and understand why
on earth we would sell a profitable asset that makes
money for the state and contributes broader benefits to
our economy, farmers and manufacturers and why we
would allow those profits to go to a private company. It
does not make any sense. Actually, it makes sense if the
government is only thinking about short-term gain
rather than long-term gain. I think I know why the
Labor government wants to privatise the port of
Melbourne. I think it was Paul Keating who said,
‘Never stand between a state Premier and a bucket of
money’. Members of the government are doing it for
short-term gain, but in doing so the Labor government
in Victoria is playing straight into the hands of Tony
Abbott.
Members of the government are lured by the glitter of
this extra commonwealth money for so-called asset
recycling without actually thinking about the long term.
Or maybe they have thought about the long term, but
they have decided they simply do not care and just want
a good bottom line going to the next election. Maybe
they think that any future damage to the economy and
damage to exporters, manufacturers and growers will
be somebody else’s problem. I am here to say that
damage cannot be somebody else’s problem; it is this
government’s problem, and that is exactly why the
Greens are in this chamber and why the people have
voted the Greens into this Parliament. They have done
so because the Greens think about the long term, about
the future. We do not just think about the bottom line at
the next election; we think about the next generation.
If we in this state were truly thinking about the future
and the next generation, then we would not be selling
off our public assets, particularly our port; we would be
keeping them in public hands, returning a dividend to
the state and keeping our economy strong not just for
the short term but for the long term.
It beggars belief that we would be talking about more
privatisation when we have had a history of complete
disasters when it comes to privatisation. I have heard
many members in this house talk about the privatisation
of the energy market. Let us have a look at how that
went. I have been to the Latrobe Valley three times
since I was elected, and the privatisation of the energy
system in this state has absolutely gutted the Latrobe
Valley. We had situations where in many cases almost
a third of the workforce was lost. That community has
still not recovered and is still economically depressed,
and the social impacts have been far reaching.
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The problem is that the privatisation and the economic
and social impacts have meant the Latrobe Valley
community is even less prepared to adapt to the
changes the future will bring. Because those coal plants
are now in private hands, the government is one step
further away from being able to control, say, when the
plants close, when we need to change the energy mix,
how a site is dealt with, including rehabilitation, and
what support the workers and the communities will
need. Because of privatisation our government is one
more step removed, which makes the job of transferring
our energy mix and doing so in a way that helps the
community and the workers transition to something
meaningful just that much harder.
If our energy system had not been privatised, we could
have avoided these private quasi monopolies that have
emerged in the energy system. We could have avoided
the export of profits out of Victoria to multinationals,
the ones that have ended up buying our energy assets,
and the government would be able to sort out the
transition for energy supply and for the local
community with much less fuss and much less expense
to the Victorian people and also deal with the issue of
climate change, which would be a good thing.
In particular this bill is damaging in that it has clauses
written into it that disincentivise future ports — that is,
deliberately reduce competition and create a monopoly.
I would have thought the only real argument in favour
of privatisation was that it would increase efficiency
due to competition, yet this bill shuts down
competition, which does not make much sense to me.
While we are on the issue of future ports, due to a
production of documents motion, the government
released a KPMG report. That report sheds very little
light on the planning of our future ports, including
whether we need them and when and where they will
be. Transparency in the whole matter of privatising our
port has been sorely lacking. To me, all of this says that
the only reason Labor is selling our port is that this
government wants a short splash of cash and its
members are essentially willing to steal this money
from the future economy of our state.
Moving on from talking about privatisation to talking
about our transport system, the privatisation of this
asset will mean it will be that much more difficult to
steer a sustainable transport policy for our future. Ports
are extraordinarily important, being the interface
between our local economy and the rest of the world.
The Liberal and Labor policies we have seen are all
based on projections of growing the amount of
truck-based freight, which is absolutely the wrong way
to go. We all know that we need to be moving freight to
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rail and that if we privatise the port, this opportunity to
move freight to rail will be lost as the private operator,
by virtue of being a private operator, will be more
interested in profit and not in the social and
environmental benefits of sustainable transport.
Developing rail links to the port and all the way to the
dock interface will be even more complicated with a
privatised port. Unfortunately past governments have
achieved very little in this area, and privatising the port
is one more step away from achieving this important
measure of building rail lines and moving freight to rail.
This will have great impacts not only on climate change
and sustainability but also on local communities, whose
members have to deal with noisy, dirty and dangerous
trucks on their roads on a daily basis.
Moving on to the issue of level crossings, government
members say they want to fix the 50 worst level
crossings, but it is not clear their list of 50 is the 50 that
are the real priorities for this state. Some of them appear
to be chosen because they are in marginal seats.
Granted, removing a selection of level crossings may
have benefits for local traffic congestion, but these
benefits are likely to be short lived as the roads fill up
again. As we know, and as all transport experts know,
building more roads does not cure congestion. It is like
loosening your belt to cure obesity; it is not a long-term
solution for congestion. The only way to cut congestion
in a city on a large scale and permanently is to invest in
better public transport, to run more trains and to have a
systematic approach to public transport, including
things like investing in better train signalling, which
this government simply does not seem to have,
although it has made some important inroads. In public
transport we need a systematic approach, and no
government has had that for a very long time.
Thinking about the impacts of this privatisation on my
electorate, and the inner west of Melbourne in
particular, we have seen very little on what the local
impacts will be for residents, local businesses and local
infrastructure. The City of Melbourne sought advice at
a local council meeting on what the local impacts for
residents will be, but the council has not received
anything from the government. There has been pretty
much no consultation on the local impacts of the port,
which shows that this measure is being rushed through
without proper consultation.
I note there have been many contributions on this side
of the chamber, from the Liberal Party and from The
Nationals. It is great that they have finally joined the
party and are pointing out some of the dangers of
privatisation of the port; however, the stark fact is that
privatising our port still remains coalition policy.
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Coalition members want to privatise the port just as
much as the Labor Party does.
I am especially disappointed in The Nationals, who
have been in the media calling for some of the profits to
be invested in regional Victoria. It is a decent aim, but
The Nationals still have a policy of selling off the port.
Are they really willing to sell off the long-term future
of rural and regional Victoria for a little money pot in
the short term? That might help them at the next
election, but it sells out the future of people in rural and
regional Victoria who rely on a functioning and
decently managed public port in order to be
competitive. I urge The Nationals to stand up and
oppose the privatisation of our port for the long-term
future of rural and regional Victoria.
In conclusion, I reiterate that privatisation of public
assets, particularly of monopolies like the port, is a
complete disaster. We have concrete examples of
where such privatisations have already been disasters,
so I do not see how this one is going to be any different.
It is absolutely the wrong way to go. We need to stop
thinking about a short-term injection of cash, as shiny
as that may be, and start thinking about the long-term
future of our state. We need to talk about sustainability
not just in terms of environment and transport but in
terms of the economic sustainability of our state, which
would be much better served by keeping the port in
public hands.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I am delighted to
join this debate. In making this contribution I want to
talk about the fact that you have to pay for your
promises. The Labor Party was very clear when it said
at the election last year that it would remove 50 of our
worst level crossings and that we would have to pay for
that. We have to find the money somewhere. As the
member for Essendon, I am delighted that the proceeds
from the port of Melbourne lease will pay for the
removal of the Buckley Street, Essendon, level
crossing, because that is going to make a huge
difference for my community and my electorate.
I listened to the member for Malvern’s contribution,
and the opposition seems to be focusing on two key
areas: one is the length of the lease and the other is
concern about monopoly provisions. We are looking at
a 50-year lease with a 20-year option, but just because
there is an option does not mean that it will be
exercised. The reality is that we are not negotiating the
value of the 20-year option now; we will negotiate that
option at the time it is due to be put, and there will have
to be a process for that.
Mr Watt — How do we know?
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Mr PEARSON — Because the simple reality is that
you are going to get more money for those 20 years if
you negotiate for them in 50 years time because of the
net present value of money, which I am not sure the
member for Burwood understands. The other issue goes
to certainty for the purchaser. The purchaser of this
asset needs to have some level of comfort and
assurance that within a short period of time another
competitor will not pop up and undermine the value of
their investment. That is the simple reality. If you set up
and sell a business, there are restraint clauses in place
so that you cannot turn around the next day and do over
the purchaser.
The member for Malvern raised some concerns about
the regulatory regime and monopoly provisions. In
preparing for this debate I spoke with John Gillam, the
chief executive officer of Bunnings. He is one of the
best businessmen I have ever met. He is an outstanding
Victorian and he is incredibly bright. I was speaking
with him about this and he said, ‘If the port of
Melbourne increases the price by too much, I will ship
my goods to Sydney and drive them down to
Melbourne. If the port charges are too great, that is
what will happen’. What does that tell us? It tells us that
there is already the capacity for competition built into
this process, which is why there is not a monopoly
provision in place. The reality is that if you have a
regulatory failure, the system will send people
elsewhere. It is nonsense to be fixated on these
concerns about monopoly provisions.
Coming back to the importance of level crossing
removals, I want to add one thing. Pop quiz: who said
this?
In fact I would say that level crossing elimination matters to
Melbourne’s economic advantage in terms of logistics, safety
and a range of other reasons … I say again that we on this
side of the house do not view level crossing elimination in a
flippant manner … we see it as important for Melbourne’s
logistic movements.

It was the Leader of the Opposition on 16 August 2011
while he was a member of the Legislative Council.
When it has suited those opposite, they have agreed on
the importance of level crossing removal. Now we have
to pay for it. You do sometimes feel like you are in a
parallel universe.
In preparing for this debate I thought I would look at
the Institute of Public Affairs to see what it has said on
these matters. An article headed ‘Campbell Newman
must get the privatisation message right’ from the
Brisbane Times of 15 January 2015, republished on the
Institute of Public Affairs website, reads:
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… privatisation is a common economic and financial
management practice.
…
With electricity and port facilities having been successfully
privatised, including by other Australian states, it would not
be so extreme if Queensland chose to follow suit.
… transferring assets from the public to the private sector
usually leads to a better long-term economic performance on
the part of the privatised entity.
…
… numerous studies, including those in peer-reviewed
academic journals, indicate privatisation is generally
associated with improved financial performance and
productivity gains.

Given that the member for Ripon was an employee of
the Institute of Public Affairs for nine years and the
member for Mount Waverley is a current member of
the Institute of Public Affairs, I ask: if they vote against
this legislation, do they still propose to be members of
the Institute of Public Affairs? I say they should turn in
their memberships. It is complete nonsense. The reality
is that the government does not need to be in the
business of running a port. We have an effective
regulatory regime in place that is being overseen by the
Essential Services Commission. We can free up the
capital and put it to more effective use. That is what we
are doing, and I find it laughable that the Liberal Party
is lining up with The Nationals and the Greens to
oppose this essential legislation. I commend the bill to
the house.
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — I rise to make a
contribution to the debate on the Delivering Victorian
Infrastructure (Port of Melbourne Lease Transaction)
Bill 2015. At the outset I put on the record that we on
this side of the house support a medium-term lease of
the port of Melbourne together with the development of
a second container port for Victoria. I want to be clear
about that. This is the biggest asset sale in Victoria in
20 years, so we must get it right. Members on this side
of the house want to get it right, which is why our
position is to oppose this bill.
When it comes to ports, those opposite just do not get
it. The Minister for Ports has no idea about ports. As I
have said before, if what you do not know cannot hurt
you, the Minister for Ports is practically invulnerable.
Some say the port of Melbourne faces three challenges
with this current minister, but it actually faces only two:
one is capacity and the other is access. We addressed
the issue of capacity with the $1.6 billion port of
Melbourne port capacity project. You would have
thought that an 11-year government would have turned
its mind to the issue of port capacity, but the former
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Labor government did not, so when we came to office
they were bashing down the doors saying that if we did
not do something, the port of Melbourne would run out
of capacity.
As we have heard from other contributors today, once
you lose trade to other states, you do not get it back.
That is bad for jobs, bad for investment and bad for
Victoria. I would have thought that when in
government last time, those opposite would have turned
their minds to capacity. But they have no idea.
In relation to access, currently the port of Melbourne
can only take ships with up to a 14-metre draught.
Technically, it is 14.5 metres, based on tides, but ship
operators do not like relying on tides and like to get in
and out to drop off and pick up. There are also height
restrictions under the West Gate Bridge. Currently the
swing basin is 300 metres long, but already ships that
are 297 metres long visit the port of Melbourne. They
are the issues with ships accessing the port of
Melbourne now.
Those opposite like to put back to us that the big ships
will not come, or we do not need to worry about those
issues. However, if you look at every form of transport
over the past 30, 40 or 50 years, you will see that we
used to fly in Constellations, and now we fly in A380s.
We used to be on the W-Class tram, but look at the
trams these days. Look at the red rattler trains and what
we travel in these days. Cars and every other form of
transport have changed. So I think it is a high-risk
strategy for this government — or any government, for
that matter — to lock Victoria into a situation with the
port of Melbourne for the next 50 to 70 years on the
basis that it does not think ship sizes will change over
that time. Access is a significant problem for the port of
Melbourne. Those opposite can continue to ignore it,
but it is a problem that will come back and bite them.
That is why the coalition government was going to
develop Hastings and why we support the development
of a second container port. We had a vision for ports, a
strategy to keep Victoria as the no. 1, with the port of
Melbourne as the freight and logistics capital of
Australia. We wanted to strengthen the state’s freight
and logistics sector, strengthen jobs, strengthen trade
and investment — all those things that go with having
the biggest port in Australia and being the freight and
logistics capital of Australia with the market share of
containerisation.
This is best summed up in correspondence of 9 June
from an industry expert, who said:
Port infrastructure development needs to commence well
ahead of demand as the lead times are so long. It can’t wait
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until a port reaches capacity as then it is too late. Previous
studies have shown the port of Melbourne will experience
significant capacity constraints by the mid-2020s even with
the extra capacity of the new container terminal at Webb
Dock. The port of Melbourne has long been the economic
powerhouse behind Victoria and all industry that relies on the
port needs clarity of the process and timing of new port
capacity.

When we talk about issues of timing and port capacity
we should note that industry experts are telling us this.
The writer went on to say:
This draft sale bill gives no clear way forward for the
development of the port which has many serious issues in
accommodating larger ships in the future … The bigger
vessels are coming to Australia and all the other major east
coast ports are gearing up for them; if Victoria doesn’t then
they will go elsewhere and this will put Victoria’s economy at
risk.

People do not need to believe either those opposite or
us; they need to take note of what the industry is saying.
The shadow Treasurer has outlined the very sound
reasons for the opposition opposing this bill. The bill is
a dog. It is not what Labor took to the election, and as
such the government has no mandate to try to sell us
this pup.
Rather than go over the very sound arguments put
forward by the member for Malvern, the shadow
Treasurer, I will use the time I have left for my
contribution to put on the record further industry
concerns — the concerns of those in the freight and
logistics sector, the experts. Unlike Labor, opposition
members consulted widely and listened to stakeholders
and their grave concerns about this bill. I share with the
house that not one of them said the bill is a good thing.
Not one of them was queuing up saying, ‘This is a good
thing, and we shouldn’t change it’.
In the time I have left I will outline the industry views.
These are not Liberal, Labor, Greens or Independent
views; this is what the industry is saying about this bill.
For a shipping representative the primary concern is
that there is no provision for additional port capacity
discussed in the bill. Additional concerns include that
there is no definition of full capacity at Melbourne and
no consideration of its physical limitations.
Stevedores are concerned about monopoly pricing.
They identify three areas where a port operator can
increase prices: terminal rents, port charges and new
charges they impose. They are concerned that the bill
only enables the Essential Services Commission (ESC)
regulatory oversight for one of these three areas — that
being port charges. As to restricted competition,
stevedores are concerned with regard to the restricted
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competition between ports. They believe that structures
may restrict competition between ports for decades.
They also raised concerns about compensation being
payable to the operator in the event of a new port being
developed. They believe the bill is inconsistent with the
recommendations of the Harper review into
competition policy and falls short of the principles
agreed by the Council of Australian Governments in
2012 and that the proposed regulatory regime is
inadequate.
Another industry representative made a submission to
the Senate inquiry on the privatisation of state and
territory assets and new infrastructure. They raised
concerns about private monopolies being encouraged
and vertical integration being enabled. There are
concerns that a port operator can be a stevedore but a
stevedore cannot bid to operate the port of Melbourne.
The government has failed to adequately explain or
address that.
If we look at some of the peak shipping bodies, we see
they have no objection in principle to leasing the port,
which I have outlined as the opposition’s position, but
they have several major concerns: the aim of the bill
should be to ensure users are protected from monopoly
pricing; they acknowledge that regulation will look at
only port charges and not at either terminal rents or new
charges; and the detail of the regulatory regime is not in
the bill and could be used by government as leverage in
negotiations with bidders. This representative body for
exporters is also extremely concerned that this
legislation does not afford port users any cover from
price gouging.
Another stevedore put forward a number of
weaknesses: the up-front payment of the port licence
fee will likely impose an immediate and substantial
up-front cost on port users; the bill leaves unregulated
the power of the operator to increase rent under existing
leases; and increased regulation means increased
regulatory costs and licence fees for the supply chain —
and on and on.
There are many concerns. The Freight and Trade
Alliance believes there are elements of the bill that risk
potential long-term and irreversible damage. It is
concerned with the capping of annual tariff charges not
extending to stevedore and other rents. Additionally it
believes the bill should state that tariff reviews are
subject to regulatory oversight for the full duration of a
lease. It also raises concerns with the development of a
second container port potentially being the subject of
compensation.
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There is a theme here — a theme around monopoly
pricing and ignoring the issue of the need for a second
container port. There are concerns about the
government ignoring that the bigger ships will come.
As I said, the trade along the eastern coast is very
competitive. Both Sydney and Brisbane have geared up
for the bigger ships. If we lose that trade, it will be
devastating for jobs, investment and trade here in
Victoria, and the Minister for Ports will stand at the top
of the West Gate Bridge and wave goodbye to jobs and
investment.
This bill is bad for the economy, bad for the
environment and bad for jobs, trade and investment. It
is bad for Hastings, it is bad for Geelong — it is bad for
Victoria. That is why the opposition’s position is to
oppose this bill as it stands before the house.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) — It gives me
pleasure to speak on the Delivering Victorian
Infrastructure (Port of Melbourne Lease Transaction)
Bill 2015. It has been interesting to take in the
contributions to debate from both sides — or three or
four sides. We go from one extreme, which is the view
of the Greens, as represented by the member for
Melbourne, that all privatisation is bad. While I agree
with her view that there have been some privatisation
disasters in the past, I fundamentally disagree with her
overall position on this. It just proves a point that the
Greens have never experienced the privilege and
responsibility of governing. Then there is the other
extreme, the position of the Liberal Party and The
Nationals, where tactics take precedence over substance
and good public policy. I will come to that in a
moment.
For me, there is a threshold question that must be asked
and met in relation to any decision to sell or lease
long-term public assets as important as this. In this case,
to my mind, the rationale and the threshold test for the
lease of the port of Melbourne are absolutely met for a
number of reasons. One is that moneys received from
the lease of the port of Melbourne will not be going to
pay teachers or nurses. The member for Melbourne
seemed to insinuate that, as such, it would be a waste of
funds. The lease is not to balance our cash flows with
our expenses; it is absolutely to replace ageing
infrastructure and to create new infrastructure across the
whole of Melbourne. For me, translating the funds
received from the lease into new infrastructure is
exactly what a government should be doing. I am
encouraged by the fact that we are going to be
transparent about this and set up the Victorian
Transport Fund, so it is not going to go into general
consolidated revenue.
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This was obviously an election commitment, and I am
proud that Labor is delivering on its election
commitment. We promised it in late 2013, and like the
level crossing removals, we said one thing one day and
the now opposition followed about a month or two
later. Sometimes the coalition followed years later, but
on this occasion it was a couple of months later when it
came out with the same announcement. Just so there is
no confusion, I quote from the former Napthine
government’s announcement of May last year. It stated
that the coalition government would lease the
operations of the port:
… to help fund a record state-shaping infrastructure program
for Victoria.

Good on the former government! Those are good
aspirations, but Labor is actually delivering on them.
The announcement goes on to say:
Today’s announcement means that we can continue to invest
in job-creating state-shaping infrastructure projects right
across the state.

I was delighted by the member for Essendon quoting
the current Leader of the Opposition on 16 August
2011 as unequivocally saying that level crossing
elimination would be an economic advantage to
Victoria in terms of logistics, safety and a range of
other reasons.
The Minister for Ports quoted the Victorian Employers
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VECCI). I had
the opportunity to have a conversation with the CEO of
VECCI the other evening, and he absolutely endorsed
the approach this government is taking in relation to the
port of Melbourne. I hope I am not paraphrasing him
incorrectly, but he received that information quite
warmly when we had the discussion.
For me, it is also important for my community. Nine
level crossings will disappear across the Dandenong
line, four of them in my electorate and two in Clayton,
adjacent to my electorate, which will also have an
impact on my community. Those are the things that
actually matter to Victorians every day, not the
ownership of the commercial operations of what in
their mind is the distant port of Melbourne.
Other things that matter in relation to this are the
establishment of the Victorian Transport Fund; the fact
that we will look after employees with a two-year
employment guarantee for non-executive staff; the fact
that there will be an appropriate regulatory regime
through the Essential Services Commission, as has been
canvassed in earlier contributions; and the fact that the
government is still heavily involved not only as a
landowner but also in port safety, security, environment
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function and a whole range of other things you would
expect government to be involved in.
Before I conclude I want to quickly touch on the
hypocrisy of those on the other side of the house. I do
not want to be extreme about this, but it is really rich
for the then government to have said, ‘Yes, we support
the Labor Party’s view about the long-term lease of the
port of Melbourne to achieve a whole set of new
infrastructure assets across Victoria’, and then when
push comes to shove and there is a bill on the floor of
the house, the now opposition adds a whole range of
other criteria qualifying its support. To me, that is an
absolute tactic. I am sure that in the Leader of the
Opposition’s office they are saying, ‘How can we
damage the government on its most popular policy?’ —
that is, level crossing removals — ‘I know! Let’s take
away their funding source’.
The opposition’s protest against this bill does not ring
true at all to me. It is absolutely a pure political tactic,
trying to take away something the Victorian community
has voted for, which encompasses level crossing
removals, the West Gate distributor, the Melbourne
Metro rail project and a whole range of other
infrastructure projects. Those opposite are doing it
because they know the policies are extremely popular,
and they cannot compete with conceptually sound and
popular policies developed over a four or five-year
process, so they do something as ridiculous as opposing
something they supported prior to the election.
It is absolutely self-evident that this lease is a good
thing to do. The long-term lease of public assets for
enormous infrastructure improvements is important,
and it has my unqualified support. I commend the bill
to the house.
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) — It is a great pleasure
to have the opportunity to rise to speak on this bill. It is
not a great pleasure to speak on the bill, but it is an
opportunity to speak against it. It is an amazing
argument Labor is putting before this house, and it is
something that really needs to be refuted in every
possible way. That is exactly what we are here to do
today. It is interesting.
I will take up the words of the member for Oakleigh
first in that he believes we have gone against what we
said, because we were saying that we would like to
lease the port of Melbourne on a medium-term basis as
well. We do! There is no question at all about that.
However, the member for Oakleigh has fallen for
exactly the same mistake as the Minister for Ports
exposed himself as having falling for during question
time today and yesterday. He revealed the problem that
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Labor has here, and that is that it has gone for the shiny
dollar. It has put the amount of dollars it can obtain
from this deal it is trying to run in front of the good of
Victoria and the future of our state. That is why Labor
is so frightened, and that is why the minister has said it
is ludicrous to have competitor ports.
The problem is that it is not at all ludicrous to have
competitor ports; in fact that is exactly what you need
to have. What the minister is worried about is that
having a competitor port will reduce the value of the
contract he will get for leasing the port of Melbourne at
the moment. However, that is something you just have
to deal with. That is part of commerce. You cannot be
locking up an asset and giving it to a private enterprise
as a monopoly simply so that the government can get
its greedy hands on some money right now, which is
clearly what this is all about doing. The minister
surprised me because he exposed that argument so
openly today and then looked around, expecting
everybody to say, ‘Yes, you’re right, Minister’. Most
people in the place were saying, ‘Are you an idiot?’,
because he has really exposed the whole lie behind
what Labor is up to. Labor is trying to sell an asset. It is
quite happy to sell off the future of our state to make
sure that it gets the biggest dollar available because it
does not have the money to do the things it promised it
would do. That is clearly exposing Labor for the lie it is
trying to perpetrate on this state.
When the coalition came to government in 2010 we
were astounded to find that after 11 years in
government Labor had left our state in such a parlous
situation, with a lack of access to our only container
port and a lack of capacity in our ports. We are the
nation’s leader in logistics. It is not about building ports
only to create new jobs; it is about defending the jobs
that are built on the back of the port of Melbourne and
our logistics leadership. You have to defend that, and
the way you defend that is by making sure you maintain
capacity and maintain access, and Labor had let both of
those things fall in heap.
The first thing we did when we came to power was
encourage and enable $1.6 billion to be invested to
expand the port of Melbourne to a stage where it could
keep our state going, and in a competitive way, until we
could build the second port this state needs. That was
done first. Then in keeping with what we had spoken
about in the past, we invested $110 million into
developing the port of Hastings. There was no
duplicity, which we have been seeing on a regular basis
from the other side of this house. We have been doing
what we said we would do and for the reasons we said
we would do it — good commercial reasons, reasons
that would make sure that our state maintained its
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leadership in this field and was able to maintain the tens
of thousands of jobs that relied on it.
It is interesting to see the way the Labor Party has gone
about running this argument. It is clear that you do not
need to rely on what either side says, because,
fortunately or unfortunately, over the last decade both
sides have been in power, so you can look back and see
what both sides have said and what they have done.
Labor said it would do nothing in this area, but when it
got in it blasted the heads, dredged the bay and created
quite a catastrophe in the Port Phillip area.
In Western Port, where my electorate is based, Labor
tried to develop a bitumen plant and it was introducing
urea. The Minister for Ports said earlier that I was
running around trying to drum up some idea of
establishing a toxic dump down there. In fact it was his
evidence at a Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee hearing that said exactly what Labor was
doing. His words are there in black and white, and that
is exactly what Labor is going to use Western Port for.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BURGESS — It is in writing, so you can ‘Aw’
all you like but you can go and see it in black and
white. There is something else the minister said that I
would like to refute. He quoted me, and this is a clever
trick that Labor often uses. He quoted me as having
said that the development of the port of Hastings could
be dangerous and could be bad for the community, and
he said that I was critical of it. A previous shadow
Minister for Ports did exactly the same thing. And it is
true: I did say that. The one thing that they left out was
that that was while Labor was in government — and its
plan to develop the port of Hastings, which it said it
was going to going to go ahead with, was an absolute
catastrophe. It ran across the whole of Western Port, it
involved using our Stony Point passenger train line for
freight, and it included putting a brand-new freight train
line straight through the middle of Pearcedale. So yes, I
was critical of the plan to develop the port of Hastings,
but it was a Labor plan that I was critical of. I would
always be critical of that.
What we were able to do was develop a plan that did
not have any of those unwanted elements in it, that
actually took notice of what the local community had
said and that put those things to one side. Development
would only be north of Hastings, would use new
infrastructure, would not use the Stony Point line,
would not have a train line running through Pearcedale
and would get rid of all of those things that Labor was
trying to visit on us. At the time we were able to rule
out and get rid of Labor’s plan to put in urea plants,
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bitumen and brown coal. The Minister for Ports has
said that he is now going to reintroduce brown coal to
the port of Hastings and then no doubt go through the
bulk process. Those things are obviously a real problem
for the port of Hastings and certainly for the people in
my community.
One thing that is worth looking at, and is certainly
indicative of the way the Labor Party goes about its
politics, is that after having backflipped from the
position of the former Minister for Roads and Ports,
who is now the Treasurer, who said about the port of
Hastings in Labor’s core document on land use and
transport strategy in 2009 that it was the only place to
develop a second port, and ran a different argument in
support of Bay West, that now seems to have
disappeared into the ether completely. No-one from
Labor is talking about Bay West now. Labor also
underwrote a study by Victoria University and had a
professor from there do a speaking tour around the
Western Port area three months prior to — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BURGESS — I can see smiles over there now.
This was done three months prior to the last election
when Labor was running this furphy that to develop the
port of Hastings would put 40 000 more trucks on the
road. That was on the basis of what was quoted in that
report: that 70 per cent of all containers either came
from or ended up west of Melbourne. There is no
question that that was the case — there is no doubt
about that — except that the report and the Labor Party
failed to point out that that figure of 70 per cent was
because that is where all of the container parks are and
that more than 65 per cent of all products inside those
containers came from the Dandenong south-east area.
The reality is that, even though the report failed to say
this, even though the professor failed to say this and
even though the Labor Party definitely failed to say
this, if you developed the port of Hastings in the
south-east and you maintained the port of Melbourne in
the city, you would be taking thousands of trucks off
the road and increasing our logistics capacity. That is
why the coalition government was developing the port
of Hastings.
The coalition encourages the Labor Party to revisit its
very fraught plan to put the future of Victoria’s logistics
industry and economy at risk and to take this despicable
bill off the table.
Ms RICHARDSON (Minister for Women) — I am
pleased to rise in the house to support this important bill
and join the debate about it. It is an important debate for
Victoria. I welcome the fact that the member for
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Brighton is here in the house, because I want to make
reference to her contribution to the level crossing
debate around New Street, Brighton. I will come to that
in a moment.
Let me be clear: the lease of the port was supported by
both sides of politics until very recently. In a
spectacular backflip with pike, those opposite have
done a complete and utter about-face when it comes to
the lease of the port. Why have they done this? It
appears they are simply determined to make misleading
the Victorian public an art form. Not satisfied with
having the record of being a one-term government, they
are now determined to be the most deceitful group of
members of Parliament who have ever entered this
place.
Today they have come up with all sorts of fig leaf
arguments and rationales to defend their new deception
of the Victorian people. They have twisted and turned
in recent weeks, and now they have jumped to the tune
of the Greens, of all people. I was not in the house for
the member for Melbourne’s contribution —
happily — but I imagine it was a moment for both
Nationals and Liberal Party MPs to pause and reflect.
Do they really want to join with the economic vandals
of our state? Do they really want to subscribe to the
mumbo jumbo economics that the Greens political
party consistently favours? Sadly, it appears the answer
is yes, because building on the theme of ‘How can we
deceive the Victorian community once again?’, they
appear to be prepared to do just about anything.
Those opposite when in opposition said they would not
build the east–west link, and then of course they came
into government and rushed to sign up. In government
they said they would lease the port, but now they are
saying they will not lease the port; in fact they will
lease it over their dead bodies. It is an astounding
about-face.
As I said, I thank the opposition and the member for
Brighton in particular for one thing: it was her fierce
determination to fix a level crossing in her electorate of
Brighton — one that was 223rd on the list of most
dangerous level crossings — ahead of hundreds of
other level crossings in the state that got me and others
thinking about the need to address the concerns around
level crossings in this state. It was that first Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee hearing where the
then Minister for Public Transport defended the
decision to fix this level crossing ahead of hundreds of
others that were frustrating and posing a danger to all
Victorians that led to our constructive thinking about
how we could fix level crossings in Melbourne in
particular. So I thank the member for Brighton for her
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contribution, because in a very short period of time
New Street, Brighton, became well and truly known as
a Liberal government folly right across the state.
In contrast our government has thought big and
constructively about how we can address the concerns
of Victorians. This bill does that by facilitating the lease
of the port. I say to the member for Melbourne, who is
somewhat confused about how fixing level crossings
helps both public transport and roads, that you can put
more trains on lines that have fewer level crossings.
The Belgrave-Lilydale line has more trains because it
has fewer level crossings. The fact is that 80 per cent of
Melbourne’s public transport travels on roads, so if you
fix level crossings, you help not only trains but also
buses and trams at the same time.
I know the member for Melbourne and the Greens do
not want to think about safety; that issue is not of
concern to them with regard to why you would want to
fix level crossings, so let us put that to one side. But if
you are concerned about public transport, then clearly
what you need to do is fix level crossings, and that is
precisely what this bill facilitates.
I will briefly touch on a Nationals member’s
contribution; I think it was the Leader of The Nationals
who spoke about how this bill is all about Melbourne.
As I understand it — and I am certain the Leader of
The Nationals understands this as well — farming
communities around the state benefit from fixing level
crossings, because they pass through the level crossings
that are currently congested and problematic. That is
why there will be productivity gains across Victoria as
a consequence of fixing the 50 level crossings that we
are determined to fix. It is quite misleading for the
Leader of The Nationals to talk about how this will
somehow disadvantage farming communities across the
state. In fact it is quite the reverse.
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non-existent. I attended the briefing, and I thank all of
those who were present to advise the opposition. It was
probably the longest bill briefing I have been to, and
everyone present did their best, but given the
constraints they had to operate under, it was an
absolutely hopeless task.
The bill makes the changes necessary to allow the sale
of the port to proceed. It is enabling legislation. All the
detail is reserved from the bill — it is not present in the
bill — and is unavailable to the Parliament. Many
questions were asked in the briefing, but unfortunately
too many of them were answered by reference to the
lease, to the transfer orders, to the transition
arrangements and so on. There was perhaps a little
greater clarity regarding the making of pricing orders
by the Essential Services Commission, but there was
precious little even there, and as the member for
Malvern mentioned, what was there was problematic.
Perhaps the government is saying to the house, ‘Trust
us. This is a commercial transaction. We’ll do our best.
You don’t need to know the details’. But as others have
remarked, members should remember how well that
worked with myki, how well it worked with the
desalination plant and how well it worked with the
gaming licences. This is a disaster on a much greater
scale for the state than any of those.
The port of Melbourne is one of the last great
infrastructure assets still in state ownership. The
coalition does believe we should use the funds currently
tied up in the port for infrastructure purposes, because
infrastructure money is scarce and, as we know, the
funds available for infrastructure have shrunk
substantially since this government took office. There is
$6.5 billion less available for infrastructure after the
most recent budget compared to the pre-election budget
update. That is $6.5 billion that is not available for
investment in infrastructure. Yes, we should lease the
port, but we should not do it at the expense of future
generations, and that is what is proposed.

In conclusion, in our view opposing this bill is clearly
very short sighted. It is clearly the Greens and the
Liberals at their opportunistic best. They are standing in
the way of Victorians’ concerns and in fact the mandate
that was given at the last election to fix 50 level
crossings in the state and to lease the port in order to
facilitate the fixing of those level crossings. The bill
delivers on Labor’s commitments and for the Victorian
people, and I therefore commend the bill to the house.

This bill proposes the port’s lease, but at the expense of
future generations. It is of course a bill brought in by a
Labor minister, and we now know that as the Minister
for Roads and Ports in 2010 he was strongly opposed to
the privatisation of any port. In fact scrawled across the
brief were the words: ‘I do not support privatisation’.

Mr MORRIS (Mornington) — This is the worst
piece of legislation I have seen presented to this house
in my time as a member of Parliament. It is a bill that
presents a framework for the sale and subsequent
operation of the port, but it is absolutely opaque for this
Parliament. Yes, it is a thick bill, but the detail in it is

But Labor well and truly has form on this whole subject
of maritime trade. It has long shown its indifference and
ignorance when it comes to this aspect of the Victorian
economy. I am sure that those who have a
medium-term memory will recall that when Labor last
assumed office in 1999, the Victorian ports strategic
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study was about to land on the doorstep. Premier
Bracks sat on it for about 12 months and then it was
released. The Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee reported in November 2000 that the ports
minister referred to the study commissioned by the
previous government as an important initiative.
Unfortunately that initiative was so important that
absolutely nothing happened for the next four years.
Then all of a sudden there was mad panic, and it was a
case of saying, ‘We are going to run out of capacity in
the heads, we are going to run out of capacity in the
channel and we have not built the port at Hastings’.
Building the container terminal at the port of Hastings
was always the alternative, so the channel deepening
project had to be undertaken in Port Phillip Bay. It was
done in a rush and probably far more expensively than
it should have been. History shows that to be the case.
History shows that Port Phillip Heads were transformed
forever because of Labor’s indecision and failure to
plan for sensible expansion of our port capacity.
If the channel deepening project with its controversy
and aftermath is anything to go by, that controversy will
pale into insignificance when you compare it with the
damage that must occur if this bill passes. No doubt the
devil will be in the detail, and, as I have observed
already, there is precious little detail in this bill. What
we do know is that the bill will create a private port
monopoly — a private monopoly for what is clearly an
essential service and one that will lock out any
alternatives to the port of Melbourne for 70 years. It is a
monopoly that will lock out competition until 2085. I
will certainly not be worried about it in 2085, but I
expect my grandchildren will.
Let us put that time frame into perspective in the history
of ports. The very first container was transported almost
60 years ago, which is not very long ago, and it is
certainly a lot less than the term of this lease. That was
in 1956, the year Melbourne hosted the Olympic
Games. But there were not any containers coming to
Melbourne at that time. It took another 13 years before
the port of Melbourne began container operations in
1969. The first international trade vessel to visit
Melbourne in that year was, along with her sister ships,
the biggest and newest container ship in the world. It
was the ship Encounter Bay, which had a total capacity
of 1530 20-foot equivalent units (TEUs). In contrast
46 years later the largest container ships in the world
are Maersk Triple E class ships. They are capable of
carrying 18 340 TEUs. So in less than 50 years the total
capacity of the largest ships available has grown
12-fold — that is, 1200 per cent.
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Unfortunately this bill does not just lock up the port for
a further 46 years; it locks it up for half as long again.
We had a 12-fold increase in capacity in that 46 years
and this bill locks up the port for half as long again. If
capacity keeps growing at a similar rate, a crude
calculation suggests we may be looking at ships that are
capable of transporting 20 000, 30 000 or 40 000 TEUs
in that time. The capacity required of Port Phillip Heads
will have to be absolutely huge to admit container ships
of that size. It is fair to say that not all shipping facilities
around the world can accommodate a monster like the
E class, not even now. They do not fit through the
Panama Canal, even with the work that has been done
on it, but they do fit through the Suez Canal. We could
take one step back and restrict the size of ships to the
New Panamax vessels, which can carry between 10 000
and 14 500 TEUs. They can fit through the Panama
Canal, but already they will not fit through Port Phillip
Heads or our channels because of their draught. We are
below capacity in those areas.
Shipping has moved on in just the few years between
the channel deepening project and now. Yet this
government says we can continue to handle our
shipping in Port Phillip Bay for the next 70 years with
what we currently have. If we limit our options the way
it is proposed, there can only be two possible outcomes.
The first is that Port Phillip Heads and the Port Phillip
Bay channels would have to be deepened again, again
and again. They may not be blasted but they will
certainly be dredged. The rock will be drilled, the rock
hammers will be out, the heads will be transformed and
more and more water will be washing through those
heads every day forever, not just for 70 years. If that
does not happen and the government is not prepared to
bite the bullet and not prepared to risk the
environmental damage to our bay, we will lose our
maritime trade forever. This is not simply a constraint
on future expansion on trade; this is all or nothing. If
you do not keep pace by providing the necessary
facilities, then the around-the-world shipping
companies will take their business to Adelaide,
Brisbane or anywhere else that will provide decent
facilities, but they will not leave the business in
Melbourne. It will be gone. What is at risk is
Australia’s largest container port, which had $92 billion
worth of trade last year. Australia’s largest automotive
port, the visits of 3000 vessels every year and our role
as the freight and logistics capital of Australia will be
lost.
Why is the government putting this at risk? Why is it
putting so many jobs at risk? Why is it putting the
environment at risk? It is doing it for money. The
Minister for Ports told us that today. This is all about
the money. Once that asset divestment is put in place it
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is about maximising the value of the port. There is no
thought about the consequences for the Victorian
economy, no thought about the consequences for
Victorian jobs and no thought about the consequences
for the Victorian environment.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I am
very pleased to rise to support the Delivering Victorian
Infrastructure (Port of Melbourne Lease Transaction)
Bill 2015, because it is the right bill at the right time to
help deliver the right infrastructure that our state needs.
I guess members would expect me to say that as the
Minister for Public Transport. As the minister
responsible for delivering the removal of 50 dangerous
level crossings across Melbourne, members would
expect me to support this bill because it establishes the
Victorian Transport Fund. As I have said previously,
the Victorian Transport Fund is about supporting our
level crossing removal program. Let us reflect for a
moment on why it so important that we have a fund like
this established to remove these level crossings that are
causing the congestion issues, safety issues and public
transport issues that are of great concern to
Melburnians. We have moved from our very first days
in office to get cracking on our level crossing removal
program. We established the Level Crossing Removal
Authority in our very early days. The authority is doing
work on the business case and it will oversee the
delivery of the program.
The contracts are being signed on the first package of
level crossings to be removed. They are Centre Road in
Bentleigh, North Road in Ormond, McKinnon Road in
McKinnon and Burke Road in Glen Iris — important
level crossings. A John Holland and Kellogg
Brown & Root consortium is doing the work on this
project. The removal of these level crossings will be
completed by 2018, and the project will create 350 jobs
during construction.
The Premier and I announced this week that contracts
have been awarded for the second package of works. It
is interesting to note the comments of those opposite.
How can they try to claim these as their projects at the
same time as they are opposing this bill? How can they
beat their chests and claim that they support these
works? They are crowing that they had funded these
works in full. Do you want me to tell you how much
was spent on the previous government’s supposed level
crossing removal program by November last year,
Acting Speaker? One million dollars. That is not going
to buy much of a level crossing removal.
Let us reflect on why those opposite suddenly
discovered level crossings needed to be removed in
Melbourne. Let us reveal why the opposition, when in
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government, suddenly saw the light and went, ‘Oh,
heck! We’d better remove some of these level
crossings’. It was after the Labor Party in opposition
released Project 10 000 in November 2013 with a list of
40 level crossings with 10 to come. What did the now
opposition do? It got Project 10 000 out and went, ‘Oh,
gee, this is actually all right, isn’t it?’. How many of
those on Labor’s list of 50 did the previous government
then pick? Four. How much money did it spend on
them by last November’s election? One million dollars.
We can just laugh off the claims of those opposite that
these are somehow their projects. It is absolutely
laughable.
I return to our announcement this week of the next
package of level crossing removals, one of which is the
level crossing at Heatherdale Road in Mitcham. You
would have thought the member for Ringwood would
support this bill, would you not? There is also
Blackburn Road in Blackburn and Main and Furlong
roads in St Albans. It is important to note that an
alliance of Leighton Contractors, Aurecon and Hyder
Consulting is going to deliver that program of works,
which will also deliver 200 jobs.
I am pleased to say that the expression of interest
process for the removal of the nine level crossings
between Dandenong and the city is closing very soon.
We had to address the opposition’s absolutely botched
Cranbourne-Pakenham rail project, and what an
interesting time we would have had debating that! We
will have a lot more to say very soon about getting
cracking on the removal of those nine level crossings.
It is important to move quickly on this work because
these level crossings are dangerous. The Clayton Road
boom gates are down for 82 minutes in every 2-hour
morning peak. As we heard today in question time, that
is causing problems for ambulances trying to get to
Monash hospital. The boom gates at the Koornang
Road level crossing in Carnegie are down for
89 minutes during every 2-hour morning peak period.
The ones at Heatherdale Road in Mitcham are down for
66 minutes in every 2-hour morning peak period. This
causes frustration and delay, it affects economic
productivity and it is also a great safety risk.
For those reasons one would think it was vital that
those opposite support this legislation, because they
claim to support level crossing removal even though
they indicated only four projects when they were in
government. They claimed when they went to last
year’s election that they supported exactly this sort of
legislation providing for the lease of the port of
Melbourne. They took that to the election and now
we have seen a monstrous about-face purely for
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political reasons. One would have thought that those
opposite would have learnt from the east–west link
debacle, but they have not.
I will finish by saying this: the Liberal Party has been
on the wrong side of every major transport
infrastructure project since CityLink was completed in
1999. It opposed the regional rail upgrade done by the
former Labor government. It opposed the regional rail
link. It opposed the EastLink project; many of us
remember the half-tolls proposal. Of course it opposed
the channel deepening project as well. Those opposite
have a legacy of being wreckers and blockers and of
failing to deliver when it comes to major transport
infrastructure.
We are proud to say we took a proposal to the election
and we have a clear mandate to deliver on this
legislation and on removing 50 level crossings. That is
exactly what we are going to do because we are
committed to the right infrastructure projects which are
funded by the right mechanisms and which are the right
thing to do for the state of Victoria.
Mr R. SMITH (Warrandyte) — I rise to speak on
the Delivering Victorian Infrastructure (Port of
Melbourne Lease Transaction) Bill 2015, although it
could just as easily be called the Short-changing
Melbourne’s Future Bill. The Dudding Geelong Bill
would also be a good name for this bill. This bill
highlights the deceit of the Andrews Labor government,
which went to the election saying one thing but
following that election has done another. This bill
shows us the promises that could not be funded — the
promises the Labor Party said were committed to and
fully funded. It did not go to the election saying, ‘We’ll
do our level crossings if we get the money from the port
sale, if we put in a 70-year lease and if we put all sorts
of conditions on it that are going to dud Victoria for the
future’. It did not say that at all. It said all its promises
were fully funded and fully costed, and the biggest
deceit of all is to the people of Geelong.
The issue for members on this side of the house has
always been that a second container port is necessary at
the port of Hastings. Hastings is the ideal place for it.
The argument between parties prior to the election was
about the siting of the container port. There is no
question that was the issue, and there is no question that
Labor very clearly and intently told the people of
Geelong that it was going to build Victoria’s second
container port at Bay West. It was clear to everyone in
the Geelong region that that was the case, but in the bill
Labor sacrifices good policy and any attempt at a
long-term agenda in a desperate attempt to get money
in the door.
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The first line of the second-reading speech states:
… Labor made clear our commitment …

It made a clear commitment to the people of Geelong;
that is the point. The people of Geelong do not deserve
to be completely dudded. I will go through some recent
articles in the Geelong Advertiser. One headline reads
‘Our port was but a dream’. The Geelong Advertiser
and the people of Geelong believed they were going to
get a port under Labor. The article states:
Despite Labor floating concepts for the port in our bay in July
last year, that idea appears to have been scuttled.
…
It gave every indication that Bay West was its preferred
location for a second port.
…
Now it seems we have all been short-changed.
…
While the state government may try to claim it never
promised the Bay West port, it at the very least gave every
indication that it liked the concept and was going to
recommend Infrastructure Victoria look at it.
…
Now those plans look like a smokescreen, aimed at putting
out a perception that it was never going to live up to once it
won office …

There is a further article headlined ‘Bay West
“scuttled”’. Even before the election the then shadow
ports minister, now Minister for Local Government,
was at a forum highlighting the jobs that would be
created in the Geelong region as a huge benefit from
Bay West. When are those jobs coming? I ask the
Minister for Local Government, who is at the table,
when the jobs are coming. Are they coming in 2085?
How utterly ridiculous. What a great fraud to be
perpetrated on the people of Geelong.
A Labor Party press release of November 2012 is
headed ‘Labor to secure future for ports and local jobs’.
In the press release the now Premier is reported as
saying:
… Labor supported a second container port in the Bay West
area as the best option to ensure economic growth and jobs
into the future.

The people of Geelong want to know when. Three
ministers represent that area: the Minister for Sport, the
Minister for Agriculture and the Minister for
Environment, Climate Change and Water. Not one of
them around the cabinet table put up their hand to say,
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‘Hang on a second. We thought as well that we were
going to get a port in the short term’.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr R. SMITH — I bet there was silence around the
cabinet table. Members opposite have been carrying on
about this and that. Who knows what they are talking
about half the time? They should stand up in their party
room and make an argument for the future of Victoria.
This sort of infrastructure is absolutely needed.
A document entitled Future Port Siting Options for
Victoria was used in a presentation given by the Labor
Party to the Committee for Geelong. Its first page is
headed ‘What are we building’. That is the question.
What are we building in Geelong? Nothing. That is the
answer. The document says container capacity is going
to be an issue in the port of Melbourne. It talks about
the projected employment impact of the exit of the
automotive industry on the greater Geelong area. I do
not know where those people are going to get jobs now
that there is not going to be any port, but this document
was clearly used to show the number of unemployed
people in the area and that Bay West would be the
option for them to get jobs. The Labor Party gave a
presentation to the people of Geelong using this
document, which states:
The government indicates the ‘ultimate capacity’ of
5.1 million TEU will be reached around 2027
Department advice in 2010 —

this is when the now Treasurer was the Minister for
Roads and Ports —
indicated the ultimate capacity of the port of Melbourne to be
8 million TEU, extending time line out to 2035

Now it appears there are not going to be capacity issues
until around 2085. The document also states under the
heading ‘Labor’s policy’:
A Victorian Labor government would:
1.

Establish Infrastructure Victoria (IV)

Fail. Yes, legislation has been introduced, but the entity
will not be around for another six months at best. It is
supposed to be the organisation that will say whether a
second port is necessary and where it will be sited. The
document continues:
2.

Ask IV to investigate the port siting issue

The boat has sailed on that one for sure. It continues:
3.

Make a submission to this investigation in favour of Bay
West
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When will the government build it? What if
Infrastructure Victoria comes back and says, ‘Yes, we
believe there should be a second container port, and we
believe it should be in Bay West’? Is the Labor
government going to move on that straightaway? We
asked the Minister for Ports today whether he was
going to take the advice of Infrastructure Victoria, and
we got waffle in reply. The document continues:
4.

Once IV has reported, make a decision cognisant of this
advice

That is the government’s policy, but the minister
refused to back it up when he was asked questions
today.
The Labor government is desperate for cash; it is
prepared to do anything. It has already scared the
market by looking to bump up the rents at the port. In
an article on 3 March Fairfax Media confirmed that the
Victorian government has notified DP World Australia,
one of two stevedores at the port, that it wants to
massively increase rent at the terminal, prompting
warnings of job losses and economic damage to the
state. It also said DP World Australia’s chief executive,
Paul Scurrah, said:
This will directly threaten jobs at the port …

The Labor Party came to government saying it wanted
to create jobs, and yet DP World is saying its actions
will directly threaten jobs at the port and indirectly
threaten jobs in the supply chain. The article says
Asciano chief executive John Mullen said the proposed
rent increase would make the port of Melbourne
uncompetitive. With those sorts of comments what
price does the government think it is going to get for
the lease? The Minister for Ports does not care about
Victoria’s future or about the economic damage he is
doing. He does not care about the potential
environmental damage he is doing. He got up in the
house and said, ‘What we are doing is all about
maximising the value of the lease’. The minister said it
is all about getting as much money as the government
possibly can now to pay for its unfunded election
commitments that cannot be funded in the budget the
way it is at the moment. What he said in the house
really means, ‘We are going to get as much money as
we possibly can for this, and to hell with what happens
in the future. We don’t care. Someone else can pay for
it’.
Yesterday the Treasurer told us that no compensation
would be payable. Really? When that phrase comes out
of the mouths of those opposite, with a $640 million
bill behind them, does anyone believe them? You
would be a fool to believe them. When the Premier was
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the gaming minister he said there would be no
compensation paid for breaking up the gaming
duopoly. How much was that?
Mr M. O’Brien — $542 million.
Mr R. SMITH — We are still asking questions
$542 million later. There was no compensation to be
paid for the east–west link, but it is at $642 million and
counting. The Premier, as an individual with ministerial
responsibility, has cost the state, along with the pokie
licence option, in excess of $4 billion, and now he
wants us to believe no compensation will be paid for
this.
The opposition supports a port lease; it has made that
very clear. But we do not support a port lease under any
circumstances. We do not support it if it is going to hurt
Victoria in the long run. We are not going to handcuff
future generations to not having a second container
port, and we are not going to handcuff them to potential
compensation. That is not what a responsible party
does, and using all the powers we have to stop it, in
coalition with The Nationals, the Liberal Party is not
going to allow the bill to go through, because we
believe this is a dud deal. It is a deal put forward by a
greedy, economically irresponsible party.
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) — I am happy to
speak in support of the Delivering Victorian
Infrastructure (Port of Melbourne Lease Transaction)
Bill 2015. The Andrews Labor government is getting
on with its commitment to lease the port of Melbourne
in order to support projects that will deliver the
infrastructure that Victorians need.
The proceeds from the lease of the port will go towards
paying for projects such as the removal of the
dangerous Main Road and Furlong Road level
crossings in St Albans. This bill will allow the people
of St Albans to travel safely, whether they are
pedestrians, cyclists, commuters or motorists. I know
how important the removal of the Main Road and
Furlong Road level crossings is.
As a local I was 15 when I first signed a petition to
remove the level crossing at Main Road. This level
crossing is a deathtrap. It has seen many fatalities,
accidents and near misses in the last decade. Removing
this level crossing is about saving lives and protecting
the community, and that is what this side of the house is
committed to doing. The only way we are going to
reduce the congestion and improve safety is to remove
these level crossings. The fact that they are deathtraps
not only to motorists but — —
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Mr Watt — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
would ask you to bring the member back to the bill. She
could not possibly be talking about this bill, because the
level crossing removal she is talking about was fully
funded in last year’s budget. It is clearly not part of this
bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms McLeish) —
Order! I think the member had drawn a long bow and
was speaking generally around the bill, but I ask her to
address the bill.
Ms SULEYMAN — I do believe my contribution is
within the context of the bill we are talking about today.
These projects underpin the most important point,
which is that the lease of the port of Melbourne will pay
for the removal of the 50 most dangerous level
crossings in Victoria. Two of those level crossings are
in the St Albans electorate. There is a lot of noise from
the other side — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Hutchins — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I am having trouble hearing the member on
her feet due to the interruptions from the other side,
particularly from the member for Burke and Wills, who
likes to have his own say all the time.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms McLeish) —
Order! The manner in which the member addressed
members opposite was inappropriate. I will not hear
that point of order. I will ask people in the chamber
generally to calm down a little bit and drop the volume.
Ms SULEYMAN — Let us talk about the facts.
Thirteen thousand vehicles travel through the level
crossing at Furlong Road in peak hours, and the boom
gates, as we have heard today, stay down for about
35 minutes on average. At Main Road, where
2500 pedestrians walk across the level crossing during
peak periods, the boom gates remain down for as long
as 65 minutes on average. This is why the level
crossing removal cannot come soon enough for the
community of St Albans. Traders, community groups,
local residents and schoolchildren have been
campaigning for more than 20 years.
We took this to the election last November. We made
our commitment very clear when it comes to removing
both the Furlong Road and Main Road level crossings.
The community of St Albans voted overwhelmingly in
support of making sure that these two level crossings
are removed. I thank the many locals who have
campaigned. If it were not for them and the members
on this side of the house, we would not see the full
solution for the people of St Albans, which is the
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removal of the Furlong Road level crossing together
with the Main Road level crossing. It is not a
half-baked solution, it is not just talking; it is actually
seeing the works completed.
The bill delivers the infrastructure that the St Albans
electorate needs. We talk about making sure that public
transport is accessible to residents in my electorate.
This side of the house has also committed to a new
women and children’s hospital in Sunshine, which will
be just around the corner from Furlong Road and will
be part of the largest health hub in the west. We are
going to make it possible to step off a train at Ginifer
station and walk down to a new women and children’s
hospital with over 237 beds and 4 theatres. We will
create 2000 direct and indirect jobs in my local area.
That means a lot to the people of St Albans and the
people of the west.
Not only does the building of this hospital mean
2000 direct and indirect jobs for the people of the west,
but the removal of the Furlong Road and Main Road
level crossings will see the creation of another
200 direct and indirect jobs. The total project is worth
$480 million. That investment from this side of the
house is something the west has not seen for a very
long time. By 2026 the number of births at Sunshine
Hospital is expected to exceed 7000 as the west
continues to grow. These infrastructure projects will
play a large role in making sure that safety is an
absolute priority for the people of the west.
In conclusion, I indicate that I totally support the bill
before the house. I am proud to be part of the Andrews
Labor government which, after many years of talking
from the other side, will finally see the removal of the
two most dangerous level crossings in Victoria. In the
last four years we saw nothing on Main Road, but I am
happy to say that we now see portables on site and
works happening. It is fantastic. In three and a half
years we saw nothing from those on the other side, but
before the election we suddenly heard them talking
about Main Road. If we are going to talk about facts,
back in February 2013 the then federal Labor
government offered $90 million to the then Victorian
government, and it was rejected. But let us not talk
about that.
I will conclude on a happy note by quoting a
constituent by the name of Joe Zammitt, who has been
a St Albans resident since 1952. Last night he sent me a
text saying he had worked as a railway signalman on
the level crossing gates at Main Road since 1952. At
the age of 82 he expressed his thanks, saying:
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Never thought I would live to see the crossing removed, but
even at the age of 82 I may still be able to go across the tracks
without being held up by the passage of a train!

Well done.
Ms RYAN (Euroa) — I am pleased to have the
opportunity to contribute on the Delivering Victorian
Infrastructure (Port of Melbourne Lease Transaction)
Bill 2015 and to place on the record The Nationals’
strong opposition to the bill. It is a dud deal for regional
Victoria. We are not opposed to the principle of
privatisation — sensible privatisation — but we are
opposed to the conditions under which the Labor
government proposes to sell the port. We have serious
concerns about the length of the lease the government
proposes and about the creation of a monopoly port
structure. We have serious concerns about Labor’s
backflip or lie to the people of Geelong when it
promised to build a second port. We are concerned that
the government is exposing the Victorian taxpayer to
compensation claims. We have no idea how much this
will cost the Victorian taxpayer in years to come.
The bill delivers nothing for regional Victoria. The
government is selling regional Victoria down the
gurgler in a greedy grab for cash. As we have heard,
before the election Labor supported a medium-term
lease — a 40-year lease. I am pleased to see the
Minister for Local Government, who was the former
shadow ports minister, at the table, because on
13 November last year, just days before the state
election, she said, ‘we will consider a lease that’s
around the 40-to-50-year mark’.
Now we are in a post-election world, and the story has
changed. Now Labor is proposing a lease of 50 to
70 years. It is black and white in clause 11 of the bill: a
lease term of 50 years, with a possible extension of
20 years at the discretion of the Premier of the day via
regulation. It does not even need to come back to
Parliament. This is a complete and utter broken promise
by those on the other side, and it is one that we reject.
The creation of a monopoly structure is even more
concerning to the people of rural and regional Victoria.
Those opposite have dumped their commitment to build
a second port at Bay West, a commitment they made
time and again prior to the election. I have a series of
quotes from now senior government ministers made in
succession prior to the election last year. The now
Premier said on 5 March last year, ‘We think Bay West
is a much better option’.
The former shadow ports minister said on 10 April last
year, ‘We’re standing by the policy to develop Bay
West’. On the same day the now Treasurer said:
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Bay West is about jobs for Geelong, it’s about jobs for
Melbourne and jobs for Victoria.

He also said:
… you don’t build a port for ships …

That was the Treasurer — heaven help us!
Clause 69 of the bill authorises the payment of
compensation if another container port is built with
government support. It rules out any prospect of the
development of a second container port for Victoria for
50 to 70 years. Labor knows full well that a second port
will be needed before the end of that time.
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It is a fine policy to remove 50 level crossings in
Melbourne, but there is not one level crossing in
regional Victoria that this policy will fix. There is no
funding for regional Victoria from the lease of an asset
that is crucial to regional Victoria; not one dollar will be
delivered back to regional Victoria. Last financial year
the port of Melbourne handled $92 billion worth of
trade. In my electorate there are many companies —
exporters and importers — that rely heavily on the port
of Melbourne.

Our assessment in relation to the need for a second port is that
we probably would not need a second port until about 2045,
maybe beyond.

I was amazed to listen to the contribution of the
member for Bendigo East, who is doing her very best to
sell this as a great deal for regional Victoria. She is
selling out her constituents. I have with me some
feedback from regional Victorians. I asked a number of
people in rural and regional Victoria what they think.
Allister Boyce, the general manager of the Wimmera
Container Line, wrote:

In case he cannot do his maths, that is 30 years; it is not
50 to 70 years. As the shadow Treasurer, the member
for Malvern, pointed out in his contribution,
Infrastructure Australia said demand for container
facilities at the port of Melbourne is projected to exceed
capacity before 2031.

Bottom line is any extra costs incurred through port increases
will only be passed onto the customer, in turn will make them
uncompetitive to ship through Melbourne or unviable to
export agriculture product at all out of the Wimmera. That
considered will inevitably lead to job losses in the Wimmera
and surrounding regions but the flow-on effect will also be
job losses in the greater supply chain.

If the bill is passed, compensation will be payable —
there are no two ways about it — yet we have not even
had the opportunity to see the conditions of that
compensation. Taxpayers are being asked to trust those
opposite without having any opportunity to see the
details. I do not trust them, and regional Victorians do
not trust them. We do not trust them because not far
from here we have a desalination plant that sits there,
costing Melbourne water customers $1.8 million every
day for 27 years.

We do not understand the benefit of the proposed
compensation payment to be made in the event that a second
container port is developed, particularly as the Andrews
opposition did not question the building of a second port in
Victoria, only its location. This appears to be done, to
incentivise a higher up-front payment, but at the cost of
competition in the longer term, which will also lead to a
continuing higher cost of doing business.

In May, just one month ago, the Minister for Ports said:

Mr Katos interjected.
Ms RYAN — As the member for South Barwon
pointed out, that would have paid for the government’s
level crossings.
This is kneejerk, short-term policy, just like the
desalination plant. Labor failed to do the sensible,
long-term planning, and regional Victorians will pay
for it for many years to come. The Labor Party does not
have a mandate to create a long-term private monopoly
on the port of Melbourne. It has no mandate to kill off
the development of a second container port for 50 to
70 years. This will cost jobs, damage trade and lead to
higher costs for exporters and importers — and all that
will be passed back to consumers. It will deliver
nothing for regional Victoria.

Members of the government cannot fool regional
Victoria with this deal.
Mark Johnson from Johnson Asahi Pty Ltd in Horsham
wrote:
There is no doubt that the government is making a decision
now to rake in a lot of cash so they can fund their rail
crossovers project to ease congestion within the Melbourne
metro area. This is great but in the end it feels that the rural
exporters will pay the price for the city folks’ gain.

Tony Purdy, the plant manager of Schneider Electrics, a
major employer in Benalla, wrote:
While we do not export our Benalla manufactured products
we do import both raw material and components from around
the world, via Melbourne port. Hence any increase in port
charges will directly impact our product costs and with that
potentially affect the viability of our market offering and
regional employment.

The coalition supports a medium-term lease over the
port of Melbourne. We support the development of a
second container port. This bill does not deliver that. It
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is a terrible deal for regional Victoria, and it is worrying
to me and to my constituents if this signifies the way
Labor plans to do business in this state.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — I rise to speak on the
Delivering Victorian Infrastructure (Port of Melbourne
Lease Transaction) Bill 2015. What we are seeing here
is a dirty filthy deal between the Liberal Party and the
Greens political party on this matter. It is a dirty filthy
deal, because it is about attacking Victoria and
Victorians. It is about attacking the mandate that the
people of Victoria gave this government to fix the
congestion and the problems — the real fix for
congestion and problems — in metropolitan
Melbourne. We have a filthy deal between the Greens
political party, The Nationals and the Liberal Party to
thwart that mandate and to thwart the policy that Labor
took to the last election.
Their deal is really about bringing the Tony Abbott
disease into Victoria. It is no, no, no, regardless of what
the evidence is, what the logic is, what the reasoning is
and what the statistics and research show. It is no, no,
no. The argument is led by the geniuses on the other
side of the house who threw away $339 million with a
side letter, including the genius who made sure that that
money was handed over to a consortium before the last
election. Before the last state election those geniuses
opposite gave that money away. Members of this
government did not give the money away; it was not
our compensation arrangement that gave the money
away. It was those geniuses — those fools that
masquerade as shadow ministers, those fools on the
other side of the house — who threw our money away,
and now they want to throw away the ability to be able
to reduce congestion and fix up roads in metropolitan
Melbourne.
Let me go through this filthy, frigging deal that those
opposite have come together with — this filthy deal and
this Tony Abbott disease. Members of the Greens
political party are not even in the chamber. They are so
concerned about this bill that they are hiding. They
have gone back into their den, into their offices singing
Kumbaya. They are not here in the house, but let us
have a look at their position on the bill.
Their point 1 is that all state assets should remain in
state hands. Do they want the bill rewritten in crayon?
Is that the only way that these people, the Greens
political party members of Parliament, can understand a
bill that is before them, when this is about leasing the
port? To put it another way, when someone leases a
house, does that person buy the house? No, they do not.
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr NARDELLA — If I had a crayon I would be
doing pictorials — cartoons — for them. If someone
leases a house, who owns the house? The
land-holder — the landlord — owns the house. The
Greens say that assets should remain in state hands, and
the bill details that the assets remain in state hands, so
the Greens point no. 1 from this filthy deal is gone. At a
very basic level, the Greens have not read the bill.
Their point 2 is that local concerns have not been
addressed. Which ones? Which local concerns and
input have not been addressed? They could not detail
them. They have no idea. All they do is make things up.
The Greens political party members of Parliament have
absolutely no idea of how to put together a reasoned
debate on any bill, and especially one as important as
this. They cannot detail any concerns or input. What are
their concerns? They had one concern — that is, that
the port was going to be sold off and state assets should
remain in state hands — and that is gone, but these
other concerns have been made up by the Greens.
The Greens point 3 is that leasing the port will hurt the
economy. How is this going to hurt the economy? How
will it hurt the economy if $6 billion to $7 billion goes
into creating jobs, creating work, creating efficiencies,
getting rid of dangerous bottlenecks, getting trains to
run more efficiently, getting trucks to run more
efficiently? How is that going to hurt the economy?
Again, the Greens are found wanting. They are missing
in action and have no idea of what they are talking
about.
Their point 4 is that leasing the port will hurt regional
Victoria. How? How did they detail that it will hurt
regional Victoria? Not even The Nationals can detail
how it is going to hurt regional Victoria, because they
have no idea. Not only have they lost party status in the
Parliament but they have lost any idea or
understanding.
Mr Staikos — They’ve lost the plot.
Mr NARDELLA — That is right. Members of the
Greens political party have lost the plot. How is
regional Victoria going to be hurt? They have not
detailed one solitary thing on how regional Victoria is
going to be hurt. In fact the leasing of the port is about
creating further efficiencies at the port.
The Greens point 5 is that privatisation of the port will
hurt exporters. Detail? They just run the rhetoric. They
have no idea of how the privatisation of the port will
hurt exports. How is it going to hurt exporters? At the
port imports come in and exports go out, so how will
privatisation hurt exporters? The prices will be
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regulated in the sense of going through an independent
regulator. How is it going to hurt exporters? Again,
Greens political party members of Parliament have no
idea. It is the vibe. There are no facts, there are no
figures and there is no research — it must be the vibe.
Point 6 is a clanger: there is no transport policy. What
do they mean by ‘there is no transport policy’? We are
going to make trains run more efficiently. We are going
to have more trains servicing the lines. We are going to
make the roads more efficient. We are going to make
trucks and commercial vehicles more efficient. Even
the bicycles will be able to get to where they need to go
more quickly. They are concerned about keeping the
bicycles peddling, but they forget that if the bikes are
stopped at a railway crossing, they cannot keep
peddling. The very idea of bicycles getting around
quicker destroys their argument that there is no
transport policy. Even coming from a political party
that has at every opportunity stifled any transport plan
at both a state and a federal level, this is a disgrace.
We took this policy to the election. We got a mandate
for this policy. But members opposite have the Tony
Abbott disease — the disease of no, no, no.
Mr M. O’Brien interjected.
Mr NARDELLA — The member at the table might
want to write a side letter about it, but members
opposite are otherwise all no, no, no. What the Liberals
want is communism. The Liberals want commercial
rates to be regulated. That is what they have said. They
want to be communists. They wanted to sing Kumbaya
with the Chinese delegation that was here the other day.
They want to regulate commercial rates, which is why
they are opposing this bill. This is going to be a disaster
for the Liberal-Nationals-Greens coalition. It is going to
be a disaster for Victoria if this bill does not pass. It is
really important that they reassess their position as a
matter of urgency, because Victoria deserves better
than their rubbish.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — If ever
Victorians want to understand the new Labor
government, they need only listen to the member for
Melton, who will give them a clear picture of the
calibre of this new administration.
I rise to speak on this bill, which proposes to privatise
the port of Melbourne. Melbourne and the rest of
Victoria are quite rightly the freight and logistics hub of
Australia. In 2011 the freight and logistics industry of
Victoria was worth somewhere between $19 billion and
$23 billion, making up 8 per cent of the Victorian
economy. Clearly our ports are fundamental to our
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freight and logistics industry, fundamental to the future
of our economy, fundamental to the future of jobs and
fundamental to the future of the export industries of this
great state of Victoria.
The port of Melbourne is proudly the no. 1 Australian
container port, with 36 per cent of all containers going
in or out of the country via this city. In 2013–14 that
equalled 2.53 million twenty-foot equivalent units
(TEUs). The port’s total throughput was 85.4 million
revenue tonnes and $92 billion worth of trade. Clearly
the port of Melbourne is fundamental to the future of
our economy, our jobs and our quality of life in this
great state of Victoria.
The reason I stand here as a proud member of the
Liberal-Nationals coalition to oppose this legislation is
because this bill does not deliver the best way forward
to provide for the growth and development for our
ports, which underpin our freight and logistics industry
and in turn our economy. I want to make it very clear
that we as a coalition and I personally do not oppose the
privatisation of our ports. Indeed I was proudly part of a
government in the 1990s that successfully privatised the
port of Portland, which has since experienced record
throughput year after year. We also privatised the port
of Geelong, which is similarly experiencing record
throughput.
This is not a philosophical objection to privatisation; it
is about whether this piece of Labor legislation is the
right proposal for the future of ports and port
management in this state. It clearly is not, because this
legislation will lock in a monopoly position for a
private operator and preclude competition by
preventing the development of a much-needed second
container port. We can see this in clause 11 of the bill,
which makes it clear that we are talking about a lease
that is much longer than 50 years — it is a 50-year plus
20-year lease, which means that this is a 70-year lease
of the port. Clause 69 of the bill makes it very clear that
this legislation will also override competition rules to
ensure that Victorian taxpayers will pay compensation
to the new private operator if a second container port is
built in competition with the privatised port. This bill
will stymie the development of a much-needed second
container port, and it will stymie competition.
One of the drivers of the privatisation agenda of the
Kennett government was not privatisation for its own
end but rather privatisation integrally linked with the
introduction of competition in our industries. We
introduced competition into our energy markets and
many other areas of activity in which the benefits of
privatisation coupled with the benefits of competition
were great. What this bill is proposing to do is
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introduce privatisation and then stop competition by
stopping the development of a second container port.
In my contribution I will address why we need a second
container port in Melbourne. I will put the case that we
need it to increase capacity to cater for the larger ships
that will service Australia in the future. If Melbourne
and the rest of Victoria miss out on a container port that
can cater for large ships and increased capacity, we are
dudding ourselves, robbing future generations and not
doing the best thing to create jobs and opportunities.
As I said, the current port is doing 2.53 million TEUss.
The Port of Melbourne Corporation annual report for
last year says with regard to growth that it had strong
compounded growth of 6.2 per cent from 2003–04 to
2007–08 and 3.6 per cent from 2008–09 onwards.
Indeed over the last 11 years it had compound growth
of 4.3 per cent. Further it says:
By 2025, Victorian port international and mainland container
volumes are projected to increase to 4.7 million TEU. This is
a 214 per cent increase on the 2.2 million —

TEUs that were handled this year. We have a
fast-growing port. It is expected that by 2031 there will
be 6.6 million TEUs and 11.2 million TEUs in 2046.
With regard to the capacity of the port, when the
coalition came to office in 2010 there was only East
Swanson Dock and West Swanson Dock, and their
capacity was 3.5 to 3.8 million TEUs. When we came
to government we inherited a situation where the
previous Labor government had absolutely ignored the
need to increase the capacity of the port of Melbourne.
We got on with the job. As a government we invested
in the development of Webb Dock so we could
introduce a new container terminal and new automotive
terminal at Webb Dock. With the $1.6 billion
investment — the largest ever investment in the history
of the port of Melbourne — we have created additional
capacity. But even when that additional capacity at
Webb Dock comes on stream, the maximum capacity at
the port of Melbourne will be 5.1 million TEUs.
The Treasurer has said he is selling a port — he has
said it a number of times — that has an 8-million
container capacity. On 21 January he said:
Our policy is that the port of Melbourne is not a 5-million
container port, it’s an 8-million container port.

The problem with that is that in its annual report the
Port of Melbourne Corporation says of the port capacity
project, and I quote:
Combined the project is projected to double the port of
Melbourne international container capacity to an estimated
5.1 million TEU …
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The Treasurer said 8 million containers, but the Port of
Melbourne Corporation, which I trust, says the
maximum capacity is 5.1 million TEUs. We have a
clear case that for capacity reasons we need an
additional port. This legislation will prevent that
happening, and that is to the enormous detriment of
jobs and the economy in this state.
In addition, our ships are getting larger. Nick Easy, the
chief executive officer of the Port of Melbourne
Corporation, said:
Indeed, average gross tonnage for container vessels visiting
the port of Melbourne has increased by over 25 per cent since
the completion of the channel deepening project.

The channel deepening project, which provided
14 metres draught, has allowed larger ships to come.
Across the world there are larger ships. In its annual
report the Port of Melbourne Corporation says that we
will see the ‘cascading down of larger vessels from
other international routes’ as our trade develops.
We have a capacity issue and we have a larger ships
issue. The only way those issues can be solved is
through the building of a second container port, and we
need to get on with the job now. What we do not want
is legislation preventing us from building a second
competitive container port. That container port must be
at the port of Hastings because it is the only natural
deepwater port available.
I will conclude with regard to the comments about Bay
West. Stephen Bradford is reported in Lloyds List as
having said about Bay West:
I don’t believe Bay West will ever happen. I don’t believe
environmentally it’s possible: you would assume the next port
is for ships of 16-metre draught not 14 metres …

And studies have shown that if the heads were
deepened to 16 metres, it would be an environmental
disaster. That is what he said. We need a deeper port, a
larger port, and we need to get on with it now, not
stymie it.
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) — I rise to speak on the
Delivering Victorian Infrastructure (Port of Melbourne
Lease Transaction) Bill 2015. It is a bill that enables the
lease of the port of Melbourne, funds the removal of
50 level crossings and also protects and creates jobs.
The bill authorises the lease of the land of the Port of
Melbourne Corporation to the private sector, and this is
something that the government is doing responsibly.
The Essential Services Commission will oversee the
pricing structure for port users, tariff increases will be
capped at CPI and Infrastructure Victoria will provide
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independent advice to government on the best location
and timing for a second complementary port.
We agree that Victoria will need a second port, and this
bill does not preclude a second port. The opposition
claims that the issue of the second port is why it
opposes this bill, but that is not the case. If you believed
that, you would probably also believe that tomorrow the
member for Burwood will start making sense, but that
is not going to happen. This is absolutely not why the
opposition opposes this bill.
Put simply, the opposition opposes removing level
crossings. It is as simple as that. This government has a
policy of removing 50 level crossings, a commitment
that will be funded — as it said before the election, and
it has a mandate for this — by the lease of the port. The
bill establishes the Victorian Transport Fund. The
proceeds of the lease will go into that fund, and that
will pay for the removal of 50 level crossings, three of
which are in my electorate of Bentleigh: at Centre Road
in Bentleigh, McKinnon Road in McKinnon and North
Road in Ormond. Nobody in Bentleigh is disputing that
these level crossings need to be removed.
I am a lifelong resident of my electorate. I know how
many people have been killed at Centre Road,
Bentleigh. I can remember the day that 15-year-old
Alana Nobbs was killed by an express train at Bentleigh
station 11 years ago. It really had a big impact on the
local community. At the last election only Labor
committed to removing the Centre Road level crossing.
We also have the level crossing at McKinnon Road,
McKinnon, where the boom gates are down for
48 minutes of the morning peak. Again, only Labor
committed to removing that level crossing.
We also have the North Road, Ormond, level
crossing which is on the border of the Bentleigh and
Caulfield electorates. The member for Caulfield
claims that he supports removing the North Road
level crossing. However, before the last election
members of the then government, those opposite, did
not get around to signing any contracts for the
removal of the crossing. They showed obscene haste
in signing contracts for their dud tunnel, the east–west
link, but no such urgency in signing contracts to
remove the North Road level crossing, which 39 000
cars cross each and every day.
Ms Thomas interjected.
Mr STAIKOS — Exactly, member for Macedon.
That is why I am now the member for Bentleigh and we
sit on this side of the house. But do you know what?
Recently opposition members were running around the
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Bentleigh electorate, including the Leader of the
Opposition, who declared, in a very Napoleon-like
manner, that it was just a waste of money and ‘political
pointscoring’ to remove the level crossings at Centre
Road and McKinnon Road. He called it political
pointscoring. Then he said we had somehow delayed
the removal of the North Road level crossing, when
those opposite did not even sign a contract to remove it.
This government has signed the contract to remove all
three level crossings in the Bentleigh electorate, which
is good news for the people of Bentleigh and will create
jobs. The removal of those three level crossings will
create 350 construction jobs.
Turning to the Dandenong line, we have committed to
removing a number of level crossings on the line,
including all nine level crossings from the city to the
Dandenong railway station. Grange Road is one of
them, and again this is in the member for Caulfield’s
electorate. The boom gates are down for 55 minutes
every morning peak period each and every day, but in
voting down this legislation the member for Caulfield
opposes the removal of the Grange Road level crossing,
just as he opposes the removal of the level crossings at
Koornang Road, Murrumbeena Road, Poath Road and
Clayton Road.
Clayton Road is up the road from Monash Medical
Centre. Do members opposite realise that our ambos
have had to drive around those boom gates? Imagine
the pressure our ambos are under. They could have
somebody in the ambulance having a heart attack and
they need to get to the emergency ward at Monash
Medical Centre, but they are stuck for 15 minutes
behind those boom gates. To those opposite there is no
urgency to act. They are voting against this legislation
simply because they do not support removing 50 level
crossings. That is something we support, and that is
why we were elected. That is why we sit on this side of
the house.
The Victorian Transport Fund, which is established by
this bill, will also support other transport projects, one
of them being the Melbourne Metro rail tunnel. We all
remember the other side’s alternative to the Melbourne
Metro rail tunnel. What was it called? It was a dog of a
project. It was called the Melbourne rail link. It was
probably the only rail tunnel that would take people
where they did not want to go.
Mr Richardson — Through the sewage pipes!
Mr STAIKOS — It went through Melbourne’s
main sewer, but it cut out the Flinders Street and
Richmond stations from the Frankston line. Instead it
was going to go to South Yarra, and then it was going
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to take you in a tunnel over to Fishermans Bend. Let
me tell you how many people in Bentleigh are falling
over themselves to get to Fishermans Bend!
Mr M. O’Brien — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I did warn him. The former government’s
transport policies are nowhere near this bill, and the
member should be brought back to speaking on the bill.
If he could mention the word ‘port’, that would be
really nice too.
Mr Donnellan — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, the previous member strayed far and wide in
his contribution in relation to the desalination plant, and
many other issues were raised along the way. I suggest
that a fair degree of latitude was also given to the
former Treasurer in his contribution to the debate on
this bill, and such latitude should be provided to all
members of the house.
Mr M. O’Brien — I was the lead speaker, you
goose!
Mr Donnellan — That is fine, but the goose who
spoke for far too long — you — gave everybody
latitude when speaking on this bill.
Dr Napthine — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, I rise to support the member for Malvern’s
point of order. The member has been speaking for some
time on a range of issues rather than the bill before the
house. The bill before the house is about the lease of the
port of Melbourne, and he has failed to mention the port
of Melbourne. He has been speaking far and wide, and
while he was speaking on matters that were somewhat
related earlier in his speech, he is now well and truly off
the rails. I ask you to bring him back to speaking about
the bill — about the proposed lease of the port of
Melbourne — and making the case, if he can, for the
lease and how that may or may not benefit the people of
Victoria.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! I do not uphold the point of order.
Mr STAIKOS — I was speaking on the Victorian
Transport Fund, which is a central part of this bill. In
the short amount of time I have left to me I conclude by
saying that the delays to level crossing removals in my
electorate that have been talked about by those opposite
are just untrue. The only roadblock to removing these
level crossings are those opposite.
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — I rise to speak on
the Delivering Victorian Infrastructure (Port of
Melbourne Lease Transaction) Bill 2015. As my
colleagues on this side of the house have elucidated, we
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are not supporting the bill for many reasons that have
been articulated by my colleagues. I will focus more on
the result of this bill, which is that Bay West is what we
always thought it was — pie in the sky and a complete
furphy. I might go to some of the untruths — what is
another word for lies? — that various former shadow
ministers told before the election.
An honourable member — ‘Falsehoods’ is a good
one.
Mr KATOS — Falsehoods, yes. There are plenty of
them. The Premier himself, the Leader of the
Opposition at the time, in an interview with Neil
Mitchell of 5 March 2014, said:
We think Bay West is a much better option. You and I —

being Neil Mitchell and the now Premier —
were down in the great city of Geelong last week and if ever
there was a region that needed an industry, that needed a real
kick along, a Bay West port option, the freight and logistic
potential, the jobs, jobs and more jobs …

That was the talk before the election. I have not heard
one member on the other side of the house justify and
explain why Bay West has gone or why before the
election shadow minister after shadow minister,
including the then Leader of the Opposition, the
shadow Minister for Ports, who is now the Minister for
Local Government, and the shadow Treasurer, who is
now the Treasurer, all went down to Geelong and were
spruiking Bay West. This was going to be the saviour
of the city of Greater Geelong.
This document is an issue brief to the Committee for
Geelong by the then shadow Treasurer, now the
Treasurer. It is marked ‘Victorian Labor’ and titled
Future Port Siting Options for Victoria. This is a very
interesting document. Basically it is a presentation done
by the then shadow Treasurer. One dot point says:
Bay West likely to have an ‘island’ offshore berthline —
advantages transport and dredging

Basically it is talking up Bay West and putting down
Hastings. The presentation states:
Hastings is likely to cost $7–8 billion for the on-site
construction. High level estimate for Bay West is
$5–7 billion —

for onshore construction. The minister, in his
presentation, failed to say that the channel would have
to be blasted through basalt for I do not know how
many miles to get in there.
Also in the presentation by the former shadow
Treasurer is a graph entitled ‘Projected employment
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impact of automotive industry exit on greater Geelong’.
This graph shows the unfortunate job losses that will
occur because of Ford’s closure in Geelong. Alcoa has
already closed. The premise of the Bay West lie was
that the Labor Party went to the people of Geelong
knowing full well it was never going to build this port.
This was always a complete lie to the people of
Geelong. But the Labor Party tugged at the heartstrings
of soon-to-be-redundant Ford workers and Alcoa
workers who had lost their jobs. That is what this was
about. This was about tricking those people into voting
for the Labor Party.
Dr Napthine — Deception.
Mr KATOS — It was a complete lie and deception.
That is what it was. The presentation even contains a
map showing where the port facility will be, proposed
roads and rail lines, where the customs apron is,
footprint, offshore berthing, rail sidings, truck gates and
waiting areas. They are all in this presentation, so it was
very well advanced.
It is interesting that there are time lines in the same
presentation. The presentation by the former Minister
for Roads and Ports, now Treasurer, indicated that the
port of Melbourne would come to capacity sometime
between 2027 and 2035. It would be full. Yet the
government wants to sign a lease that locks out any
further port for 70 years. All of my children will be on
the pension when Labor will allow another port to
happen.
Mr M. O’Brien — If there is one by then.
Mr KATOS — If there is one by then. That is a
good point made by the member for Malvern.
This presentation spruiks the transport connections,
which are great; landside logistics, including the
positivity of Bay West with regard to the supply chain
in the west of Melbourne and environmental
considerations. This one is interesting. It says:
Hastings is a Ramsar and UNESCO recognised
environment —

site, which it is. But there are also Ramsar sites all
around Bay West, so we have problems here. Basically
this document tries to say building Bay West is not as
much of an environmental problem because they are
blasting through sand and rock. It says the silt floor of
Hastings provides greater environmental challenges.
They were actually going to blast this channel through
the basalt flows that run under Port Phillip Bay. From
memory of the old days of scallop fishing, that area has
a depth of about 8 to 10 metres of water, so you would
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have to blast a fair bit of rock out of there to get
anywhere. Even today in question time the Minister for
Ports, who is at the table, did not rule out categorically
blasting Port Phillip Heads to allow these bigger ships
to enter the port of Melbourne. If they cannot get into
the port of Melbourne, they certainly cannot get into
Bay West. Twice today the minister failed to rule that
out.
With regard to dredging — again from the presentation
of the former Minister for Roads and Ports — at
Hastings you would need to remove about 25 to
50 million cubic metres, whereas at Bay West you
would need to remove 30 to 60 million, so there would
be far greater environmental damage and a lot more
spoil at Bay West.
The presentation says the Victorian Labor government
would establish Infrastructure Victoria, ask it to
investigate the port site and make a submission to this
investigation in favour of Bay West. That is interesting.
Infrastructure Victoria is going to be stacked with a
whole heap of Labor cronies. Are members going to tell
me that they would not recommend Bay West? Once
Infrastructure Victoria has reported, the government
would make a cognisant decision on this advice. How
can you make a cognisant decision when you have
already signed the lease for the port? Whatever
Infrastructure Victoria says is irrelevant because the
lease has already been signed. Infrastructure Victoria
could say to put the port anywhere in Victoria. If you
have signed a lease that precludes another port, it is
gone. That is it.
The thing that rubs salt into the wounds of the people of
Geelong is that not one cent of the money from the
proposed sale of the lease of the port of Melbourne
goes outside metropolitan Melbourne. It all goes into
50 level crossing removals in Melbourne. Not one of
the 50 level crossings is outside metropolitan
Melbourne. Geelong does not get mentioned. I can
name 10 spots in Geelong that would benefit from
having their level crossings removed. They include
Lara; Thompsons Road, North Geelong; McKillop
Street; Kilgour Street; Yarra Street; Marshalltown
Road; Surf Coast Highway; and Separation Street.
There are plenty of level crossings in Geelong. No level
crossings will be removed in Ballarat or Bendigo. Is
there any money for Sale, Warrnambool or Colac?
Nothing. There is nothing for Gippsland and nothing
for Swan Hill. There is nothing for outside the
metropolitan area of Melbourne. That is the real thing.
If the member for Lara is listening, and if he is still here
and not trying to get his photo taken with a soccer
player — —
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KATOS — He is here! He has come into the
chamber. Sorry, I was so engrossed in my contribution
that I did not notice the member for Lara walk in. There
is a speaking list there. Why does the member for Lara
not go to the Government Whip, put his name on the
speaking list and tell us about Bay West? He should tell
us about the untruths and the lies he told about Bay
West before the last election. Instead of worrying about
free trips to the Gold Coast for cage fighting, why does
he not worry about his constituents? Why does he not
get on the list and tell us about Bay West? He should
tell us why Bay West is a complete furphy. The Labor
Party was never going to go ahead with Bay West. The
people of Geelong were conned; they were lied to.
Untruths were told to them. It was an absolute disgrace.
I challenge the member for Lara, if he even has the
decency to look at me, to put his name on the list and
get up and explain to the people of Geelong why Bay
West is not going ahead. That was the policy he
spruiked, along with every Labor shadow minister, the
member for Bellarine and the now member for
Geelong. That is what they spruiked. I challenge them
to get up and tell us about this. I oppose this bill for all
those reasons, but I am absolutely disgusted at the lies
and deception around Bay West.
Debate interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The SPEAKER — Order! I would like to recognise
the achievements and contributions of the Wyndham
Jags Cricket Club for organising Australia’s largest
Twenty20 cricket tournament, the Jags Premier League,
with the participation of 32 teams and 600 players. This
is a community initiative, which was started by cricket
lovers, many of whom migrated from India.
The Jags Premier League came about because of a
dedicated group of people who are here in the gallery
today, and I am pleased to welcome them. They include
Jay Mohan, chairman of Jags Premier League; Krishna
Kumar and Soma Varma from Wyndham Jags Cricket
Club; Annie Hateley and Simon Webb from Cricket
Victoria; and Daman Anand of Singh Homes.
I would also like to acknowledge the tireless campaign
of Cricket Victoria to ensure that the growing South
Asian cricket community is better supported. Thank
you, Annie and Simon.
I have been informed that the winner of this year’s
tournament, the Melbourne Royals, are also present in
the chamber today, and I wish to congratulate them. We
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look forward to next year’s tournament, which will be
bigger and better, and we thank Cricket Victoria for this
remarkable outcome for multiculturalism in Victoria. I
am very confident that members on both sides of the
house welcome all the team members in the gallery and
congratulate them on their efforts. Thank you for
coming.

DELIVERING VICTORIAN
INFRASTRUCTURE (PORT OF
MELBOURNE LEASE TRANSACTION)
BILL 2015
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) — It gives me
great pleasure to rise to contribute to debate on the
Delivering Victorian Infrastructure (Port of Melbourne
Lease Transaction Bill) 2015. It has been fascinating
this afternoon to listen to the contributions of those
opposite as well as people on our side. You would think
that members would actually scrutinise and talk about
the outcomes of the bill before them. This bill delivers
key outcomes for Victoria, in particular a key
investment through the Victorian Transport Fund, in
level crossings and in the Melbourne Metro rail tunnel.
That is fundamental, and it is fact. To have frivolous
points of order raised to say that you cannot talk about
the outcomes of the bill is absolutely absurd.
We face a challenge across our state. We have an
infrastructure backlog that is not just Victoria focused
but is across our nation. As Infrastructure Australia
recently identified, it could be a $53 billion backlog
over the next 15 years.
We have a hostile federal government that does not
want to invest in Victoria. Its contribution to
Infrastructure Victoria is 13 per cent. For the population
we represent across Australia that is a real shame.
Victoria has to be solutions oriented, and the
government is. We are putting forward a policy that
frees up investment and enables us to really change our
state by removing the 50 worst level crossings and
starting the Melbourne Metro rail tunnel project. The
last rail tunnel that transformed our city was built
30 years ago. It is time to get on board with the
Melbourne Metro rail tunnel. It will be driven by the
Victorian Transport Fund, and that is where the
proceeds of the sale of the port of Melbourne will go.
It is worth reflecting on how we got to this position. I
would like to reflect on the contribution of the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry in a
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media release dated 5 March 2014 in which its chief
executive is reported to have said:
It’s positive to see both major parties commit to the sale of
this important piece of infrastructure …

being the port of Melbourne. He went on to say:
Proceeds should be used to press on with major road and rail
infrastructure projects that will drive our economy forward …

I could not agree more. That was also the position of
the now opposition back then.
What has changed to get us to this point? I will reflect
on a couple of things that might have changed.
Infrastructure investment is not in the opposition’s
DNA. I will put forward two examples to the house to
consider. One is that those opposite acted like
infrastructure Neanderthals over the last four years.
There was not one investment, and then in the last
minute those opposite rushed to shovel money out the
door to try to put a project forward that had an
economic benefit of a return of 45 cents in the dollar.
Who were they led by? Who is the current Leader of
the Opposition getting his kudos and his key policy
challenges from? It is none other than the Prime
Minister, Tony Abbott. The Leader of the Opposition
swanned up to Canberra recently and said, ‘Don’t
worry, I’ll hold onto the east–west link money. I’ll do
this; I’ll do that’, but he has been completely silent on
the lack of infrastructure investment.
I know the member for Kew is not in this place at
present, but he loves to quote his hero, John Howard,
time and again, so it is worth reflecting on the
infrastructure investment the Howard government made
during its time. During that time we were 20th in the
OECD for infrastructure investment. Our nation sat still
in major infrastructure investment. The Howard
government pork-barrelled middle Australia like crazy
to save its own tail, but when it came to infrastructure
investment it sat on the bench.
If we fast-forward now, we see a situation where the
Leader of the Opposition has had his first poll come up.
Some say that you are either a glass half full or a glass
half empty type of person. One-third of the vote in that
poll was for the Liberal Party. The glass might now be
one-third full.
Where do those opposite come from on infrastructure
planning and infrastructure investment? The previous
government said it would ‘fix the problems and build
the future’. But what did it build? Absolutely nothing. It
changed a Premier; that is for sure. We heard the
former Premier make his contribution in the house
earlier. Those opposite changed a Premier, and they
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changed a Speaker. They were an absolute rabble. They
promised rail links, and they promised feasibility
studies on rail links. They promised the world, and they
delivered nothing.
We come to this part of the debate — solutions
oriented — and you reflect on that poll and that
contribution and you think, ‘What was the Leader of
the Opposition’s contribution?’. He got on the
telephone and called up Rick Wallace from the
Australian. He was reflecting and thought, ‘I’ve got to
spin this poll around some way. It’s not looking too
good’. Then he said, ‘The only thing I did notice’ — —
Mr M. O’Brien — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, the member has been on his feet for quite
some time. He is clearly, on any view, straying far and
wide from the content of the bill. Imaginary
conversations with journalists about polling — —
Mr RICHARDSON — It’s on the record.
Mr M. O’Brien — It might be on the record, but it
has nothing to do with the bill, Sunshine. Acting
Speaker, I ask you to bring him back to the bill.
Mr Donnellan — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, the former Treasurer went far and wide. The
member has actually been talking about the Victorian
Transport Fund and the outcomes of what the bill will
deliver, so I think he is well within the boundaries.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! I do not uphold the point of order.
Mr RICHARDSON — The Leader of the
Opposition said, ‘The only thing I did notice, at the risk
of being immodest, is that I got the highest figures of a
first-term opposition leader anywhere in Australia. My
personal figures are pretty good — —
Mr M. O’Brien — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I do not understand what this has to do with
the bill. What on earth does anything about the polling
numbers of the Leader of the Opposition have to do
with the bill? I appreciate that there are some first-term
members in the chamber. The lead speaker for the
opposition, by convention of this house, receives wide
latitude on the response. That is not a courtesy that is
extended to subsequent members, so unless anybody is
able to persuade this side of the house that imaginary
conversations about polling are relevant to this bill in
any way at all, I would ask you to bring the member
back to the bill.
Mr Donnellan — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, it is fine for the former Treasurer to talk about
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convention, but it is not written down, so tough; move
on.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! I do not uphold the point of order.
Mr RICHARDSON — I come back to setting the
scene. When you have that conversation, no wonder the
Leader of the Opposition came out and flip-flopped on
this policy. It is no wonder. He was trying to convince
his party room that he still has support, that he is still a
good guy, that he is still the one to be backed. That is
what this whole change in policy and position is all
about.
Mr Walsh — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
renew the point of order made by the shadow Treasurer.
The member is straying completely from the bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! I ask the member to come back to the bill.
Mr RICHARDSON — Going back to the point I
was making, why is the opposition leader flip-flopping
on policy? He needs a game changer in policy. That is
why he has changed his position on this port policy.
That is so obvious. It was a bipartisan policy before the
election.
Mr M. O’Brien — Acting Speaker, I draw attention
to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.
Mr RICHARDSON — We had the wonderful
contribution of the shadow Treasurer, the member for
Malvern, who is the Voldemort of the other side — that
is, ‘He who shall not be named’. Everyone keeps a
wide berth from him now, just like Mick Malthouse
and his beloved Blues. We go back to the shadow
Treasurer talking about Infrastructure Australia. He
loves quoting it now. Infrastructure Australia kept a
wide berth on the east–west link policy, but now the
shadow Treasurer says, ‘We should put this through
Infrastructure Australia. We should have a look through
here’. Where was the Infrastructure Australia oversight
for the east–west link project? Where was the
Infrastructure Australia oversight through the Prime
Minister? It did not stack up. We knew it did not stack
up.
This port investment and port lease will drive economic
outcomes and job creation for our state. We do not sit
on the bench when it comes to infrastructure
investment. We get on with it, and that is exactly what
we will do.
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Mr DIXON (Nepean) — If I were a selfish person, I
would be voting for this bill. You might ask me why I
would be voting for this bill. If this bill goes through
and if what it proposes goes through, the value of my
house is going to increase by many hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Why would that be? Because as
the bay rises my home will be a waterfront property. It
is going to be worth a lot more, and on those terms I
should be voting for this bill. Not only will that help me
but I reckon it will help the Acting Speaker, the
members for Frankston, Mordialloc and Bellarine and
the member for Albert Park — Mr 32 Per Cent Primary
Vote — who is only here because of the Greens. So
many of the residents of those bayside electorates will
be sitting on bayside properties with beautiful water
views and water lapping at the foot of their properties.
There will be an upside for many people if this goes
through.
On a more serious note, let us look at the damage this
bill is going to cause. All members opposite have been
talking about is the result of the bill. I will talk about the
result of the bill. There are only two options here. We
either have 70 years of dredging and maintenance
dredging and blasting of the heads or we have 70 years
with the current 14-metre draught that currently allows
ships to come into the bay. The last lot of channel
dredging allowed 14-metre draught ships to come into
the bay, so we stop there and turn back any boats over
14 metres. Every bit of research about the future of
shipping and the future of cargo ships and container
ships shows that a country the size of Australia and a
port the size of the port of Melbourne have to
accommodate ships larger than 14 metres. So you either
turn them away or you let them in. How can you let
them in? You can only let them in at the moment when
the allowable draught is 14 metres, and that is on a
pretty good tide. I know this because I have been out
with the pilots through the heads, over the side of the
ship and back. It is an incredibly fine line for ships to
get through now.
You would need to take an extra 2 metres off the heads.
Forget about the 75 million cubic metres at the bottom
of the bay that would need to be dredged to allow the
ships to get into Melbourne; I am just talking about the
25 million cubic metres of rock that would have to be
taken out of the heads just to take the next sized ship.
This is equivalent to the total dredging done in the
2007–08 channel deepening project. That is a massive
amount. When you take that amount out, you allow a
massive amount more water through the heads. It is not
just a few pinnacles. I have a three-dimensional map in
my office of the heads and the rock formations in the
heads. There are massive rock plateaus and rock
pinnacles in the heads. All that rock will have to be
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taken down 2 metres — and it is not 2 metres by
1 metre, it is 2 metres by hundreds and hundreds of
metres. The deeper the ships are, the wider they are and
the less manoeuvrable they are, so they need more
manoeuvrable space. The width of the channel has to be
incredibly wide. It has to be wider than what it is as
well as deeper. Can you imagine what that is going to
do?
The previous Labor government established the Port
Phillip Heads Marine National Park at Point Nepean. It
is going to be ripped apart. It is going to be blasted
apart. I know it is not going to be dynamited; it is going
to be dredged, it is going to be ground and the rock is
going to be moved. The beautiful 90-metre deep
channel — the canyon at the heads, which has got more
marine life than the Great Barrier Reef — is going to be
totally decimated. Not only will the rock and the reefs
be removed but when you have more water coming
through you have water coming through more quickly
and it removes even more. It is not just the sand, it is all
of the corals and the marine life that will be removed.
No wonder the Greens — who are environmentalists
amongst other things — do not like that. I do not like
that either. It is going to affect the diving industry, but it
is worse than that. This is going to cause a massive
amount of marine environmental damage not only in
my electorate — we will be the first cop it — but every
single electorate around the bay. Stephen Bradford,
who was the champion of the last lot of channel
deepening, has said that on a conservative estimate the
bay will rise by 9 inches. That is a massive amount
when you put it into the square kilometres that cover
the whole area of the bay. That is a massive amount of
extra water coming in and flowing inland. It is going to
make a massive difference.
That is why I totally oppose this bill. It is going to
decimate jobs in my electorate. About 15 000 jobs over
the next decade would have been created by the port of
Hastings project, and those jobs are needed in my
electorate. They are also needed in the electorates of the
members for Mornington and Hastings. I have the
fourth poorest electorate in the state; my electorate has
the fourth lowest income in the state. The people in my
community need jobs. They need careers. The tourism
industry in my electorate will be wiped out by this. The
port and the associated infrastructure, companies and
industry around the port will not be there. This will
decimate my community environmentally and
economically. I cannot support this bill in any way,
shape or form.
It is going to take 70 years so my electorate can just put
up the shutters. As I said, there are two choices. One is
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that you do not let in ships that have more than
14-metre draughts, and if that happens, our port will
slowly become irrelevant. There is no way known that a
tenderer will tender for a port that will not be allowed to
take bigger ships for the next 70 years. It would be
worthless. Those ships are not supertankers but the next
size up, and they will go to Brisbane and Sydney.
Brisbane and Sydney are rubbing their hands in glee
because they know that the next size of ships will be
coming to their ports and not to Melbourne if
Melbourne does not dredge.
This house has to realise that massive environmental
damage will be done by removing 25 million cubic
metres of rock from the heads, let alone all the dredging
that is going to happen not just right through the bay
but up to the mouth of the Yarra River as well. It is not
only one big dredge which will take years to do; it took
about a year to do the last lot of dredging, and this will
be about four times the size of that. It will be about four
years of dredging, and then there will have to be
maintenance dredging. Every couple of years you will
have to do these massive maintenance dredges. It is
70 years of rock removal, dredging and environmental
vandalism, or we shut the door and do not let any more
ships in — and I cannot see anyone signing up to that.
It is a stark choice for me and my electorate. It is not
just the damage to jobs but also the environmental
damage that will be massive. I cannot support this bill.
Ms KAIROUZ (Kororoit) — I rise with pleasure to
speak on the Delivering Victorian Infrastructure (Port
of Melbourne Lease Transaction) Bill 2015. Today is a
day to mark in the diary. Today is the day that the
Liberal-Nationals-Green coalition has abandoned the
wishes of Victorians. Today is the day that marks
members of the Liberal-Nationals-Green coalition as
political opportunists, blockers and knockers. Today is
the day that marks members of the Liberal-Nationals
coalition as hypocrites who say one thing and do
another.
The coalition has turned its back on its own policy to
support the leasing of the port of Melbourne. It has
turned its back on the wishes of Victorians. We in the
government will not be turning our backs. We will be
delivering and doing what we said we would do before
the election — that is, leasing the port of Melbourne. It
is part of the very important plan that we took to
Victorians at the state election. We hope and intend to
capture the value that is currently locked up in this
major asset. We can kickstart the Victorian economy —
an economy that was left idle by the previous
government — by unlocking the equity in the port of
Melbourne.
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By using the funds obtained through leasing the port,
we will deliver on our promise to remove 50 of
Victoria’s deadliest level crossings. During the 2014
election campaign, people I spoke to and people who
contacted my office told me that removing the deadliest
level crossings was the single most significant election
promise we had made. When you think about it, getting
caught at traffic lights or on main roads affects all of us.
If you spend 2 or 3 hours in traffic commuting to work
every single day of your working life, it is not hard to
understand why Victorians support this policy. When
you see an endless line of cars on roads like Main Road
in St Albans, in my former electorate, you understand
why this is our no. 1 priority.
That is why I am particularly pleased that the Andrews
Labor government has started work to remove the level
crossing at Main Road in St Albans. I am also
particularly pleased to welcome the recent
announcement of the removal of the level crossing at
Furlong Road in St Albans. These are two of the
deadliest level crossings in Victoria, and their removal
was announced by Labor when we were in opposition. I
look forward to the day I see no boom gates across
those two roads. I am sure the member for St Albans
will do a great job in ensuring that these two very
important projects are delivered on time.
The removal of the St Albans level crossing will also
see a new station at the site, and this is really good news
for the people of St Albans. It is important to note that
investing in capital works will make a difference on
many levels. Not only will it make our roads safer and
make it easier for people to commute to and from work
but it will also create jobs. Job creation will be given a
boost as a result of this level crossing removal program,
with some 4500 jobs being created.
The lease of the port of Melbourne will also unlock
federal funding for other infrastructure projects. We
have not considered the lease of the port lightly; rather,
we have done our due diligence and we believe that
unlocking the value of this asset is in the best interests
of the Victorian economy. It is certainly not a grab for
cash to prop up the bottom line; it is a sensible use of an
asset that can provide tangible rewards. We could have
gone down the path of borrowing more money for the
50 level crossings removal project, but instead we are
using our Crown assets to provide better financial
outcomes.
The Victorian people gave Labor a mandate at the last
election based on the commitments in our election
platform and our financial statements. The Victorian
people voted overwhelmingly for a Labor government
and also supported Labor’s plan for the next four years,
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including the removal of 50 level crossings to be
funded by the lease of the port of Melbourne. This was
never a secret. We took it to the election and the people
gave us a mandate. Opposition members can play
politics with this legislation. They can do a lot of
damage to Victoria’s bottom line and they can turn their
backs on the commitments they took to the election.
They can also act like economic vandals and oppose the
legislation, but in their hearts they know that this is the
right decision for Victoria and that leasing the port of
Melbourne is the right thing to do.
I am very pleased by Labor’s proposal to lease the port
of Melbourne to fund the level crossing removal
program. I urge those opposite and those on the
crossbenches to do the right thing and support this
important initiative. I wholeheartedly commend the bill
to the house.
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) — It is a pleasure to
rise to make a contribution to the debate on the
Delivering Victorian Infrastructure (Port of Melbourne
Lease Transaction) Bill 2015. I have not heard all of the
debate on the bill, but the points made by the member
for Nepean, whose electorate sits right on the bay, were
very pertinent and his contribution was excellent.
The port of Melbourne is the largest container port in
Australia. Around 3000 ships a year come to the port.
That number has been growing gradually over decades,
and it is important to recognise that when we are
planning for the future. As we have heard from
speakers on this side of the house, the coalition supports
a medium-term lease of the port of Melbourne. A
previous speaker mentioned that there is a belief that
we oppose the lease, but that is not the case. We
support it, but we support a medium-term,
common-sense lease. Our position has been very
consistent, which is in stark contrast to those on the
other side.
The proposal before the house is not the proposal that
was promised before the election. It is vastly different.
The member for Mordialloc said he believed the
coalition has flip-flopped in its stance and on its policy,
but let us look at the facts. The proposal puts in place
support for a private port monopoly instead of
developing a second container port. Labor is proposing
a lease of up to 70 years, compared with the 40 to
50 years it put forward during the election campaign.
Consequently the government has no mandate for this
proposal. As the member for Mornington said, this will
be the largest privatisation in a long time. The port is
one of the most valuable assets still in state government
hands, so it is vital that if we move into this space, we
do it properly and with the best interests of Victorians
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at heart. We cannot afford another desal-style financial
disaster with future generations left with massive debt
and a noose around their necks. This proposal is bad for
jobs, it is bad for trade and it is bad for competition. It is
bad for consumers and, as we heard from the member
for Nepean, it is bad for the environment.
Some government members have said that we are
taking this stance because we do not support the
removal of level crossings, but that is not true. We do
support the removal of level crossings. We started the
program to remove level crossings, and we are
committed to continuing the program, so it is not about
that at all.
In his contribution the member for Mordialloc talked
about the coalition flip-flopping on policy. Let us look
at the government’s history. When last in government
Labor committed to supporting the port of Hastings as
the site for Victoria’s second container port. In
government Labor said:
In planning for future economic growth, and consistent with
the Victorian ports strategic framework, the government has
confirmed that Hastings is the preferred site for a second
container port to supplement the port of Melbourne when it
reaches capacity in around 2030.
The port of Hastings is well positioned to serve as
Melbourne’s second container port …

Labor went on to say:
No other port location offers the same overall advantages as
Hastings, and it holds major economic potential for the state
of Victoria.

In opposition Labor announced that that was no longer
the case and that it wanted Bay West as the site for the
second container port. In March last year, a little over
12 months ago, the now Premier, when asked, said,
‘We think Bay West is a much better option, and we are
standing by our policy to develop Bay West’. Just to
add some interest, the then shadow Minister for Ports,
now the Treasurer, showing a very intricate knowledge
of ports, said:
You don’t build a port for ships —

and members can work that one out —
you build a port for the economy and the economy needs it on
the west of Melbourne

I did not know that you do not build a port for ships!
This is a clear change in policy. In government Labor
supported Hastings; in opposition it was Bay West; and
now in government again Labor wants to refer the
matter to a committee to tell it what the best option is.
The only two options that perhaps have not been looked
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at are at Lakes Entrance in my electorate, which would
be good for my local economy, or maybe Mallacoota
up in the far east of the state. Where will we go to next
as the preferred option? We heard the member for
Mordialloc say that the coalition’s policy flip-flops!
In government Labor has decided to kill off a second
container port anywhere for between 50 and 70 years
by adding in a compensation clause if a port is
developed. Government members have said that they
have not ruled out a second container port, but by
putting a clause in this bill to pay compensation in
effect they have done that. It is not a good thing to have
hanging around the necks of the Victorian people.
I also want to make some comments about Labor’s
position on when Victoria will need a second container
port, because it is quite interesting. When last in
government Labor said that Victoria would need a
second container port in around 2030. It was
forecasting the need for a second port 20 years down
the track from when it was last in government.
Members should remember that the Labor Party was in
government right up to 2010, and it said that we would
need a second container port in 2030. Even after the last
election the Minister for Ports, who has just left the
chamber, said that it was likely that Victoria would
need a second container port by around 2045 — that is,
in 30 years time. It has now stretched out from 2030 to
2045.
Most importantly, and perhaps the organisation that we
should be taking the most note of, is Infrastructure
Australia. In regard to the port of Melbourne it stated
that it believed the port would exceed capacity before
2031. The 2031 guideline is in line with the original
prediction by the Labor government in its last term that
we would need a second container port by 2030.
Infrastructure Australia has said it will be 2031, and
you would think that it would know what it was talking
about.
Now Labor is proposing to kill off the prospect of any
second container port for the next 50 to 70 years
through a lease, with compensation payable if a second
port takes trade away from the port of Melbourne in
that time. God only knows how much that will be! We
are paying $1.8 million a day for the next 25 years for
the desalination plant, we have a compensation clause
being put in place if we need a second port in the next
50 to 70 years, and Infrastructure Australia is saying
that it is likely that we will need it by 2030.
Economically this makes no sense whatsoever. We
have heard a lot of commentary from government
members about the proceeds from the sale of the port
going towards level crossing removals.
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I make the point that the majority of the throughput of
port produce comes from rural and regional Victoria. It
comes from our food and fibre producers, who are
exporting their produce overseas and very much
kicking the tin when it comes to the Victorian
economy. If this lease goes ahead in some form, we
would like to see some of the proceeds earmarked for
reinvestment back in those areas of rural and regional
Victoria which I must say did not get much love in the
recent budget.
This is not good legislation. It is not what was proposed
pre-election by the then opposition, now government. It
will put a desal-like noose around the neck of
Victorians. That is why the coalition is opposing this
bill.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — In the time remaining
I am pleased to make a brief contribution to the debate
on the Delivering Victorian Infrastructure (Port of
Melbourne Lease Transaction) Bill 2015. It has been
interesting today to hear further discussion by those
opposite getting bogged down in a debate about the port
and container ships because they do not focus on what
matters to Victorians, they do not focus on what matters
to people in the suburbs and they do not focus on what
matters to people in local communities.
Today in Rosanna, which is in my electorate of
Ivanhoe, there was a fatality at the Rosanna train station
near my electorate office. While the context of that
fatality is complicated and distressing, it goes to the
heart of what this Labor government seeks to deliver.
This government was elected and affirmed by the
Victorian community to deliver a properly researched
program to remove 50 level crossings, drive jobs and
investment, drive economic activity and production and
deal with congestion and safety. That is what this bill
will help the Labor Party in government do for
communities across Victoria.
The previous government served only one term — the
first time that has happened in 50 years — because it
was so disconnected from what the community wanted
in Victoria. What happened in Rosanna today will bring
about further discussion in the local community about
the need to ensure safety and ensure delivery of the
election commitments that Labor made around grade
separations and level crossings. We will deliver our
commitment at Rosanna as we will deliver on the other
49 commitments we have made regarding level
crossings across Victoria.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.
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ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That the house now adjourns

Marine licensing fees
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) — My adjournment
matter tonight is for the Minister for Ports. The action I
seek is for the minister to review options for marine
licences to support volunteers in local sailing clubs.
Recently a constituent of mine, Stewart Baker, who is a
commodore at the Pakenham Lakeside Sailing Club
and has been involved there for a long period of time,
approached my office in relation to the ongoing fees for
licences and how those fees affect volunteer
organisations and those who have retired from
long-term sailing careers to help out in the community.
Stewart assists at the local sailing club and ensures that
people with disabilities have the opportunity to sail on
the Lakeside lake, which is located in Pakenham. He
does a fantastic job. He sent me an email stating that
any application for a marine licence by a volunteer at
any of these volunteer clubs should be free so that those
volunteers do not have to pay to complete their
volunteer work. At the moment the fee for a first-time
licence is about $160. Stewart is asking that this be
reviewed and that these fees be waived in the future. He
suggests that any application for a marine licence by a
club volunteer should require endorsement of the club’s
commodore to verify the volunteer’s authenticity.
The Gembrook electorate is lucky to have the
Pakenham Lakeside Sailing Club. There are other
sailing clubs, one of which is in Lysterfield, where they
have a fantastic facility and many volunteers. The local
council and the state government have delivered new
access for people of all abilities. Anyone who has a
disability can go down there and use a sailing boat.
There are opportunities for people to get more involved
in their local communities.
Sailing is available for everyone, and we need to
encourage its availability. The interesting component,
however, is that clubs are having more and more
trouble getting people to come on board and stay on
board to assist because of the initial fees to be registered
as commodores or captains of these vessels and the
ongoing cost per annum. I request that the minister
reply to us so I can pass his response on to Stewart
Baker.
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Carrum electorate bus services
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) — My adjournment
matter is for the Minister for Public Transport, and the
action I seek is for the minister to liaise with me and
Public Transport Victoria to identify and address gaps
in bus services in the Carrum electorate.
Under the Liberals public transport experienced many
problems. Bus services were cut, connections were
poor and changes were made without any consultation.
The system needs a plan for the future, with more direct
and frequent services to fill the gaps, better connections
with railway stations in Seaford and Carrum, better
connections with universities and new bus shelters to
support growth.
The Andrews Labor government is investing
$100 million to improve Victoria’s bus networks,
adding more routes, expanding others, restoring cut
services and fixing the missing links in Melbourne’s
growth areas. Stronger bus networks will be developed
in regional areas, and importantly Labor is giving
communities and councils a real say in bus planning.
Labor will improve and expand other services and
introduce new routes across Victoria. Final routes and
timetables will be determined in consultation with the
community.
Local residents in my electorate of Carrum have been
contacting me with many suggestions for bus service
improvements, particularly with regard to railway
stations and connectivity with trains. To reiterate, I ask
the Minister for Public Transport to liaise with me and
Public Transport Victoria to identify and address gaps
in bus services in the Carrum electorate.

Homesafe Traralgon service
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) — I seek action from the
Minister for Public Transport. The action I seek is for
the minister to meet with representatives of the
Traralgon CBD Safety Committee and outline the
specifics of the government’s Homesafe initiative with
respect to the Traralgon service. The government had
made an election commitment and indeed a
commitment by way of a media release on
31 December last year. Under the heading ‘One year
countdown until Victorians get Homesafe’, the
government said that under the Homesafe plan:
From New Year’s Eve 2015 … Victorians will be able to get
home safely with 24-hour weekend metropolitan trains,
backed up by Homesafe trams and Homesafe buses.

In addition the government said that regional Victorians
will also benefit from these transport changes with a
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2.00 a.m. Homesafe Shuttle service from Southern
Cross station to Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong and
Traralgon.
The Traralgon CBD Safety Committee is a wonderful
committee that consists of local police; owners of
businesses in the entertainment precinct; transport
operators, including representatives of bus and taxi
services; and community representatives. Over a period
of time it has been able to deliver on a range of
initiatives, such as the installation of CCTV cameras
around the entertainment precinct, under the former
coalition government’s community safety programs,
amongst a number of other initiatives. One of them is a
really important local initiative: the introduction of a
night service that departs the Traralgon entertainment
precinct early on Sunday morning and takes patrons
and other commuters back to neighbouring towns,
Churchill, Morwell and Moe. That has been a very
successful initiative.
However, there are some concerns about the Homesafe
initiative as proposed by the government. The lack of
detail is apparent. We are asking the minister to deliver
some specifics about the Traralgon service. While we
assume that it will be a bus service, that is yet to be
confirmed. There was a bit of concern from local
business owners that a number of patrons might go to
precincts in Melbourne rather than the local precincts.
We need to know some detail about the stops that will
be along the way. Will it be a direct service from
Southern Cross station to Traralgon or will there be
stops along the way? Will there be security personnel
on the bus, if it is a bus? There are also concerns, in
particular from local police, about where passengers
will depart from in Traralgon and at what time in the
morning. Police are concerned. They do not want to see
100 people dropped off from the Traralgon
entertainment precinct at 5 o’clock in the morning.
Debate interrupted.

RULINGS BY THE CHAIR
Adjournment debate
The SPEAKER — Order! Last night during the
adjournment debate the member for Wendouree sought
action from a minister by way of an update. The
member for Burwood raised a point of order with the
Deputy Speaker seeking clarification as to whether an
update is considered an action for the purpose of the
adjournment debate. The Deputy Speaker referred the
matter to me for my consideration. I have discussed this
matter with the Deputy Speaker and taken advice on the
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issue. There is currently no precedent that provides
guidance on the matter.
Having considered the matter carefully, it seems to me
that if a minister is requested to provide an update on a
program or a set of events, then the minister would
need to consult departmental officials to obtain
information about the current circumstances and how
they might differ from previous circumstances. Having
received that information, the minister would then need
to provide a report or an assessment of the current
situation. In my mind, that is clearly a situation where
the minister is taking some action as a result of the
matter raised in the house. It seems to me that it is
beneficial to a member raising an issue and the public
concerned about the issue for relevant information to be
provided by a minister. I therefore rule that seeking an
update from the minister on the adjournment debate is
to be considered an action.

ADJOURNMENT
Debate resumed.

Cultural development strategy
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — My
adjournment request is for the Minister for Tourism and
Major Events. The action I seek is a new cultural
development strategy to complement Victoria’s tourism
attractions and economic development. It is time to
redefine Australian exceptionalism. It is time to place
our scientific leaders alongside our sporting legends in
the public eye. Melbourne is one of the world’s great
sporting capitals, but we can enhance its prominence as
one of the world’s leaders in life-saving medical
research. We honour our sporting heroes, from
Olympic legends to footy stars, with bronze statues
around the Melbourne Cricket Ground. We hail our
tennis greats with statues outside the National Tennis
Centre, which each year hosts one of only four grand
slam tournaments.
Melbourne is in the top echelon for medical research.
There is Boston, with Harvard University and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; London, with
nearby Cambridge University and Imperial College
London; and Melbourne, with the Parkville precinct
centred on the University of Melbourne and our great
southern hub, based in Monash University alongside
Australia’s national science agency, CSIRO.
Combined, they define Australian exceptionalism and
are vital for future prosperity. Royal Parade is the main
gateway for tourists to the world’s most livable city and
also our boulevard of big dreams.
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Just as John Landy was hailed for his sportsmanship in
helping up the fallen Ron Clarke during the trials for
Melbourne’s 1956 Olympic Games, we should honour
Professor Graeme Clark’s dedication to his deaf father,
which led to the profoundly deaf around the world
being able to hear their loved ones. His cochlear
implant, or bionic ear, breakthrough has grown into an
export industry representing the jobs of the future, in
the way I would like to see Broadmeadows
remembered for the rise of another scientific giant,
CSL, not the demise of Ford.
Eminent scientists who could also be honoured include
Nobel Prize winners, Sir Frank Macfarlane Burnet, who
conducted pioneering research at the Walter and Eliza
Hall Institute; and former Australian of the year, Peter
Doherty, whose eponymous institute is in the Parkville
precinct. Sir Gustav Nossal, winner of the Albert
Einstein World Award for Science, and Priscilla
Kincaid-Smith, a professor of medicine at Melbourne
University, are among a long list of groundbreakers.
Such statues or landmarks would underscore their
scientific pre-eminence, informing overseas visitors and
new generations. Adding to the celebration of diversity
could build this cultural strategy and foster commerce
and trade along with tourism. Last week the
Parliamentary Friends of Ireland brought together a
trade mission from Northern Ireland with the Irish
Australian Chamber of Commerce and the Australian
British Chamber of Commerce to celebrate the
150th anniversary of the birth of a Nobel prize winner
for literature, William Butler Yeats, who aptly defined
the need for such enlightenment:
Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire.

City of Knox planning application
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) — I raise a
matter for the Minister for Planning. The action I seek
is for the minister to update the status of the application
by Knox City Council with respect to its application for
amendment C74.
I was recently contacted by a resident of the Wantirna
South community whose property is currently being
sought for subdivision and who requires amendments
under amendment C74. As a consequence of a planning
panel hearing that was held between 8 and
10 September last year, the panel recommended that the
matter be referred back to Knox City Council, that the
amendment that was put to the panel should be
supported with the panel’s recommendations and that
the area concerned should be passed for rezoning. At a
council meeting held on 27 January Knox City Council
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approved the C74 amendment, and that matter was then
referred to the office of the Minister for Planning.

Road, and the Mernda rail extension will be completed
in the 2018–19 year.

I have been advised by the landowner that to date
neither they nor the council has received any advice
from the Minister for Planning as to whether or not the
application sought by the council some six months ago
has been approved. This issue has been a serious issue
in the Wantirna South community as it involves the
redevelopment of significant orchard land, which
would result in the development of a significant
housing estate in that community.

As a former Minister for Sport, Recreation and Youth
Affairs, the education minister is very well placed to be
part of ensuring that we can look at the issues of
community access for sporting facilities to be
co-located and open to the community, as they are at
the Mernda Primary School. I am very pleased that one
of the first things on which this government took action
has been the Mernda central P–12 school project.

This is a significant issue about which many in the
community have expressed a view. It is imperative that
the government provide advice as to whether the
application that has been approved by the council and
by the planning panel will be approved. It is imperative
that with respect to this plan this government make a
decision and make it in a timely manner. Clearly five or
six months is not good enough. It is imperative that the
government act on this issue. I call upon the Minister
for Planning to take action and provide an update on the
status of the C74 planning application from the City of
Knox.

In February I welcomed the Premier and the Deputy
Premier when they visited my electorate. They said that
they would include this great school in the tender that
was let earlier this year so that this school can have a
good start. Within the northern growth corridor we have
had great success in co-locating services, including
those at Hazel Glen College, by taking the approach of
co-locating prenatal and early childhood services with
schools right up to year 12. Indeed we are also looking
at further training across the community. I look forward
to hearing from the minister, as do members of the
Mernda community, who are looking forward to
knowing how they can be involved in designing this
great community asset.

Mernda central P–12 school
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Education and Deputy
Premier. The action I seek is that he advise the Mernda
community what methods of consultation will be used
to ensure that prospective parents and students can have
input into the design and building of, and indeed what
education will be delivered at, the Mernda central P–12
school.
Last Saturday I doorknocked houses in the area
immediately adjacent to and nearby the proposed
Mernda central P–12 school. I was assisted by a group
of local volunteers, to whom I am very grateful for their
assistance. It was absolutely clear that members of the
local community are extremely excited about the
building of this much-awaited school.
It was Labor in government that purchased this parcel
of land in 2009, and many people who purchased and
built homes in the area following that time expected a
school to be built there. Sadly over the previous four
years nothing has been done, despite the creation of the
route 572 bus service, which was also introduced by a
Labor government before the cuts of the last four years.
The area is serviced by a bus, has a children’s centre
nearby and is very well served. The area will also be
supported by additional bus services which are due to
begin next year along Plenty Road and Bridge Inn

Energy pricing
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) — I raise a matter
for the Minister for Energy and Resources. The action I
seek is that the minister outline and provide an update
to me on what funding and marketing plans are
available from this government to encourage and assist
Victorians to shop around in the energy market to save
money for customers on their energy bills.
Thanks to the reforms and investment introduced by the
Victorian coalition government, Victorian energy
customers can now use an independent website to get
better deals on their energy bills.
The My Power Planner electricity price comparator tool
was introduced in 2013 to make the energy market
more competitive and transparent. In its first year My
Power Planner saw 100 000 Victorians use the
comparator tool, and 95 per cent of those who used it
found both that they could save lots of money and that
there was more transparency in the market. More than
half of those people found that the deals could save an
average of $340 per year, but there is still some work to
do.
The energy market is confusing, and customers are still
not aware that they are able to change supplier. An
estimated 25 per cent of Victorians are still on a
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standing offer with their energy retailer, with some
being able to save as much as $800 a year if they switch
to a better offer from another electricity retailer. With a
range of energy plan options available on the market, it
can pay to shop around. The coalition strongly supports
encouraging competition and creating greater
transparencies so consumers can get the best deal.
During the coalition’s last term of government some
75 per cent of people moved into the market, but 25 per
cent are still on the standing offer — the original deal
that the electricity retailers provided.
My Power Planner is the only independent price
comparator on the market that has every available
electricity tariff and lets you use your own power usage
profile to find the deal that can save you the most on
your bill, which is why the coalition in government
invested an extra $4.7 million to include gas offers and
feed-in tariffs in addition to making it more accessible
for culturally and linguistically diverse users.
The coalition did all the heavy lifting in funding and
establishing the My Power Planner tool. It is now time
for the government to communicate the benefits to
Victorians. In 2014 the Australian Energy Market
Commission identified that just 1 per cent of customers
surveyed were aware that they could swap around and
that there are these sorts of tools that are made
available.
Victorian energy consumers require the minister to
provide an update on how the Labor government is
continuing the great work of the previous government
and outline specifically what funds will be allocated to
encourage Victorians to shop around and save hundreds
of dollars.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

Melbourne Polytechnic Greensborough campus
Ms WARD (Eltham) — My adjournment matter is
for the Minister for Training and Skills. The action I
seek is an update on the opening of the Melbourne
Polytechnic Greensborough campus, which was a
campus of the former Northern Melbourne Institute of
TAFE.
The people of my community and I want to thank the
Minister for Training and Skills for his tremendous
commitment to the TAFE sector and for the amount of
work that he has done over the last six months in
ensuring that he is able to and our government is able to
rebuild the failing TAFE sector.
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He has also committed to reopen this great facility in
my electorate, which is very much needed, and he
committed to doing that during the election campaign.
The now Premier also came out and gave his
commitment to training and skills in our community.
Throughout the campaign I heard very clearly that the
people in my community want a TAFE sector and want
to have their own local TAFE that their kids can go to
to pick up the skills and the training that they need. The
fact that it was closed was crazy.
As many in this chamber will know, the $320 million
TAFE Rescue Fund has provided $10 million in this
year’s budget to reopen the Greensborough campus,
news of which is incredibly welcome and has been very
well received in my community.
I would like the minister to not only update me on this
project and on how the $10 million will be invested in
the campus but also advise me as to how my
constituents can be involved in this process. If we are
planning to reopen the TAFE, we need to make sure
that we get it right and we need to make sure that the
skills needed by my community are addressed. If the
minister could get back to me and let me know how we
could do that, that would be great.

Hop for Hope
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) — I rise to raise an
adjournment matter with the Minister for the Prevention
of Family Violence, and I am pleased to see that she is
in the chamber this evening. The action I seek is that
the minister make available $20 000 from the
$6 million fund allocated in the current budget to ‘other
family violence activities’ to support a major event
called Hop for Hope in the Yarra Valley, which is being
organised by the Alannah and Madeline Foundation.
The minister will be aware that the Alannah and
Madeline Foundation is an Australia-wide charity with
a wonderful record. Founded by Walter Mikac in 1997,
the Alannah and Madeline Foundation’s mission
statement is ‘keeping children safe from violence’. We
know that too often violence occurs in the home, which
is family violence. For those of us who are parents or
close to young children, keeping children safe from
violence will undoubtedly resonate deeply. Children do
not deserve to know about or grow up with violence,
and they need our protection. The work of the Alannah
and Madeline Foundation is extremely valuable.
However, like other charities doing great work, it relies
heavily on fundraising donations and corporate
sponsorship.
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This project in the Yarra Valley has the opportunity to
boost the bank balance of the Alannah and Madeline
Foundation by some $400 000. Hop for Hope is a
project the Alannah and Madeline Foundation is
working hard to promote as it sees that it offers value.
Hop for Hope is driven by the Yarra Valley
Chocolaterie and Ice Creamery as well as other local
businesses, including Hoogies of Yarra Glen, Alowyn
Gardens, Viponds Paints and Tomax Logistics. The
project itself is inspiring and creative, with
40 renowned artists invited to paint and decorate
40 larger-than-life fibreglass kangaroos. The kangaroos
will be on display in the grounds of the chocolaterie in
the gorgeous Yarra Valley and will eventually be
auctioned to raise substantial funds for this worthy
charity. Internationally renowned painters David
Bromley and Charles Billich, master potter Ted
Secombe of Dixons Creek and cartoonist and painter
Michael Leunig are donating their talents for this cause.
It is expected that some 200 000 people will visit the
exhibition over the two months, and the auction is
expected to raise around $400 000. There are
significant operating costs, including security to protect
the kangaroos in the evenings.
Ian and Leanne Neeland of the chocolaterie have great
eyes for quirkiness and success. They know what will
work, and they know that this is a project that will
work. They are confident of raising in excess of
$400 000, which is great bang for the investment buck.
Instead of $20 000 being directly invested to keep kids
free from violence in the home, leveraging that money
through this event will see that sum increase
significantly. As the minister highlighted during the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee hearings
and as is noted on page 6 of budget paper 3, $6 million
has been allocated to support other family violence
activities, and I believe this project is worthy of such
support.

Dandenong sports facilities
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Sport. I ask that the
minister join me in meeting with local Dandenong
sporting clubs, including Dandenong City Soccer Club,
Dandenong Thunder Soccer Club and others, to view
their facilities and to discuss opportunities for
enhancing community grounds and amenities. The
Dandenong area is home to a host of vibrant and
diverse sporting groups that make outstanding
contributions to our community. From the elite
semi-professional Dandenong sides competing in the
Victorian National Premier League to the many
community football, cricket and netball clubs alike, all
organisations play a crucial role in building a stronger
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society. In recent times I have had the pleasure of
visiting both Dandenong City Soccer Club and
Dandenong Thunder Soccer Club to watch high-quality
matches played in front of large community turnouts.
Dandenong sporting clubs give our local kids a chance
to participate in sport outside of school activities and
develop important and lasting friendships that will play
a critical role in their development into young men and
women. Further to this, these clubs promote healthy
behaviour and reduce social isolation, which are both
positive things for the community as a whole. In a
multicultural electorate like Dandenong it is clear that
these clubs provide a connection between cultures, ages
and sexes, and offer positive and inclusive social
outlets.
A number of sporting clubs in Dandenong face serious
ground and facility challenges, which the community is
working hard to overcome. A number of soccer clubs in
particular have recently contacted me explaining that
they have had to turn away players this season because
of the lack of playing fields or, in the case of women, a
lack of change rooms. Sporting clubs deliver so much
to our communities, and their volunteers deserve to
have the facilities and grounds to match their efforts
and meet their needs. It would be hugely appreciated if
the minister would join me for a tour of my electorate’s
sporting clubs so that he could see for himself the
challenges many of them face and the great work they
are all doing.

Responses
Ms RICHARDSON (Minister for the Prevention of
Family Violence) — I thank the member for Eildon for
raising a matter concerning a family violence
prevention program and for calling for $20 000 on its
behalf. I ask that the member write to me with the
details because there are many family violence
prevention programs on offer and I am keen to see what
the $20 000 will be specifically used for. There is a
$16 million family violence fund in the state budget as
well as $2 million allocated for various prevention
programs, and this particular matter will be a case of
trying to line up the activity with a funding stream.
I ask the member put some more detail to me and my
office. We would be very keen to have that information
in order to determine which stream of funding would be
best suited for a program such as this. I invite the
member to do that as soon as possible. There is a wide
range of worthy programs working in this area, and we
want to have them brought before us so that we can
give proper funding consideration to all of them.
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Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — The member
for Gembrook raised a matter for the Minister for Ports
regarding the review of marine licences for volunteer
organisations. I will pass that matter on.
The member for Carrum raised a matter for the
Minister for Public Transport asking that the minister
liaise with her and Public Transport Victoria about gaps
in bus services in the Carrum electorate. I will convey
that matter to the minister.
The member for Morwell raised a matter for the
Minister for Public Transport seeking that she meet
with representatives of the Traralgon CBD Safety
Committee regarding Homesafe. I will convey that
matter to the minister.
The member for Broadmeadows raised a matter for the
Minister for Tourism and Major Events seeking a new
cultural strategy for Victoria. I will pass that matter on.
The member for Ferntree Gully raised a matter for the
Minister for Planning seeking an update on the status of
the City of Knox’s request regarding the
C74 amendment, and I will convey that matter to the
minister.
The member for Yan Yean raised a matter for the
Minister for Education, seeking that he advise the
Mernda community about the types of consultation that
will be used with regard to the Mernda central P–12
school. I will pass that on.
The member for Caulfield raised a matter for the
Minister for Energy and Resources seeking an update
on what funding and marketing plans are available to
encourage people to shop around for energy plans, and
I will convey that.
The member for Eltham raised a matter for the Minister
for Training and Skills seeking an update on the
reopening of Greensborough TAFE, and I will convey
that.
The member for Dandenong raised a matter for the
Minister for Sport seeking that he visit her local clubs,
including Dandenong City and Dandenong Thunder,
and I will convey that.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house is
now adjourned.
House adjourned 7.31 p.m.
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